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Abstract

In this study, 1 examine the ways in which wuriters of nineteenth- and twentieth-centwy
prison narratives reconfigure subjectivity and its relation to social power structures (epitomized
by the structure of the prison itself). SpecificaNy, 1read Henry David Thoreau's "Civil

Disobedience," Harriet Jacobs' Imi&nfs in the Life ojo S / m Girl, Oscar Wdde's 04
Profindis, Martin Luther King,Ir's 'Zetter from Birmingham City Jaii," Constance Lytton's
Prisons and Prisoners: S m e P e r s d -riences,

and Breyten Breytenbach's 7?te True

Confessiom ofm, A l h o Terrorist. The general ground for the study of the relationship

between prison and subjectivity has been mapped by Michel Foucault in Discipline and Punish,
in which he defines the carceral as "a strategic distribution of elements of dserent natures and

levels [. . .] which al1 tend, like the prison, to exercise a power of noRnalization7'(307-08j.

Each of the texts studied here was written eitiier while the author was irnprisoned or subject to
a similar fonn of constraint, or shortly after the author's release; they thus offer specific analyses
and responses to these elements of normalization. They dso support to varying degrees

Foucault's point that the overall aim of the prison project is a 'iransformation of individuals,"
that the prison served to reconstmct and reconstitute the identities of those under its control
('Trison" 39). Each text, though, engages with diffetent elements of this transformative project,
demonstrating how the genedy uniforni carceral practices can be used to attack a variety of
identiacations, be they semai, raciaI, economic, or any of a variety of social categories. The
authon' own depictions of identity, the transformations in which their texts engage?counter
that attack by working in different ways against the refonnative and subjugating pranises of
carceral discipline.
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Opening Statements
A history of prisons is a hiaory of prisoners. That rnay seem üke a foolishly obvious

statement but, on many levels, a histoiy of prisons is distinctiy not a history of prisoners.

Prisonen have had largely no voice in the formation of prisons, nor have they generally had a
role in actively forming policies conceming criminal justice. The history of prisons is not a
history written by prisoners; it is, however, a history written on and through prisoners. Prisons
-and the oficials, politicians, and qstems supponing them-only gain solidity through the
people living in them. Prison policy and practice are engaged in an extensive and constant
constniction of the prisoner, the m@c body and identity of the generic person unforninate
enough to be incarcerated. The aim of this study is to examine how those constnictions are
challenged by the prisoners themselves. As 1 demonstrate, the reworkings of identity by the
authon studied here tend to work against notions of the Enlightenment individual, since that
construct is intimately related to the structure of prison itself Neveriheless, this tendency also
has drawbacks in connedon to the larger social fundons of the prison, a fact that several of

these authors attempt to highlight and problematize. My analyses of specific texts are offered to
show how their authors textudly negotiate the various definitions of identity forced upon them

by the dominant society that the prison represents and of which it is a vital component. 1 will
demonstrate that these negotiations of identity are, therefore, not simply offered as pasonal
reflections or attempts to gain a new sense of se& but are constructecl in large part as social
critiques.
Before moving on to my readings of the ways in which s p d c prisoners have deah with
this constniction of identity, a brief history of Western pend practices is in order. The prison's

history as an institution in the West has been variously defined and problematized not only by
historians, but also by philosophers, psychologias, politicians, reformes, sociologistq and
others too numerous to count. Their midies take various forms, ranghg f?om those that
support incarceration as a proper metbod of either punishment or refonn, to others that combat
the efficacy of incarceration in achieving either of those ends. Within the specific limitations of

an institutional hiaory, however, some common points arise. First, while the practice in the
West of incarceration for criminal activity goes back to the Middle Ages and d e r , it is 'the

period at the tum of the nineteenth cenhuy when imprisonrnent first became a general policy,"

as David Garland States (Punidment ami M d r n dentieiy 160).' Christopher Harding and
Richard W. Ireland Funher h t e that the difference in the practice of incarceration before and
d e r this p e n d can be seen as a difference between "method" and "institution" (18-1 9). The
criminai's separation fiom society and the restriction of criminal's movement may have been
one form of punishment in the pre- and early modem p e n d s , but it was not yet the sociaUy
sanctioned prime methoâ. As John Bender writes in his study of the relations between
eighteenth-centuryfiction and the pe~tentiary,early prisons 'ivere temporery lodgings for all
but a few," whereas prisons of the late-eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries used long-tenn

incarceration as the central punishrnent (14). Even d e r the institutional transformation of
incarceration, other methods of punishrnent were still edorced; today, such punishmmts as

fines and comrnunity savice are regularly doled out by the courts. As popular television and

film crime dramas indicate, though, nich punishments are generally seen as alternatives to
incarceration, which is perceived as the g e n d l y accepted mode of punishment. Thus, studies
of prison-and of prison literature-can help W e r larger projects concerneci with the generai

understandimg of modem society2
Second, within the study of the modem institutionaiiition of incarceration there are
other generally accepted points. The modern prison and its practices are seen to arix fiom a
protestant rhetoric of the individual's ability to refom. As I will discuss in the first two
chaptets of this study, the model beginnings of the contemporary prison are usually posited in
the American prisons in Auburn, New York, and Philadelphia, Pemsylvania, both constnicted in
the late-eighteenth century. These institutions were copied and edarged upon throughout the
Western world, a dissemination indicated by, for example, Gustave de Beaumont's and Alexis

de Tocqueville's study of the American prison system and its potential application to France.
While the Aubum and Philadelphia penitentiaries differed from each other in some practices,
specifically in their approach to the use of collective or individual hard labour, both emphasked
the necessity of silence as a means of ailowing prisoners to reflect on their crimes. As wiU be
exploreci funher in Chapter 1, this reflection, according to the hurnanist philosophy undergirding
the practice, would then of necessity lead the prisoners to refom their behaviour, to move away
from crime and become properly constituted individuals and citizens. P. Q. Hirst detaiis this
reconstniction, writing that 'Frison regimes were intended [. . .] to produce a self-goveming
and industrious" subject who exhibited "orderiy habits" (277). The reformatory theones of
silence and isolation are f u ~ etied,
r as many prison histonans and theorists have shown, to the
rise in the West of dernocracy and the ideas of individual right~.~
Because each individual ha9

certain "indienable rights" within the democratic society, and is capable of understanding and
changing her or his actions, incarceraton as punidment for crime is nomialued and
institutionalized as a means of insuring that those rights not be violateci, and of aüowing the

criminal a chance to change.
Whiie this theory of penitence and refom continued throughout the nineteenth century,

and arguably still foms some of the basis for the continuation of imprisoning practices,' by the
late 1800s theoies of the origins of crime and of human behaviour in gened began to

and

the understanding of punitive practices altered with them. In this period, as Martin J. Weiner
discusses in his excellent study, the rise of sociological sciences and their concomitant emphasis
on the social origins of behaviour-rather than on individuai choice or responsibility-radically
aitered the perception of crime. lnstead of choosing to commit a criminal a*, and therefore
being solely responsible for it, the criminal was seen to be in some ways the product of larger
social forces which limited the options available, thus partiaily sublimating the criminal's

personal responsibility. As 1 discuss in my third chapter, this change was figured in p a l
policy through a move "away fiom detemence and moralization" (Weiner 185) towsrds a more
pseudo-scientific view of criminal activities as generally fdling into, as Marie-Christine Lcps
argues, the categories of statistical, empirical, and medical analyses (24). Within this scientinc
understanding, cnminals m o t simply alter their behaviour through personal reflection. This
change resulted in an intense period of prison and legai refom, in which psychologists, medical
doctors, and other c'outside" professionals became more heavily involved in the treatment of
prisoners and the organization of prisons.
Despite the différences in perception and practice that these changes brought about, the
general effect of Unprisonment on the prisoners themselves remained f d y constant. Prisonas'
own discussions of incarceration, and analyses of those discussions, can help to provide a

detafieci picture of this split between carceral theory and practice. As 1 argue in Chapter 1,
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prisons function in large part as alienating and brutaking institutions which, despite emphases
on either reform or scientific cure, use demeaning and ofien violent fonns of punishment to
enforce prison codes. Harding and Ireland discuss the treatment of the pnsoner as, in one
sense, a transhistorical action of objectification, of transfonning the pnsoner into a series of
objects--1argely defined-that can be acted upon. That is, certain objects which relate to the

prisoner in some intimate sense are removed, violated, or othenvise negatively impacted on in
order to punish the prisoner. Harding and Ireland detail several important objects in the history
of punishment, including the prisoners' bodies, their fieedom to move or act, and their ability to

engage in social interaction (1 86). Such an objectification of people is, in Michel Foucault's
words, pari of the 'technologies of power," for which the prison is arguably the major
metonym. For Foucault,these technologies are figured as attempts to "detenine the condua
of individuals and subrnit them to certain ends or domination, and objeaivizing of the subject"

("Technologies" 18). Humanity thus becomes "the m e object of the police" ('Tolitical" 156).
Within the period covered by my study, roughiy the rnid-nineteenth century to the present day,
the isolation of the prisoner fiorn society at large and the restriction of that person's movement

and ability to act remain consistent, and are variously joined with corporal punishrnent,

restrictions on communication, and isolation within the prison itself. As demonstrateci in dl of
the chapten, these fonns of punishment dienate the prisoner fiom, among 0th- things, fimily,

friends, and society in general. Funher, they serve as attempts to reinforce what the prison
officiais, and the authorities associated with them, see as the more proper social space for the

prisoner to inhabit, as well as to determine the subjectivity of the prisoner.
Related to this discussion of identity reformation, and pahaps erising fiom prison

historians' and theorists' existence within the sociological paradigm, the third g e n d point of
agreement among critics of the prison is that incarceration, and the institutions involved witb it,
function as part of the larger matnx of society, whether that society is seen as king mntrolied
by the active engagement of a variety of individuais, or as a conglomeration of various

institutions which, to a large degree, control the society's members, or as somewhae between
these two models. The differences in opinion within this larger understanding r e d t in a
signifiant portion of penological theory. While there are problems with any attempt to

summarize these differences, for the purposes of the present study they can be reduced to two

camps. On the one hand, Foucault, in his work Discipline cmd Punish, and those critics who
follow fiom his conclusions, generally argue that prison and incarceration, afker the tum of the
nineteenth century, form one part of a larger disciplinary system of surveillance, subjugation,
and control.' As D.A. Miller writes, discipline within such a system was supposedly ''confineci

to the carceral" only "in order that it might ultimately be extended [. . .] to the space outside it"
(60). In Discipline md Punish, Foucault uses Jeremy Bentham's construction of the

panopticon as a figure tbat demonstrates the effectiveness and pervasiveness of the disciplinary
mechanisms of society. In general, Bentham's architecturai design of this institution dowed for
inrnates to be constantly watched-or at least feel as ifthey were-while the inmates themselves

e the otncials in charge of them. This structure, according to Bentham, p d s
could never s
the exercise of cornpiete and total discipline in that it makes those aibject to its control fed as if

any infiaction of the d e s will be noticed and the perpetrator punished. Thus in Bentham's
plan, the inmates would be much less likely to commit any misdeeds, and would thedore begùi
to mod* their general behaviour for what he saw as the better. Bentham d e s tht "the! more
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constantly the persons to be inspected are under the eyes of those who inspect them, the more
perfectly will the purpose of the establishment have been attained" (34). in his writings on the

subject, Bentham argued that the panopticon could be effe*ively used not only for
penitentiaies, but also for "w~rk-houses~
or m~ntlf~ctories~
or mdhouses, or hmpitais, or

sch00Is" (34).
Foucault interprets Bentham's plan in tenns of its intended effects on the inmates and
their relationship to the exercise of social power. He writes that the "major effea" of the
panopticon was "to induce in the inrnate a suite of cunscious and permanent visibility that
assures the automatic functioning of power"(Discipline 201). Foucault details the creation of
this automation in a list of the panopticon's organizations and fwictions, writing that these n d
to be arrangeci in such a way that
the surveillance is permanent in its effects, even if it is discontinuous in its action;
that the perfection of power should tend to render its acnial exercise

unnecessary; that this architectural apparatus should be a machine for creating
and sustaining a power relation independent of the person who exercises it; in
short, that the inmates should be caught up in a power situation of which they
are themselves the bearers. (20 1)

In other words, Foucault argues that the feeling of king constantly watched leads the inmates

of the panopticon to enforce discipli on themseives. Panoptic discipline is, for Foucadt, an
ideologicaî îùnction that alters the inmates' relation to and understanding of themselves. He
writes of the structure that 'Thanks to its mechanisms of obsenmtion, it gains ia efnciency and

in the ability to penetrate into men's behaviour" (204).
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That Bentham saw the panopticon as a structure that could be used to rnodify behaviour
in a variety of institutional settings points out to Foucault that the fom of discipline exercised in

the modem prison is in fact widely spread throughout society, fonning the very heart of the
social system of power relations. Foucault refers to this disciplinary system as "the carcerd
city," in which the prison "is not alone, but Iinked to a whole senes of 'carcerai' mechanisms

which seem distinct enough-since they are intendeci to alleviate pain, to cure, to cornfort-but
which al1 tend, like the prison, to exercise a power of nonnalization" (307-08). in this
paradigm, prisons, schools, churches, and other social institutions function to maintain the
aatus quo, to enforce values and codes of behaviow that serve to prote* the status of the

people who occupy the higher realm of society, be it economic, religious, political, or any of a
variety of positions of authority. Activities such as prison reform, which would seem to work
against the methods and aims of the carceral matrix, are instead parts of the system itself
Against this overarching view of social discipline, on the other hand, cntics of
Foucault's theories argue that his positioning of the prison as part of a larger socio-institutional
matrix that serves to reproduce existing power relations (baween members of different classes,
races, genders, regions, etc.) is overly detednistic and generafized, and depends on an
understanding of social relations that is too reiiant on seeing those relations as completely
defined by power difrentials. John S. Ransom surmarizes these arguments, writing that
Foucault's critics depict his account of Western Society as "nothhg more than an interlockhg

system of disciplinary mechanisms" (40). This critique is occasionally taken M e r to say that
the constant reproduction of hegemonic power structures which Foucault describes is a form of
~ t e g i conspiracy
c
that would require fu too much organization and intent to remain

consistent. David Garland, describing the arguments against Foucault's penological history,
writes that, ' l n the absence of any hard evidence that a strategy with these objectives does reaily

exia, it would appear that Foucault is simply taking the (unintended) consequences of the
prison to be its (intended) raison d 'éne" (Punishent md Modern Society 165). Despite the
exceilence of Garland's body of work on prison history and the social implications of
punishment, his surnmary of the critique against Foucault can be cumplicated through an
analysis of the word "power." For Garland, Foucault's assertion that the prison fùnctions
within a matrix of power relations which are geared towards maintaining the social status quo
neceswily implies that those in "positions of power" both fully understand and actively deploy
strategic uses of institutions in order to maintain their own authority. While Garland makw a
passing reference to Foucault's rejection of the "idea that power is a thing 'held' by sorneone,"
he insists on treating it as such (Punishment d M d m Society 170). But Foucault, as he

writes after Discipline mid Punish, instead uses "'power" to refer to a series of relations among
groups, institutions, and people, "without being exactly locdked in them" (Histoty 96). This,
then, could be seen as the central point that the various functions of the prison highlight.
Garland is certaidy correct in writing that Foucault's work does not address how those p p l e
in positions of authority came to be there, but his stress on Foucault's lack of emphasis on the
intentions of such people ûin obscure the argument that they, like everyone else, live and act
within a ma& of power relations (Garland, Punishment d M&m Society 170). Thus,

Giiies Deleuze can say o f Foucault's formulation of power that it "passes through the handqof
the mastered no les than through the hands of the masters" and that "Seeing and Speabng are

always already completely caught up witbin power relations which they presuppose a
d
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acudize'' (71,82). Those in so-called positions of power do not simply wield force as a means
of controlling society, but are part of the larger mechanisms of power that enabIe both their
actions and the actions of those who resist them. The prison officiais' intentions, for example,

can be seen as less important than the ways in which their decisions and actions, made with
whatever motives, wry with them the authority invested in their place in society.
M y aim is not to offer a fdiy cohesive theory of punishment and the social fûnctions of

the prison. The debate described above is offered to delimit my area of concem-the
relationship of the prison to other social institutions, to the members of society, and to the
people directly affected by it.' 1 also see Foucault's theoretical construct as probkmatic,

especially in his lack of discussion of the impact of slavery on the formation of the early prison,
but the ternis in which he outlines the fundons of the prison prove usefid in helping to descriil

prison authors' depictions of their incarceration. Foucault's theoretical ftamework also
provides an entry into analysing how prison writen negotiate the areams of power that pass
through their hands-and the hands of those who imprison them-in order to critique oppressive
power differentials in their societies.' While I cntiqued my opening sentence by stabng that the
history of prisons is not wrinen by prisoners, occasionally the history of a prisoner does
superceàe the history of the prison, making a voice heard through the wildemess of
constructions and abuses perpetrated on the person who owns that voice. The authors studieâ

here in many ways reinforce the existence of a pmdigm of discipline and pwiishment that echos
Foucault's. Henry David Thoreau, Haniet Jacobs, Oscar Wilde, Martin Luther King, Jr.,

Constance Lytton, and Breyten Breytenbach all tend to demonstrate that prisons and rdatd
disciplinary institutions work within a larger social, car&

fiamcwork, reproduchg the

oppressive hierarchies and assumptions of their particular societies. While these t a s range
from the nid-nineteenth to the late-twentieth centuries*and were written in American, English,
and South Afncan contexts, the general paradigm of institutionaiizd impnmnment remains
largely consistent due to the international dissemination of prison fonns througbout the history

of the institution.'
Therefore, even though H. Bruce Franklin is correct in stating that prison wrjtîng
"cannot be lumped in some timeless category [. . -1, as though prisoners of al1 times and places
conaituted a society" (23 5)-an assertion that is supported by the immense range of genres,
styles, and other categones of prison writing-the various works written fiom prison do
constitute a different type of unitary group. Rather than king based on formal similarities
among texts, the cohesion of this group Lies in the situations in and against which the works
were cornposeà. All prison writings comment to one degree or m t h e r on the oppressive
forces of the prison itself, and of the social structures of which the prison is a part. Because of
this, prison writings do indeed engage in debates that arise fiom their own particular sntings
and origins, but sirnilarîties can also be found in the means through which they do so. AU of the
authors discussed here use the prison both as the ground against which they write, and as a
metaphor within larger social discussions.
The point of cornparison that I wiil explore, in order to develop a specifically nuancd
understanding of the social hctions of power, is the manner in which the authors reconfigure
notions of identity as a rneans of combaning the oppressive forces arrayed against them. Before
continuing, a brief discussion of my terminology is neîessary. Paul Smith's distinction between
the ternis "subject" and ''individual" is useful in this wntext. The term 'Sndividd," he d e s ,
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describes the person as "undivided and whole," as the source of "conscious action"; the subject,
however, '5s not self-contained" and is always already in ''confiict with forces that dominate it in
some way or anothef' ( h i i - h v ) . For Smith, 'The human agent' should be seen as "the

place fiom which resistance to the ideological is produced or played out, and thus as mt
equivalent to either the 'subject' or the 'individual"' (xxxv). In this study, "identity"wiU be

used to demarcate the conceptual space in which the subject, the individual, and the agent are al1
"played out.'"

Al1 of the texts studied support, to varying degrees, Foucault's point that the overail aim
of the pnson project is a "transformation of individualq" that the prison serves to reconstruct
and reconstitute the identities of those under its control ("Prison" 39). Bender defines this
project succinctly, writing that 'The penitentiary [. . .] uses the material instruments of

architecture and daily regime to recreate the convict, who has been sentencd for a crime thet
signifies failure to extract moral order fiom experience" (50). Each text 1 examine engages with

a different element of this transfomative project, demonstrating how the generally uniforni
carceral practices can be used to attack a number of identincations, be they sanial, racial,
economic, or any of a variety of social categones that for disparate reasons faIl outside the
dominant 'moral order." The authon' own depictions of identity and the transformations in
which their texts engage generally work against the refonnative and subjugating p h s e s of

carceral discipline. I have chosen these texts not because they are representative of a larger
genre of 'prison literature," nor because, when studied together, they can teil us the overarchhg

meaning that larger category. lndeed, given the sheer volume of prison texts and the variety of
contexts from which they arise, such a "representative" choice is, as Fr&

h t e s , an

impossible project, both theoretically and practically. Instead, each text is presented here
because it offers a diment entrance point into the larger subject of prison and its relation to
identity construction. 1 do not, therefore, offer a general theory of how prison authon
constitute a sense of personal agency through the act of writing, but instead examine the
specifics of each text in order to demonstrate, contextudy, how prisoners' texts can exploit
certain fissures in the irnprisoning discourse nirrounding them. My study, hrther, does not
posit any ntopian notions of the ability to gain agency through wtiting, nor does it offer a

negative formation of the seeming impossibility of escaping the carcerd structures of Society.
Rather, 1 demonarate how these specific authors, in responding to similar pend situations,
construct textual negotiations of identity issues in order to critique and problematize the
dominant fûnctions of power in their societies.
The texts midied could be divided into those written in the nineteenth century and those

compod in the twentieth, where each group deals with the disciplinhg models of their own
time. Such a division could, however, ignore the larger similarity between the prisons of the
two periods, possibly creating a space for problematic value judgments about different

practices-practices which, in the end, lead to similar r d t s . An explicitly chtonological
organization could also result in the silencing of other qually important distinctions, such as the
author's nationality and gender, and the disering relations those have to the carcerai institutions
described. Partially in order to avoid these difficuities, while also attempting to structure the
larger argument about identity in such a way as to foreground the authon' own comments I
have organized the dissertation dong more thematic lines.

The study is split into three sections, each of which contains two cbaptas, each

focussing on one author. In this, 1 am dflering fiom the few majar studies of prison writing,
including the works of Ioan Davies, H. Bruce Franklin, and Barbara Harlow: Davies' analysis
takes a much broader scope than mine, reading literature that ranges in time 6om the Middle
Ages through to the present day; Franklin's text takes an historical and national perspective,

looking at the evolution of Amencan prison writing, widely dehed, fiom slaves' songs through
to Hennan Melville's maritime work and the contemporary prison narrative; and Harlow's

studies look at a wide variety of prison writing withui specifically imperid and Third World
contexts, as well as in tems of gender. Each of these excellent works analyzes vast numbers of
texts in an attempt to develop theoretical and socio- and literary-historical approaches that can

help readen of prison texts to see not only the political acts involved in the works' creations,
but also the convergences among these texts. Such readings also help us to understand better

the role of the prison and of punishrnent in political and literary rdms, and the present study is
largely indebted to them. By more closely examining a smaller number of texts, my analysis

may seem n e c e s d y mon limited in scope than these others, but it lends M e r daail to their
works. My study therefore deais with the more obscure and invicate ways in which prison
authon stmggie with their creations and their situations, allowing me to detail their cornplex
analyses of the carceral matrix-analyses which forge critical spaces that cm help to alter, or at

least point out, the specific oppressive uses of power in their various social mrroundings. In
addition, my reading of a range of texts fiom the past two centuries within an intemationai
Western context helps to retain a more general fhmework with which to understand the prison

and related subjects.
The first section, 'The Carceral Society," analyzes the ways in whicb prison wntas

depict discipline and punishrnent as infonning a variety of institutions and society as a whole.

Looking at Henry David Thoreau's "Civil Disobedience,"the first chapter examines Thoreau's
critiques of the market economy, of slavery, and of the American war with Mexico in terms of
his reworking of nineteenth-centwy refonnative paradigrns of incarceration. Specifically,
Thoreau rewrites his arrest for not paying his p l 1 ta,-a protest of the war-and the night he
spent in jail as acts that condemn the State that imprisoned hm, rather than as acts that reform
him into a "proper" citizen. Thoreau's text also d e m o n ~ t e showever,
,
the ways in which such
a rebellion can, in fact, reproduce some aspects of the carceral matrix itself His assertion of his

identity as an individual who can transcend the oppression that the State attempts to force on
him, 1 argue, runs the risk of reproducing the philosophical and ontological foundations of the
modem prison system.
The second chapter demonstrates how another social institution that coexisted with, and
helped to create, the early p h n engages in comparable foms of discipline which m e to

reinforce dominant social patterns and hierarchies. Analyzing Harriet Jacobs' description in

Incidents in the Lve of o Slriw Girl of late-nineteenth-century Amencan slavery, and her

negotiations of the sentimental literary tradition, this chapter M e r wmplicates the
Foucauldian anaiysis of the carcerai. My reading of Jacobs' narrative is intended to explicitly
demonstrate how Foucault's theoretical fhmework is not jimited to discussions of actud

prisons, but can be expanded in order to further our understanding of wider issues, thus opening
up the scope of my project. Imictents helps to expose the similarities between prison and
slavery-a similarity that is combineci in the text to a critique of contemporary gmder biases.

My reading of this combination shows how different social noms are enacted by vmying
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institutions and ideological h e s , and how these h e s intennhgle to create a complex web
of oppression. Beyond this Foucauldian analysis, Jacobs' textual reworhg of this web allows
her to demonstrate not only its far-reaching implications, but also the ways in which the
oppressed author can strategically deploy one set of expectations against another as a means of
constructing at least a partial fonn of fieedom within a social critique. The reading of this
strategy translates well from Jacobs' slave narrative to the prison texts 1 examine, and this

chapter should be seen as the beginning of my analyses of the various means used by the authors
subsequently studied to oppose disciplinaq practices while at the same time avoiding the
difficulties of a ThoreauVian denial of and supposed transcendence beyond the efféctiveness of
those practices.
'Writing Wrongs," the second section of my study, analyzes two letters wrinm whik
their authors were imprisoned. Oscar Wilde's De Profundis and Martin Luther King, k's
"Letter fiom Birmingham City Jail" were both written ostensibly as means of critiquing the acts
of specific individuals, but were also purposively constnicted as larger social statements. Both

letters, as weU, use the portraya1 of the authon' impnsonment to critique specific social
institutions as figured through previous texts that fùrthereà the prison's disciplinary project.
Wilde's letter, addressed to his erstwhile friend, protégé, and lover, Lord Alfred Douglas,
combines the fact of Wilde's own imprisonment, as well as more generalized constructions of

the prisoner, with a depiction of a conversion in order to oppose and deny the negative
valuations of Wdde's sexuality as defined by the couns and the press. In De Profundis, Wide
portrays an ideal identity that &sts beyond the perception of 0th-

and so beyond the nach of

the carcerd regirne. But, as 1 d l show, this construction of identity, W<e Jacobs',

simultaneously denies Wilde the ability to actively assert himself as an individual.
In his 'letter," King constructs a different notion of self, one that occupies a space of

tension between the dominant culture that supports the prison and the oppressed African
Amencan culture that King is fighting to empower. Imprisoned because of his demonstrations
againa illegal racial segregation in the Amencan South, King wrote his letter as a direct
response to another letter by eight clergymen who condemned the demonstrations he was
leading. Like Wilde, King uses his letter not only to defend himself, but also to attack another
social institution that supports the prison's social project-in this case the white Southem
Church. By constmcting an identity for himself that enas in a space between the dominant and
oppressed groups, King attempts to open up the possibility of social, communal action,for an
ongoing prwess of social reconstruction.

With the exception of the section on Thoreau, the previous chapters examine how
authors who are subject to institutionalked oppression respond to the prison and the larger
wceral Society. The two chapters of the final section, "Privilege, Prison, and Complicity," deal
with texts by authors who are, in different ways, members of the niling class that govems and
controls institutionalized imprisonment. Continuing the critique in which the other texts
parcicipate of the individualism espoused by, for example, Thoreau, both of the authors studied
in this final section explore how constructions of a decentered, fragmented identity can help to
question and problematize the assumptioas of the disciplinary project, assumptions which, the
writers contend, are tied to the dominant group's oppression of various "others." Chapter 5
rads Lady Constance Lynon's attempt in her suffragette prison narrative to dernonstrate how a

person can be contlictïngly identified within diEermt but contiguous ideological h e w o r k s .

Portraying her upper-class status as pari of the sarne patriarchal matrix that redts in genda
oppression, Lytton stniggles in her text to remove herself fiom her class position, while at the
same t h e make her unprivileged position as a woman visible and active, in order to make a

larger political point about the relations between groups and between the various social

classifications of people.
Breyten Breytenbach's The Tme Confissions dm>Albino Terorist explicitly engages

in a theoretical renegotiation of identity as a means of underrnining the assumptions lying behind
the South Afncan apartheid -te.

Breytenbach was convicted of terrorist activities against the

Nationdist govemment, the racist policies of which he strongly opposed. As an Afjikaner, a
member of the dominant racial and linguistic group, Breytenbach's position as a terrorist and a
prisoner leads to an even more fiagmented portrayal of identity than does Lytton's dual position
as an upper-class woman. His consistently self-reflexive comments on this ungrounded and split

identity are, in many ways, the inverse of Thoreau's transcendent individual. However,
Breytenbach's text highlights the dangers of such an identity, which can lad, kt Thoreau's
rebellion, to a reproduction of the ontological basis of the alienating forces of the prison and the
carceral matrix.
Tltere is a possible concern here relating to my choice of texts. AU of the authors 1 have
chosen to study are wefl known either for reasons exceeding the specific t m s d y z e d , or

because the texts themselves bave becorne canonical, or at least popular, in iitaary study.
Cenainiy a question can be raised as to what dynamic such a choice creates within the Iarga

context of the andysis of prison writing. Does my general failure to analyze works wrinen by
s d e d "cornmon" prisoners in effbct reproduce the silencing effeçts and policies of the

prison? Am 1 engaging in a process of validation that dows only the voices of those whose

position within other social hierarchies ailows them broder access to powerfûl discursive
spaces? Despite my own feelings about such a process, the shon answer is ÿes." Davies
presents a defence of his similar choice of such seerningly "pnvieged texts, stating that his
study explicitly deals with "intellectuals whose incarceration came about for politicai or

religious reasons," since "the intellechial prisoner of conscience was the only figure who
presented a continuous narrative of incarceration" (3). Such a statement is problematic on two
levels. First, it ignores what is in fact a large body of texts composed by so-called comrnon
prisoners. Second, Davies' definition of the "prisoner of conscience" problematically equates al1
such figures. While the second problem is likeiy a fiindon of the statement's appeanuice in the

introduction of Davies' book (and certainly does not take away 6om the value of his study), it
points to the danger my work courts of reproducing the homogenizing forces of the prison
itself A study that does carefuliy andyze the writings of more explicitly non-privileged
prisoners would provide an invaluable resource to further ow understanding of the social
fùnctions of the prison and how to critique them. Indeed, Franklin's study in part answers this
need. The writings of prisoners who were "average citizens" before their arrest, and who were

convicted of crimes that were not explicitly related to batties for social justice also participate in
the foms of social analyses that the present study details.
A reading of such texts could also engage more explicitly in an analysis of the dehition

of crirninality than 1 do here. WMe al1 of the authors 1 study can be labelleci "criminals7' simpiy
because of theu status as prisoners, they tend to f d outside of the category of the "common

criminal." Fwther, this term is not as easily defined as my use of it may hply. George Jackson,

for example, was arrested in Caiifomia in 1960 for a petty robbery, and was given an
indeterminate sentence of one year to lie in prison. Whiie incarcetatecl, Jackson became a
political activist w hose anti-prison and revolutionary writings inspireci countless people.
Jackson and two other men were fiamed for the murder of a guard ten years &et his originel
arrest, and Jackson was himseif later murdered by another prison guard. Obviously, Jackson's

life aory cornplicates the divisions between the ''cornmon" and the "political" prisomr. Beyond
his case, many prison wntings by "cornmon criminals" simiiarly make explicitly political

aatements, as 1 have argued elsewhere.1°
The importance of a study of writings by problematically termed '%ommon" criminals

does not, however, negate the value of analyzing the writings assembled here. AU of these
works explicitly engage in the relationship berween identity construction, the prison, and the
larger social frameworks in which those are enmeshed. Moreover, 1 chose texts that were
written by authors whose criminality is more obviously tied to political and social issues in order
to demonstrate the centrality and far-ranghg influence of the penological system in Western
society, even into the ivory tower of canonical literary research. 7'his was especially a
consideration for the reader unfamliar with prison writing as a category. Beyond this, the
distinction between "wmmon" and 'tncornmon" primer authors and thek relationships to the
literary canon is as intensely problematic as the distinction detaiied above between 4'cornmon"

and ''politicd" prisonen. Hamiet Jacobs is a strong case in point: her condition as a slave, and
later as an author, was cenainly not that of social privilege, and yet her authorship and narrative
have, in the p s t two decades, becorne htensely studied, written about, and taught at al1 kvels
of the academy. Does the burgeoning canonicity of her text work against her historical
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oppression, or does the privileged space accorded her text within literary institutions threaten to
obscure other authors? While a study that can propose m e r s to these questions is necessary,

the choices of texts for the present analysis were made in order to demonstrate more fully some
of the ways in which the values of the dominant culture (be it figured through the prison or
through the academy) have encoded within them the space for the voice of resistance. This
space gives rise to, for example, Jacobs' text's canonical stahis and her use of sentimental
discourse, and to Breytenbach's resistance fiom within his privileged identity.

My section divisions fdl roughly into a generic categorization. This is especially tnie for
the final two sections, which deal with, respectively, l a e r s and somewhat traditional
autobiographies. While the authors' negotiations with the genres in question are dixxissed and

figured as part of the larger argument, this study is not intended as a means of exploring the
ways in which prison writing can alter ow understandings of panicular genres. Instead, each
text is situated in tenns of its specific constructions of the relationships between identity and the

social dynamics of incarceration and discipline. This focus is motivated by a desire to avoid
positing an overly determinhic structure onto texts bat, in large part, attempt to combat such
detemination. 1 explore how the textual means that prison authors use to critique Werent
foms of oppression in their societies are in fact necessarily myriad, as they are intended to work
against the homogenizing, identity-stripping forces of the prison, and as such may actively work

against any fonn of structure used to comaui them. Prison texts offer, to appropriate a phrase,
"a pluraiity of resistances, each of them a specid case7' (Foucault, H*i

96). Thcse

resistances are analyred here, cemdy, in tenns of how each author uses definitions of identity

as figures through which to critique the dominant and disciplinary society. 1 do not, thenfore,

construct a cohesive theory of the writing subject, or the way in which prison authors

reconmct their identities. The study as a whole should be iooked at as a saies of "opening
statements." 1 use that legal p

h purposively, for wen though in a trial setting a lawyer's

opening statements may seem at fira to offer the unquestionable 'Yacts" of a a,
in fact they
offer ody a theory of those 'Tacts," a construct that is always under attack by the opposing side.
The case, during the triai, is always open-ended and multiple, and this is the way in which
'Titting Sentences" should be r a d . I do not offer anyfiml conclusions or set of detednistic
evaluations of prison writing as a genre, or even of these specific texts, but instead want to

engage a dialogue in order to help fùnher understandings of the ways in which the history of
prison is a hiaory of prisoners, a history given in their own voices, and one which is engaged in
a meaningful critique of society to which everyone should listen.

Notes
1. Similady, prison literature has forenmers in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century

criminal biographies, ballads, and novek, and its roots can be t t a d back hrthef to such works
as Boethius' Consolation O/ Philosophy,from the sUnh century, and François Villon's Meenth-

cmtury poetry. See Haslam ('Triminai Autobiography") for a description of the historical
connections between these genres and contemporary prison writing.
2. Even the terminology describing non-prison punishrnent is telling in t e m of the
centrality of incarceration. John M. Sloop, in his in-depth analysis of prisons and Amencan
society and popular culture, discusses the discourse of "alternative7'punishments (1 72-79),

while Michael Tonry analyses the judicial system7suse of "intermeûiate" punishments. Tonry
explicitly points to the popular understanding of the prison as the central locus of punishrnent,
despite what he describes as the growing use of other punishments in cases that would not
require impnsonment, writing that, 'hew intemediate punishments are often conceived in large

part for use in lieu of incarceration7'(136).
3. See, for example, Foucault (Discipline, esp. 221-N),
Orlando F. Lewis (8), and

Sloop (2 1-22).
4. For a discussion of the contemporary debates over retributive and reformatory pend

practices, see Sloop ( 197-99). Sloop *tes

that cToday, whik explicit arguments for

rehabilitation have fden almost completely out of favor, a shade of the argument that prisoners
not only need but deserve rehabiilitation appears to be reemerging" (199).
5 . Richard Jenkins, for example, in a brief ovemew of contemporary approaches to

criminology, notes the interwmection of various social practices to the subjugating su~eillance

system of the prison. He writes that "Stanley Cohen, adopting an explicitly Foucauldian
perspective, makes a cognate point. The classificatory work of assessrnent done by licensed,
authoritative specialists such as psychologists and social workers is central to the modem social
control project and tends to lead, despite the stated objectives of the p r o f ~ o n a i sand the
policies they pursue, to the raising and strengthening of boudaries of arclusion" (157).
6. Several critics fail into a rniddle space in this debate.

Hûsf for example, discusses

the opposing views oc on the one hand, the prison as an intended space for tehabiiitation and,

on the other, the disciplining nature of the rehabTtative techniques, and concludes that
'Tainting a rosy h r e for supe~sionand 'treatment' and denouncing a new 'gulag'

nin by

psychiatnsts, social workers, etc., are paraiiel faults; both overestimate the effectveness of the

rnethods praised or damned" (278). Garland himself calls for a melding of Foucauldian notions

of discipline and other, l e s powersriented theories.
7. Foucault's lack of discussion of the impact of slavery on the modem prison system

was recently addresd by panellists in a session entitîed "The Imprisonment of Amencan
Culture," organized by the MLA's Radical Caucus at the 1 16th MLA Convention in

Washington, DC.
8. See, for example, Foucault, and Harding and Ireland.
9. For a longer discussion of Paul Smith's teminology as it relates to prison writing,
see my 'Discove~gldentity in James Tyman's I&

Oui: An Aufobiogr@ay of a N
&

Carmdian."
10. See Haslam ('Piscoveringy')for a discussion of a political text by a 4 4 ~ m m ~ n n

criminal, and Haslam ("CNninalAutobiograpS') for a disaission of the dficuities in ofFering
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general definitions of aiminality and crirninals' writings. For discussions of George Jackson's

life, see, for example, his own SoIecilad Brotkr: The Prison Letters of George J u c h , and
Angela Y.Davis ('Trials"

83-84).

PART 1: The Carcerd Society
Chapter 1

"They locked the door on my meditaûons": Thoreau, Society, and the P k n House of Identity

Henry David Thoreau's "Civil Dirobedience" is an ideal starhg point for an analysis of
prison literature, because it offers an explicit interplay between incarceration, politics, and
identity. The essay, in which Thoreau explains and justifies his refusal to pay his poil tax-whkh

led to his 1846 arrest-has become one of the most influentid political statements of the p s t

one hundred and fifty years.' Indeed, it would not be an exaggeration to suggest that Thoreau's
discussion of nonviolent resistance has helped to shape the current fomi of Arnerican and world
politics. Both Martin Luther King, Jr. and Constance Lytton use Thoreau's ideas and words in
their prison texts, and such figures and organizations as Mahatma Gandhi, Leo Tolstoy, and the
Afncan National Congres have cited Thoreau's text as a fowidation of their own social

philo~ophies.~
Despite this range of infiuences, however, Thoreau's essay and his political
thought in general are not without deuacton. Discussing the vast arnount of aitical study on

Thoreau's works Bob Peppennan Taylor bemoans the fact that Thoreau's political ideas have
been occasionally figured more as "a symptom of a problem in the American poütical tradition-

an ememe individualism, say, and moral subjectivism-than as a nch, powefi, and helpful
resource to inspire and guide us today" (Amerim's 2). Taylor's recognition of the sptit
between the critical readings of Thoreau's political works, on the one hana and its

acknowledged influence, on the other, raises the possbiiity of a problematic c o ~ c t i o n

within the tex& t h d e s . If, as Taylor asse!rtq the aitical interpretations of Thoreau's work

are disjoined fiom the real-world effects it has had, then it may foUow that the Wntings
themselves open up the spectre of opposed uiterpretations, that they exist as both symptoms of
problems and as inspirational resowces. By examinhg "Civil Disobedience" not only in ternis
of his other work and its philosophical and literary contexts, but also in the context of

nineteenth-century penological and punitive discourses, the contradiction between Thoreau's
transcendental individualism and his more communal political project becornes clear. By tying
together his political rebellion and his transcendental subjectivity, Thoreau's essay reproduces
the ontological foundations of the carceral matrix (both the actual jail and the society that

surrounds it) that he is attempting to critique. Despite this reproduction, though, certain
constructions of identity in 'Civil Disobedience" and other texts allow the reader access to a
more positive appropriation of Thoreau's rebeliious nnitegies.

1. Prisons, Refonn, and Alienation

The overt connection between ''Civil Disobedience" and American punitive practices
and penological history has been largely ignored by critics of the essay. Only eleven yean prior
to Thoreau's one-night confinement in a local jailhouse, de Beaumont and de Tocquenlle
published in France and Arnenca their influentid treatise, On the Penitentimy Sysem in the

United States, d iLF Application in Frcace, detailing the methds and practices of the
American prison syaems, and cementhg America's reputation as the world leader in penology.

Orlando F. Lewis, Ui his foundational shidy of Amencan pend history, notes that 1844 rnarked
the formation of the Prison Association of New York (327). Moreova, Lewis calls 1846, the
a

d year of Thoreau's arrest, "the formative era of Amerîcan penology" (323). In that same
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year, 'the first international gathering of those specializing in penology was held et Fraddort on
the Main. The world's attention was k i n g CO-operativelydirected to the problerns of prisons"
(323).
As has been mted by contemporary critics, Arnerican penological pracûœs were definecl

during this period by the cornpeting, but in many ways similar, A u b m and Philadelphia
systems, which were named respectively d e r prisons opened in the late-eighteenth century at

Auburn, New York, and Walnut Street in Philadelphia, Pemsylvania. The practices of and
theories behind these systems, as Lewis writes, had become ingrained in Arnerican penology:

"principles had become fairly well eaablished; rnethods were fairly well tixed; traditions had

already formed (324). While one might expect the jail in the small t o m of Concord not to

resemble the larger aate institutions much, Thoreau found himself in a fairly large building
which served not just Concord, but the surrounding county as well. Thoreau biographer Walter
Harding writes that the jail was '8uilt of granite, three stories high, sixty-five f a long, thirtytwo feet wide, and surrounded with a brick wall about ten feet

hi& mounted with iron pickets.

lt had eighteen cells, each twenty-six f~ long and eight-and-a-half feet high. Each ceil had two

grated windows" (202-03). The county jaii may not be much more than a miniature and more

localized replica of the imposing institutions at Auburn and PhiladeIphia, or the notoriously
bnital environment o f Sing Sing prison, but the cultural discounes informing the pmctice of
imprisonment were becomuig entrenched in the Amencan imagination. In other words, despite

the fact that "County and local prisons were almost without exception the centers o f [. . .]
unsysternatic [. . .] confinement of inmates" (Lewis 328), tbese local jds, iike the larga prisons,
were seen as sites for the punishmmt of criminals througb confinement. Such punishment,
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moreover, was underaood as a means of deterring fùrther criminal activity (by both the inmate

and the general population), and the prisons were, at least theoretically, aipposed to be
institutions designed to reform the criminal into a civil, socially productive individual.'
This construction of refomation and productivity as mutually reinforcing categones
was, as Sloop writes, reflected practically in the prison system by the use of "silence and hard
labour: silence in order to allow reflection and redemption, labor in order to make the criminal
'productive"' (22). Sloop goes on to note that,
In early debates about criminal justice, the argument was not over whether
prisoners should be silent or work at hard labor but instead, whether their hard
labor and silence should be practiced in isolation or in the Company of other
inmates. Hence, in the Auburn system, the prisonen worked in dent groups,
while in the Philadelphia system [. . -1, the prisoners worked in silence and
separate ftom each other. (22)
At the root of the use of silence is the assumption that persona1 reflection can lead to spiritual

redemption which would bnng with it concomitant behavioural changes. De Beaamont and de
Tocqueviile make this clear when they note that '%omrnwiicationbetween" prisoners ''renders
theù moral refomation impossible," whereas when a prisoner is "liirown into solinide he
reflects. Placed alone, in view of his crime, he Ieams to hate it" (55). Disaissing similar
punitive paradigms and their legal counterpam in Victorian England, Manin J. Weiner argues
that they 'kere, in part, an expression of faith in individual wi.ü power, but also an instrument to
apply increasing pressure on the individual to develop and strengthm such powers of selfregdation" (48). This emphasis on the individuai's innate ability to change is flurther d i s n i d

by Foucault as a shift in punitive pradces which reflects a change in the conception of

subjectivity, away from the notion of a thoroughly ernbodied subject, which reaas rnostly to
externally enforced punishments, to a subjectivity consti~edby an intemaiized notion of social
hierarchies and authorities. Foucault writes of the Philadelphia system that 'lt is not [. . .] an
extemal respect for law or fear of punishment alone that will act upon the convict but the
workings of the conscience itseif' (Discipline 238). While Foucault sees a diflerence bêtween
this and the Auburn syaem, which, through communal labour, anempted to "rehabititate the

criminal as a social individuai" (238), the d e of silence enforced in both systerns places the
overarching emphasis on the prisoners' individuai abilities to reconstitute themselves as socially
acceptable beings.
The actual practice of the prisons belies not only the effectiveness of this nile of silence,
but also the general notions of human subjectivity that enable it. While the spectacle and
practices of corporal punishrnent do indeed diminish in the nineteenth century, violent physical
punishment did not disappear, but was reorganized and shifkd in emphasis. Rather than using
pain as a direct means of punishrnent for crime, the Amencan prison system in Thoreau's time
used it in part as a means of enforcing the new prison d e s of silence and labour- Lewis

describes these problems in both the Aubum and Philadelphia systerns:
the unbroken silence in Auburn-type prisons codd, in most instances, be

maintained o d y by the inflicting of severe corporal punishrnents. Floggings
became so atrocious in Aubum, and especidy in Sing Sing, as to stagger public
opinion when finally revealed. [. . .] Prisons on the Pennsyivenia plan w a e not
without weabiesses [. . .] the Eastern Penitdary was with incnasllig fiequency
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charged with a higher rate of deaths, disease, and hsanity than was alleged to
occur in prisons of the Auburn type. (326-27)
Peter Oliver supports this view, writing that, when officiais hom Upper Canada were reviewing
the Auburn plan with Amencan prison officiais before setting up Kingston Penitentiary,
'nothing was said about how men could be forced to work together twelve to fourieen hours a
day, month afler month, year d e r year, without ever speaking to each other, or about the
punishments that such a system would require" ( 1 12). Rather than following through with the
protestant rhetoric of the possibility of the individuai's reformation through meditation and
reliance on conscience, these prisons in fact bnitalized and killed more often than they
rehabilitated.
The difference between the prisons' theoretical models and their practices begs the

question of what the acnial relationships were between prison, society, and the inmates whose
identities were being actively refomied. Rather than recontiguring the inmates' identities fkom
deviants and criminais to 'cproductivecitizens" who have authentic relationships with their
essential consciences, these prisons consiaently brutalized and alienated prisoners, treating them

as objects and tools, pointing to the Amencan prison's reliance on slavery as a model of
discipline-a relationship which will be M e r developed in the next chapter. In the Auburn
system especially, prisoners' welfare and moral refom were oniy important insofw as they were
valuable as marketaôle produas. The Auburn system's primary goal was to be economicaly
self-sufficient through the exploitation of inmate labour. H. Bruce Franklin notes that such
prisons "rapidly shed much of their early pretense of behg places of reformation and becarne
fiankîy acknowledged as places of cheap mass production" (134-35). Oliver elaborates this
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point7writing of the Canadian support of the Auburii system that 'Because they believed
convict labour in a congregate institution would make the facility self-supporting, the
organization of such labour took priority over every other consideration. AU other disciplinary
possibilities, such as the inculcation of religious values a d the provision of educational training,
received lip seMce at mod" (1 12). Indeed, the Auburn prisons were so profitable that working
groups employed at making the same products as the prisoners held svikes and protests,
claiming that the prisons were threatening their livelihoods.
The pnsons run on the Philadelphia system were not neady as profitable as the Auburn

prisons, simply because each prisoner was required to rernain completely isolated, thus
rendering factory-like work impossible. Hard labour was, however, still one of the central
facets of prison life in the Philadelphia system. Even though the Aubum system was motivated

to a large degree by the desire for profit, hard labour was first and foremost percPived to be a
means of rehabilitation. In other words, while modern-day, and even some nineteenth-centuy,

critics easily separated labour as market relation fiom labour as means for individual salvation,
they were not as easily disjoined within the prison context. Auburn proponents could discuss
the possibility (and reality) of prisons as profit-making ventures solely because hard labour as a
refomation tool was generally unquestioned, as was silence. In the bwgeoning industrial
revolution, and in the established republic that was America, both labour and one's innete ab*
to "fùrther"oneselfwent hand in hand.
The r e d t of the emphasis on the people's imate refonnative abity and the use of
labour to aid that ability led to a unifomiity of punishment that was embodied in the identical

rows upon rows of cdls in the panoptic stnictures of the larger prisons. Risons becem man-

factories, chuming out supposedly rehabilitated citizens. The stress on the power of the
individual effectively removed any notions of individualized punishrnent. Wiener phrases this
contradiction succinctly:

The advancing individualism of the age had a dark, anarchic side that few failed
to sense. Many traditional limitations upon individual fieedom of action were
being dismantled, while traditional stmctures of authority were king chdenged.
[. . .] As the bmtality of the law was lessened, its reach was extended to cover

more persons and more foms of behaviour. [. . .] In tandem with these changes,
punishrnent was reconstituted so that its dixretionary, public, and violent
character yielded to forms more calculated to promote the development of inner
behavioural controls. In convicted criminais, this reorientation was
accomplished through the uniform and impersonal disciplinary regime of the new
phsons [. . .]. At ail levels prosecution was made easier, punishrnent more
certain, and penalties more predictable, impersonal, and uniform. The guiding
vision of this reconstnicted system of criminal justice was that of the responsible
individual. (1 1)

The power of the single person rapidly degenerates into the uniform treatment of "the people"
as a civic body, each mernôer of which reacts to, and can thus be disciplineci by, the universally
applicable nilings of the State. Weiner is here discussing Victorian England, but in nineteenth-

cenhiry Amenca these issues were if anything more pronound, thanks to the democratization

of the country and to the growing popularity of the figure of the rugged individual.' Since the
individual, and not the State, is endowed witb "certain inaiienable rights," d o m , prdctable,
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and specifically de-individuallled forms of punishment are seen as necessary in order to avoid
violating those rights.
Prisons and the legal system are thus situated within the socio-political spectrwn

between the emphasis on the power and rights of each person, and the theoreticaNy d o m
treatment of the entire populace. The difficulty here is that such uniform treatrnent, especially
when combined with industrial capitalism, lads to one's alienation not only from the product of
one's labour, but from the rest of society at large. The prisons' treatment of inmates also
results in the effective removal of whatever rights those people could claim. In the prison
system, as in slavery, the alienation that Marx described as king forced onto the worbng class

becomes distilled into a brutalizing force that would deny the very humanity of its victims.
Sloop argues that "The prisoner was constituted in some sense as one element of the communal
machine, to be taken, repaired, and made to work again, with no question of what the prisoner
himself thought was bat, with no imagination that a criminal could have nghts. [. . .] The old
penology shaped criminal justice and canied with it the assumption of the pnsoner as malleable
object" (25). While Sloop sees this reification of prisoners as a holdsver from earlia forms of
punishment, it can also be rad as an indirect result of the nineteenth-cmtury emphasis on

individuai rights and fieedoms. Foucault gestures to this understanding when he writes that, in
the Philadelphia system, Yife," here meaning identity, was "annihilated and begun again"
(DiscipIine 239). Before prisoners can be rehabilitated, their identities (as the origin of their

improper behaviour) must be wiped clean, ideally by silence and hard labour and piactically by
brutal and harsh treatment.

in order to retain personal rights withlli society, people hnd to act w i t h (seü)r@ated

bounds of propriety; if' certain individu& did not do so, it became the State's responsibility to
the indivirfucf to readjust him or her. And those ûounds of propriety generdy fa11 wiihin the
social behaviour of the upper classes who, since they are enfianchiseci and wntrol economic

power, can help form the law. Thus Weiner, summaruing arguments made by Michael IgnatiefT
and David Garland, can write that "pend policy has always been determined by

unacknowledged deep structures of power. The point of cnrninal policy [. . .] has always been
to reproduce eisting power relations" (7)!

From an emphasis on democracy and people's

power to reform their behaviour, then, we corne to the position €rom which that propriety is
defined, and through which individual actions and rights are limited. Within this limitation, the
most brutal functioning of a hierarchical Society is also apparent, where people who act outside

'proper" noms are treated as less than human, and those who are seen as less than human are
automatically subject to the prison system.

11. Thoreau, Alienation, and Society

What 1 hope my passing reference to Marx and the coinciding language of economic
power lead to is the conclusion that the brutalizing effccts of prison are part and parce1 of the
alienating forces of nineteenth-centwy Amencan society, and it is in this regard that Thoreau's
texts become central. "Civil Disobediena" and the prison-related context of its d

g offa an

opening for the voice of the pnsoner to be incorporateci into the histones of the prison and of
the larger social fiarnework. Specifically, what ''Civil Disobedience" does, in conjunction with

Wulden and his other writings, is provide us with a comiection between the policies of the
seminal nioeteemh-century pison and the soci-g

forces of the time. Thoreau, occasiody

in very proto-Marxist language, sees the prison's alienating forces as part of the larger

structures of enculturation in his society.
"Civil Disobedience" was &en

as a means of protesting the American war against

Mexico, which began on May 1 1, 1846 as a direct result of Texas' entrance hto the Union.
The addition of Texas as a slaveholding state was feh, in Len Gougeon's words, to "increase
substantiaily the infiuence of the South in national politics" (200). Because the addition of
Texas was seen as an expansion of slavery and because it inevitably resulted in the war with

Mexico, many abolitionists and peace advocates opposed it, both before and a f k Texas
achieved statehood in i 845 .' 1848, the year Thoreau's essay was written, was also a pivotal

year in the debate that would result in the passing of the Fugitive Slave Law in 1850, which
allowed for the forced retum of slaves who had escapeci from the South to the supposeci

'%eedom"of the North. In order to protest the war and the related issue of slavery, Thoreau
followed the example of his fnend Bronson Alwtt, who refused to pay his poll tax and was

arrested in 1843. Despite his arrest, Alcott was never jailed, because "Squire Hoar,
[Concordl's leading citizen, paid Alcon's taxes himself rather than permit such a blot on the
town escutcheon" (Harding 200). Hoar paid the same tax for Alcott's fnend Charles Lane, who
also reftsed to pay (200-01). Thoreau, though, perhaps due more to the fact that he was
arrested at the end of the day than to the seriousness of his crime, did spend the night in jail in
late July, 1846 and, when he was to be released the next day &er someom else paid his tax, he
tried to refuse to leave (205).
Thoreau's uansformation of his economic protest into a verbal and writtm form did not

occur for a few years. He first delivered an address on the subject at the Concord Lyceum in

1848, and published the essay in Elizabeth Peabody's fkst and only issue of the journal
Aesrhetic Pclpclrs in May, 1849.' Rather than focus on the explicit issues that resuited in his

retiisal to pay the poll tax, Thoreau instead offers a complex denunciation of what he perceivecl
to be the aiienating effects of the govemrnent and the economy of his the. He saw the State
and the market-dnven economy as mutually reinforcing entities that separated people's actions
from their consciences in order to exploit fuUy their labour, thus helping the market and the

State, as institutions, to reproduce and perpetuate themselves.
The second paragraph of the essay explains this institutional desire for perpetuation
explicitly: 'This Amencan govenunent,-what is it but a tradition, though a recent one,
endeavoring to transmit itself unimpaired to posterity" (63). The institution of the State itself,

rather than its oficen or leaders, is porirayed as an active force that uses people to sustain
itself This is most obvious for Thoreau in the use of soldiers:
A cornmon and natural result of an undue respect for law is, that you may see a

file of soldien, colonel, captain, corporal, pnvates, powder-rnonkeys and dl,
marching in admirable order over hiIl and dale to the wars, against their wills,

aye, againa theû comrnon sense and consciences, which makes it very stcep
marching indeeà, and produces a palpitation of the hem. niey have no doubt
that it is a damnable business in which they are concernecl; they are al1 peaceably

inclined. Now, what are they? Men at dl? or small moveable fom a
d
magazines, at the service of some unscnipu~ousman in power? Visit the Navy
Yard, and behold a marine, such a man as an American govemmait can make, or
such as it can make a man with its black arts, a m m shadow and reminiscence of
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humanity, a man laid out dive and standing, and dready, 3s one may say. buried
under anns with fùneral accompaniments [. . -1. (65-66)
Beginning by tying 'law" and the military together under the single force of "an Amencan
governrnent," this early passage organizes Thoreau's vision of the relationship between the
State and the individuai: the State, in effect, erases the existence of individuals, repiacing them
with a homogenous assemblage of tools and pans. In the act of homogenVjng them, it removes
their ability to act on their own, to match properly their movements with their d s , thus

transforming them from "men" to machines that tiirther the State's aim of retaining the slave
temtories of Texas.

The gothic imagery at the end of the passage, recalling more of Frmknstein than of
Arnencan politics, culminates the description of the alienated, objectified, State-manufactured
person, transforming what Thoreau elsewhere calls "the nobles facdties of the mind" ("John
Brown," 129) into corpse-like automation. This description of the objectification of people

looks f o w d to Thoreau's description of slavery in "Slavery in Massachusetts," lis direct

response to the passing of the Fugitive Slave Law.9 Thoreau sees slavery as an issue simpiy
beyond debate; as the legally and socially sanctioned transformation of human beings into
objects, it is the ultimate evil. He &tes that,

If 1 were seriously to propose to Congress to make mankind into sausages, 1
have no doubt that most of the members would s m i k at my proposition, and if
any believed me to be in eamest, they would think that I proposed something
much worse than Congress had wer done. But ûany of tbem will tdl me that to

make a man into a sausage would be much worse,-would be ary wone, thn to
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make hùn into a slave,-than it was to enact the Fugitive Slave Law, 1will accuse

hm of foolishness, of intellectual incapacity, of making a distinction without a
difference. The one is just as sensible a proposition as the other. (96-97)
Exposing not oniy the evils of slavery, but also what he sees as the foolishness of debating the
issue, Thoreau's "Swiftian modest proposal" (Kritzberg 5 45) further emphasizes his vision of
the State-control of the populace as a dehurnanizing and even deadly force. Similar arguments
allow him to conclude that the citizens of Massachusetts, through passing the Fugitive Slave
Law, have tumed themselves into slaves of the State: "There is not one slave in Nebraska; there

are perhaps a million slaves in Massachusetts" (9 1). Further, if people who recognize these
forces ail1 defend them, they are not only s e ~ n the
g State to their own detriinent, but also
actively splitting their own vision of the world-they make distinctions where no difference

exists.
Military activity and slavery are oniy the moa obvious of the State's alienating powers
and, as such, Thoreau does not spend much tirne actively engaging them. Instead, most of the

rhetorical energy of "Civil Disobedience" is devoted to more msidious and pervasive

dehurnanizing and alienating forces. Keeping with the essay's general theme of explaining the
reasons of his arrest, certain taxes are portrayed as State impositions which, when obeyed,
result in a splitting of identity, a severance between thought and deeâ. This is a fom of

dienation which for Thoreau is the equivalent of a lmng death. Adciresimg an audience which
he delineates as, in Henry Golemba's words, '"well dispose& to lead a just and morai Me," but

'kho comply with the state even though they disapprove" of it (1 44), Thoreau reconstitutes the
act of paying the poil tax as instead an attack on the taxpayer himsclf:
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See what gross inconsistency is tolerated. I have heard some of my townsmen
say, '7 should like to have them order me out to help put d o m an insurrection of

the slaves, or to march to Mexicoy--seeif 1 would go;" and yet these very men
have each, directly by their allegiance, and so indirectly, at least, by th& moncy,
furnished a substitute. [. . .] Thus, under the name of order and civil govemment,
we are al1 made at last to pay homage to and support our own meanness. M e r

the first blush of sin, comes its inciifference; and tiom immoral it becomes, as it

-

were, umnoral, and not quite unnecessary to that life which we have made. (7 1

72)
The exchange of funds between the taxpayer and the State is grounded on an understanding that
those funds will help to perpetuate "order and civil govemment," but that exchange cornes at
the expense of the taxpayer's ability to act in accordance with his own beliefs and values.
Because the equation of the civil govenunent with social order is unquestioned, acts of

imrnorality are not only tolerated, but seem to become part of the foundation of ciM1 society.
This unquestioning tolerance of the State's action results in Thoreau's logic, in the splitting of
identity of the individual taxpayer into a passive figure who speaks against the State and the
more active subject who supports it by substituting hirnself with his tax.
Making a distinction betwem paying taxes which help to make hm "a good neighbor,"
such as the highway tax, and those that are demanded of him as a "subjsa" of the State,
Thoreau writes that Y do not care to trace the course of my dollar, i f 1 wdd, till it buys a man,
or a musket to shoot one with,-the dollar is innocent,-but 1 am concemed to trace the effests
of my allcgiance" (84). By highlighting the action involved in the exchange of rnoney, raîher

than the existence of money and taxesper se, Thoreau opens up a space for the possibility of
rebellion through a personal refusal of action, while stiU dowing for the potential of communal,
civic behaviour. Thoreau is less concemed about the act of exchange, as Richard Grusin
argues, than he is about the alienation which arises fkom the separation of the exchange Grom the
value of labour within the market economy.
nioreau m e r constructs his critique of society by depicting the relationship between
owner and owned as one in which people are subordinsted to the very objects they supposedly
possess. This is one of the central points behind his experiment at Walden Pond. By persondy
constmcting his home and growing his crops, which he can eat or trade directly for other items,
without paying rent or accurnulating any other form of debt, Thoreau contends that he can live a
more "authentic" Life. in Walden, he asks the rhetorical question,
Who knows but if men constructeci their dwellings with their own hands, and
provided food for themselves and farnilies simply and honestly enough, the

poetic faculty would be universally developeâ, as birds universally sing when
they are so engaged? But aias! we do like cowbirds and cuckoos, which lay

their eggs in nests which other birds have built, and cheer no aavelkr with th&
chattering and unmusical notes. (46)
Thoreau's purpose in Waldeen is in part to demonstrate how individuals can improve theù
spintual and physical lives by removing the distance between property and labour, and by
reducing both to the minimum needd for nirvival.

The general condition of society as Thoreau sees it, however, is in direct opposition to
his view of the more authentic and direct mode of living dictated by his scperimcnt. He must,
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therefore, set up this society as the ground against which Walldn takes shape, evoking in

Jefiey Steele's words, "the psychological and spirinial consequences of alienation7'(49).
Thoreau &tes that
1 see young men, my townsrnen, whose misfornine it is to have inherited fam,

houses, barns, cade, and f d n g tools; for these are more eady aquired than
got rid of [. . .] How many a poor immortd sou1 have 1 met well ni@ crushed

and smothered under its load, creeping d o m the road of Me, pushing before it a

barn seventy-five feet by forty, its Augean stables never cleansed, and one
hundred acres of land, tillage, mowing, Pasture, and wood-lot! ( 5 )
Looking fonuard to Camus' depidon of the Sisyphean nature of life, Thoreau uses the
Herculean task of the Augean stables to portray the seerningly endless and menial work of the
"rnass of men" whose lives are fil of "quia desperation" (8). This desperation is the resutt of
the loss of the 'Tntegrity" of the individual, of a separation between thought and deed which is
brought about through a willfbl engagement in the market economy: "Actually, the laboring

man has not leisure for a true integrity day by day; he cannot a o r d to sustain the rnanliest
relations to men; his labor would be depreciated in the market. He has no time to be any thing
but a machine" (6). This loss of integity is an image of an alienation of individuals from
themxlva that, as Michael T.Giimore argues, lads people not only "to debase the &but to

extinguish it, to huny into death" (39). Rather than engage in what Thoreau sees as hwnanity's
more authentic marketplace which thrives on symbolic, '"manly" exchange, as opposed to a
purely monetary one, the comrnon pason instead gives up access to " m e s s , " becoraing a
mere machine that bctions to fktherthe tradition of the State and its economic t~ols.'~
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Thoreau makes this point again in ''Civil Disobedience." He writes that "the nch man
[. . .] is always sold to the institution which rnakes hirn rich. Absolutely speakuig, the more

money, the less WNe; for money comes between a man and his objects, and obtains them for

him; and it was certaùily no geat virtue to obtain it" (77). While this and the Waltien passages
seem to descnbe a ManOa form of aiienation of worker from product which results in a
separation of the individual from his or her authentic self, Thoreau does not construct these
relations as part of a capitalist market which exists within a chah in a dialectic of history.
Rather, he sees this dienation as a singular fact that must be overcome on an individual levei.
A better cornparison than Marxism for Thoreau's view of society, figured both in the

condition of the mass of men and through the image of the State, is the nineteenth-century
disciplinary, penological model. Thoreau argues that society, Wte the prison, attempts to force
those under its control to behave in a docile yet productive fashion, removing perronal
motivations (be they "criminal" or "'poaic") and restmchiring those people as sociaiiy

acceptable automata. Thoreau's portraya1 of the State's current economic forces parallels

Weiner's discussion of criminal policies, in that both are seen as king "determined by
unacknowledged deep structures of power," while at the same time their point is '?O reproâuce
exiaing power relations" (7). Individuals in society, k e prisoners, are constructed or reduced
to a unifom mob, which is then forced to function within dictated bounds of propriety as a
means of allowing the institution, or State, to c o h u e to operate.
Thoreau writes that, given this disciplinary fiinctioning of society, the d e of the

majority in a democracy is simply a means of forcing on the minority certain codes of behaviw

that, in and of themselves, are not tied to justice or ri@:
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the people must have some complicateâ machinery or other, and hear its din, to
satisfy that idea of government which they have. Govemments show thus how

successfully men can be imposed on, even impose on themselves, for th& own
advantage. [. . .] Mer ail, the pradcal reason why, whm the power is once in
the hands of the people, a majority are permitted, and for a long period continue,
to d e , is not because they are most likely to be in the nght, nor because this
seems fairest to the minority, but because they are physically the strongest. But

a govemrnent in which the majority d e in al1 cases cannot be based on justice,
even as far as men understand it. (63-65)
The "men" r e f e d to in this passage are not individuah of 'Sntegrity," the unalienated few who

are not owned by theû possessions. They are 'Vie mass of men" and so their need to hear the
din of govemment is its#a result of their dienation by the social structures around them.
Grammatically, the pronom in the clause ''their own advantage" refis not to the men who are
the objects of the sentence, but to the 'ûovements," which are the agential subjects. Taylor
discusses the agency of the State, picking up on a passage in Wullden wwhich cefers obliquely to
the construction of the pyramids, noting that "Thoreau sees our economic life as a new
incarnation of an 010 attempt by nations to assure their place in history by building monuments
to themselves7'(84). Or, as Thoreau puts it in 'Tivil Disobedience," govemments use cornplex
disciplinary powen in order to force men to impose on themselves, allowing govemments to
gain even more advantage, helping the State "to transmit itself unimpairecl to postedy" (63).

Because of the hietarchical structure of the discipliwy mechanisms of society,
Thoreau's townsmen, like prison inmates, are abject not just to the morphous structures of
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power, but to the people who are p l a d in the upper echelons of the social, or carcerai, systern.

Just as the warden has the ability to decide emctly how the discipline of the prison w i l be
enforced, those in positions of power in the government can control the means through which
the subjects of the State are controlled. Because the Arnerican goverment "has not the vitality
and force of a single living man [. . .] a single man can bend it to his will" (63). Further, as

Donald E. Pease details, such seemingly powefil men were genedly idealked in nineteenthcentury Amencan popular culture as powerful oraton: 'The idealization of the charaaers of the
people's representatives [. . .] assumed the early fonn of a denial of their representative fùnction

and in effect reversed the relation between the leaders and the will they were to represent" (34).
These men thus reinforce the separation in the "mass of men" b e w n thought and deed, or
between will and government.
But Thoreau does not allow the leaden of govemment to become simple scapegoats
without whom society would improve. The problem, as he sees it, is with the disciplinary
functions of the State itsetE Those who are in positions of power, such as '~egislators,
politicians, lawyers, miniaers, and oflice-holders" (M),
turn their intellect to solving the
problems that impede the hnctioning of the State, thus helping the State to continue, and so,

Thoreau h t e s , "as they rarely d e any moral distinctions, they are as likely to serve the devil,
without intending it, as G o d (66). Thoreau's use of the word "intending" (which is i t a l i d in

the posthurnous version of the essay [ Y d e 1261) reidorces a sense of separation betwem
thought and deed, an dienation which,he irnplies, affects those at the top of the social hierarchy

as much as those on the bottom.

m.Thoreau and the Transcending of Society
The seeming pervasiveness of society's discipline is, however, ~perficial.For Thoreau,
unlike Marx, the means through which to escape the cycle of discipline, monetary exchange, and
alienation is not through a communal effort, but through a personal rejection of the pomr of
social forces. Relying on the Arnerican rhetoric of the power of the individual, and on the

philosophical basis provided by his vanscendentalist circle, Thoreau wnstructs a ~ a t e g i c
economic and political philosophy that evades the discipline of the State and the alienating

forces of the market through a construction of an interior subjectivity which simply denia the
State access to the individual. Thoreau details this subjectivity by emphasizing the importance

of a simplified mode of living, which is tied to a heavily Romanticized relationship with Nature,
which in tum allows for a more direcî relationship between thought and deed.

Wuiden is, of course, the prime exarnple of Thoreau's doctrine of simplification. The

i n h o u s passage which contains the command, "Simplik simplifi," continues,

Instead of three meals a day, if it be necessary eat but one; instead of a hundred
dishes, five; and reduce other things in proportion. [. . .] The nation itself, with
al1 its so callecl interna1 improvements, which, by the way, are aü extemal and

superficial, is just such an unwieldy and overgrown establishment, cluttend with
funimire and tripped up by its own traps, ruined by lumvy and heedess arpense,

by want of calculation and a wonhy aim, as the million households in the land;

and the only cure for it as for them is in a rigid economy, a stem and more than

Spartan simplicity of life and elevation of purpose. (91-92)
Like the ''poor immortai soui [. . .] pushing More it a barn," the entire nation is hem depicted
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as having its integrity destroyed by the objects of material gain. Beyond this, Thoreau rnakes
the comection between the simplified life in which these objects are stripped away and an
"elevation of purpose." This is the cornmon perception of Thoreau's experiment at Walden
Pond; not only by placing himself at a remove fkom society, but also by rernoving the trappings
that are valued in that society, Thoreau attempts to construct his life as a Romantic ideal, where
his comection to Nature and its 'Wigher Laws" is unimpeded by the dienation brought about by

those objects.
Thoreau explicates the personal nature of his transcendence of the everyday, and his
connection to a more Platonic notion of the universal right, in a passage in the 'Conclusion" of
Walden:
1 l m e d this, at least, by my expenment; that if one advances confidently in the

direction of his drearns, and endeavon to live the life which he has imagined, he
will meet with a success unexpected in comrnon hours. He will put some things

behind, will pass an invisible boundary; new, universal, and more liberal laws will
begin to establish themselves around and within him; or the old laws will be
expandeû, and interpreted in his favor in a more liberal sense, and he wiil tive
with the Iicense of a higher order of beings. In proportion as he simplifies his
life, the laws of the universe will appear less cornplex, and solitude will not be
solitude, nor poverty poverty, wr weakness weabiess. (323-24)

The self-imposition of simplicity is tied to a more complae understanding of'iuWersaï' lam,
and both are the direct result of acting cbconfidently,"of not allowing anything to corne W e e n
one's actions and one's conscience or thought. Economic sùnpiifjcation lads to a removal of
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the danger of market- or State-enforced alienation, thus erasing the personal and ideological
boundaries that 'ûnnaturally," in Thoreau's view, separate the individual fkom the 'Wy"
universal.

The erasure of these enforced boundaries, and the resulting direct relationship between
action and conscience, has an irnrnediate and powerfiil political effect. Shortly following the
above passage, Thoreau h t e s that '7t is a ridiculous demand which England and America
make, that you shall speak so that they can understand you. [. . .] 1 desire to speak somewhere
withmt bounds; Iike a man in a waking moment, to

men in their wdcing moments" (324). The

State, for Thoreau, attempts to enforce not only its laws but also the means and modes of
communication. The restrictions placed by the State on people's actions may resuh in the
alienation of those people, but Thoreau argues that each person can l e m to speak "w~fhout
bounds"; individuals can remove themdves fiom the eEixts of the market through a concerted
simplification of their relationships to market and social forces. This, in tum, allows the
individual to understand higher and more universal laws than those imposed by the State, and
thus allows tbat person to act, with conscience, against earihly laws.

For this reason, Thoreau writes in "Civil MIsobedience" that "Action fiom principle,-the
perception and performance of right,--changes thîngs and relations; it is essentidy
revolutionary, and does not consist whoiiy with any thing which was. It not only divides States
and churches, it divides fêmilies; aye, it divides the indivichraI, separating the diabolical in him
fiom the divine" (72). While B

q Wood notes that, for Thoreau, "Dohg sonething means

[. . .] resolving the polarities through action which carries dichotomies to a ww level where

they can be synthesized in a higher unity'' (log), Thoreau here seerns to fiinaion less in the
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dialectical form Wood would impose than through a simple binery construction that opposes the
degraded society to the principled individual. The step from one to the other may involve a
synthesis of action and conscience, but this is perceived as a reinstantiation of a pre-existing
naturd order, not as a progression to a completely new stage of development. Thus, the person
of integrity who has a simpiified life and a transcendent connection to the right, cannot shply
be a subject of the State, or even an ideal synthesis of the contradictions of society which leads

to a new evolution of that society, but is inaead a permanent ideal, the Platonic form of the
revolutionary figure that is always opposed to the impure social world.
Funher describing the transcendentd figure, Thoreau vnites that, while alienated

subjects serve the State with their bodies and othen serve with their heads "A very few, as
heroes, patriots, martyrs, reformers in the great sense, and men, serve the State with their
consciences also, and so necessariiy resist it for the moa part; and they are comrnonly treated by
it as enemies" (66). Only through a denial of dienation and through a transcendent relationship

to the law can people truly be patriots, and such people are resisted by the government which
would impose '%ounds7'on the necessarily boundless, universal conscience. James Duban
argues a sirnilar point in discussing Thoreau's relationship to Unitarian thought, writing that
Thoreau aibordhates "civil authority to the voice of God manifest in pnvate conscience" (213).
This subordination allows Thoreau to write that John Brown, who attempted to s t d weapons
to am an antislavery revolt, was "a transcendentalist abow di, a man of ideas and principles"
who was not afhid to act on them ("A Plea for John Brown," 115; h b a n 2 19).
Transcaidentalism can therefore ~Unultaneouslyinvolve the individual's removai fiom and

replacement into the State. The removal fkom the State "divides7' the person from its alienating
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effects, and the replacement becomes the necessary rebellion of the transcendentalisi against the
State. This is true for Thoreau even if that rebellion takes the form of a passive example of
living the "propef' Mie, because 'lt is not so important that many shodd be as good as you, as
that there be some absolute goodness somewhere; for that will leaven the whole lump" ("Civil"
69).

IV. ' M y Prisons''

''Civil Disobedience" drarnatizes the process of the Romantic individual's transcendence
beyond the State's disciplinary fùnctions in the section dealing with Thoreau's imprisonment,
which he refers to as "My Prisons." Onset in a different typeface in moa editions, this d o n

explicates Thoreau's disciplinary social model, and the means through which one can escape its
imposed alienation, by inveating contemporary penological thought on impnsonment,
rneditation, and reform.
Thoreau introduces the offset section by describing his amest, and by creating an explkit
metonymic relationship between the prison and the State as a whole. He vurîtes that '7 have
paid no poll-tax for six y-.

1 was put into a jail once on this account," which leads him to the

conclusion that "the State never intention*

confronts a man's sense, inteileauai or mord, but

only his body, his senses" (79-80). Tboreau identifies the causal relationship between the tax

and the jail, making them both paris of the physical imposition of the State. His continuhg
referenca to the State as an alienating force which attempts to deai with people only as physical
objects are again stated here, directly reinforcing a previous description of the j d d l : "as 1
stood considering the walls of solid Stone, two or h e e f e thick, the door of wood and iron, a
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foot thick and the iron grating which strained the light, 1 could not help being stmck with the
foolishness of that institution which treated me as if 1were mere flesh and blood and bones, to
be locked up" (80). lntroducing the cenual prison section, this passage sets up the ternis on
which Thoreau will critique his Mght in jail. Specificaily, the prison, as a figure of the State,

attempts to deal with Thoreau as an alienated, purely ernbodied tool which is in need of
correction. Thoreau, as the transcendent individual, sees himself as being beyond such
punishrnent.
MoMng tiom the State's ineffective attempts to punish hm, the central description of
Thoreau's Nght in jail details a specific moment of tranxendence which ironically dupliates the
refonnative rhetoric of the nineteenth-century prison system. This system, especially as
perceived in the Philadelphia-style prisons, relied on the assumption that persona1 reflection
could lead to a fom of spiritual redemption, which would lead to changes in behaviour that
would make the pnsoner more amenable to social We. Thoreau plays off of this notion by

constructing a moment of personal reflection that does lead to a spiritual redemption, but that
simultaneously places hirn at odds with the general social world. Thoreau States that, &er his
ceIl mate blows out their light, he felt that "It was like travelling into a far country, such as 1 had
never expected to behold, to lie there for one night." He continues,
It seemed to me that 1 never had heard the town-dock strike More, nor the
evening sounds of the village; for we slept with the windows open, which were
inside the grating. It was to see my native village in the light of the middle ages,

and our Concord was tuned into a Rhim meam, and visions of knights and
cades passed before me. They were the voices of old burghers that 1heard in
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the streets. 1 was an involuntary spectator and auditor of whatever was done
and said in the kitchen of the adjacent village-&-a

wholly new and rare

experience to me. It was a closer view of my native town. 1 was fairy inside of
it. 1 never had seen its institutions before. This is one of its peculiar institutions;
for it is a shire town. 1 began to comprehend what its inhabitants were about.
(82)

The prison cell does indeed becorne a place of reflecti-on, but instead of a purely interna1 vision
of the impropriety of his past 'ccriminai"actions, Thoreau's perspective immediately widens,
giving him an intimate view of his town and his society. This view is also one in which the

society is primitivized, looking backward both temporally and geographically to pre-imperid
Europe, a pas that Arnenca supposedly revolted against. in other words, while pnvately
refiecting in his prison ceil, Thoreau has a condemnatory vision of the degraded character of the

outside society.

This vision is a drarnatization of Thoreau's transcendentaiism, which pennits him to
condemn the State based on his own Romantic comection to and understanding of higher laws.
His censure of society is clarineci in the penultimate main paragraph of the prison section:
When 1 came out of prison,-for some one interfered, and paid the t e - 1 did not
perceive that great changes had taken place on the cornon, such as he observed
who went in a youth, and ernergeâ a t o t t e ~ g
and gray-headed man; and yet a
change had to my eyes corne over the scene,-the town, and State, and country,greater than any t b t mere time could &ea.

I saw yet mon distinctiy the State

in which 1 lived. I saw to what extent the people among whom 1 1Md d d k
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truaed as good neighbon and fnends; that their friendship was for Summer
weather only; that they did not purpose to do right [. . .]. (83)
Thoreau employs the rhetoric of the reformatory practice of the pnson to condernn the
brutalizing and alienating effects of the disciplinary institution, which he sees at work in the
whole of society. Thus, he uses the institution of the prison itself to reverse the judgmental
gaze. His reflective tirne in prison does change his outlook on his position in society but, rather

than reconstruct him as a productive citizen, it highlights for hirn the hypocrisy and
unmstworthiness of his neighborq and his country as a whole. A. Robert Caponigri
sumarizes the philosopher's transcendent, judgmental position, writing that, 'To the degtee to
which" a person achieves this position "he becomes the lawgiver to himself, not subservient to
any law" (545). Thoreau's prison vision defines the State and its law-abiding citizens as the

true crirninalsywhile Thoreau becomes the transcendentai patriot.
This reversal, indicative of Thoreau's writing, is evident in his strategic use of the
'%appy prison" motif, wherein the prison cell ôecomes an idealized space of fieedom. He

writes, '1saw that, if there was a waii of stone h e e n me and my townsmen, there was a still
more difficdt one to climb or break through, before they could get to be as free as 1 was" (80).
Discussing the late-eighteemh-century prison writing of British radical John Thelwall, Julia M.
Wright notes that, 'SKhile Victor B r o m h suggests that the 'happy prison' in Romantic
literature anses fiom the identification of solitude with transcendaice and creativity7the prison
[in Thelwall's works] is a 'happy' one insofar as it hctions as the site of defiance, and rweals
the limits of the state's powei' (2).11 While Thoreau's essay constructs the prison as 'Aappy"
for reasons similar to Thelwall's, his reversal of the prison's reformatory rhetoric implies that
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the State itself is precisely what enables this rebellion, by "stripping" the pnsoner of al1 but his
necessities. The construction of the second wall between Thoreau and his neighbors-obviously

a moral or transcendentai waii-is available to Thoreau precisely because the pnson ceIl offers
the preconditions for a transcendental rediscovery of one's own conscience. Like his life at
Walden, his prison life is strjpped of al! but its essentials, "'Food and Sheite?' (WaiCten 12). And
just as his shack is devoid of an excess of fùmiture, that would "trap" its ownet, the prison ceIl
is "the whitea, most simply furnished, and probably the neatest apartrnent in the town" (Waldn
66; 8 1). The cell offers a life free of the matenal objects and market relations, which Thoreau
sees as the precondition for his transcendent moments at Walden Pond.

V. Thoreau as State

Thoreau's history of W y Prisons" therefore seems to dramatize both the State's
methods of alienation and its impotence in the face of transcendent tmths by ironically
deploying the rhetoric of refomation that lies behind the State's prisons. 1s his use of this
rhetoric acnially ironic, however? The refomative foundations of the original Philadelphia
system and Thoreau's notion of the individual's ability to comprehend universal miths and act
on them are in many ways similar. Both grow out of a protestant notion of each person's ability
to understand and receive divine guidance, and both the prisons and his writings are posited as
guides toward a better Society. Given th& Thoreau's use of the prison ceU as a space of
conversion may be ironic in that he uses it to attack the very State that arrests him but, on a
philosophical leva Thoreau's advice to "simp&

simphfjt' in orda to reach a more authentic

relation to the selfactually nuis parallel to the prison project. The question that neeùs to be

posed is whether Thoreau's philosophical project, k e the prison system, results in the
alienation and brutabation of its audience instead of theu reformation.
Many so-ded revisionist readings of Thoreau and of the Amencan Romantics in
generai support an affirmative answer to this question. Gmsin discusses such interpretations of
Thoreau's economic critique, not ing that they "have suggested that the economy Thoreau
practiced at Walden was not independent of the ideology of Amencan capitalism but made in its
image" (30). l2 Michael T. Gilmore's conclusion about Walden provides p&ps

the clearest

statement on the revisionist position. Gilmore argues that, in Thoreau's critique,
market society engenders a codation of history with nature. By presenting its

Iimited, time-bound conventions as etemal, the existing order in effkct places

itself outside time and beyond the possibility of change. Although Thoreau
rigorously condemns his society's "naturalization" of itsdf in this fashion, he can
be chargcd with performing a version of the sarne process on his own life by

erasing history from WaIdenand mythologizuig his expriment at the pond. (4445)

Gilmore argues that Thoreau's rhetorical and cornpositional methods in Waldn duplicate the
alienating forces of society fiom which he is avowing to remove himself By sening up his
experiment as an ideal exarnple, Thoreau's text, Gilmore mites, assumes the ideological
functions of the market. Evm critics who set themselves ageinst the revisionia radings
occasionaüy find themselves rehearsing the difnculties those other critics highlight. Despite
writing that those who "disiike Thoreau's individualism" are "ra&caisy'(Bucklor 126), Taylor
States that, while Thoreau "parodies our political ecmomy in the great f h chapter of Walrien,
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he is unable to escape the type of self-conscious and exploitative manipulation of the world that
he criticizes capitalism for"; because of this, "Thoreau did not solve the problern of how to
discipline a free wili, how to remah free and yet not fdl prey to the vice of pride" ("Henry" 60;
6 1). This vice of pride, or individualism, one rnight Say, is closely related to Gilmore's

conclusions about Thoreau's naturhtion of his own Ne.

These conclusions need to be expandeci. The problem of the reduplication of the
dominant culture in Thoreau's writings, be it in tems of economics or politics is embedded at

the very root of Thoreau's world-view, in his constmction of his own identity as the basis fiom
which his philosophy evolves. At the beginning of WaI&n, Thoreau ddends his use of first-

penon address, writing that 'ln most books, the I, or first person, is omitted; in this it will be

retained [. . .]. We commonly do not remember that it is, a e r aü, always the first person that is
speaking" ( 3 ) . While the wording of this defence may seem to suggest that Thoreau is setting

up a subjective narrative, where the viewpoims expresscd are oniy defensible as one person's
opinion, Thoreau quickly relates how his viewpoint is an universal one that dows him access to

al1 others. F i he tums his fint-person account into one that can speakfor the reader,
offering, "1 would fain say somethhg, not so much conceming the Chinese and Sandwich
Islanden as you who read these pages, who are said to live in New England; something about

your condition" (4). MoWig from a focus on his own voice, on his own opinion, Thoreau hae
elaborates that voice to include the specific readers fiom his region-his "simple aad sincere
account" (3) of his life, he implies, wiil have immediate and important consquenus for otbers.
Thoreau's expmding voice does not stop there. Mer he enumerates the cost of his
shack, he d e s , "If1 seem to hast more than is b m i n g , my -aise is that 1 brag for
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humanity raîher than for rnyself; and my shoncornings and inconsistencies do not affkct the tnrth
of my aatement" (49). Despite problems with what he writes, his boasting is stiU univedly
tme. While this is certainiy one of the passages that would cause Taylor's radicals to c ~ g e ,
Thoreau's unquestionhg assumption of the univerd applicability of his particdar experiences is

g the d a c e
not simply the braggadocio of an unabashed egotia. Rather, Thoreau is b ~ g i n to
the ontological assumptions that are inherent in his uanscendentalism. Caponigri details the
transcendent moment as one that "lends to the vision and utterance [. . .] of the individual a
range and authority far outreaching his personal capacity, indeed it makes these utterances
normative for al1 men" (544). For Thoreau, everyone has the ability to transcend the particular,
to understand the universal laws that are applicable to "'ail men."13 As Sidonie Smith argues,
this neo-Platonic Romantic individual is the foundation of a democratic subject which "'an
daim equal access to the universaily human" (Subjeciivity 9). Smith goes on to detaii the
central difficulty with this identity:

Yet within this claim there is implicit a hierarchy wherein what is and is not
appropriate, at any given juncture, to the universal subject gets staked out.

Founded on exclusionary pradces, this dernomtic self positions on its border
[. . .] that which becomes identified culturally as other, exotic, unruly, inational,

uncivilited, regional, or paradoxidy unnatural. (9- 1O)
What other critics have t

e d Thoreau's

radical individualism, or whet George Hochfield c d s

an "intense" egotism, the "maggot in Thoreau's head" (439, is instead his own take on the
naturaiization of the liberai, humanist identity. The problan with such a naniralization, as Smith
points out, is that i is grounded on an exclusion of the "other," which genaally denotes, in this
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context, anyone who is not white, male, and of a certain class. As Thomas Augst writes, critics
who agree with conclusions like Smith's also generally argue that "concepts of seIf-cdture and
character were key terms in the formation of a middle-class hegemony, which lent moral
justification to patterns of class formation and aquisitive individualism" (89-90)." The
"others" left out of such formations are then perceiveci as being lower on the hierarchical
valuation of humanity. Ignatieff places this struchiring principle in the prison context, writing

that nineteenth-century American penal and criminal policy arises fiom "an increasing
intolerance towards 'deviant' minorities" which was itseifa characterization of "the advent of
democracy" (2 12). Thus the supposedly democratic, univerdy accessible, transcendemt
subject that Thoreau constrwts could be seen as a fonn of further prideging the white, rich,
and male subject.
The exclusion of the "other"is readily apparent in several passages in Wuilden, the most
well-known of which is the section describing insh immigrant John Field. Thoreau describes
Field as "An honest, hard-working, but shiftless man" who lived with his family in a shack near
Thoreau's (204). Field becomes, in Thoreau's text, the degraded ground against which
Thoreau's own transcendena and idealism is highlighted. This contrast is enabled by Thoreau's
bigoted construction of the Irish in general: "A man will not need to shidy history to find out
what is best for his own culture. But aias! the culture of an Irishman is an enterprise to be

undertaken with a sort of moral bog hoe" (205-06). Belying his opening staternents that his text
is to be perceived as an exarnple through which his fellow New Englanders can paheps *ove

their iives, Thoreau's depiction of Field is of a pennanentiy alienated figure who is essentially

unredeernable due to his ~tionality(or race)": 'Wh his horizon aü his own, yet he a poor
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man, bom to be poor, with his inherited Irish poverty or poor Me, his Adam's grandmother and
boggy ways, not to rise in this worlâ, he nor his posterity, till their wading webbed bog-trotting

feet get talaria to their heels" (209). Field, his entire f d y , md their future, are always already
separated from Thoreau's supposedly universally accessibk transcendent truth. Thus while
Henry Abelove may be right in concluding that the discourses of the %hite bourgeois famity"

are left behind "at least in the aspirations" of Wai&n, in its execution the distinctions inherent in
such discoune are al1 too visible (23). Field, as a figure of the lower class and of the Irish, is

described as nearîy subhuman, with physical deformities that match his unending labour which,
notwithaanding Thoreau's critique of the market, is tied not to social forces but to Field's own
essential nature. The grounding of Thoreau's transcendent identity and its relation to a practice
of racial othering is also explicit in ''Civil Disobedience." Mer he "came out of prison," having
realized the degradation of his townspeople and that they "did not greatiy purpose to do right,"
Thoreau daims 'ihat they were a distinct race fiom me by their prejudices and superstitions, as

the Chinamen and Malays are" (83). Thoreau can only recognize his new and higher position
against the backdrop of a racia depiction of the "mass of men"; Thoreau is, indeed, made
distinct by 'prejudices."16

In addition to the construction of an "other" against whom he conaasts his own

idealized identity, Thoreau also occasiondy describes the transcendemal itsdf in hierarchical
terms. In the chapter of Wuf&n cded 'Reading," he d e s c r i b the authors of "the oldesi and

the best" books (which he, of course, r a d s in the origuiril languages) as "a nMiral and

irresistible aristocracy in every d e t y , and, more than kings and ernperors, aert an influence
on mankind" (103). Classical tarts aad the tniths they d o r t are part of a oaairal hiefafchical
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power nnicnire to which Thoreau, and similarly educated men of his class, have special access:
'mose who have not learned to read the ancient classics in the language in which they were
h n e n must have a very imperfect knowledge of the history of the human race" (103). The
"nahiral and irresistible aristocracy" is thus transmined to the actual and problematic
"aristocracy" of the privileged classes of nineteenth-century Arnenca. Given Thoreau's
conclusions here and his debasement of John Field, it should corne as no surprise when he
wntes a passage that states, "Sometimes, when 1 compare myself with other men, it seems as if 1
were more favored by the gods than they [. . .]. I do not flatter mysdf, but if it be possible they

flatter me7'(1 3 1). Thoreau's transcendentalism is itself based on these comparisons, which
exclude and vilify while sirnultaneously claiming universality.

In "Civil Disobedience," the hierarchical implications of Thoreau's transcendentalism are
figured in the heavily symbolic ending of the dramatized prison section:
I was put into jail as 1 was going to the shoemaker's to get a shoe which wiis
mended. When 1 was let out the next momhg, 1 proceeded to finish my errand,
and, having put on my mended shoe, joined a huckleberry Party, who were
impatient to put themselves under my wndua; and in balfan hou,-for the
horx was soon tackled,-was in the mida of a hucklebmy field, on one of our

highest hills, two miles off; and then the State was nowhere to be scm. (83-84)
This passage, 1 argue, must be read as a symbolic pairing with the tninscaident moment Ui the
jail c d , when Thoreau sees his town with a "closer view" than ever before, thus gaining a new
insight into its fwictioning and its institutions. That insight irnmediately places him in a position
fiom which to judge and condemn the State, and therefore remove Mselffiom its power.

Th
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movement is figured spatially in this passage, with Thoreau chbing "oneof our highest hills," a
vantage point fiom wfiich he escapes the panoptic gaze of the prison and the State. This
removal, however, is decideûly not constmcted in purely individual t e m . Thoreau's exit fiom

prison, his escape fiom the alienating forces of society, is directly paired to his control over
others. This is not the "point of vantage" that lies "'at the redemptive margin," the liminal space
between society and the wildemess which John Hildebidle argues that W Q & ~lauds, but is
instead a removal from the State's power, from the tom's institutions, and a replication of that
power in the figure of Thoreau ('Thoreau at the Edge" 349). People wait for him, "Srnpatientto
put themselves under rny conduct." Given the energy Thoreau devotes to constnicting his

audience at the beginning of the essay (as Golemba detaifs), this image of people listering to and
following Thoreau's lead shoulJ be read as an intradiegeiic representation of the "'propei'
behaviour of the audience. Like the townspeople, the audience should be impatient to follow
Thoreau, reject the State, and gain a more authentic connection to themsehres througb Nature
(symbolized by the hucklebemîes which, as Thoreau notes in Wafden, lose their '"ambrosial and
essential part" when taken to town [ 173]).17
The difficulty with this representation is an image of the problems with the exclusionary

nature of Thoreau's "tmiversai"transcendentalism. Moving from the t o m to the hiii,
Thoreau's huckleberry Party, and any converts in his audience, can be seen as maely
exchanging one dominating power for another. And, since Thoreau's transcendentalist rbetoric
mirron the prison's alienating, reformatory rhetoric of ''universal" codes of propriety, wtiich in
tum support the reproduction of the means of production for the dominant culture, Thoreau's

political statement replicates more than it rebeis. D. A. Miller points to this problem when he

writes that "the dserence between liberal and carcerai camps is not substantive" (220).
Foucault d e s a similar point when he States that the "radical criticism" of the nineteenth
century may have, on the one hand, aimed to show "that the legal system itself was merely a
way of exening violence [. . -1, and of exploithg the dysemmetries and injustices of domination"
but, on the other hand, such criticism "NU carried out on the assumption that,ideally and by
nature, power must be exercised in accordance with a fwidarnental lawfulness" (History 88).
Thoreau's inability to see the State fiom the hi11 is a duplication of his critique of "Statesmen
and legislators, standing so completely within the institution" that they 'hever distinctly and
nakedly behold it" (86). This reading holds especidly true since the essay ends with Thoreau
assening that there is "a aiIl more @ect and glorious State, which aiso 1 have irnagined, but

not yet anywhere seen" (90). Thoreau carmot see the extant State, because he is capable ofand wrapped up in-the creation of a State of his own, which his transcendent nature allows him

to encapsulate, and in a sense d e , in his imagination.
1 began this chapter with a brief enurneration of the positive political influence that

Thoreau's essay has had. To conclude with the assertion that Thoreau's rebellion is a stand-in
for State power would seem to ignore his actual historical impact. The disparity here arises

fiom the two distinct ways in which 'rivil Disobdence" and Thoreau's opus can be read-both
of which are enabled by Thoreau's texhial constmction of his id-.

On the one han4 he

becornes the ideal that dictates to people what they ''should be," thus reuifotchg the dominant
values and forces of the State. Olsf Hansen defends Thoreau's construction of h i f as
authority, writing that 'The voice of authority that assumes the burden of setting things right
cannot be a disernbodied one; it needs an agentn (128). Hansen's d o n tbat this m a d e of
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authonty is a self-sacnfice in which "Thoreau adopted [. . .] the role of the victim" in a Chna-

like anempt to Save others rings false given Thoreau's more than occasionally derogatory
depiaion of those others, and given the ontological baggage of his transcendentalism. On the
other hand, Thoreau can be seen as constmcting a fictional persona toward which people can
aspire, and which can be used strategically as a means of instigating political action. This fonn
of reading allows Hildeùidle, in 7horemc: A Naturaiist .S Liberty, to vansrnute Wa&n's
contradictions into a self-reflexive criticism, and Thoreau's 'Transcendental egotism" into a
form of "inspiration and reassurance" that Thoreau's audience "may draw fiom king shown
that the goal is attainable" (109). What the goal is, exactly, is left up to those who are
''inspired." As a strategic texhial example, 'Thoreau" is not only separateci fiom the rhetoricaîiy
persuasive, domineering, and socio-econornically specific position of the historical Thoreau, but

also from the hiaorically oppressive ontological ramifications of the transcendent identity.
Using 'Thoreau" as an example, other authon can replace his 'lnivenal" laws with different
ones, and the danger of replicating the oppressive hierarchies ùnplied thereby is emptied out.
These strategic uses of Thoreau's essay need to rem& aware of the possibility that the

ideals or laws they espouse may engage in the same problematic motion of reproduction as
nioreau's essay. While Hildebidle is nght in noting that Thoreau does use some contradictory
aatements intentionaily as a means of critique (such as the reversal of criminais and law-abidhg
citizens), les easy to solve is the overarching contradiction between Thoreau's a<clusîonaryand
hierarchical aanscendentaiismand his political critique of the exclusiooary and lierarchical
disciplinary f'unctions of the State. Both readings of 'Thoreau," one in which he is figured as
the domineering, Statchke figure, and the other that uses 'Thoreau" strategically as idealized
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textual exarnple, are viable and do not necessarily eady meld together." As Richard F.

Teichgraeber Ln. writes about Thoreau's conception of the market, one must recognize that "a
number of different paths lead into Thoreau's thinling" (46). The contradictory axes of
interpretation arising from these paths are what allow both the revisionist and non-revisionkt
camps of opinion in Thoreau cnticism to continue. Thus, Thoreau's great American political
descendant Manin Luther King, Ir., as we wiil see in Chapter 4, c m use Thoreau as a political
example and strategist, while ignoring the emphasis on individual power, consiniahg instead a
shifiing notion of wbjectivity which he hopes can settle into a more communal identity. Lndeed,

al1 of the other prison authon examined in the present study deal with the difficulty of
constructing an account of a rebellion tiom within prison which îbnctions as an example, but
which also seeks not to reproduce the rhetoric, hierarchical ontology, and dienating power of
prison. Because this difficulty is such a centrai one for these authors, recognizing the problern

in "Civil Disobedience" should not cause us to cast the essay aside; nor should we ignore the
problem altogether. Rather, recognizing this problem dows readers to appreciate the political
and theoretical centrality of Thoreau's attempt, while also highligktg the dficulty-for other
prison writers and for people at large-of escaping the carcerd matrix.
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Notes
1. The debate concemîng the title of Thoreau's essay rages on. In the now standard

Princeton edition of Refom Pupers, WendeU Glick reverts to 'Xesistance to Civil
Govemment," the title used in the essay's original 1849 publication, rather than the still more

comrnonly known title, "Civil Disobeâience," which was used in the posthumous publication A
Yanke in Cam&, with Anti-Slavery md Refonn Papers (1 866). Friiz Oehlschlaeger,

however, has recently made a convincing case not only for the adoption of the posthwnous title,
but also for the reintroduction of cenain materid fiom the 1866 edition which Glick omits. For
the ease of referencing, my page citations will be to the standard Princeton edition; however, in
keeping with Oehlschlaeger's conclusions, 1 will be using "Civil Disobedience" as the M e .

2. On Thoreau's political influence on these and other figures, see, for example,
Frances B. Dedmond, Stanley Edgar Hyman, Michael Meyer, and Brent Powell.
3. For discussions of contemporary perceptions of prisons and penitentiaries in North

Amerka and Europe, see Orlando F. Lewis (esp. 323-45), Oliver (esp. 105-29), and Wiener (1 45).

4. Like Franklin, Orlando F. Lewis States that, in the Auburn-style prisons such as Sing

Sing, 'Efforts at refonnation were sacrificeci to the aruggle of the State to make money out of
the prisons" (327). Lewis (1 30-46)and Foucauh (Discipline 239-44) M e r d

d the

nineteenth-century market relationships between prison labourers and outside workers.
5. The rugged individual was figured not oniy in the writings of E m s o n aad Thoreau,

but also through the popuiar image of the fiontiersman. See Pease (3-48) on the constitution of
representative figures of the individual in the nineteeath-century US.
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6. Garland argues, for instance, that "pend institutions are fùnctionally, historicdy and

ideoiogically condition& by numerous other social relations and agencies, which are, in tum,
supported and conditioned by the operation of pend institutions" (Punishment und We&iare
viii).

7. Gougeon provides a more detailed surnmary of the issues surroundhg the inclusion of
Texas, the war with Mexico, and their hiaorical relationship to Thoreau (201-02).
8. On the reception of Aesthetic Pupers, and specifically of Thoreau's essay, see Steven

Fink (206-10).
9. For a description of the events and decisions leadhg up to the Fugitive Slave Law,

and Thoreau's dealings with it, see Barry Kritzberg (540 E).
10. On Thoreau's constructions of 44manhood,'"and nineteenth-century Amaican

constructions of masculinity in generai, see, for example, E. Anthony Rotundo and David
Leveren. Paul Gilmore dm offers a fascinating reading of the intemiingling discourses of race
and masculinity in Thoreau's writings.
11. Wright's reference is to Brombert (6849).

12. Gnisin refers explicitly to the readings of Thoreau done by Michael T.Gilmore and

Sacvan Bercovitch. Thomas Auga refers to sirnilar revisionkt readings of Emerson's work,
citing Bercovitch as weU as Mary Cayton and Christopher Newfield. Their wotk, he writes,
'%as tended to read Emerson's use of metaphon drawn fiom business life as expressing his

ideological accommodation to liberal capitalism" (93).
13. Caponigri goes on to somewhat overstate, at least for Thoreau, the medietional

aspect of the transcendental philosopher: "This self-nliance is not a fonn of egotisa nie

transcendentdist is selfdependent precisely because he is not an egotist. He is selfkeliant
because he hurnbly recognizes the universal truth which speaks in him and through him, of
which he is the bearer but not the source" (545).
14. Augst refutes these daims as they are applied to Emerson. He &tes that

revisionkt readings of Emerson that would situaie his philosophy as part of the ma&

of

oppression "are emblematic of the profound diniculty that modem scholars have in appreciating
the degree to which general knowledge about character, of the sort retailed by Emerson in his

later lectures, constituted a practical chic pedagogy concemed with the [. . .] challenges of
democracy under modem capitalismy7
(90). Augst 's conclusions about the "practicai" nature of

this civic pedagogy are largely not applicable to Thoreau, as evidend by the gnierdy negative
conternporary reviews of Walden. For reprints of reviews of Wa/&n and A Week on the
Concord and Merrimack fivers, see Myerson (Emerson 34 1-4 15); aloo see Henry Abelove's
excellent essay on Thoreau and queer politics for a summation of some of the rewiews (1 7- 19).
15. David R. Roediger writes that "In the mid nineteenth century, the racial status of
Catbolic Irish incorners becarne the object of fierce, extended debate.

The 'simian' and 'savage'

Irish only gradually fought, worked and voted their ways into the white race in the US"

(Towmds 184). On the racialized identification of the irish in nineteenth-cemq Arnerica also
see, for example, Noel Ignatiev's How the Irish Becmne White and Roediger's Wages of

R31iteness (1 33-63).
16. Anita Goldman's claim that Thoreau, in this passage, daims "a status within a nice

which is distinct h m the white people among wbom he iives," and that this statu "allows him
to speak on behaffofthe oppressed" (245) is belied by the grammatical structure ofthe passage.

The "Chinamen and Malays" are equated to Thoreau's neighbors, not to Thoreau.
17. For discussions of this passage of Wafden,sec Michad T.Gilmore and Grusin.
18. Indeed, Hildebidle recognizes these multiple interpretive possibilities opened up in
Thoreau's text when he notes early in his work that Thoreau "can be labeled only panially and

tentatively" ( 5 ) .

Chapter 2
"Cast of Characters": Problems of ldentity and Incidens in the Lije of a S I m Girl

While not a prison text per se, Hamet Jacobs' slave narrative, Incidents in the Life of a
S i m Girl, contains several elements that are consistent with prison tacts as they are

traditionally conceived. Like Thoreau, Jacobs deals with the subjugation of a significant portion
of the nineteenth-century Amencan populace by the dominant culture. Those who are
subjugated are denied the right and even ability to act in a self-deteminhg manner or to exert
their personal desires within the larger social world. Unlike Thoreau, however, Jacobs, as a
fugitive slave author, explicitly deals with this subjugation as it is epitornized within the chattel
slavery system of antebellum America. Born a slave in 1 8 13 in North Carolina, Jacobs was later
sexually abused by her owner, a practice that, as Jacobs and other women slave narraton and
abolitionists have detaiîed, was rampant in antebellum America and other slaveholding nations in
the West.' Unable to find a means of escaping, she hid in a constrictive g a ~ ein
t the aves of

her grandmother's house for approxhately seven years, until a way was found for her to escape

to Philadelphia, and later to Boston and New York.
Jacobs' depiction of slavery demonstrates how it fùnctioned dong a track of

surveillance, isolation, and punishment that ran parallel to the practices of the panoptic
penitentiiuy, which had already

sen in the US by the time of Inciaknts' publication.

Beyond

this histoncal convergence of practice, a reading of Jacobs' namtive also reveals the ideologid
simiides of identity construction and subjugation in both slavery and imprisomemt. Building

on the relationship discussed in the last chapter between the s u p p o d y hurnanist intentions of
the prison project ancf its actual bnttalinng effécts, tbis chapta demonstrates bow such a

relationship is visible within the larger society, and how the supposedly democratic social
processes of the West in fact produce a variety of oppressive hierarchies and power
differentials. Specifically, Jacobs' narrative not ody exposes the obvious oppressions of
slavery, but also provides the reader with a depiction of how racial and gender biases meet
within the "enlightened practices of the antebeîium Northern States. Like slavery and the
prison, the larger social strucnire posits a series of identifications upon its subjects through an

oppressive gaze that serves to isolate and discipline certain members of the populace.
By textually constructing a sense of community and enacting an ironic mirnicry of

slavery designed to expose the syaem's interna1 contradictions, however, Jacobs fights the
forces that would define Afncan Americans and women as non-human. Because such forces are
so powerfully embedded in the social framework, Jacobs must also deal with the ways in which

they are both reproduced in her very acts of resistance, and retlected in the so-called 'Tieedom"
of the North and in the textual practices of such abolitionists as her editor, Lydia Maria Child.

In the end, Jacobs' negotiations of the sexist and racist identificatory regimes of slavery and of
"fieedom" show the impossibility of reaching a ThoreauVian transcendence beyond the enforceâ
oppression of the disciplinhg discourse. As Carolyn Sorisio argues, lacobs' life "as a slave
woman taught her to question Emerson's and Thoreau's vanscendental indvidualism" (5). My
reading of kidents in the context of the panoptic discipline that slavery and the larger society
perpetuate enables me to show how Jacobs opts for an in-depth social critique articulateci
through an analysis of her society and through her own cornplex negotiation of subjectivity.
Jacobs' repositioning of her identity within the detenninative discourses of race and gmder-as

opposed to Thoreau's transcendemal removal fiom other such discourses-provides an e x d e n t
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fiamework for perceiving similar movements within the diverse range of repositionings offered
by the prison texts examineci later in this study.

1. Slavery and Prison

The history of the abolition of siavecy and the simultaneous nse of the prison as an
institution allow us to see how Jacobs' text, and slave narratives in general, an precedents to
contemporary prison writings. While the relationship between slavery and prison is a directly

hiaorical one in America-and intemationdly as well, due to the dissemination of Amencan
penal practices-there is also a more general correspondence between the two, especialiy in
ternis of how they each conceive of subjectivity. Both systems fùnction in part through
physically and mentally oppressing their Maims in attempts to create xMle subjects. To a
large degree, both dso sewe to mate a cheap s w c e of labour. Apdogists for each system
h

e their arguments within a paternalistic discourse of moral education and social hamony,

even while denying the possibihty of a friture where crirninals / slaves can be educated or
"refonned" so as to disallow the necessity of the paternalistic institution. Maggie Sale wntes
that one school of slavery apologists "represented f i c a n s and thek descendants as naturaliy
savage and unprediaable but capable of becorning docile, contenta and childlike under the

influence of the 'civilked' Anglo-Saxon race7'(699). Comparing this statement to the doctrine

of the Philadelphia penitentiary system, where the final goal was to '8reak the convict's unnrly
spirit and allow the discipline to work on 'a contrite heart,"' highlights the smilarities in
purpose (Oliver 108). That the Auburn prison system emphasized constant and unpaid convia
labour, which could be used as a meam of building "revenue9'(1 IO), maices the similarity

between the nascent prison system and slavery cornplete?
The relationship between slavery and imprisonment is also a more detailed and
*

specifically histoncal one. H. Bruce Franklin draws the comection between the enslavement of
Afncan Arnericans and their imprisonment, writing that 'The most intense collective experience

in Afio-Amencan history was that of slavery. This expenence did not stop with Emancipation,

however [. . .]. Cenainly the prisoners throughout the South who were literally chained
together while they worked and while they ate and while they slept had an experience no less
oppressive and no less collective than their ancestors in chattel slavery" (99- 100). The relation
between enslavement and irnprisonment is, as Franklin and othen point out, explicitly made in
the 13" Amendment to the US Constitution, which abolishes slavery while simultaneously
reinstantiating it within the purview of the penal systern: 'Weither slavery nor involuntary
servitude, except as a punishment for crime whereof the party shall have been duly convicted,
shall exist within the United States" (qtd. in Franklin 102). Commenting on this rejustification
of slavery even at the moment of its banishrnent, Angela Y. Davis argues that

The abolition of slavery thus corresponded io the authorkation of slavery as
punishment. In actual practice, both Emancipation and the authorization of
to create an immense black presence within southeni
penal s e ~ t u d combined
e
prisons and to transfonn the character of punishment into a means of mamghg
former slaves as opposed to addressing problems of serious crime. ("Racialized"
9913

Prison becornes a centralized locus to which the heretofore 'haturalJy savage and unpredictable"
black populace can be banished. In addition, starting 'Xven M o r e the end of the C i d War, a
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new system had been emerging to take the place of the older fom of siavery: the convict lease
system" (Franklin 1OZ), whereby prisoners could be leased out or used by the incarcerating

institution for the purpose of 'Yorced labo? (Davis, "From the Rison" 76). Hirsch explains
that, even though prison labourers "never became the private property of an individual master,"

as slaves were, ' l n several nates, authorities [. . .] leased entire penitemiaries to a single
entrepreneur who thereby came close to becoming the lord of a private plantation" (74). The
coding of a range of '0lack crime," and the subsequent ideological criminalkation of blackness7
especially in the South., recreates slavery within the auspices of the Arnerican pend systern

(Davis, "Rom the Prison" 76). The modem prison's appropriation of slavery's mahods is

enabled by the fact that both arose in the sarne paternalistic paradigm of punishrnent and labour,
which were used in order to cultivate and maintain the 'proper" social order, while in the

process bmtalizing and alienating those who fell on the wrong end of the social hienuchies.
When one institution passes away, then, its fiinctions and place in society can be replaced by the
other.'
An understanding of the racialized practices of the Amencan justice system can aiso lead

to the conclusion that African American prison narratives are renegotiations of the genre of the
slave narrative. Reinforcing this relationship, William L. Andrews points out that early slave
narratives, specifically those from the eighteenth century, were often constmcted as crimWl
confessions (To Tell 3 9-44). Franklin's text engages in an extended and weU-doaimented
exploration of the generic comection between later dave narratives and prison wfifings,

focussing as well on the transmission of the African Arnerican oral d t u r e and traditions
through the forced transportation fiom AEnca, through slavery, and eventually to contempomry
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society, including the prison. The connection between slavery, prison, and the narratives arising
from both is, moreover, noted by several Afncan Amencan prison authors themselves,
especially those tied to the political and civil rights movements of the 1960s.' As these authors
point out, prison continues the system of subjugation and oppression onginating in slaveq. In
writing about their imprisonrnent, these authors and others continue the resistance to the
dominant culture that was fonned through slave narrative^.^

This resistance takes many forms, and one cannot homogenize through genenc or other
generalizations the several acts of resistance represented and embodied in slave and prison
narratives-such a project would be, as 1 wrote in my "opening statements," both theoretically
and practically impossible. In her text, Jacobs specifically argues against such homogenization

which, even at the time of her writing, threateneâ to silence black voices, and black women's
voices in particular, through the enforced repetition of certain generic and "white" forms such

as the sentimental novel. Similarly, the slave narrative genre was generally connecteci to the
male voice, fiirther marginalking the stones of slave women.' Jacobs' text, therefore, permits
us to see how the rebellions and social critiques of slave narratives cm be joined with and
problematized by those of women's narratives, and vice wrsu. In the proces, her text does not
become representative of a specific genre or a specific group, but instead demonstrates how
sustained critiques of the carcerd matsix are entered imo fiom a vaMty of particular points.

And yet, this particularity--incarnatalin Ihcidenfi ' variances fiom the slave narrative and fiom

the sentimental novel-does not negate a reading of the text that demonstrates the g e n d
connections between prison, slavery, and gender oppression.
Published in 1861, the year the Civil War began, Jacobs' text takes the fom of a

sentimental slave narrative, told through the perspective of the pseudonymous narrator, Linda
Brent. Incidents is7therefore, one of the las? antebellum slave narratives. Like the prison texts
which they give rise to, these slave narratives were engaged in a battle against not only the

bnitalizations of davery, but also the expectations of white audiences, both apologist and
abolitionist. ùiteresting to note in this context is the fact that, as Hirsch &tes, ' h y of the
persons who lobbied for the construction of penitentiaries [. . .] also stood at the forenont of
the antislaveq movement. The impulses to break down plantations, it seems' was often
accompanied by a longing to build up prison walls" (76). Women's slave narratives, moreover,
tend to explicitly demonstrate the fbrther relationships between slavery, gender oppression, and
'Vkeedom." By negotiating her way througb the discourses which would define her subjdvity

without her consent, Jacobs offen a thoroughgoing critique of various foms of racial and
gender bigotry in America irnrnediately before the Civil War. This critique, like Thoreau's,
highlights the disciplinary knction of social institutions and mechanisms, includuig generic,

familial, and gendered structures, demonstrating that a disciplinary mode1 of identity formation

is socially ubiquitous.' An exploration of Jacobs' negotiation provides tiirther means chrough
which to understand the techniques used and represented by prison authors in their texts to

critique a range of disciplinary identifications. In what follows, I wiil detail the conneCuon

between prison and slavery, and then add to the discussion by examining their reiationship to
gender.

II. Defining Slavery
In addition to the historical connections between slavery and institutionalized
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imprimnment, there is also a significant similarity in the ways in which the two systems
conamct the subjectivities of their Mctims. Both slaves and prisonen are treated as silent
objects, devoid of individuaiity and agency, existing solely for the perpetuation of the systems
themselves and the power of the controlling authonties. "Nthough it is m e that prison
punishes delinquency," A t e s Foucauit, "delinquency is for the most part produced in and by an
incarceration which, ultimately, prison perpetuates in its tuni" (Discïpljine 301). Paul Gilroy
similarly argues that "slavery depends" for its existence on the slave's "continuing condition of
inhumanity," a condition which slavev itself creates (63). Prison and the Atlantic slave trade as
institutions both exist within the Eniightenrnent ontology which, as show in the previous
chapter, daims a universal human nature while denying that nature to certain groups, including
slaves and prisoners. In order to engage in this cycle of self-reproductive oppression, both

prison and slavery see their victims as "mere flesh and blood and bones," to use Thoreau's
words ('Civil" 650). The laws and practices of slavery, as Martha J. Cutter argues, "deny
slaves' humanity" (2 14). Once ideologicdly disperd, this relegation of slaves to the natus of
mere bodies becomes its own justification; in such a formulation, blacks are not legally human
as are white people, and are therefore slaves, but because blacks are enslaved, they cannot be
treated as legally hurnan. The end r e d t of this circular reasoning is the denial of the humanity
of slaves, and the justification of a system of abuse designed to bmtaiize and oppress them.

This brutalization could lead to the slaves' unwiling intedization of the ideology of
slavery because it functions, k e the contemporary penitentiary, as a panoptic force of constant
surveillance. In his original writings on the panopticon, Jeremy Bentham argues t
bt,whateva
the purpose behind the prison (be it education, punishment, simple confinement, etc), 'VK more
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constantly the persons to be inspected are under the eyes of the persons who should inspect
them, the more perfectly will the purpose of the establishment be attained" (34). in orda to
achieve this constant surveillance, it is oniy necessary that the observed person "'should conceive
himself to be" perpetuaily watched (34). Describing in his slave narrative the process of being
'0roken" by Edward Covey, Frederick Douglass notes that Covey created this feeling of
constant surveillance, resulting in the slaves' conclusion that "'it was never safe to stop a single
minute" (36). Covey's panoptic power l a d s to Douglass' intemalkation of siavery's oppressive
definitions of him: ' M y natural elaslicity was crushed, my intellect languisheû, the disposition to
read depmed, the cheerful spark that lingered about my eye died; the dark night of slavery
closed in upon me; and behold a man transfomed into a brute!" (38). In Douglass' case this
intemalization is temporary, and it is of course not a universal transformation on behalf of al1
slaves, but it does signal the oppressive physical and ideological power of the panoptic gaze of
the slaveholder~.~
Ioan Davies, in a discussion of the '"major internrnents" of hiaory (including
the Afican slave trade and the Holocaua), describes some of the actions involved in the

process of subjugation. These actions include: "the stripping fiom al1 individuais of their unique
possessions, including hair, herding them like cade and forcing conformity, the reâuction of the
self to 'pure' natural man, the attempt to deny dl hiaory, al1 culture, the imposition of a
universalism of impotent nakedness" (1 95). Slave authon wch as Jacobs fight against this
definition of their identities as "impotent nakedness" and as brutaiizecî "cattle," whiie at the

same t h e combatting the %niversal"codes imposed on thern by the white dominant culture,
attempthg instead to reconstmct identities that are personally and culnirally th& own.

L l e Douglass, Jawbs' narrator, Linda Brent, descrii both the system and the

constructions of identity against which she writes. At the end of the first chapter of the text,
Brent depicts the sale of many members of her f a d y , an event that took place when she was
quite Young: bWotwithstandingmy gnindmother's long and faithful service to her ownen, not
one of her children escaped the auction block. These God-breathing machines are no more, in
the sight of theu masten, than the conon they plant, or the horses chey tend" (8). Brent uses
the economic and resource-oriented language of the southem plantation to show how slaves are
treated not only as property, but as machines which function to tend other property. The

juxtaposition of the legal equation of "slave" and "animal" with the assertion of the slave's
actual inherent humanity is commonly used in slave narratives. Franklin traces its use in
Douglass' narrative as not only a means of assening Douglass' own humanity, but also as an
attempt to reverse the roles of slave and maaer, by depicting the slaveowner as the animai (1 518). Jacobs also uses this technique, with Brent refemng throughout the text to the

slaveholding and slavecatching '8loodhounds," both North and South.
At this early point, however, Brent only describes the systemic equation of slave and

inhumanity-even the "God-breathing" is done by machines. Despite the implied textual
recognition of her own humanity, Brent d w s not represent herself here as asserthg this sense of
self within the larger stmcnire of slavery. Thuq even though the weU-liked and avowedly

"kind" (7) mistress of Brent's childhood had prornised to set her slaves frec in her wiil, when the
wiil is read the slaves are bequeathed with the other property. Brent describes how the slaves'

hopes "vanished," and notes that her mistress '%ad tau@ me the precepts of G d ' s Word:

'Thou shah love thy neighbor as thyself' 'Whatsoever ye would that men should do unto you,
do ye even so unto thmi.' But 1 was her slave, and 1 suppose sbe did not recogMze me as her
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neighbor" (8). Deborah M. Garfield writes that this passage 'fistrates the affinity between
slave and 'neighbor"' ('Vexeci" 277), while Karen Sinchez-Eppler argues that 'The asymmetry

of social place that aiiows the mistress to appear almost as a mother while the slave is not
recognizable as a neighbor instantly disentangles familial and plantation relations" (90). Indeed,
this passage points to the impossibility of a position that is at once "siave" and "neighbor." The
inability of the mistress to view her slaves as human beings, not property, her inevitable
misrecognition of slaves as non-neighbon, is not only a result of the ideological system of
slavery, but also the means through which that system is reproduced and disseminated: after her

death, her slaves 'lere al1 distributed arnong her relatives" (8).
Brent describes the violence that can result fiom such definitions. If the label "slave"

can ody and always signiQ a piece of property, jua as "prisonef' is equated to a lack of
citizenship and rights, then nothing can shield the slave fiom whatever form of abuse in which
the master decides to engage. The most violent of these resultant actions are collected into the

chapter "Sketches of Neighbonng Slaveholders." Mer detailing the tomire and murder of one

man, who was "placed between the screws of the Cotton gin" (48), Brent describes him as
exhbiting a certain "manliness and intelligence" which were what "made it so hard for hirn to be
a plantation slave" (49). Such qualities work against the proprietonal nature of the slave as

dehed by the slaveholding society. To such an “abject," masers could have ' l e s feling than
would have been manifested for an old house dog" (49). Because the man placed in the m o n

gin was a slave, "the feeling was that the master had a right to do what he pleased" (49).
Beyond the violent subjugation of the slaves, Brent argues that slavery also r e d h e s those who

are in control of it: "slavery is a curse to the whites as weii as to the blacks. It makes white
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fathers cruel and sensual; the sons violent and licentious; it contaminates the daughters, and
makes the wives wretched" (52).1° Slaves, is thus conswcted as an oppressive matrix in which
the humanity of the slave is bnitally erased, while at the same time the slaveholders are
conupted and removed beyond the pale of "human beings with Unmortal souls" (52). But
because of the slaveholders' position in the power structure, their corruption can remain largely
invisible and unspoken; hence they can still be d e s c n i as neighbon in the chapter's title, while

slaves are denied that status.
Brent's main focus in the early part of her narrative is the disciplinary wbjugation of the
slave population. The opening chapter enforces the understanding that slaves were legally,
socially, and individually denied the status of being human, and were relegated to an existence

as mere property. Brent also demonstrates how this understanding was forced onto the slaves
themselves through a fonn of panoptic gaze. Later in the text, Brent compares her owner's
gaze to that of a '~ealouslover" who never "watched a rival more closely than he watched me,"
(8 1). For her mistress, the slaves 'bere the objects of her constant suspicion and malevolence"

(3 1). This perpetual gaze of ownenhip can result in an intemalization of the label bbslave."
Garfield summarizes this process as it murs in the eady sections of fncirtents, writing that,
"though the slave child naively imagined the 'narne' of slave and one's essential 'nature' as

mutually exclusive, the experienced narrative voice recognizes that the white world forces the
slave name to imply slave mticre" ("Yexed" 277). This implication is explicitly disaissed in

"The Slave Who Dared to Fe1 Like a Man." In this chapter, Brent's brother, Benjamin,
escapes to the North and away fiom a brutal master, &er an earlier, unsucfessful attempt.
Both of the escape atternpts and the desire for fieedom iying behind them are placed in
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opposition to Brent's master's view of slavwy. This master, Dr. Fiint, who rapidly becornes the
central villain of the narrative and a metonym for slaveholders in general, tells Brent that she
'%as made for his use, made to obey his command in every thing; that 1 was nothing but a

slave" (18). According to Flint, Brent's being, the "purpose" for which she was made, is to be
his tool, an extension of his desires and nothing else.
This singular and all-encompassing equation of slave and object has furiher implications
in terms of gender. The main facet of Brent's life in slavery, as she describes it, is her sexual

abuse by Flint. Because the two oppressed categories of "slave" and "woman" meet in the
patnarchal matnx of slavery, Flint's sexual abuse also falls into the slaveholder's justification of
violence, that "the master had a right to do what he pleaseâ" (49). Chnstina Accomando cites
antebellum case law to describe the general understanding of the position of the fernale slave in
terms of sexuai abuse. She notes that, in the 1859 George v. Sfate case in Mississippi, a lawya
successfully argued that "the rape of a black female was not rape"; the lawyer fùrther noted that
the sexual relations of slaves are "to ôe regulated by their ownen" (236). Accomando writes,
moreover, that in general the law 'Tailed to protect slave women fiom rape" (236). Slave
women, because they 'nad no subjectivity to speak of' (233)' are constructeci merely as bodies
that can be acted on in any way without fear of reprisal.

III. Disniptions of Community

The denial of agency and the brutaiization through which it was enacted were not

completely unassailable. As Accomando deffly dernonstrates, slaveholding discourse is fidl of
contradictions that are exploited by slave authors and abolitionists aWte: 'The official line on
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slavery declared that slaves had no subjectivity to speak of, yet there was a tsemendous d e t y
that there be no public arena where such a wbjectivity rnight somehow speak" (233). Indeed,
Flint's very abuse of Brent is what spurs her to act against him. The passage cited fiom the

chapter 'The Slave Who Dared to Feel Iike a Man,"when quoted in its entirety, demonstrates
this relationship: 'When he told me that 1 was made for his use, made to obey his command in
every thing; that 1 was nothing but a slave, whose will mud and should sumender to his, never

before had my puny arm felt half so strong" ( 18). Sorisio, contrasting this passage to dominant
depictions of women, suggeas that Brent's feeling of strength could indicate that "it is Linda
who dores tofeel Me a m m , by exhibiting a fierce need for liberty" ( 12); Sorisio's gendered
figuring of this desire points to the various legal means through which Brent is denied legal
freedom. But, because Brent rebels against Flint's sexual ovemires, he is forced to voice the

generally unspoken propnetorial relationship between himself and his fernale slave, thereby
allowing Brent a possible space for a feeling of rebellion, for a rebuttal of his statements.
This liberating potentiality within slavery is exploited by Brent and others through their
attempts to build a community that fùnctions both within and against the dominant slaveholding

culture. Opposed to Thoreau's individualkt rebeilion, community and relationships in 1ncirtent.s
can, in Winifred Morgan's words, "suppon

and nourish the individual and contrast with the

contrived and unreasonable bonds of slavery" (84).11 As we wiil see in latet prison texts,
especially in King's and Lytton's works, comrnunity can serve a similar function for prison
authon, working agaùist the isolation forced on them by pend structures and policies. Indeed,
in Jacobs' w o k the contrast between the isolating effects of slavery and those of commuiiity

often binds the black community more strongly together, jun as Flint's verbai d-on

of
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Brent as his property allows her to feel a modicum of strength. Discussing her grandmother, a

fieed black woman who is known in the t o m as Aunt Marihy, Brent writes that,
My grandmother had, as much as possible, been a motha to her orphan
grandchildren. By perseverance and unw&ed industry, she was now mistress
of a snug little home, surrounded with the necessaries of life. She would have

been happy could her children have shared them with her. [. . .] Most eamestly
did she strive to make us feel that it was the will of God: that He had seen fit to
place us under such circumstances; and though it seemed hard, we ought to pray
for contentment. [. . .] She always met us with a srnile, and listened with patience
to all our sorrows. She spoke so hopefblly, that unconsciously the clouds gave
place to sunshine. There was a grand big oven there, too, that baked bread and
nice things for the town, and we knew that there was always a choice bit in there
for us. (1 7)
Brent's grandmother's faith in God's plan, as well as her love for her grandchildren, dlows her
to construct a seemingly ideal domestic space in which the clouds of slavery can be tnvisformed

into the sunshine of community. In addition, the seemingly ideal familial comrnunity picnired in
the grandmother's house is placed at the heart of the larger community, as the "grand big oven"
sends its domestic product throughout the town, while also numuing the slave children.
"Despite the legal erasure of slave families," notes Accomando, 'Tamily survives, though often
in a redefined f o d (229). Jane Tompkins descriis this use of domesbc space as a common

politicai motif in women's sentimental fiction, writing that the "image of the home [. . .] is

conceived as a dynamic center of activity [. . .] whose duence spreads out in ever widenhg
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circles" (145). The reâefined space of black comrnunity in Jacobs' text, then, not only supports
Brent's family against the oppressive force of slavery, but also mates a sense of civic
comrnunity that hctions as an alternate space of black-white relations.
Brent does not, though, posit the redefinition of black-white interaction within the
grandmother's house as an image of a universallling and hamionizllig force of communhy.
Rather than bnng about a hannony between slaveowner and slave, wch depictions are generally
placed in opposition to the white power stnicture, echoing Thoreau's use of the "happy prison"
motif During her first escape attempt, Brent gains strength through a symbolic constniction of
a black community of resiaance:
The graveyard was in the woods, and twilight was coming on. Nothing broke

the death-like aillness except the occasional twitter of a bird. [. . .] A black
stump, at the head of my mother's grave, was al1 that remained of a tree my

father had planted. His grave was marked by a s m d wooden board, bearing his

narne, the letters of which were nearly obliterated. 1 knelt d o m and kissed
then and poured forth a prayet to God for guidance and suppon in the penlous
step I was about to take. As 1 passed the wreck of the old meeting house,
where, before Nat Turner's time, the slaves had been allowed to meet for
worship, 1 seemed to hear my father's voice corne from it, bidding me not to
tarry tiii I reached fieedom or the grave. 1 rushed on with renovated hopes. My
trust in God had been suengthened by that prayer among the graves. (90-91)

Brent here combines mernories of her parents, of Nat Turner's 1831 rebellion, and of the black
comUNty in gemral (through the meeting house) in order to support her own decision to rebel
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and escape.12 Brent's voice is added, writes Hazel V. Carby, "to a hiaory of slave rebels" (60).

Sidonie Smith states that Brent thus "places henelf in a noble femily lineage [. . .] characteked
by spiriniai, moral, and social heroism despite the degrading circumstances of slavery"

('Resisthg" 97). In spite of the deaths of her parents and of Nat Turner, and the destruction of

the meeting hall by whites (described earlier in her text), the cornmunity they si&

continues

in Brent and her Living family, and still voices a desire for freedom and rebellion. As Beth

Maclay Doriani writes, fieedom for Brent "involves a relationship to others, interdependence"
(2 1 1). By situating her own identity within the continuing community of het black ancestors
and their acts of resistance, Brent is strengthened against the destructive force of slavery that

results in a "death-like" state.
Aunt Marthy's house, another image of black community, is more ofien a temporary

refuge from and space of rebellion against Flint's violence than it is a space of ideal domestic
and racial peace. While staying with her grandmother after the birth of her second M d , Brem

describes a meeting between Flint and Rose, an ex-slave who had been purchased and given her
fiedom by fnends afler "She had been tom frorn al1 her f d y " :
Dr. Flint always had an aversion to meeting slaves d e r he had sold thern. He
ordered Rose out of the house; but he was no longer her master, and she took no
notice of him. For once the crushed Rose was the conqueror. His gray eyes

flashed angdy upon her, but that was the extent of his power. 'Wow came this
girl here?" he exclaimeci. 'What right had you to allow it, when you knew 1 had

sold hep' I answered 'This is my grandrnother's house, and Rose came to set

h a . 1 have no right to tum any body out of doors, that cornes hem for honest

purposes." (82)
Not only does an act of community legally gain Rose's fieedorn from slavery, but similar acts
allow her to assert that freedom against Flint's attempt to reinfotce his authority. Brent asserts
that the space of Aunt Marthy's house and Rose's act of visiting are not just beyond Flint's
power, but actually remove that power. His panoptic, oppressive gaze is reduced to an
impotent flash of anger, while Rose nses to the status of "conqueror." This potential for a
reversal of power is duplicated by Brent's use of dialogue itself, a linguistic and literary fonn
which, as Andrews argues, "oflen becarne a liminal phase in the master-slave relationship, when
neither rnaster nor slave was in full control, when they implicitly agreed to an 'indeterminacy' of
outcome to their verbal combat" ("Dialogue" 93). Within this indeterminacy 'lies a margin of
freedom, even for slaves that would seem to be the moa powerless" (93). Brent's use of the

pseudo-legal language of rights and purposes also serves to divest Flint of the authority of the
slave system. Beyond Flint's inability to rernove Rose, she has the legal right to be there; Aunt
Mathy's domestic space perfoms the fùnction of a sanctuary fkorn slavery.
Like the ways in which the redemptive rhetoric of the modem penitentiary is undermllied

by the violence used to enforce prison regulations, the power of cornrnunity and of dialogue is
mitigated by the fact that slavery as a system fwictions in part through the disruption and denial
of black cornrnunity, often through violent practices. Flint's and Brent's conversation about
Rose, for example, ends with Flint hitting Brent. Although A m M a y amves and forces Rim
to leave, his violence and his references to Brent's illegitimate children work against the 'peace
and contentment in that humble home7'--peace and contentment which are destroyed by "the
demon Slavery" (83). The possibility of a self-empowering and perpetuating black community
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itself enrages Flint. When Brent's romantic relationship with a fiee black man is discovered and
ended by Flint, she takes codort in her filial relationship with her brother, but even this
relationship is subject to Flint's will: "If'he had known how we love each other, 1 think he
would have exulted in separating us" (42). Just as community inside the prison is viewed as a
disruptive and comptive force, leading prisoners even more deeply into their criminal identities,
al1 black comrnunity in the slaveholding society is potentially dangerous to the white power
structure, and the disruption of any form of that cornmunity is therefore pleasurable to Flint.
Empowenng Flint's individual violence towards the black cornmunity, the slave system
as a whole denies slaves their families and cornrnunity, thus creating a fonn of isolation. Brent
explicates the systernatic separation of parents and children, and the breaking of the slaves'
spirits as a result, in a description of the slave auctions held each New Year's day. One slave
woman has seven children sold and taken away frorn her. Brent describes talking with her
afterwards, stating that the woman ' h n g her hands in anguish and exclaimed, 'Gone! AU
gone! Why don L God kill me?' 1 had no words wherewith to CO&

her. Instances of this

kind are of daiiy, yea, hourly occurrence'' (16). The sale of children, and the destruction of
farnily it brings, results in anguish for that farnily and leads to a further disruption of the entire
community. Brent recognizes this disruption when she cannot find any words with which to
reassure the woman. The denial of communication duplicates the near erasure of the words on
Brent's father's headstone; here, however, there is no communal voice to be heard ovet the
destruction. Stating that this type of occurrence happens hourly reinforces the sense of despair
and the dficulty involved in overcoming the oppressive forces of slavery.13

There is a more direct way in which disruptiom of slave communities and the resulting
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isolation seme to reinforce the structures of slavery. Since children of slave mothen were by
law property of the woman's owner, the widespread rape of slave women led to many
slaveowners being the legal owners of slaves who were their own children. Caroline Levander
writes that slave mothen in Jacobs' text "attempt to counteract this dehumanizing matemity in
order to nurture their children, but [. . .] are constantly hstrated by owners who demand that
slave women produce 'stock"' (32). As Jacobs describes it, this situation leads to a
simultaneous denial and affirmation of the familial relationship between master and slave,
resulting in a violently enforced silence. When a slave mother is overheard arguing with her
husband about the patemity of one of her children, Flint savagely whips the man and then sells
both of them: 'When the mother was delivered into the trader's hands she said, 'You promised
to treat me well.' To which he vint] replied, 'You have let your tongue run too far; damn
you!' She had forgotten that it was a crime for a slave to tell who was the father of her child"
(1 3). The existence of a familial relationship between slave and maaer is dangerous to the latter

because it brings with it the possibility of a familial bond, signified by the reference to Flint's
"promise" to the slave woman. in order for the master to retain power, such a promise must be
violently and immediately denied.
The constant negotiations and fluctuations of comrnunity between blacks, whites, and
each other, and the concurrent disruptions of these groupings are detailed through the depiction
of Brent's grandmother. Aunt Marthy and her family corne to represent, in put, not only the
difficulties of forrning a black feliowship that resists the oppression of the slaveholders, but dso
the strains placed on both white and black comrnunities by slavery. Brent describes the 'tangled

skeins [ofi the genealogies of slaverf' (78), informing the reader that ' M y mother's mistress
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was the daughter ofmy grandmother's mistress. She was the foaer siaer of my mother; they
were both nounshed at my grandrnother's breast. In fact, my rnother had been weaned at three
months old, that the babe of the mistress might obtain aifficient food"(6-7). Just as Auat
Marthy's hwse provides suaenance for the whole town, white and black, free and enslaveci, her

genealogical history acts as a nexus for familial co~ectionsthat cross racial lines. But,as
Harryette Muilen writes, the "reciprocal relationship" figured through the children's feedings '5s
betrayed by the white child's entry into the patnarchal symbolic of law, properiy, and
inheritance" (26 l)." The familial connections, like the space of the house, are not cmpletely
free fiom the oppression of slavery, because Aunt Mmhy must wean her own child in order to
provide for the master's daughter.
Aunt Marthy's position in society does, however, dlow her occasionally to disrupt the
forces that would confine her and her famiiy. While she was a slave, she was allowed to sel1
some of her b a b g , the money From which ' k a s saved for a fund to purchase her children" (6).

This money was '8orrowed" by her mistress and never repaid. Despite this betrayal, Aunt
Marthy believes her mistress' promise to set Aunt Marthy fke in her will-a promise that is not

fùlfilled, and Aunt Marthy is put up for sale:
Dr. Fiint called to tell my grandmother that he was unwilling to wound her
feelings by putting her up at auction, and that he would prdér to dispose of her

at a private sale. My p d m o t h e r saw through his hypocrisy; she undentood
very weil that he was ashamed of the job. She was a very spirited woman, and if

he was base enough to seii her, whea her mistress intended she should be fke,
sbc was determineci the public should know it. She had for a long t h e supplied
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many families with crackers and preserves; consequently, "Aunt Marthy," as she
was called, was generaiiy known, and every body who knew her respected her

intelligence and good character. (1 1)
The position of respect in the town which Aunt Marthy creates for herself ultirnately lads to
her fieedom. When she defies Flint and mounts the auction steps, the crowd shouts "Shame!"
and allows ody one bid to be made: 'It came from a maiden lady, seventy years old, the sister

of my grandmother's deceased mistress" ( 1 1- 12). The woman then sets Brent 's grandmother
fkee. Aunt Marthy's comection to the larger comrnunity of the town, as well as her pseudornatrilineal and familial connections to her owner, allow her to assume her definition as propcriy
in order to escape the actuai reinstantiation of that definition.
Aunt Marthy's powehl place within the cornrnunity thus serves occasionally to
mistrate the supposedly socidy sanctioned power of the slaveholder. Andrews describes her

position as one that 'lay on the masgins of the power wielded by the white patriarchy of the
South" (To Tell 240). Because of the respect that Aunt Marthy gains through her creation of a
domenic and economic space connecteci to both white and black comrnunities, she develops a
position For social interaction that is somewhat separate from the types of interaction dictated
by siavery. This separation allows her to inhabit a discursive space that heips construct an

identity that is not delirnited by the praclices of slavery, thereby giving her the power to act

diredy against Flint's slaveholding authority. Brent tells the reader of Aunt Marthy that
'Though she had been a slave, Dr. Flim was afraid of her. He dreaded her scorching rebukes.
Moreover, she was known and patronized by rnany people; and he did not wish to have his

viilainy made public" (29). The grandmother's discursive access to the white commUIljty allows
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her to reverse Flint's verbal power. The fact that she can make his villainy public allows her to
deliver scorching rebukes.
Aunt Marthy's agency is lirnited to its specific position within domestic spaces and
relationships. Krista Walter notes that this position is also diredy associated with Aunt
Marthy's replication of the 'Wues of true womanhood and its rigid morality" (202). Aum

Manhy's power is b a s 4 to a degree on the emphasis she places on f d y and on "proper"
domesticity, as that was defined by the strict moral code of the cult of m e womanhood."
According to Walter, Aunt Marthy's power to combat Flint derives bbsolelyfiom the status she
has achieved arnong the whites in the cornmunity as 'good' slave as well as surrogate mother,

caretaker, and baker. To retain this power, she clings to the ideals associated with respectable
Christian womanhood" (202). Aunt Marthy can gain her fieedom because of her 'long and
faitfil senice in the family" of her owner (1 l), and she retains Brent's respect in pan because
she was "very strict" on sexual and other domestic and familial issues (29).
This emphasis on family and domestic propriety can also inadvertently reproduce the
conditions of slavery. When Brent first decides to escape, her grandmother convinces her
instead to remain a slave:

'Wobody respects a mother who forsakes her children; and ifyou leave hem,
you will never have a happy moment. If' you go, you WUmake me miserable the
short t h e 1 have to Iive. You would ôe taken and brought back, and your
sufferings would be dreadfùl. Remember poor Benjamin. Do give it up, Linda

Try to bear a littie longer. Things may tum out betta than we expea."

My courage Wed me, in view of the sorrow 1 shouid bring on thiit
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fkitffil, loving old heart. I promised that 1 would try longer, and that I would
take nothing out of her house without her knowledge. (9 1)

The grandmother's domestic power allows her to convince Brent not to escape and gain her
fkeedom. Brent's co~ectionto family, emphasized by Aunt Mmhy, may be "a source of
strength," writes Sorisio, but "it also stands as a substantial roadblock on her journey to
fieedom" (6). Relying on discourse that &ses "straight out of the sentimental tradition"
(Walter 202), Aunt Marthy uses Brent's position as a mother, as well as the social
responsibilities attacheci to that position, in such a way as to inadvertently reidorce Brent's
status as a slave.

Rather than Aunt Marthy's reliance on domestic culture and social positions, however, it
is Flint's awareness of these traditions that allows him to attempt to cernent fully Brent's
existence as a slave. Mer Brent's "escape" into the hiding place in her grandmother's house,
Flint preys on Aunt Marthy's belief in the values of domesticity and the f a d y . When Brent
writes a letter to Flint, falsely addresseci in order to confise him as to her whereabouts, Flint
replaces it with a letter of his own. Using this false letter from 'Zinda," Flint vies to convince
Aunt Marthy that Brent has "repented of h a rashness" and that if she came back from the
North, he would allow her to be "sold to her fnends," so Aunt Marthy could have "'a happy

f d y " (129-30). Flint attempts to regain control of Brent by mimicking Aunt Manhy's wish
for W y , jus as Aunt Marthy gains comrol of him eariier by strategically cnimicking h a own
status as slave. in addition, earlier in the text Flint and his son attempt to d

e Brmt fuiiy

submit to her status of slave by moviag her children to the plantation on which she was

working. lmitating Aunt Marthy's emphasis on the importance of remahhg with one's
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children, the Flints try, in Brent's words, "to fetter me to the spot" by b ~ g i n gher children to
her (93). In another section of the work, Flint attempts to use his knowledge of the importance
that Aunt Marthy and her relatives place on f d y bonds by, sisnificantly, placing Brent's

brother, aunt, and two children in jail in order to force Brent's "relatives to give some
information about" her (101). W e this is jua a smd-tom jailliouse, the faa that Flint is able
to use it to exploit feelings of comrnunity, in order to bolaer his own power, reidorces not only

the historical comection between slavery and prison, but also the ideological co~ections
between the two institutions. This scene also demonstrates how both institutions can use other

ideological social stnictures, such as domesticity and the family, to funher their disciplinary
ends. Therefore, while comrnunity and domenicity can function as means of resistance against
the slaveholding hegemony, they can also be used by the slaveholden as further means of

subjugating the black population within a disciplinq social ma& that continues through the
convict lease syaem and the modem prison.
Brent's questions conceming the oppressive and dixiplinary functions of the social
institutions of family, domesticity, and slavery, and of the person's place within hem, closely
duplicate the concems r a i d by prison authors, including Thoreau. On the one hand, like
Thoreau's conclusions about the relationship between slavery, capitalism, and the prison in
rems of the similarities of their aiienating effects, Jacobs' text demonstrates how the ideological
apparatus of the f a d y can work to alienate people and hstrate th& desires for fieedom.
UnUe Thoreau, on the other hand, but looking fornard to lata prison writers, Brent denies
both the paternalistic and oppressive discourse of slavery, and the Romantic notion of an ideal,

uncomplicated communal resiaance which always f'unctioas in opposition to the oppressive

hegemony.

IV. Disruptions of Concealment
Because of her hiding place in her grandmother's house, Brent is aware of Flint's

falsification of her letter. She is also aware of his perverse use of the construction d a biack
community to funher disempower that very group. In order to evade this use of her f d y and

friends, Brent m u a uonically duplicate the isolathg forces of slavery in order to provide a space
for her final escape. J u s as community can fundon as both an empowering and a
disempowering force, isolation and concealment can perform a similar dual fiinction.
Brent's use of isolation is moa obvious in her seven-year concealment in a crawlspace in
the eaves of her grandrnother's house. She describes the garret as "ody nine feet long and
seven wide. The highest part was three feet high, and sloped down abruptly to the loose board
floor. There was no admission for either light or air" (1 14). While the gamet was intmded as a
temporary refuge from Flint whde Brent's fiends searched for a means for her escape, it
becarne in itself a source of fieedom. Even though, as Walter suggests, the depiction of this
garret "more closely resembles a description of the middle passage7'(193) than it does a space
of fieedom, Brent notes that, no matter how homile her hiding space is, it is still better than her

'lot as a slave'' (1 14). The gamet provides hm a means of avoiding Flint's verbal and sexual

abuse by removîng her f?om his gaze. The way in which she is removed from the slaveowner's
sight is by Ming withui his supposed domeia:

The opinion was often expressed that 1 was in the Free States. Very meIy did

any one suggest that 1 might be in the vicinity. Had the least suspicion restai on
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my grandmother's house, it would have been bumed to the ground. But it was
the last place they thought of Yet there was no place, where slavery existed,

that could have afforded me so good a place of concealment. (1 17)
While it is tempting to see here a fimher empowennent of the black cornmunity, as figured

through the grandmother's house, Brent's assurances that it would be Burned to the ground" if
her presence was even suspected belies this. The garret protects her not because of its
proximity to her grandmother or to the larger black comrnunity, but because of its connection to
the syaern of slavery. Since Flint assumes that the grandmother's house is within his complete

panoptic power due to its placement in an area "where slavery existed," he and others cannot
conceive of it as a tenable hiding place. l6
Brent's ability to hide in plain sight is made more explicit when she describes her fist

Christmas spent in the garret:
On this occasion7I was warned to keep extremely quiet, because two gueas had

been iniited. One was the town constable, and the other was a bec colored man,

who tned to pass himself off for white, and who was dways ready to do any

mean work for the sake of cunying favor with white people. My grancimothm
had a motive for inviting them. She managed to take them al1 over the house.

AU the rooms on the lower floor were thrown open for them to pass in and out;
and d e r dimer, they were invited up stairs to look at a fine mocking bud my

uncle had just brought home. There, too, the rooms were aii thrown open, that
they might look in. (1 19)
Both the white carcerd and punishrnent system, as seen in the Constable, and the intenialipng

effects of this system's panoptic force, figured through the black man trying to pas as white,

are blind to the possibiiity that Brent is hiding within their range of vision. Slavery's system of
supposedly constant surveillance and the b~tali7iitionit effects are mocked by Brem's
"loophole of retreat" just as assuredly as these two individuals are mocked by Brent's uncle's
pet bird.
The effectiveness of Brent's garret anses not only from its denial of the strength of

slavery's surveillance, but a h from Brent's reversal of that surveiilance. As Thoreau
transfonns his cell fiom a site of isolation to a means of seeing his iown anew and of revershg

judgement, Brent uses her garret to d o w her to become the gazing subject, rather than the
object controlled by the gaze; both spaces offer, as Walter points out, a "special vantage" on
their communities (200). Mer a shon tirne in what she sometimes calls her den, Brent carves a
small hole into the wall through which she can see the Street. This view, combined with the faa
that she can hear people's conversations allows her to survey the town in a way somewhat
similar to that whereby the slaves' actions are surveyed by their ownen, giving her a fomafbeit very limiteci-of panoptic vision. She States that "Southemers have the habit of stopping

and talking in the streets, and 1 heard many conversations not intended ro meet my ears. 1 heard
slave-hunters planning how to catch some poor fugitive'' (1 17).
Her constricted existence in the garret, an extension of the physical, mental, and social
conmictions placed on her as a slave, gives her less restricted access to the fùnctionhgs of the
power structures of slavery. The potential power of Brent's use of this panoramic sight exists
in conjwiction with a sùnilar use of linguistic twls." Flint and Brent engage in a letter writing

duel in which Brent has the upper hand because she can observe his various actions d e also
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controlling aii of the information he receives. She knows, therefore, when he attempts to take
advantage of her grandmother's belief in family by replacing one of her letten with his own
fabrication. Writing a Ietter to him which was addressed nom New York but states that she
lives in Boston, she not only funher convinces Hint that she is in the Free States, but also
manipulates him into stating his convictions, as weU as proving that he %ad not given me up"
(128). Knowing Flint's mind in this way, Brent concludes, heightens the possibility of her

physicai escape fiom slavery, so she resolves '?O continue to vnite letters fiom the nonh from
time to tirne" ( 1 32).

The garret is obviously not a space fiom which Brent can gain absolute fieedorn from
slavery.

h a as faith in the strength of the black community can fundon to support its

destruction by the slaveholders, and jua as Aunt Marthy's domestic space can help to replicate
the unequal relations of slavery, so too can the garret replicate the isolating and physically
abusive problems to which slaves were subject. Michelle Bumharn argues that Jacobs escapes
Flint's sumeillance 'only by going into a captivity that in many ways enaas the condition of
slavery on a hyperbolic scale" (58). Brent 's hiding space can indeed be seen as a replica of the
space in the cotton gin used to punish and ultimately kill the slave as described in the chapter

"Sketches of Neighboring Slaveholders" (48-49). At one point, Brent does corne near death,

and as a result her "tongue stiffened, and I Ioa the power of speech" (122)' an echo of Flint's
edorced silencing of the slave whose tongue had ''mn to f d ' (13).

The hiding space also forces an isolation onto Brent that closely resembles the
xparation of farnily rnemben by slavery. When she becornes ill because of her living
conditions, ber grandmother dso fds il1 "under the weight of anxiety and toil" (123). Brent

tells the reader that the thought of 'Iosing her, who had always been my best fiiend and a
mother to my children, was the sorest trial I had yet haâ" (1 23). Immediately foUowing this

passage, she describes seeing her son through her peephole aAer he was attacked by a dog, a
situation to which she responds, "û, what torture to a mother's h m , to listen to this and be
unable to go to him" (1 23). The juxtaposition of her grandmother's illness, caused by Brent's
isolation, and Brent's inability to help her children for the same reason, recalls earliet
descriptions of the ways in which slaveholders violently separate children f h m parents, and
abandon elderly slaves (16). Brent of course understands the failings of her gamet and
recognizes that it is not a space to be lauded for the potential resistance it allows. Such
readings, writes Carla Kaplan, miss the fact of "Brent's imbility to 'reverse' the power
structures which bind her," an inability which 'Ts the iived meaning of slavery for Linda Brent"
(56). As Brent notes, the seven years that she spent in such a cramped space '3s a fact; and to

me a sad one, even now" (1 48). Despite the fact that her seven-year retreat does eventually
Iead to her freedom, she does not see it as a fieeing experience in itself,"for my body still
suffers fiom the effects of that long imprisonment, to say nothing of my soul" (1 48). Refishg
to set up a transcendent, ThoreauMan imprisonment, where her body's constraint is figured as
unimportant, Brent ties her physical s u f f e ~ to
g a more profound spinnial one, thus highlighting
the conneaion between the social oppression visited upon her and her ontological status as an
embodied black and f d e subject.

V. The Slave Mother

To see Brent's time in the gamet as overarchingiy negative, howmr, is to ignore the
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safety and escape it provides, jua as to emphasize only this safety is to ignore the damage it
perpetrates on her. Brent's life in the gamet and her descriptions of the power of comrnunity
mua be recognized as negotiations between the gainhg of agency and its removal by
surrounding subjugating forces. Samira Kawash aates that Brent's "condition of [. . .] security
is sirnultaneously the absolute deprivation of freedom" (77). The assertion of a selfkktermining

identity can, at the sarne tirne, be a denial of that identity. These negotiations are fiirther
entrenched into her narrative through her textual construction of her identity as a "slave
mother." If comrnunity both empowers slaves and repiicates slavery, and if isolation both
replicates slavery and provides a refuge and means of escape, then Brent's sentimental
construction of herselfas a "slave mother" both gives her an identity and erases it. Brent's
negotiations of "i solation" and "community," and of "slavery" and 'Yieedom," take place
through her constniction of "slave woman" or "slave mothe?' as an ineffable identity that allows
her to complicate the expectations of her readership.
As several cntics have noted, Jacobs' text generally foUows the generic conventions of

sentimental fiction." in The 7heory of Moral Sentiments ( 17 59), Adam Smith concludes that
sympathy is a univenal human response through which al individuals are to a degree hterested
"in the fortune of others" (9). Smith looks fonvard to Bentham's models of the penitemiary, in
that both base their thoughts on ideas of the universal nature of hwnan conscience, and people's
ability to refonn themselves through reflection.19 Smith argues that, when viewing another
personYssuffering, especidy Xit is caused by actions resuiting 60m "improper" motives, "we

then heart.iiy and entirely sympathize with the resentment of the derer," wbich seems to cal1

for " a proportional punishment" to the person who caused the &ring

(74). Relying on this
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relationship between syrnpathy and action, sentimental fiction cm be read as an attempt to spur
action against cenain injustices including, for exarnple, slavery and the oppression of women.
Detailing the relationships in Britain between theories of sensibility and sentiment and the
literature arising h m them, Janet Todd wcites that "Sentimentalism entered aii iiterary genresthe novel, essay, poetry and drarna. But the cult of sensibility was largely defined by fiction
from the 1740s to the 1770s" (4); the form of the sentimental novel remained 'Yinnly
entrenched," however, 'Yhroughout the nineteenth century" (148). Reading these later
sentimental novels, Tompkins argues that they should be seen in terms of "a political enterprise,
halfway between sermon and social theory, that both codifies and attempts to mold the values of
its time" (1 26)?
The relation between sentimental fiction and slavery is fonned at the nexus of sympathy

ana action. Nudelrnan details the relation between sentimental wrihg and the abolition
movement, writing t hat
Abolitionist texts rely on the techniques, images, and assumptions of sentimental
narration to figure the possibility that social unity can be discovered and
expresseci through the communication of slave suEering, that '%ctims" and
'Tomuiates" can be unified by the narration of marginal experience. Employing a
sentimental investrnent in the perfect comrnunicabiiity of intense feeling,
aboiitionists can imagine the slave's excessive pain as representative and ber
victimization as a form of political agency. Sentimentality allows abolitionists to
reiàshion the slave's exceptionality as the basis for shared poiïticai endeavor.
(944-45)
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The form of the sentimental novel. aiready comrnon to such abolitionid authors as Hamiet
Beecher Stowe and Jacobs7editor, Lydia Maria Child, allows Jacobs to spur her readership to
engage directly in anti-slavery action. Depicting her own suffering at the haads of Flint and in
her garret, Jacobs engages a response designed not only to connect her to her readership-e
community of free women--but also to involve that community in her own political enterprise.
Sentimental fiction was closely related to the expectations of the cult of true
womanhood and to the constructs of domesticity." Donani writes that "As Godey's W's
Book and other women7smagazines described her, the 'me' American wornan was pious, pure,

submissive, and domestic. These were the standards by which Arnerican women apparently
judged themselves, and were judged by, forming the core of womanhood valued by the

prosperous and growing middle class" (203-04). As Donani goes on to note, and as Incidenrs
makes clear, these standards, with the notable exception of wbmissiveness, are precisely what
are denied to slave women. Contmry to the lives of middle-class white women, ''there was no
such thing as the 'pnvate sphere' in the life of an enslaved wornan," as Robyn R Warhol

argues, and "'femininity' was understood in racia terms that excludeci nonewhite women" (6 1).

Slaves are not aliowed families, and their Cornestic spaces are subject to abuse; slave piety,
figured through their relations with the Church, is to be used solely as a means of furthering

their mbjection to slavery, or else it is destroyed (as the black meethg hall is in Brent's tom);
and purity, expressly consu~ctedas sarual purity, is violated by sexualiy abusive slaveowners
Wte Fünt, who rape slave women with legd impunity in order to increase their slave holdings.

As the relation that Bender draws between prison and theory of sensibility d d s , botb prison

and the sentimental novel fùnction as disciplinary institutions. But,just as the isolation and
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labour used by the nineteenth-century penitentiary alienates and b r u t a h prisoners rather than
reforming them sentimental fiction, because it is based on sllnilar ontological hierarchies, can

replicate the sexist and racist discourse it attempts to undo.

The sentimental novel's emphasis on pwity in particular creates a tension in Jacobs'
narrative. She uses sentimental discourse in order to bind her white, middle-class readership to
her and to spur them to political action, but if she is to adhere to her promise to rnake her
narrative "strictly true" (1)' she must confess her consensual sexuai relationship with a white

man, Mr. Sands, the father of her children. This confession nsks alienating her readership-the
self-confessed '?rue women" of the North whox sexual purity, if not an actuality in the
particular, was at least an unquestioned assertion in the generai. Jacobs' editor, Lydia Maria
Child, voices the recognition of this danger in her introduction to the text, writing that %e
experiences of this intelligent and much-injured woman belong to a class which some cal1
delicate subjects, and others cali indelicate" (3-4). Childs' statement beties the uneasy mMiage
of the slave narrative's genenc emphasis on suffering and domestic fiction's "nue woman."
Whiie Brent is a "much-injured woman," a description which should elicit her audience's
sympathy, such sympathy rnay be curtailed by the (in)delicacy of those injuries. In other words,
the sexuai abuse of Brent, when reconfigured as her sexual identity, negates the sympathy it

elicits, resulting in a siience surrounding that abuse-in Childs' introduction, the "delicate
subje*" is never named. This delicacy to a degree aiso silences discussion of non-semal abuse.

In her introduction to the te* Y e h quotes Child's discussion of one of hm few major edtorial
changes to Imicknts, which was, in Child's words, to "put the savage cnielties into one chapter
[. . .] Ui order that those who shrlliL 6om 'supping on homors' might omit them" (fi).
Such
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silences duplicate the enforced silence surrounding abuse, and specitically sexual abuse, that
sliivery itseif'perpetuates. Garfield writes that 'The cautious reader fin& a shocking alter-ego
in Flint. She would tie Jawbs' tongue as surely as he buiiies his slaves into muteness"

("Speech" 33). Like the slave wornan Flint sells, Garfield is arguing, Bient is in danger of
lening her tongue "run too far."
Recognizhg this problem, Brent exploits the silence surrounding the s w a f abuse of
slave women created by the combination of the discourses of true womanhood and sentimental
politics in order to create an inviolable space for herself. She navigates, in Carby's words, "the
tension between satis@g moral expectations and challenging the ideology that would condemn
her as immoral" (58). Brem's construction of the subject positions of "slave woman" and
bbslavemother" simultaneously elicits syrnpathy and evades the moral judgments of ber readers.

Describing the aflennath of the binh of her second child, she states that Flint made her stand
and listen to him ‘%cap[] upon me and my little one every vile epithet he could think of" (77);

this diatribe goes on for so long that Brent faints. She then states that,
1 suffered in consequence of this treatment; but 1 begged my fnends to let me

die, rather than send for the ductor. There was nothing 1 dreaded so much as his

presence. My life was spared; and 1 was glad for the sake of my little ones. Had
it not been for these ties to ME,1 should have been @adto be released by death,

though I had lived oniy nineteen years. (78)

The abuse that Fiint hurls at her is, according to him, the direct result of her sexuai
"impropriety," an action which, accordiag to the values of true womanhd, would aiso be

disdained by her reader. Brent thus d e s Flint's abuse the moral equivalent of the readers'
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potential disdain. However, she leaves open another possible response for her readers through
the figures of her fnends, who are forced to watch her sdering and do nothing. Rather than
dismiss the text due to its author's semal hiaory, readers are inviteci to recognize the dering
forced on her because of her condition as a slave mother. Funher, they are asked not to engage

in a duplication of Flint's violence, metaphorically reproducing the act of sending for the doctor.
Instead, the reader is told to focus on the suffering while Brent heals on her own tenns.

To ask the readen merely to recognize Brent's suffering is not enough to remove her
from their judgmental gaze, since this audience was inundated with images of sdering which

coexisted with images of punty; as Doriani argues, these two images coalesced for black
women as the figure of the "tragic mulatta" (205)-a figure which found its demonic equivaient
in the equally rack conanict of the Wack woman as an imately semal Jezebet" (Sonsio 8). In
order to escape the image of the %a@c mulatta," Brent refuses her audience a fui1 grasp of her
suffering.

At

points throughout the text, she refers to the impossibility of readers reaching a fbii

understanding of her suffenngs. When Brent's daughter leaves to be a servant to her own
father's family, Brent writes that '1 heard the gate close &er her, with such feelings as ody a
slave mother can expenence" (1 4 1). When dixussing Rint's verbal abuse of her, she ùifonns
the reader that '7 would not descni them if1 could' (77; my emphasis). These ineffble
sufferings even result in her audience's inability to participate in her happy moments. When her
son meets her in New York after her escape7she asks 'Y) reader, can you imagine my joy? No,
you cannot, unless you have been a slave mother" (1 73). The most extendcd of her
dehirations on the impossibiiity of M y communicating ha suffering occurs immediately der
she inf'onns the reader of her aifiair with Sands:
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Pity me and pardon me, O virtuous reader! You never knew what it is to be a
slave; to be entirely unprotected by law or custom; to have the laws reduce you
to the condition of a chattel, entirely subject to the d l of another. You never
exhausteci your ingenuity in avoiding the snares, and eluding the power of a
hated tyrant; you never shuddered at the sound of his footsteps, and trembleû

wirhin hearing of his voice. 1 know 1 did wrong. No one can feel it more
sensibly than 1 do. The painfui and humiliahg memory will haunt me to my
dying day. Stili, in looking back, calrnly, on the events of my life, 1 feel that the
slave woman ought not to be judged by the same standards as others. (55-56)

Rather than use sentimentality to "figure the possibility [ofl social unity" through ''the perfe*
communicability of intense fee!ing," as Nudelman describes abolitionist textual practice (944),
Brent highlights the permanent and umavigabie gap between herself and her readers,
emphasizing, in Warhol's words, that which the reader '%as not experimced (65). Nudelman
argues that Brent "places a barrier between her expenence and the reader's own" that denies
"any empathic response from her readers" (958). 1 would argue, however, that Brent constmcts
her suffering as being of an unimaginable magnitude, thus opening up a space of uttirnate
sympathy that can never be fuUy expended. The use of second-person address in this passage
highlights this dud action: Brent places the reader in the narrator's place with the use of ou,"
thus encouaging a sympathetic bond between nanator and reader, but she also denies the
expenence to this person with the use of the negative, T o u have never [. . -1." The reader is

forcd to sympathize as per the generic conventions of sentimental novels, but is told tbat such
sympathy is inexhaustible. The ïneffability of Brent's d i g d i d o w s her readers' judgrnents
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of her actions, permithg Brent to occupy the only authoritative space fkom which to critique
her actions. This lads to her creation of a system of sympathetic ethics beyond those tied to
'%me womanhood7"pennining slave women to be judgeâ on their own tems.

Brent's construction of her own system of sympathy allows her to speak about her
sexual history . Directiy adâressing her reader, Brent aates that she entered into the sexual
relationship with Sands "with deliberate calculation," desiring to "enrage Dr. Flint'' (54; 55).
Beyond this form of revenge, however, Brent also tells the reader that 'It seems less degradhg
to give one's self, than to subrnit to compulsion. There is something akin to fieedom in heving
a lover who has no control over you, except that which he gains by kindness and attachent"
(5 5). Brent rejects portraying herself as a merely passive victim, refusing, in Walter's words,

the ''stereotypically ferninine position with regard to her own fate" (205). She rnay not be able
to claim the social power associated with chastity, but she does claim "something akin to
freedom" through her action.
Her ability to lay hold of this fieedom and her position beyond the judgment of white

women also reverse her relationship with her readers, allowing her to judge theù failings.
Because she describes her abuse as being far beyond their knowledge and experience, Brent not
only becomes an authority on the d e ~ ofgslave women and slaves in general, but also

creates a powerful space of continuous dering, and therefore of permanent sympathy, which
gives her a potentiaiiy unendhg hold on her audience. She translates her authority and her
control of the audience's sympathies Urto a judgment of the d e r i n g visited on blacks in the oo-

called

of the North. Brent notes the racism of the North when condemning the J i i

Crow laws on the railways, in hotels, aad at her son's workplace (1 62-3;175-7; 186). Ha

moa vehement remarks are reserved for the Fugitive Slave Law,passed in 1850, which
permined slaveownen to remove their mnaway slaves fiom the Free States. In the pendtirnate
chapter of the nanative, entitied 'The Fugitive Slave Law," Brent notes how the passing of the
law not oniy changes her legal aatus back into one of being a slave, but also ahers the character
of the northem states. She describes meeting a slave she had known in the South, writing that
'1 was peculiarly glad to ser! him on Northem mil, though 1 no longer cal1 itfree soii"(193).
Brent aiso descnbes, as does Thoreau in "Slavery in Massachusetts," the northem states as
being "owned" by the South:
But even in that dark region, where knowledge is so caretùlly excluded fiom the
slave, 1 had heard enough about Massachusetts to corne to the conclusion that
slaveholders did not consider it a cornfortable place to go to in search of a
ninaway. That was before the Fugitive Slave Law was passed; before
Massachusetts had consented to becorne a "nigger hunter" for the swth. (1 3 1)
Noting that this reiationship was formed by "consent," Jacobs echoes Thoreau's distaste both
for such a support of slavery and for the individuals of the populace who do not actively remove
such consent.
Brent discusses how the M c a n American commu~tyin the North reacted against the
Fugitive Slave Law in ternis strongly reminiscent of her escape to the garret. Just as Brent's
peephole allows her to evade and gain wrne control over the panoptic gaze of slavery, so too
does the black community use theu coUedve gaze to fight the slavecatchers who are

empowered by the new law. Mer discussing how the law affected the black people in New
YorL, forcing them to live in %cessant feer," Brent Uiforrns the reaâa that

This state of things, of course, gave nse to many impromptu vigilance
cornmittees. Every colored person, and every fnend of their persecuted race,
kept their eyes wide open. Every evening 1 examined the newspapers wefiilly,
to see what Southemers had put up at the hotels. 1 did this for my own sake,

thinking my young mistress and her husband Mght be arnong the üst; I wished
also to give information to others, if necessary; for if many were "running to and

60,"1 resolved that 'howledge should be increased." (1 9 1-92)
While the North is no longer a space fiee fiom slavery, the black cornrnunity, recreated in the
North despite slavery's attempt to decimate it in the South, uses its own f o m of policing to
mistrate the execution of the Fugitive Slave Law. Brent's quotation from the biblical book of
Daniel enforces this use of the power of knowledge againa the behaviour of the slaveowners.
The bibiicai source refers to the Christian end times, when the %se shall shine as the brightness
of the firmament" wMe the wicked will receive "shame and everlasting contempt." Further, in
the section from which Brent's quotation is taken, Daniel is told that the names of the wicked

and the wise can a11 '4e found written in the book" (Daniel 12.1-4). As the bibücal book of
judgrnent simultaneously condemns some and saves others, the newspaper aîlows Brent to both
recognize slaveowners and help ex-slaves to continue to evade their grasp?
Outrage over the passing of the Fugitive Slave Law was common in abolitionist and

other reactionary discourse, of which Thoreau's essay "Slavery in Massachusats" is one
example. What makes Brent's critique stand out is not her attack on the law and the North,but
her parallel anad< on her readmhip-people who wodd supposedly agree with her argwnents-

as a group whose sexual poiitics duplicate the ostracism and duplicity of the Fugitive Slave
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Law. 'To be bound to the conventions of tnie womanhood," writes Carby, '%vasto be bound
to a racist, ideological system" (50). Brent makes this comection expiicit in a conversation she
has with a black minister upon arriving in the North. M e r explahhg her past to him, including
teliing him '%ankJy [. . .] some of the most iniportant events of my Me,"specifically conceming

her children and their father, the mininer replies, '7 did not question you Grom ide curiosity. I
wanted to underaand your situation, in order to know whether 1 could be of any seMce to you,
or your little girl. Your straight-foward answers do you credit; but don't answer every body so
openly . It rnight give some heartiess people a pretext for treating you with contempt" (160).
Just as the Fugitive Slave Law provides the basis for black people's resubjection to the panoptic

power of slavery (as enacted by slavecatchers), so can the discourse of semal purity allow for
the condernning and rejection of Brent's life and narrative. Walter describes the seemingly
inescapable trap this creates writing that "whether she shields henelf in the dominant values of
white womanhood, or openly exposes her predicament as a fernale slave, as the author-figure of
the narrative, Brent knows she is subject to contempt or dismissal from al1 sides" (204). While
Brent's quotation from Daniel allows her to imply that slaveowners and their lackeys in the
post- 1850 North are wicked people who w i l receive "everlasting contempt," the rninister teiis
her that her honesty about her senial history could result in the same treatment for her.
Brent responds to the rniniaer's aatement, and therefore indirdy replies to those who
would ueat her with contempt, by again describing an identity of ineffable suffesing, a space
which should, according to her own constmction of sentimental politics, create a feehg of

sympathy that tramxnds such judgment:

That word contempt bmed me like coals of £ire. I repliad, 'W aione hiows
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how 1 have suffered; and He, I trust, wiii forgive me. LfI am permitteci to have

my children, 1 intend to be a good rnother, and to live in such a manner that
people cannot treat me with contempt."

'1 respect your sentiments," said he. 'Wace trust in God, and be
governeci by g d principles, and you wili not fail to h d friends. (16 1)

The scene frorn which this passage is taken, in which Brent details the events of her life, can be
read as a depiczion of the a d of reading the Incidents of her Me. When Brent refuses to be the
object of judgment for those who exclude her from their construct of womanhood, she is

denying her readers the right to judge her on terrns to which she does not consent. Rather than

ask for forgiveness or accept the role of the 'iragic mulatta," Brent removes her identity from
the matrix of subjugating and judgrnental definitions. Walter describes a sUnilar dynamic,

specifically in the context of Brent's refigurations of domestic constnicts, writing that "Brent's
use of womanhood and motherhood is not so much a stnuegy of locating herself within the

existing discourses of selfhood as it is a strategy of dislocation" (207). By relying on the
politics of sympathy which undergird the sentimental tradition she is exploiting, Brent
conanicts an identity for herself that at once depicts the suffering necessary to gain syrnpathy
and removes her identity from the gaze of others. ''Gd done" is permitted a vision of her and

his view is seen as forgiving. Brent attempts to constmct a relationship based on respect, where
she is in control of the moment of judgment, through denying the reader a depiction of ber
dering, as it is indescniatrle, and by thus b ~ g i n gthe sentimental reader into a continuai bond

of sympathy'This texhial space of ethical control does not ailow Brent to escape complady the
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unequai power relations that exist between her and the white women of the North. While she
creates a nearly transcendent sympathy for herself on behalfof the reader, such a sympathy does
not remove the economic, social, and physical obstacles that are placed in fiont of her because

of her race-she cannot vansfom her garrett into Thoreau's Walden Pond shack. Like the
gamet, Brent's construction of a sympathetic identity may allow her respite fiom judgment and

the abiliîy to visit judgment on others, but it does not allow her to escape her subjugation. This

lack of complete fieedom is signailecl by the means through which she gains her legd fiedom
from slavery. The final chapter, 'Tree at Laa," is not, as one rnight e V , a reversai of the

power relrtionships Brent describes in the previous chapter, "The Fugitive Slave Law." Rather
than fùlly celebrating her final escape fkom the clutches of slaves, and the fugitive law, Brent
inaead shows how even her legal fieedom is tainted by unequal social distinctions. In otder to
Save Brent from her ownen and to remove her fiom the legal p u ~ e w
of the 1850 law, her

employer, Mrs. Bruce, buys the slave and then fiees her. Brent details her reactions upon
hearing of this transaction in the foUowing oft-cited passage:
So 1 was sold at last! A human being sold in the free city of New York!

The biii

of sale is on record, and future generations wiii leam fkom it that women wae
articles of M

c in New York, late in the nineteenth century of the Christian

religion. [. . .] 1 weii know the value of that bit of paper, but as much as 1 love
fieedorn, 1 do not Lice to look upon it. (200)
Despite Brem's attempts to remove herseif fiom the panoptic surveillance of slavery, and
despite her d a r attempts to escape the judgmentai gaze of the North, her fieedom ultimately
reiriscnl the unequa1power relations that r d t ftom and support both systems. In ha
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discussion of Thoreau's and Jacobs' uses of the language of liberalism, Anita Goldman writes
that 'Whereas Thoreau finds ûeedorn in jail, arguing that the Massachusetts prison is 'the only
house in a slave-state in which a free man can abide with honor,' Jacobs finally insists upon the
lUnits of fieedom aEorded her by existing social conditions" (239). Indeed, Brent's fieedorn
only cornes when money is used to replace her as a slave, and Mrs. Bruce, while fuly
sympathetic, is constructeci as falling outside of the respect which Brent =lier hopes to gain
from people. Rather than mutual fnendship and respect, Brent is bound to Mrs. Bruce with
'love, duty, and gratitude" (20 1)' and Brent's employment, l o o h g afler the Bruce children,
closely rnimics her duties while a slave? In addition, Brent does not have her own home, a
symbol of the motherhood she says she desires when taiking to the minister.

While Brent does point to these problems, she nill recogniKs the benefits of her
position. These benefits can only be recognized as a critique: "I and my children are now fiee!

We are as free fiom the power of the slaveholden as are the white people of the north; and
though that, according to my ideas, is not saying a great deal, it is a vast Unprovernent in my
condition" (201). Jua as her Life in the gamet, while not ideal, is better than her We as a slave,
Brent's legal fieedom, while still subject to class and racial divisions, can be used as a means of
critiquing the nonhem society in which she is stiU a member of an "oppresseci people" ( ~ O I ) . ~ '
Her ultimately indescribable s u f f e ~ g
and the sympathy she generates through it invests her with

an authority which allows her to critique the northern white populace, but, though this powa to
critique may be " a b to fieedom," it is not qua1 to it.

VI. Linda Brent's Wnthg

There is one other means through which 'linda Brent" attempts to gain a fieedom fiom
the constraining discourses and situations around her, be they those of slavery or of the cult of

m e womanhood. She does this by denying access to the historical identity of the "slave girI" of
the narrative's titie. By being Linda Brent, Harriet Jacobs attempts to remove her life's nory
fiom the gaze of others. Like Douglass7refusal in his Nmrative to give details of his escape

from slavery, Jacobs' fictionahation of herseif and the other figures in her life protects those
who helped her who still live in the slave temtories. As she writes in the preface to Incidents,
'7 have concealed the narnes of places, and given persons fictitious narnes. 1 have no motive of

secrecy on my own account, but 1 deemed it kind and considerate towards others to pursue this
course7'( 1). Belying her denial of personal motives for this secrecy, though, is her statement at
the close of the text that, while the mernories of her grandrnother give her dace, in general it is
"palliful [. . .] to recall the dreary years I passed in bondage. 1 would gladly forget hem i f 1
could" (201). While she is not able to forget, Jacobs' creation of Linda Brent can be seen as a
rneans of, in Walter's words, creating a "dislocation" of identity, a fonn of separation between
Jacobs and her narrator. The fictionallled identity of '%inda Brent" provides her readers with
the sentimental abolitionist narrative that attempts to spur them to action, while at the same t h e
allows Jacobs to retain a fonn of privacy from her '?rue-women" readas of the Nortb by
protecting her "reai" identity. As Carby writes, "Jacobs's need for secrecy in the act of writing
and her fear of scom ifdiscovered meant that ber pseudonym, Linda Brent, ftnctioned as e

mechaoisrn of self-protection" (50). Jacobs' narrative negotiations of author, m t o r , and

sentimental figure reenact her escape from slavery. While that escape is in part brought about
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through her mimicry of slavery's isolation in her garret, her escape 6-om the potdaily hostile
gaze of her audience is enacted through her self-concealment, in Linda Brent, as a slave narrator
and sentimental figure? '2ike her grandmother's attic," writes Siinchez-Eppler, 'the figure of

Linda Brent places Jacobs in close proximity to those who are seeking her and yet leaves her
wefully concealed" (87).
However, just as her yean in the garret are not an unproblematic removal of hendf

fromthe abuses of slavery, her textual identity as 'linda Brent" does not provide her with an
unproblematic identity that is at once fuüy public and hlly private. At the tirne of the
publication of Incidents, Jacobs was ofien refemeâ to by abolitionists "as Linda Brent, or, at

ben, Linda lacobs" (Foreman 3 16). Foreman argues that, beyond disturbhg ''the parameten of
fiction and slave narrative," the fictionaiization of names and places in Incidenrs becornes "as

significant in Jacobs's Me as it is in her text" (3 16). Jacobs' renaming moves from an attempt to
gain privacy and secrecy to being another indicator of her problernatic position within the
genenc, legal, and other identificatory practices of her tirne, a position which at once dows her
a form of social power and removes that power.
Even conternporary criticai studies of Jacobs' text fall into the problem of identification.
Jean Fagan Yeh's extensive research into I.xi&nts' publication hiaory and Jacobs' letten

proved that lncirtents was not the fictional piece some had assumed it to be, an assumption
stated in John W. Blassingame's weU known critique of the text? Before Y e h ' s studies,
Jacobs7authorship and text were ofien dismissed and ignored in an unwming echo of the ways

in which slaves were forcibly silenced. Yellin i d d e s the hiaoncal figures behind Jacobs'
fictional c o n m a s , and thus both inaugwated and enabled comemporary studies of Jacobs and
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her work. Despite the value of these studies, however, the "Cast of Characters" which Yellin
provides at the beginning of her edition has been used in problematk ways. While some cntics
refer to the protagonist of the text as "Linda Brent," and separate this figure from the author,

many sirnply identify the two figures, refening to Jacobs as both author and protagonist.
Although, as Foreman notes, Jacobs herseif perpetuated this slippage, many critics combine this
identification of Jacobs and Brent with a silence surrounding the other historical figures
fictionalized in the texi. People write about Jacobs' battles with 'Dr. Fiiit," for example, rather
than her battles with 'Qr. Norcom," the hiaoncal figure on whom Flint is based. Studies that
engage her text on these ternis provide the slaveowner with anonymity and the security it

provides, while subjecting Jacobs to the full, scrutinking gaze of historical cnticism. Carla

Kaplan discusses this problem wnting that the shifl
fiom Brent's narrateci acts to Jacobs's act of narration, may be a troubling one.
Not only because it seems to require us to talk about the author as weil as her
nmator, but because it reminds us that we, as readers, are implicated in the
problem we are analyzing. [. . .] This raises an important methodological
question for recuperative work: what wiil it mean for us to recuperate Jacobs's
agency when we, as readers, are problematically and unavoidably implicated in
the process of its construction? (57)

Kaplan goes on to note that this problern becornes "particularly troubling" since the place of
Jacobs' reader is pardel to that of Dr. F h t in many of the scenes of Brent's narrative (57).

In addition to this textual pardel referring to Brent as Jacobs, combined with the
silence surrounding '7lintYs" or other characters' histoncai bases, results in a duplication of a
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panoptic gaze which renders Jacobs visible while leavhg her oppressors and readers bidden.
This is the precise form of gaze that Brent and Jacobs was attempting to escape through her
existence in the gamet and tüght to the North. Just as those actions are show to be inadequate,
Incidents-4th the troubles of fiction and fact, silence and speech-raises the fact that analysing

slave (and prison) texts is equally problematic. Incidents thus critiques the panoptic gaze that
exists in several foms within the carceral society, be it in terms of gender or racial oppression,
or in terms of the positioning of texts within the academy. What Jacobs rmd Brent offer us is
the understanding that, while a complete Thoreauvian individual transcendence above the

oppressive identificatory practices of society is impossible for everyone, no matter what social
space they occupy, people can ni11 engage in critiques of those practices. Sonsio notes that
Jacobs' narrative may extend %e priviiege of a Romantic self to Afiican American women,"
but it also "checks its optimistic transcendence through embodied experiencey'(1 6). Taking
w e to analyze the transformations of identity in which Jacobs engages on her own terms, while
noting that there can never be a fuU vision of her negotiations of identity, allows us to recognize
that, while it may be impossible to achieve complete fieedom, we can create "a vast
improvement" (201) in specific conditions.
While Jacobs' narrative deals with some issues that do not specifically appîy to prison
texts, her overall project resonates with them. Prison authors also struggie with walking the iine
between fkeedom and oppression, between resisting the carceral society and M e r i n g its aims.

The resultuig constructions of identity take many different foms, though, so whiie my reading
of Jacobs' project is intended as an imroductory example of the rewriting of identity fiom within
a disciplinaiy and carceral environment, it should aot be seen as whoUy reprrsanative of ali
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such rewritings, be they slave narratives or prison texts. As the next chapter demonstrates,
prison authors' methods of writing their &dom can also take the fonn of, among other
possibilities a partial negation or erasure of identity. Whereas the texts examined in this section
of the study were written in order to offer somewhat generd critiques of the disciplinary

institutional fùnctions of society, Oscar Wilde's and Martin Luther King, Jr.'s prison lm,to
be studied in the next section, were composed in direct response to specific occurrences and

pre-existing texts, in attempts to right the wrongs that the authon saw within the larger social
world. However, both letters respond to the ways in which these situations or other documents

help to reproduce the disciplinary functions of the prison, and how this reproduction is also
evident on the "outside," thus continuing Thoreau's and Jacobs' definitions and critiques of the
carceral society. Furthering my analysis of the panicuiarities of this complex process as part of
a larger attempt to understand the necessary muitipiicity of possible responses, 1 examine the
letters alongside the occurrences and materials against which they were written.

Notes
1. While Incidents stands out as the first woman's slave narrative authored by the slave

herse& several dictated accounts were published duMg the antebellm period, including The

His~oryo / M . y Prince, A West lrtdian Slave Refatedby Herself(183 1 ) and Louisa Picpet,
the Octoroon (1 86 1). In addition to these dictatecl accounts, there were some poabellum slave
nanatives that were pemed by women, the most notable among them being Eiizabeth Keckley's
Behind the Scenes or, Thiry Years a SIaw ond Four Years in the White Huuse (1868).

William L. Andrews has collected some exarnples of al1 of these foms of women's slave
narratives in Six Women 's Slaw Nmatives. These narratives, furthemore, were not the only
form of black women's autobiography in the nineteenth centuy, but coexisted with and were
informed by the genre of spiritual autobiography, as exemplined by the texts of Jarena Lee, Mrs.

Zilpha Elaw, and Julia A J. Foote (which are collected together by Andrews in Sisiers of the
Spirit). Beth Maclay Doriani writes that Harria Wilson's novel Our Nig: or. Sùetchesfrom the
LIje ojo Free Bluck ( 1 859) should also be r a d as autobiography. For discussions of women's
slave nanatives and other black women's autobiographies, see, for example, Joame Braxton's

Black Women WritingA utubiograprhy and Frances Smith Foster' s Written by Herse& On

abolitionists' and slave narrators' discussions of the sexual abuse of slave women, see, for
example, Andrews (To Tell 241 tt), Braxton (20)' and Ruth Bogin's and Jean Fagan Yeliin's
introduction to The Abolitioniisl Sisterhood, edited by Y e h and John C. Van Horne (5,9).

Mary Prince's narrative, t r a n s c n i by Susanna Strickland (who would later, as Susanna

Moodie, write the foundational Canadian woman's autobiography, Rarghlng If in t k Bush
[1852]), offers an accoum of the srniai abuse of women slaves that resonates strongly with

Jacobs' text .
2. For a detailed analysis of the relations between slavery and the growth of the

-

penitentiary, see Hirsch (7 1 11 1).
3 . See also Davis ('Trom the Prison" 75-76).

4. In a recent essay, Karen Ho and Wende Eliibeth Marshd provide an in-depth

analysis of how blackness continues to be implicitly crirninalized through contemporary
legislation that "sustain[s] and reinscrib[es] limits to citizenship and aatus in the United States,"
arguing that the 'Youndational logic" of such legislation is "a thinly veiled, hydra-headed, and

well-organized resurgence of white nationalism" (209). Recent statistics more than support the
conclusion that prisons are in part an attempt to reinscribe the controlling culture's racist
practices. A recent anthology of prison wnting notes that "hthe general population, African
Arnencans constitute less than 13 percent, yet 5 1 percent of al1 prisoners nationwide are black.
Thirty-two percent of black men in their twenties are under some form of criminal justice

wpenision" (Chevigny 175). Davis similarly traces the historical trend of black imprisonment:

"In 1926, the tirst year in which there was a national recording, 21 percent of prison admissions
were black. By 1970, black people constituted 39 percent of admissions and in 1992, 54
percent" ('Racializeâ" 105). Davis points out that race is a factor in prisons outside of the US,
as wel, particularly in Europe. She writes, "as postcolonial immigration has radically
transformecl the racial composition of European populations in general, the prison population in
the Netherlands approaches the US in its disproportionate nurnben of people of color"
(%.acialized" 102).
5 . In a letter written shortly before he was murderd by a prison guard in 1970 in San

Quentin, George Jackson equates slavery and prison, stating that
Blackrnen bom in the U.S.and fortunate enough to live past the age of eightem

are conditioned to accept the inevitability of prison. For most of us, it simply
looms as the next phase in a sequence of humiliations. Being bom a slave in a
captive society and never experiencing any objective basis for expectation had
the effect of preparing me for the progressively traumatic misfomines that lead
so many blackmen to the prison gate. 1 was prepared for prison. It required
ody minor psychic adjustments. (4)
Eldridge Cleaver also makes the co~ectionbetween slavery and impnsonrnent explicit: 'In

Soiedad state prison," he writes, '1fell in with a group of young blacks who, like myseü; were

in vociferous rebeUion against what we perceived as a continuation of slavery on a higher plane"
(1 7-1 8 And, in one of her own early prison writings, Angela Y. Davis draws a sirnilar

conclusion when she states that slavery was transformed into the prison, "a more subtle yet
equally pernicious apparatus to dominate Black people" (''Politicai" 29). Such cornparisons
were not limited to wiitings by 20"kentury prisoners, though; Hirsch cites a passage fiom the

Memoirs of 1/14 Notoritnis Stephen B t l m ~ ~ g ohf sNou Hampshire, published in 1798, which

aates that being a penitentiary inrnate was Wre being subjected to "abject slavery" (qtd. in
Hirsch 74).
6. Furthemore, due to the expansion throughout the West of the panoptic structure of

the prison, African American prison writers fom a chah with others who combat the chahs
placed on them. in addition to the connections between Thoreau, Lyttou, and King,for
example, as discussed in the fourth and tifth chapters of the m e n t shidy, and Breytenbach's
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reference in his True Confem.0n.s to George Jackson's assassination (238), Jackson's own
coilection of letters was introduced by the French prison &ter Jean Genet, who in him refers
to the writings f?om prison by the Marquis de Sade and Antonin Artaud (333).

7. For discussions of the generic connections and dissonances between men's and

women's slave narratives (as C

O M ~ to
C Jacobs'
~ ~

text), see Braxton (esp. 18-22) and W d e d

Morgan.
8. Richard H. Broadhead similarly notes the social ubiquity of discipline when he writes

that, in antebellum, midde-class Amerka, even the representation of love can be read as a
disciplinary tool in the Foucauldian sense, what he c d s "disciplinary inthacy": ''the cuitural
assertion embodied in disciplinary intirnacy generates on one 6ont an anhus against corporaf
punishment; on another front a normative niodel of character formation; on anothet, a particuiar

configuration of training institutions designed to support that character-building plan; and on yet
another, a new place for literary reading in cultural Iife" (1 8). Broadhead's drawing of a
comection between love, Merature, and disciplinary institutions (as the figure for which 1 would
place the prison) lends tiirther support to my argument conceming Jacobs' highlighting of the
centrality of disciphary practices in American society.
9. Hirsch points out a startling similarity between Bentham's justification of the

penitentiary and apologist justifications of slavery:
Thou* he opposed coercive labor, Bentham recornmended a prison system that
was coercive in other respects.

His simple solution was to link such amcion

with other forms of punishment : "AU punishment is an hfihgement on liberty:
no one submits to it but &om compulsion." Whether knowingS or not,
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Bentham's h e of reasoning ran parallel to one used by slaveholden to juslave dependancy: 'IMi goverment is restraint; and this is but one fom of
restraint ." (9 i )
For discussions of Douglass' depiction of his 6ght with Covey, see, for example, Gilroy (6 164),

Kibbey and Stepto (1 83-87), and Ziolkowski (1 58-60).
10. Hirsch discusses the recognition of slavery's effects on the slaveowner, and the

sirnilarities to the effècts of prison: "Thomas Jefferson believed that the master-slave
relationship compted owrws by niming thern into tyrants. A French visitor to the Walnut
Street Prison made the same observation: 'In putting a man in prison, you subject him to the
power of the gaoler . . . . This state of humiliation . . . renders his m e t s imperious, unjust,
vexatious, and wicked'" (73).
1 1. Morgan reads Jacobs' emphasis on comrnunity in a gendereù context, comparing it

to Douglass' emphasis on 'the acquisition and development of written language" (84). Braxton
similarly rads the woman slave narrator's ceiebration of the "collective effort" involved in the
attainrnent of fieedorn against the male narrator's representation of his "individuai" effort (20).
Despite this difference in the manner of their struggles for fieedorn, both male and female
narraton construct community as a positive force. Additionally, as Andrews notes, even
Douglass conmcts his fieedom in tems of cornrnunity: 'In the 'heaven' of fieedom, according
to the Nmative, the black isolat0 was restored to comrnunity" (To Tell 2 18). Andrews argues

that for Douglass, as for Jacobs', the "deprivation epitomized by the absence of mother, father,
famiy, and [. . .] community with others" is the direct resuh of slavery (218).
12. Nat Turner, a slave in Vuginia, led an insurrection in August 183 1 duhg which
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Gifty-five white people were killed; Turner was subsequently caught and executed . In her notes
to Jacobs' text, Yellin writes that 'Tn the aflermath of the insurrection, a wave of white terror

swept across the entire South. N o one knows how many blacks were murdered; historians'
estimates range in the hundreds" ((269,n. 1).
13. In his own narrative, ' A Tnie Tale of Slavery," Jacobs' brother, John S. Jacobq

discusses siMlar foms of community destruction by his sister's orner. He writes that the
doctor did not allow one of the Jacobs' aunts to see her husband, ''although they had lived
together for twenty years, and had never been known to quarrel" (1 70). For discussions of "A
True Tale," see Jennifer Fleischner (61-92), Jacqueline Goldsby, and Yellin ("'Through').
14. Carby r a d s this passage as one of several scenes of the strained relationships of

white and black women in the text (5 1).
I S. The phrase "cult of true wornanhood" was coined by Barbara Welter, who first used
it in her essay "The Cult of True Wornanhood: 1820- 1860," although Welter notes that Md-

nineteenth century writers who dealt with 'ihe subject o f wornen" used the term 'Tme

Womanhood" "as kequently as writers on religion mentioned God" (1 5 1 n.1). For other
discussions of the cult of tme womanhood and related literary depictions of domesticity see, for
example, Mauri Skintill(63-67) and Jane Tompkins (esp. 147-85).
16. John S. Jacobs enacts a rnimicty of the "good slave" which metaphoridy paraUels

Brent's physical hiding within the gaze of slavery. He h t e s , ' M y rnind was M y d e up, h t
1 must, in order to effect my escape, hide as much as possible my hatred to slavery, and affect a

respect to my master, whoever he might be" (1 70). Each rnimicry has as its goal the fieedom of
the slave. but each also risks the permanent denial of that fieedom.
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17. Bumham rads the '9oophole" through which Brent looks as a metaphor for

linguistic and literary 'loopholes," and M e r notes that the term was used by anti-slavery p e t

William Cowper, and by Lydia Maria Child (Jacobs7editor) in her own novel, Hobomok (5657).
18. For analyses of Jacobs' use of sentimental discourse, see, for example, Bruce

Burgett (1 37-54), Franny Nudelman, and Skinfill.
19. For a detailed discussion of the correlations between the works of Bentham and

Adam Smith, see Bender (20 1-28}. He argues that the idea of the self-reflexive, refomble
prisoner is directiy related to notions of syrnpathy: 'The interior personification of jundical
presence as character-perhaps the element moa central to the penitentiary idea-is best
understood hist oncally with reference to Adam Smith's explanation of the reciprocal nature of
conscience" (2 18).
20. Both Russ Castronovo and Henry Louis Gates, Jr. (Figures 82) note how the

sentimental form was also used in proslavery plantation novels; Castronovo writes that ' W e
Jawbs, [William Wells] Brown, and others racialized adventure and sentimental novels, popular
Southem writing responded to black cultural critique by sentimentaiking and deracialkg the
slave narrative as the plantation romance of the white woman" (241).

2 1. b the introduction to their edited volume, Sentimental Men, Mary Chaprnan and
Glenn Hendler detail how the theory of sensibility-and the fiction related to it-was transfonned
from a specifically masculllie enterprise (dbeit one centreci around a form of "affective
androgyny" [3]) h o a ferninine one. They write that 'In its early years as a üterary and
pbilox>phical movement, the cuit of sentiment was propened by d e Wnters,'' but 'By the
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middle of the nineteenth century [. . -1, American sentimentality seemed to have become
ensconced solely in a ferninine" sphere (3).
22. Brent, like many ex-slave authors, continually quotes biblical sources. This action
can be seen in part as a funher means of textudy reversing the master / slave power structure,

by revealing that the ex-slave authors have a more "authentic" religious faith than the

slaveholders. Incidenfsdeals explicitly and at length with this in the chapter 'The Church and
Slavery" (68-75), which also shows how some religious institutions were used to further

subjugate slaves. For other discussions of religion and slavery, see the essays coiiected in
Rel~gonand ihe Antebelluni D e h e over Slavety, edited by John R McKivigan and Mitchell
Snay.
23. On Brent's relationship to Mrs. Bruce as one of s e ~ t u d e see
, Carby (48) and

Kawash (73). Hirsch notes that apoIogists of slaveiy also make the corneaion between paid

servitude in the North and slavery, writing that "Slave, inmate, wage m e r . For defenders of
slavery, they differed ody in name"; he goes on to note. though, that "convicts and wage
earners themselves" engaged in a similar equation of their status to slavery, as a rhetoricai
means of highlighting their oppression ( 102).
24. Hirsch points out another way in which Northem freedom was not ideai, writing

that nineteenth-centruy "nonhem penitentiaries contained a disproporttonate number of blacks,
many of them manumitteci slaves. These perrons must have found northem fkeedom, at best, a

mixed blessing" (73-74).

25. Other cntics point to similar f o m of conceaiment in the text. Caria Kaplan
dixusses the silence nvrounding the ide*

of Brent's granâfàther, who may have b e n a
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white slaveowner, writing 'This use of silence suggests that thinking about fiedom 'not in the
usual way ' may entail imagining what it would be like not to give an account of yourseIf' (66).

Joycelyn K. Moody suggests that the chapters of lnci$enfs which "are not an integral pan of the
author's Iûe story" constitute another technique of concealment (53). Garfield, c i h g Foreman,
sees a camouflage of Jacobs' historical identity in the 'Representativeness" of Brent's selfconstruction, which "not only discloses the lot of the slave cornmunity through Brent's exarnple;
it also acts as a guise conceaiing the details of the individual Me'' ("Speech" 28; Foreman 3 17).
Sorisio even rads the title of Jacobs' text as a fiinction of conceaiment, writing that the
emphasis on the "incidents of' the protagonist 's Me, instead of the more common " m a t i v e of"
the Iife of the ex-slave, "implies not a complete linear story, but rather a senes of episodes, with

spaces and silences between the various events" (1 1).
26. See Yellin, 'Wriaen," and Blassingame (373).

PART 2: Writing Wrongs
Chapter 3
Wilde's Kingdom: The Art of the Individual in De Profundis

Ah! Happy they whose hearts can break

And peace of pardon win!
How else may man make straight his plan

And cleanse his sou1 fiom Sin?

How else but through a broken heart

May Lord Christ enter in?

(nieBallad of Reading Gwl5.79-84)
In a letter to Robert Ross, Oscar Wilde writes that ïhe BuIIad of Reoding Gad "suffen
under the difficulty of a divided ah in styie. Some is realistic, some is romantic: some poetry,
some propaganda" (3 1 1). Upon reading the above stanza, one could transforrn Wdde's
description by saying that the poem is also divided by the d i c d t y felt under suffering-a
ditnculty that is sumed up by the statement that a broken heart l a d s to happhess. While this
phrase rnay at h t seem meioâramatic, if not clichéd, it takes on a much larger and more
complex meaning in the ietter to Lord M e d Dougias commonly known as De Profundis.
Written while Wilde was in prison, this long Ietter complicates notions of suffaing and
happiness, of sin and redemptioa, and of a person's place within each of these dichotomies. De

Profurtjs is, as Jay Losey writes, an account "of an artia's struggle to preserve his identity"
presented "in terms of a conversion" (440). This presemation, W<e Jacobs', &es the fom of a
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cornplex negotiation between concepts of identity as individuality and concepts of identity as
entirely subjugated to extemal social forces. Wilde's problematùation of identity does not end

there; De Profundis makes the seemingly impossible argument that only through a complete loss
or rejection of both agency und of the connnictions piaced on one by others can one reach a
truly personal perspective. Thus, Bruce Bashford writes that T o r Wilde to fiii in the theory he

outlines in De Profidis, he must provide some insight into how the soul, once fieed fiom
encumbrances, expresses itself through transmuting expenence. But of the soul as he conceives
it, nothing iiluminating can be said" (402). Unlike the universal access to transcendence which

Thoreau describes, Wilde depicts an identity in De Prof.rsdis that only he can interpret, and this
interpretation may not be apprehended by others. In a manner resernbling Jacobs' use of an
ineffable position of suffering, Wilde attempts to create an identity that is whoily separate fiom
the detennining forces around him. Within my larger project of analyzing how each tex? of a
range of prison writings engages in a unique critique of identifkatory practices within a
generaliy uniform carcerai system, this chapter demonstrates how Wilde reworks the

disciplinary, identifiatory practices of the legal system and the related ideological institution of
the press. Wdde also rewrites the protestant conversion rhaoric that accompenieû the
construction of the modem prison-as detailed in the f h t chapter of rny study-and as
transmitted throughout the West with the proliferation of prison thmry in the nineteenth

century. Enhancing our understandhg of how these general negotistiom of identity in which
prison authors engage can be used as social critiques, Wdde specifidy uses his prison text to

reassert or defend the sexual identity for which the carcerd society punished him, just as Jawbs
critiques racial and gender oppression in her narrative. in order to explicate Wdde's definition
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of selc this chapter d ûrst discuss the conte* of his imprisonment and triais as they were
depicteû through newspaper reports, which therefore, in and of thernselves, form part of the
disciplinary mechanisms of the carceral matrix. Second, 1 will examine the way in which Wilde
constructs his identity in De Profindis against its portrayal in the media. Lastly, Wdde's
construction of the ideal inchidual wiil be explicated through the letter's discussions of Christ.

1. Prison, the Press, and the Pose
As Regenia Gagnier argues in Idyls of the Mwkepface, De Projnù'is mua be

contextualized in tems of Wilde's imprimnment-and the Victonan prison system in generalbefore it can be interpreted. Gagnier writes:
in prison Wilde lived under the contemporary regdations of solitary cellular

confinement for two years; his d d y routine was detennined by a rigorously
enforceci tirnetable, and he was not pennitted to talk. The self in his letter is a
self constructed in a particuiar imaginative act of resistance against insanity and
against the material matrix of prison space and tunethat is, confineci, segmented

space and timelessness. (1 79)

Defining the ''materiai m a W and philosophical underpinnings of the Viaorian prison, Wiener
argues that the pend system in England, as in America, undenuent a ûartsformation that was

conjoined with a new emphasis on the power of the individual. He writes that the "reformed

criminai policy" that began in the earfy Victorien pecioâ
was to be canied out by overhauiing the institutions of police, triai, and

punishment, aeating a visile force for daimülanœ, a more pfedictabfe
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and systematic hearing process, and a prison system subjecting its inmates to a

discipline that would withwt violence both deter and build character. It was to
serve not only the imrnediate practical aim of crime control, but even more

importantly the ultimate goal of public character development by reinforcing new
structure of values. Given prevailing views of human nature and of the role of
law, the aims of detemence and moralkation seemed by no means incompatible.
(49)

These "prevailing views of human nature" were at this time, in both America and Europe,
concemed in large part with the ability of each person to recognize and act according to cenain

"natural"behavioural codes. Relying on Bentham's mode1 of the panopticon and its partial
enactment in the American pend system as seen in Philadelphia, early Vidorian prisons began

to rely increasingly on the silent and isolateci system of confinement as a means of awakening
people to these "inherent" codes.'
During the late-nineteenth cenhiry, when Wilde's impnsonment occuned, Wiener sees a

funher transformation in penological methods, in this instance reflecting a move away fkom the
emphasis on the individual that we see in the early Victonan and early nineteenth-century
American systems. This shifi occurs due more to the temporal merence than to the national
one, shce, as noted in the first chapter of this study, the institutionalization of the prison was an

international phenomenon. Arising fiom new scientSc and philosophical theories, such as

M d s m , psychology, and Danvinism and its sociological descendants, the new methods
reflected a growing skepticisrn about personal inte&

and agency. As Weiner writes, ' n i e sea

change in constructions of human nature and social agency encourageci both a relaxation of
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moralking pressures on the individual and a new anxiety about individual ineffixtuality'' (1 74).
Within cnminal and social policies, this change was figured through a move "away from
deterrence and moraiization" (1 85) towards a medicalization of criminal behaviour-a view of
criminal activities as a sign of an ihess (be it biological or social) that the crimllial cannot
simply alter through a force of will. Wilde himself engages in this reformulation of criminal

activity, writing in "The Sou1 of Man Under Socialism" that 'When there is no punishment at

dl, crime will either cease to exist, or, if it occurs, will be treated by physicians as a very
distressing fom of dementia, to be cured by care and kindness" (1 182). Moving away âom
early nineteenth-century depictions of individual responsibility, Wilde sees di crimes as effects
of "the rnisery and rage and depression produced by our wrong system of property-holding,"
rather than as direct and conscious acts of individuals (1 182). This change in the notion of the
origin of criminal behaviour, however, does not alter the prison's role as a discipluiary
mechanism. No matter the cause of criminals' behaviour, the prison is seen as the solution, as a

means of altering people's identity in order to "nonnaiiie" their behaviour.

This "sea change," iike al1 those before and d e r it, did not happen overnight and was
not dl-encornpassing. Despite their occurrence near the end of Victoria's reign, Wdde's trials
and conviction have much more to do with the moralizhg, surveüling, and disciplining

apparatuses of earlier pend fonns than they do with analyses of social, medical, or otherwir

impersonal forces. Wdde's homosexuaihy and his relationship with Alfied Douglas, which fonn
the legai justification of his Unprisonment, were treated in explicitly moral tems evm wMe his
own writings exist within the new paradigm. Weiner points towards this anachronistic aspect of
Wilde's uiais, noting that Wdde's W~~MW,which touch on the new sense of a loss of '-na1
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mastery" over oneself, "provided a key subtext for the seemingiy irrational anti-Wildean 'moral
panic' at the time of his triai" (162; 163, n. 15). Wilde addresses the events surromàing his
trials and arrest in the second paragraph of De Profundis, stating to Douglas that "ûur ill-fated
and most lamentable fnendship has ended in n k and public infàmy for me" (1 53). Wilde not
only uses the letter as "an act of resistance against [. . .] prison space and time" as Gagnier
argues (Idyls 179), but also as a defense against the "public infmy"instigated by the

moralizing discourse surrounding his sexual identity.
As elucidated in Ed Cohen's audies of Wilde, this infarny was promulgated mostly

through the newspaper reports of Wilde's three trials. The newspapers, indeed, fiinctioned as
part of the sunieillance of the carceral system, providing the public, and possibly the jury itself,

with partisan reports on the triais. Wilde earlier notes this disciplinary aspect of the press in
'mie Sou1 of Mm"writing that "In the old days men had the rack. Now they have the Press.

That is an improvement certainly. But stiii it is very bad, and won& and demoralising. [. . .]
The t y r a ~ ythat it proposes to exercise over people's private h e s seems to me to be quite
extraordinaay"(1 188-89). Part of what Wilde is writing against is the public image that was
created around him, in part by this tyrannical power.
In T d k on the Wif& Side?Cohen argues that the conanictions of Wilde's character in
the newspaper repons of the triais help, as Foucault writes, to d o w for "an i ~ ~ : o p r a t ioof n
perversions and a new spec~jicationof idviduaW ('Repressive" 322). C o b demonstrates

that "'in the coune of representing the libel proceedings in Wiiuk v. Queensberry, the
newspapers effdvely (re)produced the possiiity for designating Wilde as a kind of semai
actor without explicitly refehg to the spedcity of his Kxual am, and thereôy crystauized a
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new constellation of sexual meanings predicated upon 'personality' and not practices" (1 31). In
Jane Wood's words, Cohen's text shows that the newspaper reports of the Wilde trials helped
to create "a sophistical leap which pennitted a Victorian middle-class judiciary to formulate a
category of deviance" ( 101). Cohen argues specifically that, because the newspapers do not
narne the act of sodomy in their reports on the trial (in order to avoid offending public mores),
Wilde's transgression of normative sexual codes gets transferred nom the acts he allegedly
commits to his "pose" or identity . In the first trial, in which Wilde charged the Marquess of
Queensberry with libel, what had to be proven against Wilde was not that he comrnitted acts of
sodomy, but that he 'poseci" as someone who would commit those acts. Cohen writes,

By mediating between the defense [Le. Queensberry's] interpretation and the
popular IUnits for (sexual) representation, the newspapers reiterated the
defense's attempts to conamct a new category of sexual transgression that could
be signified not by reference to specific "unmirneable" sexud acts but by the
depiction of a certain type of semai actor. (145)
The newspapen, and the anti-Wide side in al1 of the trials, take the proof of aberrant aas out of

the act itself, and place it on a "type" of person, thus furthering the nomialiring, discipluiary
project of the courts themselves. This typing, however, inadvertentiy helps to constnict an
identity (which then becomes a stereotype) for people engaging in specsc, but unnameci, sexual
acts.

Cohen goes to great length to show how Wilde is constructecl through various

"indecent," 'ïmmorai," and various otha
newspaper reports as "ext~"8-ordinary,""~vagant,~'
countemormativeterms. A few examples here will show how Wilde's character was
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constmcted by the press as part of the disciplinary social processes, and why, at the ûegmkg
of De Profundisy he makes a point of positioning the letter as a defense against his "public

Uifarny." These exarnples will also help to show why Wilde would be adamant about not
wanting to see his identity as something that is socially over-detennined and subjugated; while
the newspaper reports may be the beginning of a new discourse of sexuality, they are anything
but positive about the identity they constnict for Wilde. Regressing to an early Victorian

moralizing discourse, the newspapers attempt to portray Wilde as an active and willful deviant
who must be disciplined. While Cohen dixusses an identity that &ses unintentionally 6om the
newspapen, Wilde responds to the intentions behind the articles.

Defending the witnesses who were accused of being involved with Wïde, the Times
aates, 'But let those who were inclined to condemn these men for allowing themselves to be
dorninated, misled, and compted by Mr. Oscar Wilde remember the relative position of the
parties, and remember that they were men who had been more sinned against than sinningy'
("Central Criminal Court, April5"). Later in the sarne column, the witnesses were M e r

described:
There were generai observations applicable to aii the cases; there was, in point of

fact, a startiing similarity between each of them on his own admission which
mu* lead the jury to draw most painful conclusions. There was the fect that in
no one of these cases were the parties on an equaiity in any way with Mr.Wdde;

they were none of them educated parties with whom he wouid naturdiy
associate, aad they were not his qua1 in years. The jury wouid have observeci a
curious similarïty in the ages of each of them.

Mr.Wdde had said that there was
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something beautifid, something chamhg about youth which Id him to adopt the
course he did. It was absurd; his excuse in the witness box was only a travesty
of the facts.
The construction of Wilde aishg from these descriptions indicates that he is dornineerhg and
active in his approach to "sin" (which is used possibly to rejoin notions of "gross inciecency"

with the religious creed against sodomy, as discussed by Cohen), that his reasons for associating

with young men cannot be defended by his "excuses," and that the "u~aturai""course" he
"'adopteci" was one which would be "pairdi~l"to the moral sense of the jury which, üke both the

Thes and its reaâers, is capable of discemg the 'Tacts" behind Wilde's defence. Thus as
Cohen discussg Wilde is conaructed as the antithesis to the sexual identity of the so-calleci
nomal male-a construction portrayed in explicitly moral tems. This countemonnative
construction of Wilde is made even more explicit in a later Times article, in which the reader is
told that 'the jury mua deal with the evidence on the one hand and their duty to the public on
the other" (''Central Criminai Court, May lm),placing Wilde in opposition to the public at large
-the site of the normative value ~ystern.~
This opposition is one of the irnrnediate contexts of De Profindis. Obviously, Wilde
saw the negative manner in which his identity was construaed by the media He writes that he
gave his name ''to brutes that they might make it bnitai" (1 86). His name, when placed into a
public forum, takes on what he sees as the negative connotations of the public itself. This is
accentuated in the use in the public court of his private lettefs to Douglas, which were portrayed

as proof of theu 'Smpropef' relationship. Oliver S. Buckton, quoting Jonathsn Doüimore,
dehates Wdde's recognition ofthe effects of public attention, wrïting that 'WiMe was able to

perceive the ideologicai effects and limits of his society, and [. . .] his work as a whole
'recognizes the prionty of the social and the cultural in determihg not only public meaning but
"private" or subjective desire"' (1 Tl).' Because of this recognition, Wilde realues that he must
somehow construct an identity for himself in opposition to the negative one that bas been
defined for him by the ideological functioning of the press and the penological system.' Indeed,
Julia Prewitt Brown goes so far as to write that 'Wilde's abhorrence at king labeled, at having

the wealth of his language and his temperament reduced to such paltry material, is no doubt one
reason he becarne involved in the Libel suit in the first place" (93).'

This "abhorrence at being labeled is not, however, a denial of his semal identity. He
writes in De Profinclis that

A great fnend of mine-a fiiend of ten years' standing-carne to see me some
time ago and told me that he did not believe a single word of what was said

againa me, and wished me to know that he considered me quite innocent, and
the victirn of a hideous plot concocteci by your father. 1 burst into tears at what

he said, and told him that while there was much amongst your father's dennite

charges that was quite untme and transfemd to me by revolting malice, still that
my life had been full of perverse pleasures and strange passions, and that unless

he accepted that fact as a fact about me and realised it to the full, 1 could not
possibly be fnends with hirn any more, or ever be in his Company. (230)
Worbg against what David Foster sees as Wdde's attempt in De ProfiUnras to "disguise the
erotic implications of his relationship with Douglas'' (88), Wilde hen does not deny bis ssnial
identity. Rather, he denies the negative consmictions that Queerisbary, the newspapers, and
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trials associate with hirn. Demibing what he refers to as Wilde's "fatal eEeminacy,," Joseph
Briaow situates Wdde's response against such detenninizing in ternis of the larger normative

discourses of the time, of which prison was a part, writing that "To fix, to narne, to classify
'hornosexuaiity,' as the sexologists were attempting to do in the 189Os,was for Wilde to sign its
death warrant" (45). As Wilde says near the end of the letter, 'What lies before me is my past.
1 have got to make myself look on that with dierent eyes, to make the wodd look on it with

different eyes, to make God look on it with different eyes" (239). Wilde transforms the type of
strategic identity construction Jacobs creates-an identity definec! by the ineffability of suffering
expenenced under oppressive determination-into a definition of identity that attempts to avoid
extemal detemination altogether. He wants to change actively the definition and perception of
the past, and therefore of himself

11. Puppets with Passions, or, The Paradox of Identity

Wilde aam to create the ''different eyes" by reversing the roles of deher and defined,
and of comptor and compteci, as the newspapers, the Marquess of Quemsberry, and the trials

and prison constmcted them. He does this specifidy through the construction of his
relationship to Aified Douglas. Revershg the use of his Ietters at trial, Wdde writes De
Profundis as a means of potentidy reclaiming his name, or at least of denying othen' use of it.
Discuuing the medational aspect of epistolary discourse, Janet Gurkin Altman writes

that, "As an instrument of communication between sender and receiver, the letter straddes the
Bulfbetween presence and absence [. . .]. The letter Lies halfway ôetween the possiiiiity of totai
communication and the nsk of no communication at aîi" (45). In De Pro-s,

Wdde play
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with the ways in which this aspect of the letter can alter notions not only of presence and

absence, but also of the very diffierent notions of authority and agency. It could be argued, in
faa, that Wilde's epistle fùnctions as an ad-love lenet. If, as Linda S. Kaufnnan detùies hem,
love letters '%ave been instmmentai in disguishg relationships of powef' (xwi), Wilde's text
makes those relations its primary topic. Through De Profundis, as Buckton writes, Wdde

"projected ont0 the figure of his erstwhile lover [. . .] those characteristics that he believed were
responsible for the tragedy that had befallen him" (172). One of the recuning means Wilde uses
to do this is to constmct his relationship with Douglas as one in which Wilde had no e f f d v e
agency. indeed, he begins the letter by excusing the fact that he has taken on the action of
writing: 'Pear Bosie, Mer long and hitless waiting 1 have determined to write to you myseif,

as much for your sake as for mine, as I would not Wte to think that 1 had passed through two
long years of imprisonrnent without ever having received a single line fiom you, or any news or
message even, except such as give me pain" (1 52-53). Wilde has taken an active role in his
relationship with Douglas in d t i n g De Profundis, but only because Douglas' treatment of
Wilde during his imprisonrnent has had negative effects on both of them. Buckton stresses this,

writing that 'Wilde invokes the conventionai 'mea culpa' of confessional remorse [. . .] to
displace the cause of his 'ethical degradation' on to Bosie himself' (1 78). According to Wdde,

ifhe had not wrinen this letter, his relationship with Douglas would have continued with the
younger man actively definhg a passive Wdde: "and you yourself wili, 1 think, feel in your hem
that to write to me as 1 lie in the lonehess of prison-life is betta than to publish my lmers
without my permission or to dedicate poems to me unesked, though the worid wiil know
nothing of whatever words of griefor passion, of remorse or indifference you may choose to
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send as your answer or your appeal" (1 53). From the beginning, the writing ofDe Profundis is

an act of regainhg a sense of agency 6 0 m what Wilde depicts as a passive relationship on his

Part.
Wilde goes on to describe this relationship as one in which he was forced to a*. against
his will. This description, however, takes the paradoxicai form of Wilde's statement that aii of
the blame rests squarely on himself
1 will begin by telling you that 1 blarne myself tembiy. As 1 sit here in this dark

ce11 in convict clothes, a disgraced and niined man, 1 blame myself. ln the
pemirbed and fitful nights of anguish, Ui the long monotonous days of pain, it is

myseif 1 blame. 1 blarne myself for ailowing an uninteilectual friendship, a
fnendship whose prirnary aim was not the creation and contemplation of
beautiful things, to entirely dominate my We. From the very first there was too

wide a gap between us. (1 54)
At this early point in the letter, Wilde blames himself for not acting against the !Wiiendship, and

instead passively allowing an unproductive relationship to dominate him. Wilde adds that this
power dynamic lying behind the relationship no longer exists. He does this by blaming himself
for the abuse of power: while Wilde dexnbes Douglas as having the semblance of control in
their earlier lives, in the letter Douglas is not even allowed the action of taking the blame. This
reversal of the nature of the relationship becomes more obvious when Wilde wites, '1blame
myselfwithout resewe for my weakness" (1 56). The act of writing the letta is sucb an

effective tooi of gaining a sense of agency that Wdde even asserts that he was newr d

y

powerless to begin with-aU of the blame must Lie with him. David Foster similady notes that
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even Wilde's "moa abject yieldings are represented as acts of commission7'(98). Wilde seans
to accept the "blame" which the newspapers lay on him, hcluding the statements about the gaps

between Wilde and the witnesses used against him, who were not "on an equality in any way
with Mr.Wilde" (''Central Criminal Court" 6 Aprii 18%). By situating this blame within a

passive nature, however, Wilde gains a level of agency denied to him by Douglas and by the
legal and penological systems. This use of passivity is mirrored in the second half of the letter,
where Wilde assens that the only way to gain a sense of self-identity is through cornplete

humility .
Despite this paradox, his construction of his relationship with Douglas is effsctive in

placing Wilde in the role of the passive victim of Douglas' character "degradation7'(157). The
young lord is depicted in De Profindis as having controlled and altered Wilde's personality.
' n i e basis of character," Wilde wites, '5s will-power, and my will-power became absolutely

subject to youn" (1 57). Wilde expands on this statement, saying,
1 had aiways thought that my giving up to you in smaü things meant nothing: that

when a great moment amved 1 could reassert my wiü-power in its natural
superiority. It was not so. At the great moment my will-power completely

failed me. In life there is reaîiy no srnail or great thing. AU things are of equal
value and of equal s k . My habit-due to inciifference chiefly at îirst-of giving

up to you in everything had bacorne insensibly a real part of my nature. Wtthout

my knowing if it had stereotyped my temperament to one permanent and fatal
mood. That is why, in the subtie epilogue to the f h t edition of his essays, Pater
says that Taiiure is to form habits." [. . .] 1had dowed you sap my

sûength of
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character, and to me the formation of a habit had proved to be not Failure merely
but Ruin. (1 59)
Wilde's failure to assert his will is the ruin of his character, leading him to conclude that his

character can be formed by ail of the "smaii" things in his life. Like Thoreau's damnllig of the
desperate lives of the mass of men, Wilde states that ail objects or events of a person's
wrroundings and life have equal effécts on fonning that person's character or 'hiood." UnWte
Thoreau's statements about identity in his essay, however, Wilde's assertion of his individual
will-power is not enough to overcome the determination of character for& on hVn. Wilde's
will becomes, he says here, merely an imitation of Douglas' "supreme vice" of bbshallowness''
(1 54).

If Wilde's pre-prison, but poa-Douglas character is only an imitation of the younger
man's own personality, then Wilde's portrayai of his lover takes on major importance. Beyond

the overt accusations and subtle implications that Douglas was simply presumptuous in his
association with Wilde, being '%y wlde's] side always" (1 54), the lordling is portrayed as
being profoundly shallow, where shallowness is dehed as a lack of self-refiectiveness and,
interestingly, a lack of personal strength and d.
Wilde reminds his addressee of wbere the
letter is written fiom:
Even the spectacle of me behind the bars of a wooden cage could not quicken
that dead unimaginative nature. You had the sympathy and the sentimentahy of

the spectator of a rather pathetic play. That you were the eue author of the
hidmus aagedy did not ocair to you. 1 saw that you reaiiseû nothing of what
you had done. 1 did not desin to be the one to teii you what your own heart
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should have told you, what it indeed would have told you ifyou had not let Hate

harden it and make it insensate. Everything must corne to one out of one's own
nature. (177)
Douglas is here described as a spectator; he is placed in the passive role that Wilde assumes
throughout most of the narrative. Even though Douglas is "the tme author," he still "reaiised
nothing." Wilde reiterates the message that a person's will-power or, as described here7"heart''
or "nature" should be the defuiing pnnciple of that person's character but, for both Douglas and

Wilde, it never seems to be. Douglas does not recognke even the ideality of the control of
"hm"or "nature," and instead blindly watches life through an "insensate" and "dead nature.

Wilde is again playing with an apparent contradiction surroundhg agency. Douglas may
have cornpletely usurped Wilde's own identity, but Douglas never had an individual position

from which to act in the kst place. The younger man's personality is not only insensate and
dead but, because of this, his identity, iike Wilde's, is conswitly king subjugated by others,
especiaiiy his father. Wllde quotes Douglas' mother as saying that Lord Alfied was '"the one of

my chiidren who has inhented the fatal Douglas temperamem,'" and Wilde adds to this by
wrking to Lord Alfied that the Marquess' %atred of you was jua as persistent as your hatred of

him, and 1 was the stalking-home for both of you, and a mode of attack as well as a mode of
shelter. His passion for notonety was not merely individual but rad" (162; 175-76). Wilde

also describes Douglas' specific traits as being mere copies of his father's, when he mentions
"that âreaeadful mania you inherit &om your father, the mania for writing revolting and loathsome

letters" (158). Picking up on the deterministic sciences of the late-nineteenth centwy, Wdde
removes Douglas' agency. Just as the criniinal justice system was beginning to see crlliiinal acts

as detennined by social or biological reatities, Wilde pomys Douglas' actions as not
e
d becomes in De Profundis a non-individual; he is simply a
onginating with himself. Lord m

vesse1 that gets filleci with his father's "racial" heredity.
Wilde recognizes and explains the dficulty of having his wiii subsumed by Douglas'
non-dl, thereby complicating notions of subjectivity that would posit an easy determinhg /
determined dichotomy. First, he writes about various of Douglas' "incessantscenes," which
"were the ongin and causes of my fatal yielding to you in your daily increasing demands. You
wore one out. It was the tnumph of the srnaller over the bigger nature. It was the case of that
tyranny of the weak over the strong which somewhere in one of my plays 1 describe as 'the oniy
tyranny that lasts"' (1 58). Here Wilde is agah reasserting, through 04 Profundis, his own

strength of wiil and penonality over Douglas, while N11 maintairing that Douglas' weaker
nature overpowered his own. Wilde defines this problematic relationship of wills as a
'hiy stery":

It makes me feel sometimes as ifyou yourselfhad been merely a Puppet worked

by some secret and unseen hand to bring terrible events to a temble issue. But
puppets themselves have passions. They will bring a new plot h o what they are
presenthg, and twist the ordered issue of vicissitude to suit some whim or
appetite of their own. To be entirely free, and at the same time entkely
dorninated by law, is the e t e d paradox of human life that we realise at every

moment; and this 1 often thuik, is the only explanation possible of yow nature, if

indeed for the profound and temble mysteries of a human sou1 thae is any
explamion at ail, except one that 1118kes the mystery more marveiious

a.
(172)
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Wiide's dual construction of identity as both entirely 6ee and entirely subjugated cm be r d as
an indication of the ~ansfonnationfrom eariy Victorian to late-Victorian notions of identity,
which are also played out in criminal policies. Weiner writes that "As the effective reach and
force of the individual's actions grew, so too did the reach and force of others' actions grow to
impinge upon the individuai" (160). For Wilde, this dual motion means that identity can both be
constructeâ fiom the outside, and arise fiom inside the self. Unlike Thoreau's assertion that the
individual can transcend what Wdde calls king "dominated by law," Wilde argues that this type

of transcendent fieedom does not negate, but insiead coexias with subjugation. Jane Wood
writes that Wilde "develops, extends, explores, and manipulates" this and other paradoxes "in

an attempt to defer the moment of realization" which characterues the classic tragedy, a genenc
classification of his Lie that Wilde is attempting to avoid, despite its applicability (107)! Wilde
goes beyond "deferrai," however, showing that ''the paradox of human Life9 is eternal-it is
"profound and temble" since it has no possible resolution. Like Jacobs, who critiques Northern

society at the end of her narrative by asserting that there is an improvement in her specific
conditions even though she does not fetl a complete fieedorq Wdde sets up the mattainable
"entirely fiee" existence as a positive force, whereas the "entirely dominated" personality is cast
negatively. Wdde's character was, with respect to Douglas, the public, and the criminal justice
system, of the latter kind.
This dual theory of identity formation is pardelied in a statement by Lord Henry in ï k
Picme of Dorian G r q ~
to influence a penon is to give him one's own soul. He does not tbink his

natural thoughts, or bum with his nahiral passioas. His virtues are not real to
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hùn. His sins, iflhere are such things as sins, are borrowed. He becomes an

echo of someone else7smusic, an actor of a part that has not been Witten for

him. The aim of M e is self-development. To realize one's nature pafectly-that
is what each of us is here for. [. . .] 1 believe that Zone man were to live out his
Life M y and completely, were to give form to every feeling, expression to every

thought, reality to every drearn-1 believe that the world would gain such a 6esh
impulse of joy that we would forget ail the maladies of mediavalism, and wodd

retum to the Hellenic ideal-to something finer, richer, than the Hellenic ideal, it
may be. (17)

This passage illuminates the naturd / constructeci dichotomy of identity that Wilde raises in De
Profundis. The iduenced person, according to Lord Henry, is someone whose identity is
forced upon him by outside sources, removing any semblance of agency that that pason may
have had. Indeed, the notion of selfis al1 but removed. A perron under the influence of another
does not even have a soul. This is the tyranny of the press that Wiide d e s c n i in "The Sou1 of

Man Under Socialism": the newspapers, as part of the surveiiling carcerd matrix which also
includes the trials and the prison, take over "people's private lives" in an e n d a reproduction
of "insatiable curiosity" (1 189). The Muencing agent (be it a pmon or an institution)
becomes the original, which is then copied by those it inauences. Moreover, people so
influenced uuuiot realire their "own" natures; they do not even have natures, and so cannot
fùifjil the aim of We-wrf-dweloprnent.

What is important about this passage for a reading of De P r o j d s is Lord Henry's

belief that if or@ 'one man" îived as an UidMduaI beyond influence then the world would be
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transformed into an ideal: this is an echo of Thoreau's desire for "some absolute goodness
somewhere; for that wiU leaven the whole lump" ('Civil" 69). But, for Lord Henry, no one, at
least since Hellenic times, has achieved this ideal.' Everyone is constructed, according to Lord

Henry,in the marner he describes, and no one has yet lived only for and by "himself." No one
has a fidly redisad personality, one that has not been fomed or ùifluenced by outside forces.
Therefore, no one even has a nature to assert.

m. And the Osw goes to Jesus (or vice verso)
Wilde attempts to construct the blly realised identity as an ideal goal for himself during

his incarceration, a goal which he wishes to take with him into the world outside of prison once
he is released. In order to do so, he vies in De Profundis to constmct an identity that can exia

completely without society while aiil living in it. in discussing Wide's definhion of just such an
identity for the cntic in 'The Critic as Artist," Lawrence Danson writes that
Wilde draws on (and acknowledges) a recentiy published translation of the
ancient Chinese philosopher Chuang-tzu, who preached "the great creed of
Inaction, and . . . the uselessness of aii usefùl thhgs." With the help of this
othewse-improbable source, Wide transforms the dandy's insolent languor
[. . .] into a sublime detachment. [. . .] [ l h e non-productive dandy becornes the

critic who is dedicated to seIf4ture and loves tmth for its own sake. The

transformation helps the dandy-that is, Wilde himself-move fiom the rafiïsh
edge of society towards a new centre wtiich Wdde's criticism is in the process of

defining. (89)
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For Danson, this new identity is completely passive. A distinction m u t be drawn, however,
between the passivity that Wilde berates himself for having shown to Douglas and the passivity
that leads to the creation of the self-realized identity. The passivity that Wdde allowed himself

in fiont of Douglas was a social passivity; that is, it was a passivity that Wdde enacted in a
social, power-stnictured sening. The passivity to which Danson tefers and, I argue, that Wilde
defines in De Profindisy is an asocial passivity that exias outside of the possibilitia of being

subjugated to another's will (as Wdde says was the case with his relationship to Douglas) or of
having oneselfde6ned against one's own objections (as with Wilde's portraya1 in the

newspapers and as demonstrated in his imprisonment). It is the state of king passive and
inactive which lads to the individual's removal fiom the power structures of society as a whole.

The example Wdde uses to constmct this passive identity is that of Chna:
And, above ail, Christ is the most supreme of Individualists. Humüity, like the

artistic acceptance of al1 expenences, is merely a mode of manifestation. It is

man's sou1 that Christ is always looking for. He calls it ' W ' s Kingdom" [. . .]
and h d s it in everyone. He compares it to M e things, to a tiny seed, to a

handfùl of leaven, to a pearl. That is because one only redises one's sou1 by
gening nd of ail alien passions, ail a q u i n d culture, and al1 extemal possessions

be they good or e d . (207)
Wiide's choice of the traditional and socio-politicdy acceptable image of Christ as his mode1
can be read as an attempt to regain some of the cultural capital that was taken from him during
the trials, duhg which, as Demis Denisoffwrites, Wdde's use of aesthetic discourse "as

tbe

source of his identity lackeû the Gnum of any conventional depth model" (95). Doilimore sees
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Wide's use of Christ as precisely such a depth mode4 but 1 would âisagree with his assertion
that this use necessarily "involves a conscious renunciation of his transgressive aesthetic" (95)'

since Wilde interpreîs the image of Christ not to remove himself'fiom, but rather to explicate his
anistic and sexual identity. UnWre his passive non-resistance to Douglas' anacks, Wilde depicts
Christ as an individual who rejects al1 outside influences ("possessions" in this passage refening

to both property and spirituai domination by an outside source). Wilde's Christ, unWte
Thoreau's construction of the undominated perron who necessarily duences others, exists
outside of al1 power structures, be they economic, social, or personal. Chrisi's passivity,
understood through this isolation, is rather a non-activity-Christ does not act in the world
because he exists completely outside of it. Thus, Buckton's assertion that Wilde "can only

recognize 'himself [. . .] in the minor 'image' Bosie'' (180) is compiicated by what he
recognizes as Wilde's "self-dissolution" (1 8 1), what 1 am caiiing his construction of an asocial

passivity. The dichotomous relationship of '5nterdependence" that Buckton sees in the
depiction of Douglas and Wilde is exploded by the non-social being of Wilde's construction of
himself through the ideal passivity of Chnst. Interdependence cannot exist in the isolat4 and
non-discursive space Wilde attempts to create. For Wilde, because Chna rnanaged to exorcise

his various possessions, he also managed to escape what we would today cal1 the discourses
surrounding hirn-ltuist steppeci outside his episteme.
To posit as an ideal an existence in which one can Ieave O

~ ' Sepisteme is sornewhat

problematic. Such an existence would involve nshg out of ail of the discourses surroundhg
one, thus rendering oneselfincapable of communicahg in any Ianguage, be it scientSc, legai,
body, or any of a variety of institutional or social forms. Wilde reaîises the difficulty of this
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movement, but it does not deter him fiom setting up Christ as the ideal or, to use his owa word,
a ''type" (2 10):

To the artist, expression is the only mode under which he can conceive life at dl.
To him what is dumb is dead. But to Christ it was not so. With a width and
wonder of imagination, that fills one almost with awe, he took the entire world
of the inarticulate, the voiceless world of pain, as his kingdom, and made of
himself its etemal mouthpiece. Those of whom 1 have spoken, who are dumb
under oppression and 'îwhose silence is heard only of Gd,"he chose as his
brothers. [. . .] And feeling, with the artistic nature of one to whom Sorrow and
Suffering were modes through which he could realise his conceptior. of the
Beautifid, that an idea is of no value till it becomes incarnate and is made an
image, he makes of hirnseif the image of the Man of Sorrows and as such has
fascinated and dorninated Art as no Greek god ever succeeded in doing. (209)
Wilde does constmct Christ as voiceless, but with a dserence. For Christ, to be silent, or not
undentood, is not to be without meaning, and is not quite an indication of what Jane Wood sees

as "an almost masochistic desire for self-destructionand for the epic Ginality which that would
accord" (107). Rather, to fully reaiise himself-that is, to &a outside of the social system of
influence and possession-Chria had to tuni voicelessness and dering into art. Leon Chai
sees this dynamic at play in De Profundis,writing that '%thin it, ail past moments are W

y

coUected and shaped into an artistic composition" (1 10). Art, for the Wdde of De Profimciis, is
that which is completely useless. But in the letter, the aesthetic concept of "art for art's d e "

takes on a politicai edge. As Brown writes, "Art is 'useless' because, in a pavasiveiy utilitMan

society, it musî be so in order to endure [. . -1. Lf it is to do its work, it must be in some
measure out of reach" (1 10-1 1). Conceptualuing art as exiscing only for its own sake does not
simply mate a privatized discourse for knowledgeable artists and critics. Rather it removes art
fiom the possibility of completely existing in or for any discourse of its thne, unlike Thoreau's

presently alienated but always universally accessible transcendent individual. For Wiide, art is
the non-possessed, non-possessing ideal entity. This definition is explicated elsewhere in his
corpus. In "The Decay of Lying" Vivian states that "Art finds her own perfection within, and
not outside of, herself She is not to be judged by any extemal standard of resernblance"
(1082). Vivian here uses a aereotypical construction of a passive femininity in order to make

his point about this form of artistic autonomy, seemingly supporting Rhonda K. Garelick's
statement that, within decadent portrayals of art, 'Temaleness allies itselfprimady with a mute,
hieratic power, which exists [. . .] only to be read and deciphered by a male interpreter" (6). In
Vivian's view, though, the mute perfection of art exists only for itsell; and cannot be interpreted

by anything or anybody (of any gender) extemal to it. Wilde expands this definition of artistic
isolation in "The Critic as Artia," in which Gilbert argues about the aesthetic critic, the uitimate
artist, that Trom the high tower of Thought we can look out at the world. Calm, and self-

centered, and complete, the aesthetic critic contemplates Me7and no anow drawn at a venture
cm pierce between the joints of his hamess. [. . .] Thought is degraded by its constant

association with pra*ice9' ( 1139). The relationship that is implied in these two passages
between art and social isolation as a means of escaping determinism is made explicit at the

beginmg of T h e Sou1 of Man Under Socialism," whae Wdde writes that 'Wow and then" a
great artist is "able to isolate himseü; to keep himselfout of mach of the ciamorous clrims of
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others, [. . .] and so to redise the perfection of what was in hun" (1 174). In De Profindis,
Chria, as an incamatecl image of the voiceless and completely asocial, becomes the perféct
image for Wilde's ideal individudia. Citing Norbert Kohl, Jane Wood argues that, in his
"'aestheticising of Christ,' Wilde envisages the supreme individuaiist, the anti-traditionalist, who
reached out beyond the rule of law (of secular law at least)" (109).' Wilde's Christ may utist
outside of discourse, but that does not mean he exias outside of meaning, for rneaning can be
conaruaed in tenns of the "conception of the Beautifid," a h d y ineffable, yet always actant
concept.
Wilde also makes his point about needing to reach a state of absolute individuation by
constmcting an image that Lies in contrast to that of Christ. This image is the prisoner, or
rather, those who are imprisoned, for the prisoners of the various institutions in which he was

been Uicarcerated are never individualized or singular. Prisonen, unOte Chnst, can never
escape time, jus as Wilde cannot escape Douglas,nor the definitions imposed on him by the
newspapers and the courts. Directly opposing Gagnier's assertion of the ''timelessness" of
prisonen' existence, Wdde writes:
Three years ago is a long tirne for you to go back. But we who live in prison,
and in whose lives there is no event but sorrow, have to measure time by throbs
of pain, and the record of bitter moments. We have nothing else to think of.

Suf5ering-curious as it may x w i d to you-is the means by which we exist.,

because it is the ody means by which we become conscious of existing; and the
remembrana of d e r i n g in the past is necessary to us as the w m t , the

evidence, of our continuecl identity. (1 64)
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Prisoners exist not outside of tirne, nor outside of the episteme, as Chnst does; instead they
embody the passage of t h e due to what Gagnier describes as prison's "rigorously enforced
tirnetable" (Idylls 179). Wilde's use of legal and cowtroom metaphors-"evidence" and
'karrant"-serves to show how the prisoner is only identifjeci by that which defines him fkom
the outside. Later he rnakes this clear, stating that he '%ad no narne at all. In the great prison
where 1 was then incarcerated I was merely the figure and letter of a little c d in a long gallery,
one of a thousand lifeless numbers, as of a thousand lifeless lives" (182-83). Joseph Bunwin
expiicates this description, writing that in the prison detailed in De Profundis, "Variety is
deliberately removed fiom Me, details dissolve, and the particdar prisoner becomes the
representative prisoner" (1). Christ is the supreme individual; the pnsoner is the repeated
number and, for Wilde, "dl repetition is ad-spiritual" (21 1). Againa those definitions forced
on him by Douglas, Queensberry, the courts, and the press--al functioning within and as the

carceral city-Wilde uses the type that he discovers in Christ as the supreme individual and
applies it to himself

For Wilde to reach this ideal, however, he rnust make a Dantean journey through the
non-individualized prisoner. Beyond his direct allusions to Dante's work, Wilde imitates the
overd structure of the Divine Corne& to show how the supreme individual always has the
possibility of rising, even out of the depths of subj~gation.~
This becomes most obvious when
he writes about the legal loss of his son:
1 bore up aga-

everything with some stubbornness of 4 and much rrbeliioa

of nature tili 1 had absolutely nothing left in the world but Cyriî. 1 had lost my

name, my position, my happines, rny fieedom, my weahh. I was a prisomr and
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a pauper. But I still had one beautiful thing left, my own eldest son. Suddenly

he was taken away from me by the law. It was a blow so appalhg that 1 did not
know what to do, so 1flung myselfon my loiees, and bowed my head, and wept

and said ' n i e body of a child is as the body of the Lord: 1 am not worthy of
either." That moment seemed to Save me. I saw then that the ody thing for me
was to accept everything. Since then-curious as it will no doubt sound to you-

1 have been happier. It was of course my sou1 in its ultimate essence that 1had

reached. [. . .] It is tragic how few people ever "possess their souls" before they

die. 'Nothing is more rare in any man," says Emerson, "than an act of his own."
It is quite true. Moa people are other people. Their thoughts are someone

else7sopinions, their life a mimicry, their passions a quotation. (207-08)
Becorning a prisoner, becoming a non-self, is for Wilde both a general condition of members of
the larger society, and a step in a joumey that lads to the possibility of becoming a complete
individual. The isolation and silence that the prison forces on him may be an attempt to

transform his identity according to social and prison codes, but this is also the necessary step
towards Wilde's means of escaping extemai determination and domination. Funher, this escape
is an attempt to avoid the dangers of exercising and reproducing authoritative structures-as

Thoreau's essay occasionally does-since it also cornes at a moment when he compietely rjects
action and agency-he falis down, vuinerable More the Lord, so to speak. Like the prisoners in
The Ballad of Reading G d , through Wdde's %okm heart / May Lord Christ enter in."

Wilde reproduces the discome of prison reform, but, as Brown writes, he does so in order to

show that "Reformations that are based on obedience to sorne external preapt [as, for exmplc,
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prison codes or cuurt sentences] are meaningless because the trdonnation must corne fiom

within" (99). And this transformation must take place not within traditional institutional fiames
of discourse (such as the Church, the prison, or even the press), but through Wilde's

"isolationia" interpretation of Christ.
Wilde therefore reproduces the moral discourse of early Victorian prison refonnation in
order to avoid the definitions irnposed on him by the carceral society. Like Thoreau, and
relying on their common Emersonian sources,1° Wilde depicts his imprisonment as leading to his
escape (if only momentary) tiom the definitions placed on him by Douglas, the courts, the
newspapers, and society as a whole, aiiowing him to "possess [his] soul." While this statement
may also seem to fa11 into the sarne trap as Thoreau's essay does of replicating the problems of

the transcendent identity and of prison rhetoric, there is a subtle difference. Wilde's individuai,
his Christ, is not universally accessible, and does not attempt to enforce specific coda of
conduct. This is not the self-regulation envisioned by early Victorian prison reformers, nor the

deterministic "fixing" of the social abject of later Victorian science and penology. Neither is it
the "affirmation of nonexistence" that Foucault sees as a function of Victorian repression
(History4). An identity that always and only exists in relation to itself' c m o t therefore be

defined in the ultimate or finalking matter to which prison discourse usuaily regesses; for

Christ,"there were no laws: there were exceptions merely" (2 13). Wilde's statements about his
sou1 and individuality, as Jane Wood writes, are not "so much sowidings of the depths of

subjectivity as the voiding of remnants of the material realities which shacfle him to the

particular and the predictabk" (104). Wdde's individual cannot be deheâ by anyone or in aoy
words, for it becornes art.
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Despite Wilde's assertions of his own perceptions of his "soul in its ultimate essence,"
we do not see, therefore, Wilde's essential nature in his "confessions"; mch a nature cannot be

communicated, as al1 discourse lads to the imposition of determination. Miss Prism, in The
Importance of Being h e s i , notes the ease with which such essentialist confessions can be
labelled, defineci, and dismissed, saying that 'These sudden convenions do not please me. They
belong to Dissent. They savour of the laxity of the Nonconforrni~t'~
(383; Act 2). De
Profundis, then, is not "a celebration of the protagonia's spiritual salvation," as W'iam E.
Buckler writes ('Oscar" 1 12), as much as it is a critique of extemally imposed definitions of
one's identity. 'far from reflecting or prescribing for the true nature or essence of man,"
Doilimore argues that, for Wilde, individudism "will generate the cultural ciifference and
diversity which conventional morality, onhodox opinion and essentida ideology disavow"; it is
therefore "the public voice [. . .] which seeks to police culture" that Wilde writes against (8).
Wilde's individualism constnrc~sa space beyond discourse that is rooted in the traditionai figure
of Chna in order, in part, to ground both his refusal to deny his sexuality and his denial of the
imposed and bigoted definitions of that sexuality. 1 generdy agree with Buckton's conclusion
that 'Yar corn being a work in which Wilde repents of his crimes and confesses his guilty secret,

the letter is a celebration of the power of secrecy to 6ee desire fiom the banal or violent
invasions of public scnitiny" (1 85); however, 1 would argue that what Buckton sees as secrecy's
fieedom nom scrutiny is iostead a denial of the vety ability to scNtinize7as ail aich perceptions
exkt in the realm of public discome and are therefore at a remove fkom Wilde's individual.

The m t o r of Don'm Gray makes a point that is eady applied to Wilde's seIf-construction in

De Profundis7noting that 'There is a luxury in self-reproach. When we blame o u d v e s we f d
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that no one else has a right to blarne usy'(95-%). While confidentid letters were used in the
trial to publicly humiliate hm,he now uses a letter with a potentially public audience (as Wilde
did plan to publish it) in order to assert an inviolable privacy.

Nevenheless, the fact that Wilde did write about this non-discursive subject, and did
plan to have the letter r a d by others, points to a slippage that echoes Thoreau's reproduction
of the prison's alienating force. Unlike Thoreau's essay, however, De Profdis does not
suggest either that it or its author can help to create "a still more perfect and giorious State7'
("Civil" 90),or that its author hm moved completely above the realrn of his neighbours'
existence: Witde's individual does not become a constrictive code of conduct dictated fiom "on
high." Rather, Wilde's essay notes its own inconsistencies and the dangers of its paradoxes, its

"aspirations and its failure to redise those aspirations" (239)' an acknowldgrnent which, as
Andersen writes, mates 'the impression that equilibnum has been only partly restored" (9,just
as Jacobs' fieedom is ody partially realized in the North. As Wilde himselfwrote earlier,
"paradoxes are always dangerous things7'("Decay" 1082). Given this recognition and the
potential theoretical difnculties involved in the very act of wrîting De Profirnd, Robbie Ross'
decision to seal the letter away in the British Musaun until al1 of the primary figures involved
would be dead takes on a particularly appropriate remtance. De Profundis becmes a defence
f?om withui the silence of the prison, and âom beyond death, at once asserting its own authority
and denying its applicabi1ity.l' in the end, what Wilde says of the couriroom "denunciation" of
hirn could be appiied to any of the discourses surroundhg the trial, and Wilde's response to

hem with De Pto@ndix "Suddenly it occurred to me, 'Hmspledd it would be, ifI was
sayng al1 this about myse4P"' (230). Reworking the ineffabüity Jacobs attempts to cr-,
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Wilde assens the power of privacy, and the degradation of the discursive, carcerai rnatrix of the
public. Through its reworking of the newspaper accounts and of the penological discowse of
religious conversion, De Profindis constructs an understanding of the ornnipresence of the

disciplinary rnechanisms of society. This construction not only explicates other prison authon'
critiques of Free society, but also s
u permits an understanding of how a prison author's

construction of identity can be used to critique such discipline. Cominuing with my larger
argument that prison texts engage in a myriad of diverse yet related attacks on the carcerai city,
the next chapter shows that resisting such a powerful, oppressive system cm also be done in a
more active and social manner.

Notes
1. J. J. Tobias has collected, dong with other items, an interesthg series of descriptions

by Rev. John Clay of the English version of the separate system in the nineteenth c e m . The

excerpts tiom Clay's writing that Tobias presents range in t h e fiom 1838 to 1850. Tobias also
offers a report by Rev. John Field, who was Reading Gaol's chaplain fiom 1840- 1858; Field
describes the use of masks, which the h a t e s were forced to Wear as a means of preventhg
"recognition by other prisonen" and to prevent "an acquaintance king fomed" (1 59). In this
way, the prisonen were kept separate without incurring the full expense of a more stringent

panoptic system.

2. The moralking and anti-Wilde discourse of the English papers was more or las
repeated abroad, as well. In the New Y& Times of April8, 1895, a four-part headline reads

"ûscar Wilde's Disgrace," "A Mother, Wife, and Two Children Must Share his Shame,"
'Toverty at Cadogan House," and "A Mother's Desperate Struggle to Keep up Appearances
and Educate her Sons." The first paragraph of the article following reads, "Aside from the
depravity that it has been necessary to make public in the d o d a l l of Oscar Wilde, people who
met him here, and accepteci his letters of introduction as an accredited English gentleman, are
airious to know something of his family, his rnother, his wife, his children, and aîmost

everybody else upon whom he has brought absolute ruin." That Wdde's chamter is to blarne

for everything that has occu~edis unquestioned-even the newspaper's publishing of 'the
depr2tvitf7 and the Amencan public's pnuient interest in "everybody" assOaated with Wùde are

the result of his active bringing about of "absolute ruin-" Some papers, dortunately, have not

chaaged much over tirne: in a recent rwiew of a volume of Wilde's previously unpublished
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letten, the Su*

The's media editor Nicholas Hellen writes that the letiers "give an intimate

portrait of the happy family life led by Wdde before he embarked on a destructive series of
homosexual adventures." The blaming of Wilde's ''adventtues" instead of, Say, the destructive
nature of the Victorian court's homophobia seerns a misplaced emphasis at best.
3. Buckton's quotation is fiom DoIlimore (1 1).
4. SOS Eltis notes that Wilde's active reconstruction of identity can also be read in tems

of his use of his Irishness as a critique of English society and imperid d e : 'Wdde retained a
cenain pnde in his native roots, oflen portraying himself as an Irish rebel against En&h
authonty. [. . .] Wilde followed Matthew Arnold in ushg the word 'Cehic' to describe the
imaginative opposite to narrow-minded English puntanism; supponers of the Prison Reform Bill
were 'Celtic to a man"' (1 3). David Alderson explicitly ties Wilde's dandiacal and national

identities together, writing that 'Wdde consciously exploited an ensemble of identifications
which, in the conte* of Engiish culture, were conspicuously ami-bourgeois and amoral-

Catholic, dandy and Celt; criminal, sinner and idle artist-and his theorkation of t

h as related

enabfed him to make explicit [. . .] his dissident relations to dominant culture" (56). On Wdde's
irishness, also see Richard Pine.
5. Wdde was concerned with labelling before the trials, as well. His most famous play,

The Importance of Being Eantest, is, on one level about the dangers of being labelled, even if
one does it to oneself. Discussing Jack's naming of himself as Emest, Algemon says, 'Tt is
pedealy absurd your saying that your name isdt Emest. It's on your cards. Here is one of

them. [. . .] I'U keep this as proof that your name is Emest if ever you attempt to deny it" (36 1;
Act 1).
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6. See M. C.Andersen for a discussion of Wdde's figuration in De Projnds of his Me

as tragedy. Andersen misplaces the emphasis of the letter, claiming that Wilde not only sees
'nimself as tragic victh," but also portrays Chria as "the victim" (7; my emphasis). In fact,

Wilde's Chna escapes the social dynamics Uiherent in victimization.

7. Sarah Kohan has noted that Dorian himself "is precirty not this 'complete' man,
the new hedonistic i d d . Though his mother was able to be a bacchante, following in the train
of Dionysus, he himself is not really beautiful or strong enough to truly af£irm WeYto dare to
reveal himself and look at himself naked. His fiagility forces him to becorne an imposter and to

hide behind the protecting mask of youth and beauty" (47-48).
8. Jane Wood's quotation is corn Kohl (284). David Foaer reaches a sirnilar

conclusion, arguing that 'Wilde reconstruas Christ as the supreme amhete, the quintessence of
the artistic consumrnation Wilde has already claimed for himself' (1 03).
9. Losey's article traces the various references to Dante's Divine Comedy in De

Prof.ndis, nating that 'Reading Dante enabied Wilde to observe how a feilow exile

uansformed the daily bread of life into art" (447). Also see 'The Cntic as Artist" for a lengthy
examination of the Divine Cornet& as life transformed into an (1 132-36).
10. For a discussion of Wdde's indebtedness to Emerson, especiaily in 'The Sou1 of

Man Under Socialism" and De Profdis, see h b e l Murray (esp. 20347).
1 1. Buckler remarks on a W a r denial of authority through the use of dialogue in ''The

Decay of Lying": for Wdde, "The moa disheartening course MilgMty takes Ur aesthetic mattcrs
is the literallizing of the artistYsobservations in a way that aimost makes him despair of saying

anything at d. Wdde hoped througb h t a s y to avoid such a d

t by m a h g his point
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incomprehensible to the reader without imagination or, by signalling thai he meant more than he
was actually saying, to encourage qualified readers to play the spirited imaginative game dong

with h i m ('Wilde's" 3 14). Kofjnan notes that Wdde's metfiod of l e h g ''the readen in doubt
as to the genre he adopted" in Doriun Gray mates a similar denial of authorial (and

authoritative) determination (3 1 ).

Chapter 4
Positionhg Discourse: Martin Luther King, Jr.3 'Zetter from Birmingham City Jail"

ûver half a centwy afker Wilde's letter was wrinen, another, very different letter was
written fiom prison-Martin Luther King, J r . 3 'Zetter frorn Birmingham City Jail." Like
Wilde's letter, King's is addressed specificaüy but is intended for a larger public audience. King
was arrested on Good Friday, 1963 during nonviolent protests agaUIst Birmingham's-and

Alabama's-rehsal to obey the 1954 US Supreme Court decision outlawing racial segregation.
While in solitary confinement, he wrote 'letter fiom Birmingham City Jail," which was
subsequently published in national forums, including Time magazine.

This later became a

central text in the American Civil Rights Movement, continuing the tradition of the use of prison
texts to M e r calls for social and politicai change. Specincally, King's work engages in the
ongoing critique, originating in slave nanatives and continuing in Afncan American prison
writings, of the racism of Amencan society-a textual practice which 1 dimiss in Chapter 2, and

which Franldin expertly details in his book. King's arrest occurred within a racialized socio-

judicial matrix in which Afncan Americans were not only denied legel access to cefiain jobs, to
private and public organizations, to meeting places, etc., but were thereby effectively refùsed
entrance into dominant constructions of identity, namely the seürgoveming indniiduality which
Thoreau, among others, espoused. Arising nom the racism of antebellum Amena-in which, as

Jacobs shows, ~ c a Amencans
n
were explicitly relegated to non-burnan status in legal and
constitutional fonuns-the racist subjugation of Afncan Americans in the middle decades ofthe
twentieth c

m was Ymilarly based on legai, social, and oatologicai exclusioa Indeed, as
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Michael Bennett argues, legalized r a d segregation and other social policies have led to what
he d l s , in one essay's title, a "spatialization of race," because black people have, throughout
the twentieth century, become increasingly identified with ghettos and inner cities that, in tum,
have become increasingly vilified and identified with crime (170ff). It was in part this locational

practice which King and other civil rights activist aimed to stop through their protests

concerning segregation.'
Within this racialùed social matrix, the prison and legal systems were not in practice
means of reconnihiting the identity of the condemned person into a 'proper"or even
productive subject, but were instead used as means of enforcing racia hierarchies and social
order-a split between theory and practice that 1 have detailed in the previous chapters. The
twentieth-centwy Western prison continues the oppressive identificatory practices of its
nineteenth-century precurson while, in the US, it simuîtaneously takes over the racia social role
previously filled by the institution of slavery, an institutional shift which 1 mapped at the
beginning of my second chapter. Sloop writes that, in the 1 9 5 0 ~
as~before, "the pervasiveness

of the cultural belief in the nature of human nibjects as redeemable requires the omission of
non-Caucasians in discourse about the prisoner because people of wlor are apparently viewed
culturaily as morally different 60m Caucasians" (60). Sloop fùrther argues that, in this period
and moving through the 1960s and beyond, "Mm-Amencan and other 'niinonty' male
prisonen increasingly become constituted as violent, and irratiodly so" (77). Whereas
Thoreau cm reinterpet his imprisonmem as a reaffirmation of his inviolable, transcendentai
&eedom, black people afls the abolition of slaveiy are hprisoned, according to Davis, 'hot w

much to afnnn the rights and h i e s of the f k c h e n and women [. . -1, nor to discipline a

potential labor force; rather it symbolicaiiy emphasized that black people's social status
conthued to be that of slaves'' ( 100).
King's letter responds to the criminabtion of blackness, clabring fidl and unfkttered
citizenship for black people whiie resisting the racism of the dominant society's identity
constructions. Like the other texts discussed thus far, King's text portrays the oppression
resulting fiom these constructions as arising not only fiom the judicial and penological syaems,
but also fiom other social institutions. The 'Zetter" responds specifidly to another open letter,

published by eight Birmingham clergymen, in which they called for an end to the
demonarations. The clergymen's letter can be read as an attempt to main and reproduce the
status quo of local race relations by, in part, recreating racist social positions for blacks, and by
reinforcing the authontative positions of the police force and the courts as the keepen of "law
and order."' Jua as sentimental fiction was used by abolitionins in Jacobs' and Thoreau's time
with the intent of improving the conditions of Afncan Arnencans while in fact engaging in otber

foms of discrimination, the clergymen's letter d s for peace but in effect supports the officials
who deny the legitimacy of the Supreme Court decision. As such, this open Ietter is h e d

within the prejudiced racial discourse of cenain segments of white Amerka, or what Karen Ho
and Wende Elizabeth Marshall Fall the 'White Nation," referring to ''policy rnakers and

legislaton''-and their supporters-who engage in "thiniy veiled atternpts [. . .] to maintain white
power" (212). Like the newspapen that condemn Wilde, and falling more g e n d y w i t h the
fûnctions of the carcerd society as âisaissed in the eariier chapters, such discourse constructs

and reproduces a senes of differdy valued hierarchized positions within the power structures
of society. The structure thus created is enforced and reproduced by the discipliciary and
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surveillance fùnctions of a variety of social institutions, including the prison and the Chwch.
King's "Letter" is an attempt to disrupt the subject positions and the racia ideology that lie
behind the language of the clergymen's Ietter and that uiform the motivation behind King's
amest and imprisonment. Moreover, King uses the 'letter" to open up the possibiiity of a
discourse of racial harmony and to construct subject positions that exia beyond racism, in the
hope of helping to instigate a world of 'Face and Brotherhood" (King 302). Like Jacobs and
Wilde, King denies the authoritative, disciplinary identity that Thoreau creates, although he does

situate himself within the dominant structures of American society. Unlike the critiques that
Jacobs and Wilde offer, however, King does not situate his critique within a silent or
unknowable identity, opting inaead to rely on a forward-looking, dynamic agency that
negotiates both dominant and dominated positions, which 1 wiU demonstrate by analysing
King's textual construction of his own position. Within the context of my larger study, King's
letter offers another entrance point into a suaained attack of the pradces of the prison, as wel
as of the disciplinary and oppressive structures of society as a whole. UnW<ethe teas snidied
so far, however, King's letter generates a vision that exists beyond the carceral tnatrk, while

nillavoiding the danger of constructing an individual, transcendentai rebellion.

1. The Clergymen's Lette?

King's 'Zetter" works againa the racist implications of the dominant ideology lying
behiod the clergymen's lener. As Althusser says, state institutions like the Church "teachn
'know-how,' but in f o m that e m e subjection to the m h g ideoiogy or the masiery of its
'practice"' (128). N o m Faüclough refigures this theoretical structure in more active terms,
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writing that "Occupying a wbject position is essentially a matter ofdoing (or not doing) certain
things, in iine witb the discoursal nghts and obligations" of that position (38):

ui order to

understand King's 'Zetter" and its attempted construction of new subject positions, it is
necessary to de& the specific instantiation of racist discourse to which King is responding.
The clergymen's letter constnicts subject positions that exist within two large
categories: those who have the authority to deal with "racial matters" and those who do not.
People falling within the grouping of "authority" are generaily white and those without are
black, thus discunively mimicking the actual power structure of Birmingham at the tirne?

Within the actions available to people occupying these subject positions, cenain venues are
foregrounded as the best settings in which to deal with "racial matters":
We the undersigned clergymen are among those who, in January, i s w d "An

Appeal for Law and Order and Common Sense," in deaiing with racial problems
in Alabama. We expressed understanding that honest convictions in racial

m e r s could properly be pursued in the courts, but urged that decisions of
those courts should in the meantirne be peacefùliy obeyed. (1)

In this opening paragaph, the clergymen set themselves up in a position of authority, not oniy

as religious leaders, but also as men who have had previous expenences dealing with civil

unrest, as cued by the reference to their prwious text. This authority is doubly enforceâ since
that previous letter 'took exception to George Wallace's [Alabama's governor] ringing
declaration for 'segregation now, xgregation tomorrow, and segrqation forever"' (Clark 40).

Relying on their past authority as anti-segreptionists, they now emphesw the need to obey the

dictates of the existing social powa structure. The ambiguity of the rderence to court
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decisions (does it refer to the desegregation decision, or to the decision that the demonstrations
were iUegal and to King's subsequent arrest?) creates a contradiction in the clergymen's letter:

on the one hand, they urge that the desegregation decision be obeyed, wMe on the other they
state that people should obey the police and governent who flagrantly disobey that decision.
Even though, as King points out in his 'letter," the power structure in Alabama and
Birmingham is skewed againa blacks, the clergymen restate the authority of that structure,
thereby reproducing it and cementing their position within the disciplinary structures of society.
Mimicking sentimental abolitionist discourse about the "obedient slave," the clergymen imply

that blacks could gain 'true7' freedom only by bowing to the very social structures that opptess
them, just as 'Wncle Tom's martyrdom" in Haniet Beecher Stowe's novel served to signal not a
secular, socid equality, but 'the passing of his spintud test, his achevernent of full moral
maturity," as William L. Andrews writes (To Tell 180). Andrews argues M e r that this
"myth" of spiritual advancement helped to reconcile '8lack progress with black alienation

without threatenhg the white status quo7'(1 80). Using theu lmer for sirnilar ends, the
clergymen ''urge" that legai and social authorities, which are tied to their own, be obeyed, thus
allowing the status quo to remain unchallenged, even if'only 'ïn the meantirne."

The clergymen's letter is rife with euphemisms that sublimate the 'Undesirable"

associations atuiched to events that are âirected against the status quo. Obvious examples of
this are the phrases 'Vacial problems" and "racial matters" in the opening paragraph. These

'matters" include not only segrqation, demonstrations,and church bombigs (including one

where several children were kiîied), but alm riots in which several people were injure. and two
young black men were shot and killeû, at least one by a policeman as the youth was Naniag
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away! The Commissioner of Police, Eugene "Bull" Comor, had '%raggedthat all he needed to
solve the racial problem was 'two policeman and a dog"' (Clark 39). To rephrase these acts of
extreme violence and prejudice as "matters" and "problems" is to deny the deadly nature of the
city's and suite's race relations at the the. The effect of this denial within the letter is to
remove the justification for the demonstrations in which King and his associates were engageci,
thereby removing the right to se~determhationand action from the Afncan Arnerican
comrnunity. Conversely, the actions and attitudes of the police are referred to in the
penultimate paragraph as "the calm manner in which these demonstrations have been handled."
The phrase "calrn manner" is apparentiy a description of not only the police shootings, but also
the fact that the police turned guard dogs loose on unarmed demonstnitors. The ideologically
informed implication of ail of these euphernisms is the justification of any actions that take place
through the "proper channels," and further that any action which takes place outside of the
power structure's authority, such as the demonstrations, can in no way be justified.
The reproduction of the racism of the dominant culture, and the subject positions

available therein, is apparent in the clergymen's use of pronouns, as weU. As we saw in Jacobs'
narrative, pronoms can be used both to mate a bond between author and audience and to
emphasize the distance between thern.' Within epistolary discourse, this structure creates w b t

Altman refers to as the letter's existence ''halfway between the possibility of total

comm~cationand the risk of no communication at aii" (45). in the clergymen's letter, the
racism of the power structure that the authon are enacting is readily apparent in the dynamic
existing between fïrst- and third-person pronouns:
However, we are now confionted by a series of demomtratiom by some of our
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Negro citizens, directed and led in pari by outsiders. We recognke the nahyal
impatience of people who feel that their hopes are slow in being realized. But
we are convinced that these demonstrations are unwise and untimely. (3)
The 'îve" in the first sentence fùnctions both inclusively and exclusively. Recalling Jacobs' use
of second-person address within a sentimental construction of sympathy, the first-person plural

here contains not only the eight clergymen, but also the larger society of Birmingham, shce the
entire population is being confronteù by demonstrations. With the use of "ouf' in that same
sentence, however, the clergymen exclude the black population of Birmingham fiom inclusion in
the plurality of their society. In other words, the clergymen represent the white population,
while African Amencans are constructed as being the property of that population: they are our
Negro citizens. The clergymen thus manage t O effective1y reproduce the paternalia discourse
of sorne nineteenth-century abolitionists, many of whom, as Carolyn Williams writes, "regardeci

blacks not as equals, but as wards" (166). Williams statement about these reformers-that
among them "patemalism was the prevailing attitude" (166)-codd equally apply to the
clergymen as they portray themselves in their letter.
Sorne uses of plural pronouns in the letter are inclusive in the larger sense. These

instances occur only at points where the authors invoke the necessity of obeying the power
structure, especially as incamated in the police and legal systems: "we believe this kind of facing
of issues c m best be accomplished by citizens of our own metroplitan area, white and Negro,
meeting with their knowledge and experience of the local situation.

AU of us need to face that

responsibility and find propet channels for its accomplishment" (4). The clergymen use

pronouns d s r l y a few paragraphs later 'When rights are consistmtly denied, a cause should
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be pressed in the courts and in negotiations arnong local leaders, and not in the streets. We

appeal to both our white and Negro citizenry to observe the principles of law and order and
common sense" (7). In both of these passages the white and black populations are joined
together, but only under the auspices of the "proper channels" of 'law and ordei' as perpetrated

by the police and courts which, as demonstrated in the eariier chapters, generally îùnction as
alienating and oppressive forces rather than as creators of any communal feeling. As 1 will
argue below, King rejects the possibility of this form of commonality in his letter, pointhg out
thai the legal system and the power structure it represents are infested with racism and

prejudice.
Homer Hawkins and Richard Thomas trace tfiis institutionalized racism to the dation
of what they refer to as 'Vie policing syaems" set up during slavery. They wnte that "Mer
slavery, white southemen felt a greater need for policing the emancipated blacks, since to their
rninds slavery itseif'had been the moa e f f d v e means of controlling and ciMlizing a 'barbarous
people"' (66). As detailed in Chapter 2, slavery's abolition, the rise of the Wtentiary, and
concurrent changes in legal practice converged in a paradigm of punishment in which the
cultivation and maintenance of the 'proper" social order was in part enacteâ through the
brutaiization and denation of those who feu on the wrong end of the social hierarchies, who did
not have access to Thoreau's Unplicitly racin "universal" subject. Davis analyses b i s reaiity:
''In actuai practice, both EEmanpation and the authorization of pend seNitude c o m b ' i to

create an immense black presence within southern prisons and to trandorm the character of

punishment imo a means of managing former slaves as opposed to addressing probkms of
serious crime" (99). W
1
t
b
i
n the racialued construction of crllninality and the practices of
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punishment, the clergymen's letter becornes another cog in the process of maintahhg and

Ming the racist status quo. William D. Watley also notes that the legal process that the
clergymen urged worked "agahst rather than for the civil rights movement" and that this
particular function of the law was "consistent histo&ally with the way it has fùnctioned in the

Me of protest movements" (72). The clergymen deny the racialized nature of the wceral
system by simply omitting any mention of racism or corruption. This supposed "race blindness"

is also transferred to their own authority: in the last sentence of the ber, quoteâ above, the
clergymen assert their own paternalistic authority over the entire population of Birmingham.
The pronoun 'We" possesses '40th our white and Negro citizenry." Thus, the letter is fiamed
by the authors' conamction of positions of authonty for themselves.

The clergymen's open letter is fonned by and emphasizes the authority of the State and
the racist ideology lying behind the goverment's policies. Acting within the socially govemed

subject positions available to them as members of accepted religions, and as leaders of society,
these white clergymen suppon the authority of the white church which, as King writes in his
letter and suited many h e s throughout his career, fÙnctiions in part as a means of retaining the
status quo of race relations in the South. AU positions of authority within the power structure
necessarily hction to retain the cohesion of that structure, so as "to transmit [themselves]

unimpaired to posterity" (Thoreau, "Civil" 63).

II. The Status Quo in 'letter f?om Birmingham City Jail"
In his response to the clergymen, King highlights the racist ideology lying behind the
previous epistie by r e d e h g the limiting subject positions that the clergymen reproduce. In
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that letter, black people are subjugated to a passive role where their "problems" cm only be
solved within the courts. "Racial friction and unrest" are not the fault of the power structure or
'Responsible citizens," but instead only arise when the black populace refuses to stay in its
passive position. According to the clergymen, retuming to the status quo is the only way to
"reach honea convictions in racial matters." In his "Letter,"King rejects this concept. As
Keith D. Miller suggests, the arrest of King and his colleagues highlighted the racism of the
existing situation-as clearly seen in Alabama's continued and illegal racial segregation-and its
reflection in the hiaory of Amencan penology: "As they presented themselves for ja& Mcan
Americans in effect argued that jail symbolired racism" ( Voice 160). To foreground this
relationship, King redefines the subject positions delineated by the clergymen's letter and opens
up the possibility of new subject positions available in a new era of racial harmony.

Richard P. Fulkerson notes in his influentid article that King's 'letter" addresses two
audiences-the cbostensibleaudience" of the eight clergymen and a larger audience of white
liberais: 'Iittle, if anything, was to be gained in addressing white segregationists, black
revolutionists, or people indaerent to civil rights. The situation d e d for an address to as wide
a range of moderate-to-liberal, involved readers as possible; so much the M e r ifa substantial
number of them were also leaders of public opinion" (1 23). Like the ostensible audience, the
broader audience is white, as implied by Fulkenon's comment on the 'leaders of public
opinion." Miller deftnes this audience, explahhg that, 'Given that King wrote 'Letter' for
Christian Centwy and other left-of-center outlets, one can say that its original and primary

audience was not the [. . -1eight moderate clergy," but was instead '%irai Protestants" (Vice
163). nius, while King is wriwig for two distinct audiences, tmth are

firmly within the

mling class.
Within the dominant discowse of race relations, specific subject positions are available.
For the clergymen, the "proper" subject positions are delineated for whites as positions of
action md power, and for blacks as positions of passivity and subjugation to the white power
structure (courts, police etc.). King recognizes and describes the sarne state of affairs, but goes

into much more detail than the clergy. His construction of'the subject positions available within
the controlling discourse can be mapped out as foliows:
White
-

clergymen I Church

Biack
middle class / 'Yorce of cornplacency"

State 1 police

KKK

Nation of Islam

general and silent liberal populace

general and oppresseci populace

The general scheme found in King's 'letter" can also be read as a description of the more
general conditions of Arneriq especiaîiy as indicated by the blank space opposite the "State /
police," as these forums were largely limited to whites. According to one source, "members of
the Ku Klux Klan" were employed by the southem police forces (Hoover 5 9 , hliy cementing
the relationship between the disciplinary social fùnction served by the iegal qstem, and the
violent, oppressive fbctions of extreme racism. To M y represent this constniction, the black
grouping should be placed under erasure, or at least in a hierarchically subordinate position to
the other category, to represent the ontologicai and sociai construction of blackness in its
relation to that of whitenas-a construction that is played out in the forced passivity or general

sociai censure placed upon blacks. This censure is especially me in the case of the largely

vilified Nation of Islam.'

King texn>aUytraosforms this structure into the new subject positions avdable to both
whites and blacks within a discourse of peace, focussing especially on those for whites at the
top and bottom of the column-the "clergymen 1Church" and the "general (silent) liberel
populace," or the ostensible and broader audiences, respectively, of the '%etter." The subject
position of the clergymen is to a large extent dready defined by their own text, and is uhimately
delineated by the fact that they have placed themselves in opposition to the beiiefs and actions
of King and his followers. As King writes, they have ensconced themselves in the role of
"criticism" (289), which the clergymen conmct as a positive force design4 to help foster
peace by exhorting people to obey the power stmcture that they represent. King restructures
the role of this criticism at the outset of his 'letter." He States that if he "sought to answer aii

of the criticisms that cross my desk [. . .] 1 would have no tirne for constructive work" (289).
Writing that the clergymen's criticisms of the demonstrations-and thetefore their irnplicit
critique of King's anempt to force Birmingham to accept desegregation-interfere with
"constructive work," King depicts the clergymen's position in the race stmggle as
unconstructive and negative. Thus, King has at the very beguuung of the "L,etter"redefined the
clergymen's subject position. For King,their appeal is not for peace or "Cornmon Senst," but

rather for unjust racist social structures. Taking advantage of the epistolaq fom's ability to

disguise ''reiationships of powef' (Kaufnnan xvüi), King,k e Wdde, foregrounds these
relationships in order to critique them.

King h d s the same hidden racîsm configured as tradition or comarn sense within the
institution ofthe white Churcb from which the clergymen derive th& authority. He shows bow
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the aams quo that the clergymen seem to laud is a masquerade for km.
To expose tliis

racism, as a figure of the larger institutionalized racism of the carcerd siate, King contnists his

ideal Church with the acnial white southern Chwch:
1 came to Birmingham with the hope that the white reügious leadership of this

mrnrnunity would see the justice of our cause, and with deep moral conserve as the channel through which our just grievances wouid get to the power
structure. I had hoped each of you would understand. But again 1 have k e n
disappointed. 1 have heard numerous religious leaders of the South cal1 upon
their worshippen to cornply with a desegregation decition because it is the Imu,
but 1 have longed to hear the white miniaers say, Tollow this decree because

integration is morally right and the Negro is your brother." (299)
h g ' s definition of the white Church is a negation of its claimed position and of the

clergymen's foundation of authonty. The Church supposedly has this authority due to a cenain
moral rectitude and its accordance to God's wiîi, but King denies this comiection, arguing
innead that the Church is acting in opposition to its own religious and social traditions. An
ideai Church wouid lead the populace towards a moral high ground, whde the contemporary
white Church in the South stands "as a taiüight behind other community agencies ratha than a
headlight leading men to higher levels of justice" (299). King radefines the clergymen's own
consmiction of their subject position not only by showing the racism hidden ôehind their
"cornmon sense," but also by showhg this racism at the con of the foundation of their
authoriiy.

Further evidence that King restructures the clergymen's defimtion of the white powa

structure kt0 a negative force can be seen in his responses to their specific criticisns:
You deplore the demonstrations that are presently taking place in Bifnringham.
But I am sorry that your statmimt did not express a similar conceni for the
conditions that brought the demonstrations into being. I am sure that each of
you wodd want to go beyond the superficial social d y s t who looks menly at
effects, and does not grapple with underlying causes. (290)
There are three separate but related movements in this passage. Fint, King highlights the racist
silence of the clergymen's aatemmt which, unda the guise of concern for "oui' Negro
population, attempts to erase the physical violence being perpetrated on the black population.
Second, King subtly answem the charge that the dernonstrations are being instigated by
"outsiders" by placing the blame on the "conditions" of Society. King transposes the blarne for
the demonstrations fiom himself ont0 the state of race relations in Birmingham, thereby

implicitiy condrrniiing the clergymen.

In the third movement of this passage, however, King works against the negative
limitations of the clergymen's subject position. By writing, ' T m sure each of you would wam
to go beyond [. . .]," King opens a space for the clergymen to change their position in relation
to the race problem.

He writcs, 'You may weil ask, 'Why direct action? Why sit-ins, marches*

etc.? Isn't negotiation a betta path?' You are exactly right in your c d for negotiation.

Indeed, this is the purpose of direct actiony'(291). King not only consbucts the clef8ymc11's
position by placing words in their mouths, but also refonnulates these questions imo a cal1 for

"negotiation,"thereby constructhg a comrnon gound baween himselfaad his opposition. This
Ieaves the clergymen with the possibiiity of agreeing with King m his cal1 for direct action, wtiile

at the same time keeping a semblance of theV original position. This move towards
constructing a common ground is not simply a gesture on King's part so as not to offend men in
power, it is a method of leaving the definition of this audience's position open and fiee to
change. Approaching this redefinition 6om another angle, Baldwin writes, ''ûvercoming racism

as a world problem, King thought, involved removing both intemal prejudices as weU as
extemal syaems and symbois of white domination and privilege" (Wm~ded
262). Such a

possibility for change is crucial for King's project as a whole, as the attempt to open up
possibilities for new identities and beliefs within the field of race relations is in substance the
goal of the Civil Rights movmimt.
Taking full advantage of the epistle's abEty to address multiple audiencesV9
King uses
the same redefinition of subject positions in his attempt to convert the Iarga audience and, as

Keith D. Miller writes, to "reùiforce [the] earlier support" of the already converted (Voice 164).
Unlike the address to the clergymen, the spaces of the ''Lenef aimed at the larger audience are
m o d y indirect, while otha passages are directed at both the ostensible audience and the
general audience. As Futkerson writes, King addresses this larger audience 'Sn tenns of the

claical audience," as a means of focussing his argument (123). There are also passages where
King refm to the broada group in the third person, in order to delineate what he sees as their
position within the discoune of race:
1 have almoa reached the regrettable conclusion that the Negro's great

stwnbling block in the stride toward fieedom is not the White Citizen's
Councilior or the Ku Kha Klanner, but the white moderate who is more devoted
to 'ords' than to justice, who prrf'ers a negative peace wtiich is the absence of
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tension to a positive peace which is the presence of justice [. . -1. 1 had hopcd
that the white moderate would understand that law and order exist for the

purpose of estabiishing justice, and that when they fail to do this they becorne

dangerously stmcnired dams that block the flow of social progress. 1 had hoped
that the white moderate would understand lhat the present tension of the South
is merely a necessary phase of the transition from an obnoxious negative peace,

where the Negro passively accepted his unjust ptight, to a substance fiüed
positive peace, where al1 men wiii respect the dignity and worth of human

pnonality. (295)
The subject position that King describes here as the position of the white modemte is one that is
outside of the realrn of justice and positive peace. The metaphors "stumbling biock" and "dam'"
contradia the traditional white l i b d s ' concept of thmiselves as socially progressive, which
King himseif'hoped to be the case. He redefines this position as one of "shallow understanding''
(295). The strength of this particular passage (as weU as the converse strength of the silencing

forces of racism) is evidenced by the fact that when the '2ettd' was pubtished in h e
magazine in January 1964, the above passage was one of the sections that was ldt out (Lentz
1 16-1 7). But, as with the clergymen, King notes a space wititin the larga audience that could

be expanded to change these positions into what he sees as more "positive"ones. This can be
seen in the simple hct that he

wrîtes of this group as "people of good wiîi" (295). For botb

the clergy a
d the grnerai audience, King at once de-

their identities w i h h the status quo of

racial dixourse as racist, and yet leaves that definition open, or not wmpiaely determinative,

so that th& positions wi change. This indeterminate subjccî construction worûs in direct
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opposition to the overly detemiining, brutalizing forces of the disciphary mechanisms of the
carcerd city, as evidenced in the clergymen's letter's reinforcement of the racist natus quo.
The non-determinative definition of subjectivity is necessary for King's project, as he goes on in
the "Letter" to construct subject positions within a discourse of racial harmony.

m.Tension Building
In order to get to this position, King must forrn a bridge between the existing sociopolitical discourse of racial discord and his ideal situation of racial harmony. He does this
through his se~constructionin the "Letter." Having been defined, if not specifically named, in
the clergymen's letter as an "outsider," and in the courts as a criminal, King necessarily sets his
self-construction in opposition to that previous letter, in what can be seen as a formal echo of
Wilde's response to his "public infarny." King rejects the notion of behg an outsider on the
immediate level by writing that he was invited by Birmingham's local black leaders, and also by
writhg that no Amencan can be an outsider anywhere within the country (289-90). King also
rejects the idea that he is an outsider in any sense of the word. A large portion of the ''Letter" is
spent in consmicthg an identity for himseff that is solidly at the centre of al1 traditions. He
defines himself as the epitome of aii things American and Judeo-Christian, placing himselfin a
seat of power over the white populace, whom he writes of as acting irreligiously and as being
anti-American. King's positioning of himself within both the religious and d a r Amencan

traditions is the crucial step in constmcting himself as a dynamic bridge ôetween the discourses
of racial discord and racial harmony, between the stahis quo and the C'Pr~rnised
Land" of his
h o u s later speech.
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Within the religious and specifidy Christian tradition, King constructs his identity
against that of the clergymen. In so doing, he writes of hirnself as the tradition's n a d

inheritor:
1 must honealy reiterate that 1 have been disappointeci witb the church. 1 do not
say chat as one of the negative critics who can always find something wrong with

the church. 1 say it as a rniniaer of the gospel, who loves the church; who was

nurtured in its bosom; who has been sustaineù by its spiritual blessings and who
wiil remain true to it as long as the cord of life shall lengthen. [. . .] Yes 1 love
the church; 1 love her sacred wds. How could 1 do otherwise? 1 am in the

rather unique position of being the son, the grandson and the great-grandson of

preachers. (298; 299)
King not only shows himself to be part of the same religious tradition as the clergymen, but he
also irnplies that he is the true inheritor and interpreter of that tradition. The conjunction of the

binh and mothering metaphon and the construction of church as family (and vice wrw), when
combined with his shoring up of the church's social power as "sacred," naturalizes King's

authority within what was in the clergy's lenet part of the segregated power structure.
Another of the methods KUig uses to show his aanity witb the clergymen is to remind

thern of his ties to the active Christian community. Relying on the Atncan Amencan biblical
tradition that underscores much Afiîcan American resistance literature (as evidenad by Jaccbs'
and other slaves7narratives), King places his actions solidy w i t h Christian discourse:
1 am in Birmingham because there is injustice here. Just as the eighth cem~ry

propbets left their Me villages and carried their 'thus saith the Lord' fhr bqoad
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the boundaries of their hometowns; and jua as the Apode Paul lef? his Little
village of Tarsus and camed the gospel of Jesus Chna to practidy every
hamlet and city of the Graeco-Roman world, 1 too am compelled to wry the
gospel of &dom beyond my particular hometown. Like Paul, 1 must constantiy
respond to the Macedonian cal1 for aid. (290)
These lines are constructed to rernind the specific audience of the eight clergymen that King is
also a religious leader, with al1 of the special influence and knowledge that this connotes,
placing him on the same religious level as his critics. As David Lewis writes, the average reader
may be "astounded by the apparent immodesty of these opening sentences," but to the

clergymen these cornparisons "were meant to have the special impact redolent of the divinityschool serninar" ( 188). Ira G. Zepp, Jr. further notes that 'Xing marshais arguments of

Catholic, Jewish, and hoteaant traditions," thus addressing al1 of the clergymen (120). King is
here picking up on the long hiaory of African Amencan spiritual autobiography that, as
Andrews writes, "spoke profoundly of the telos of life as liberation from bondage," and
"admitted Afro-Amencan spiritual experience hto literature on a footing apparently equal to
whites" (Tu Tell 46).
King's letter moves beyond this creation of an qua1 footing, however, offering a subtie
condemnation of these specific opponents. King States that he is on a religious mission, one that
presurnably any religious leader would undertake. By writing that his sojoum to Birmingham is

one of religious necessity' he is silentiy questionhg the shcerity of the clergymen's convictions
and purposes. This critique of the dominant culture on its own temis places King M

y in the

tradition of the Afncan American pulpit. Disaissing this tradition, John Ernest writes tht the
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nineteenth-century preacher J. W. C. Pennington 'points to a tiindarnental discrepancy W e e n
United States social order and that of G d ' s moral goverment" (5). Even on a basic level,

King's more adept handling of this mutuaüy shared reiigious discourse is readily noticeabk. His
'2etter" is rife with religious allusions, while the clergymen's lacks any wch references. This
cornparison is especially damning when one considers that the foundation for the clergymen's

authority is their privileged place within the world of religious discourse.
As Malinda Snow has demonstrated, King adds to his religious authority by casting the

'letter" in the form of a Pauline epistle: "like Paul, King declared his own apostleship so that he
might present himself as one possessed of religious tmth and able to d e h e mord action in light

of that truth" (3 19). King undermines the clergymen's authority by showing his own more
powerful grasp of their comon heritage and religion, and this undeminhg is d more
effective since it occurs under a tone of Christian 'Tace and Brotherhood." Wesley T. Mott
makes this point clear, writing, "Against the outrages King so powerfully exposes, the
recalcitrance of the eight clergymen reveds them as the tme felons for their toleration of evil"
(4 13). The only recoune for the clergymen, if they want to retain their authority, would be

either to show a still stronger hold on the religious discourse or to acquiesce to King's point of

wew.

King also undermines the authority of the broader white audience by showing his own
mastery of generai American and Western literary and philosophicai discourses, and then by
showing how that mastery is more thorough than theirs. Ervin Smith elaborates on h g ' s use

of citations, writhg that King "variously refemd to Kant, Aquinas, Whitehead, Mill, Nietzsche,
Plato, and Heidegger" (1 7). He d e s allusions to such foundatiod figures as Socraies, John
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Bunyan, Abraham Lincoln and Thomas Jefferson. The reference to Lincoln is redoubled in the
opening of the 'Zetter," where King echoes Lincoln's sentiment about critics, which King
mentions again in an i n t e ~ e wwith Aiex Haley: "As Lincoln said 'If 1 answered al1 criticism,
I'd have linle Ume for anything else"' (91).
Thoreau's 'Civil Disobedience" also lies in the background of the 'Utter." King knew
Thoreau's essay both fiom his personal reading and through Gandhi's interpretation of
Thoreau's notion of nonviolent resistance (Zepp 84-85; 1 18-19), In Snide Tmwd Freedon,
King writes, 'Puring my mident days at Morehouse 1 read Thoreau's E k q on Civil
Disobedience [sic] for the fim time. Fascinated by the idea of refusing to cooperate with an
evil syaem, 1 was so deeply moved that 1 reread the work several Urnes" (91). The relationship
between King's 'Zetter" and Thoreau's essay is especially evident when King States, '7 submit
that an individual who breaks a law that conscience teus him is unjust, and willingly accepts the
penalty by staying in jail to arouse the conscience of the cornmunity over its injustice, is in
reality expressing the very highest respect for Iaw" (294). When placed next to the foiiowing
passage fiom Thoreau's text, the influence becornes apparent: 'Vnder a govemment which
imprisons any unjustly, the vue place for a jua man is also a prison. [. . .] If any think that theû
influence would be lost there, and their voices no longer af%ct the ear of the State, that they
would not be as an enemy within its walls, they do not know by how much tnrth is stronger than
error" (76). Strategically using Thoreau's essay, King incarnates and specifies Thoreau's
'iiniversai" laws as the anti-segregation decision and the potential for racial hannony that it
represents, d

g the general discipliaary, social alienation that Thoreau dixusses into a

specific form of alienation between racial groups. King's 'Zetter" thus picks up on Thoreau's
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use of the "happy prison7'motif in order to highlight the specific forms of social discipline and
punishment that he is trying to combat. This intenexiuality of prison letters is, moreover, an
attempt to force the educated and iiberal reader hto reversing the valuation of the
criminalkation of A f i i w i Americans--King's presence in jad does not necessarily negate what
he has to say. In fact, it rnight, through the association with a founding Amencan author üke
Thoreau, place King's 'Zettef7into a prorninent, privileged mode of discourse within that
reader's mind. This co~ectionto Thoreau and the other authoritative individuals, as weii as
the more specifically religious allusions, act as cues to the larger white audience, establishg
King as an authoritative figure within the domhant culture.

We can now see that King wntes himself'into the intemHined discourses and traditions
of both of the audiences that Fulkerson identifies.'' This technique is clarifieci by Keith D.
Miller, who writes that King "merge[d] his voice and identity with a tradition of a white
majority [. . .]. Surely this strategy endeared King to his white audiences" ('Fomposing" 79).

Some of King's contemporaries criticized his use of white forms and traditions, seing in it a

reproduction of the dominant culture rather than an attempt to alter the culture's nicist
practices. In a letter written fiom Soledad prison shortly d e r King's assassination, Black
Panther and militant activist George Jackson d t e s that while he nspected King "as a man," he

disagreed with hun "as a leader of black thought," specifically because his method ''presupposes
the existence of compassion and a sense of justice on the part of one's adverwy. When this
adversary has everythuig to [ose and nothing to gain by exercising justice and compassion, his
reaction can only be negative" (1 68). Eldridge Cleaver, another massively influemial a c a n

American prison author and the Pantha's Minista of Monnation, goes M e r than this,
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equating King with Booker T. Washington, who, according to Cleaver, supportad the racialized
domine of "separate-but-equal" which 'kas enforced by day by agencies of the law, and by the

KKK & Co. under cover of Right" (8 1). Cleaver's critique not only relates King to Washington,
but also says that both of their strategies are in keeping with the dominant culture and its most
racist carceral and disciplinary practices.
Despite statements like Cleaver's, KUig does not solely reproduce the dominant
discourse of white Amenca; nor does he reproduce Thoreau's emphasis on the Enlightenment
individual, which carries with it the same racism King is trying to combat. In addition to his use
of dominant traditions, King also engages in the more communal mode of signification

associated with African American resiaance, as Jacobs does in the graveyard by recdling and
representing the voices of a rebellious black community. King uses traditional Aâican
Amencan sources and forms of discourse as partial means of celebrating his cultural heritage
and of bolaering his position with his colleagues and followers. Baldwin remùids his readers
that 'Though King was deeply intluenced by his training at Crozer Theological Seminary and
Boston University, it is a mistake to conclude that his revolt was rooteâ in white political
thought" (Balm 3). Indeed, the entire structure of the 'letter," with its direct and indirect
quotations, can be r a d as a variation on the style of the 'Yok preacher" (Keith D. Miuer,
"Composing" 77). As Hortense Spillen notes, 'King knew the oral tradition [of the black
sermon] intimately [. . .]. Though he was uained in the universities and acaàernies, bis sermons
were Uitiised and enlightened by the interpretation of the gospel message" (1 5). The content of
the 'letter"is also Uitiised with this message: 'The black church origuially supplied King with

ideas about aonconfomiity, nonviolence, segregation, interdependence and other themes

trumpeteâ in 'Letter"' (Keith D. Miller, Voice 166).
Beyond defining his identity in tems of the dominant culture, therefore, King also
constnicts it as part of a communal Afiican Amencan identity, what Philip Page calls the
"powerful intersubjective web that characterizes Afncan Amencan culture" (5). Dolan Hubbard
writes that the black church helped to create this cornmunity through the use of dominant texts:
T3Iack religion serveci as an organwd way to perfect the rhetorical modes by focusshg on the

oratory of the black preacher, which was placed in the context of oral Western texts-the prime
example being the Bible. Using the church as a forum for organizing black social reality, the

preacher thus kept dive the Afncan continuumy'(9). As Hubbard goes on to argue, part of the
vivacity of the black sermon, and its coincident creation of comrnunity, arises fiom the use of a

cal1 and response technique that allows for active participation by dl of the mebers of the
congregation. W~thinthis tradition, King's use of panicularly Afiiw American nligious tropes

and images can be seen as part of a continuous, ongoing, and communal creation of identity, in
which each participant both adds to and gains from the larger discussion. D e h g cal1 and
response in ternis of "ttesfyin7'and 'kitnessing," Page writes that the transmission of this oral
tradition into written fonn d o w s texts to
enhance the interplay among multiple speaking and listening rninds including
characters, narrators, readers, and authon. As they do so, they reproduce and

t'urther create the invisible threads of Afncan-American culture. The two are
inseparable: the narrative and temporal multipticity f o d y recreates the
intersubjective web that characterizes [. . .] Atiican-Amerkm c u b e . (33)

King's use in the 'Zetter" of A6ncan American theology and style needs to be vieweû, then, not
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simply as a recognition of King's duences and culture, but as an active participation in the
creation of a communal African American identity.

By negotiating different fonns of discourse King constmcts an identity for hirnself that is
at once within and outside of the dominant white society: inside, because he is a master of the
literary, religious and general discourses that fom the foundations of the dominant class;
outside, because he is black and therefore part of a communal identity that works against

European notions of individuality, and specifically because he is disrupting the racialized
practices that fonn a large part of the audiences' identities and the carcerai matrix surroundhg

them." King is in an unstable dud position, therefore, within both the dominant and dominateci
worlds. Unlike Thoreau's formation of a transcendental individual, King's construction of
subjectivity is not one that presents a coherent model that can hold in ail situations, nor does
King want it to hold. He uses this place of 'tension" to try to form a bridge to a new world. As
he writes, either society rnoves to the 'Tromised

Land'' of racial harmony or the tension will

tear society apart: '1 have tried to stand between these two forces, saying that we need not
foilow the do-nothingism of the cornplacent or the hatred and despair of the black nationalia.
[. . .] If this philosophy [of non-violent action] had not emerged, 1 am convinceci that by now
many streets of the South would be flowing with blooâ" (297). King's construction of a dual

subject position for himself strongly resonates with W. E. B. Du Bois' concept in 7 h SouLr of

Bluck Folk (1903) of the f i c a n American's "'double-consciousness":
It is a peculiar sensation, this double-consciousness, this sense of always looking

at one's self through the eyes of others [. . .]. One ever feels his two-aess,-an

American, a Negro; two souls, two thoughts, two unrrconciied strivings; two
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warring ideals in one dark body, whose dogged strength alone keeps it 60m

beùig tom asunder. The history of the Arnerican Negro is the history of this

strife,-this longing to attain ~e~conscious
rnanhood, to merge his double self
into a better and truer self. (364-65)
Both King and Du Bois form an identity that is tom by the tension of king at once inside and
outside of dominant definitions of America. Both writen also picture this strife as a ternporary
step on the way to a better self. Many years before the "Letter," in 1956, King clarifieci his
understanding oftension in a sermon entitled 'When Peace Becomes Obnoxious," which he
delivered before facing an earlier trial. He States,
1 had a long talk with a man the other day about this bus situation. He dixusseâ

the peace being destroyed in the comrnunity, the destroying of good race

relations. 1 agree that it is more tension now. But peace is not merely the
absence of this tension, but the presence of justice. And even if we didn't have
this tension, we still woddn't have positive peace. Yes, it is true that if the
Negro accepts his place, accepts exploitation and injustice, there will be peace.

But it would be a peace boiled down to stagnant complacency, deadening
passivity, and ifpeace means this, 1 don't want peace. (208)

While peace may be the ultimate goal of the struggle, it mua not be an overarching and
irnrnediate dernand that would fly in the face of justice. King's refùsal of this fonn of peace is a

refusal of the type of complacency he critiques in the white liberal cornmwllty of his audience.
Tension is not an idcal in itself; but is a necessary part of the muggle, without which 'wsibive
peace" c m never corne into being. As he said in a statement to President Eisenhower,
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'Frequently tension is an uiherent element of basic social change. [. . .] The nation can adopt
fonhrightly a bold program which moves through tension to a democratic solution; or it can
depend upon evasion and compromise which purport to avoid tension, but which in reality laid
the entiie society toward econornic, social and moral Fnistnition" ("Statement" 426).

The tension is not only part of King's construction of himself and of the black
community, but also a ditficulty of white identity. Clark defines this particular problem, writing
that 'The moral distance between creed (aii men are created equal) and deed (segregation)
created a dissonance or what Martin Luther King, Jr., called 'tension,' that could be resolved
only by progressively moving toward an extension of human rights" (43). Whereas the tension
of Açncan Amencan identity is created by the necessity of negotiating two separate cultural

paradigms at once, and by combatting the racist structures that are forced upon them within the
disciplinary society, the tension of white identity is created through white people's own
incongnious action. However, both tensions are portrayed as merely a step on the march
towards a hmonious society. This point is reinforced by Clark, who refers to a conversation
between King and Stanley Levison in which King 'tornplained [. . .] about having to cut whole
sections fiom his Birmingham letter, he noted particularly 'a section-strong-[that

the] whole

idea [of the] mggle was not jua something for the Negro but how it also &ees the white

man"' (44; added words Clark's)."
Before moving on to how King textuaiiy formulates the new, undifferentateci subject
position within a discourse of racial harmony, it is necessary to show how Kiag highlights the
tenuous nature of ail of the subject positions heretofore constructed within the status quo of the
difrentiaîeû discourse of race. In a society as dturally, raciaîly and economically split as was
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the Amencan South, ali subject positions can only be envisioned as temporary. This is to a
large extent due to the unstable definition of "race" itself-when it is a mythical "one &op of
blood" that results in a person's inclusion in one race and not another, raciaüzed wbjectivities
are necessariiy unstable. Henry Louis Gates, Jr. writes that '%ce is the ultimate trope of
difference because it is so very arbitrary in its application7'('Wnting77 5). One result of this
instability is the inevitability of a black rebellion, whatever form it takes. As KUig writes,

"ûppressed people cannot remain oppressed forever. The urge for fieedom WUeventually
corne" (297).

King shows the instability and 'huo-ness" of the structure of dominant and dominated

subjects through his constantly changing use of pronouns. A general assumption concerning
pronouns in a letter could be made, stating that, in the letter, the audience will be refmed to in
the second person, and the authorts) will be referred to in the tira person. This may change
somewhat in an open letter, where the authon could use the first-person plural to refer to the
group t h y represent or to which they belong, but generally the use of pronom will remain the
same. We saw this type of structure for the most part in the clergymen's letter and in Wilde's

tea. While it remains true for sections of King's 'letter," it is by no means a guihg
principle." For the opening three paragraphs of the '2etter7" the first person does refer to the
author and his m a t e s , while the second persoa is used for the audiences. In the fourth
paragraph, however, ' k e nrefers inclusively to "ail communities" and every Amencan, white or
black. In the eighth paragraph, the use of pronouns changes once again: "Like so many

experïences of the past we were confi-onted with blasted hopes, and the dark shadow of
disappointment smled upon us. So we had no alternative except that of preparing for direct
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action, whereby we would present our vety bodies as a means of laying our case before the
conscience of the local and national cornrnunities" (291). Here, 'ke," "us" and "our" refer only
to the activists, excluding al1 others. In the tenth paragraph, the ambiguity surrounding the
pronouns is expressed within two Sentences: 'We, therefore, wncur with you in your cal1 for
negotiation. Too long has Our beloved Southland been bogged down in the vagic attempt to
live in monologue rather than dialogue" (292). Due to the specificity and exclusiveness of the
prior pronoms, the "our" in the second sentence becomes ambiguous-is it an inclusive t e m
again, meaning al1 people, or does it mean only one group?
There are several exarnples of this arnbiguity, including one where African Arnencans
are referred to in the third person (297). The lack of specificity Mses from the fact that King is
trying to fom a new type of racial discourse in which all subject positions are equal.

As Mary

L. Bogumil and Michael R. Mofino write, 'Xing wants his audience to see the overall goals of

his organization and to recognize that his position and theûs should be the same" (809). He is
construaing a discourse that is a dialogue rather than a monologue, where aiî pronouns are
coUectively included in one ' l s . "
Not ody is the overall arnbiguity of pronoun usage socio-iinguistidy powerful, but

each instance of the shiA in pronouns is also potentiaüy transfomative. The best example
begim with King witing that, '7 guess it is easy for thox who have never felt the stinging dmts

of segrqation to say, 'Wait,'" and then continues in the 'T~tter's"longest sentence, which
rads in part:
But when you have seen vicious mobs lynch your mothen and fathers at will and

drovm your sistas and brothers at whim, when you have seen hate-fillai
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policemen curse, kick, bnitalw and even kill your black brothers and sisters with
impunity; when you see the vast majority of your twenty d i o n Negro brothen

srnothering in an airiight cage of poverty in the rnidst of an afnuent society [. . .]

then you wiil undersiand why we find it difncult to wait. (292-93)
In her discourse analysis of prisonen' spoken narratives, Pauicia E. O'Connor writw that the
shift fiom fira- to second-person address is in part an invitation to the listener 'Yo participate in

the experience" (79,thus shnnking the distance between the narrating prisoner and the h e
auditor in a manner siMlar to that of cal1 and response. Similarly, aarting with the sentence
that begins '7guess it is easy [. . .]," and moving directly to the seçond person address &th,
'But when you [. . .]," King iinguistically sWs the white reader h o a textually constructed
black subject position in order to m a t e a sympathetic bond through suffering, straddling the

formai epistolary "'gulfbeween presence and absence" that Altman discusses (45). " The white
reader is also thrown momentarily into a new aibject position, filling in what Greg Moses refen
to as the "gap that persists between those who live on the receiving end of a structure and those
who don't" (54). In other words, King's "you" is not a straightFonvard cal1 to the reader, but

is, as O'Connor notes of other pnsonen' use of this technique, "inclusive of both the speaker,
the addressee, and a generalwd other" (79,whereby the prisoner "is also nibtly gening his
audience to accept and to agree with his assessrnent of what he expenenced" (104). Mer this
transformation of subject positions, King emphasizes his point by reverting to the cornmon
').ouwand 'ke" of audience and author's group.

in order to prove the viability of the discourse that he is constnicting, King uses
examples of white people who have themselves entered h o a new space within the gcneral

pictwe of racial discourse:
1 am thankfûî, however, that some of our white brothers have grasped the

meaning of this social revolution and commiaed themselves to it. They are still
al1 too smail in quantity, but they are big in quality. Some like Raiph McGill,
Liiijan Smith,Harry Golden and James Dabbs have wrinen about o u struggle in
cloquent, prophetic and understanding ternis . [. . .] They, uniike so many of

theu moderate brothers and sisters, have recognized the urgency of the moment
and sensed the need for powerfid "action" antidotes to combat the disease of

segregation. (298)15
King shows by example the new subject positions that are available and possible for his white

readers. These are not attractive positions at the moment, as they Uivolve brutality and prison,
but nowhere does King suggest that the road to fieedom is simple or unperilous.
Through the construction of nibject positions within a discoune of racial harmony, what

the '2etter7' ultimately does is bridge the segregated social system-in which whites are
accorded privilege and blacks are subjected to a disciplinary regime which crimiaalizes
blackness itseif and bcutaiizes people-and the fùture system of 'Teace and Brotherhd." As
Clark writes, The ' M e r " "cari be viewed as a rhetorical document that served both to end one

phase of the Second Reconstruction and to herald a new and [. . .] unsatled begiMingn (36).

King ends the 'Xetter" by stating that,
1 also hope that circumstances d soon make it possible for me to me* each of

you, not as an integrationist or a civil nghts leader, but as a fellow c l a g y m ~aad

a Christian brother. [. . .]

Youn for the cause of Pace and Brotherhood,

Martin Luther King, Jr. (302)
King writes that he hopes that, afler the chaos of the fight for fieedom, al1 subjdvities wiU be

equal and undüferentiated in their relationships within power relations, so that all people are
'Brothers," remowig the separation of groups pictured eariier through the diagram. Ratha
than assume that everjone has equal access to the courts and occupies the universaiized
individuality that would allow such access-an implicitly racist assumption in which the
clergymen engage-King constnicts a view in which people mua fight for such an equality of
treatment. Zepp notes that King's formulation of a struggle leading to a h t w e aate of peace
reflects a Hegelian n~tionof history. However, unlike the Hegelian dialectic, which
subordinates human agency to the movement of hiaory, King thlliks that 'Wistorical change
cornes about by human responsiveness to the Zeitgeist" (204). Keith D. Miller views this
refonnulation of Hegel as an echo of 'lhe typology of the folk pulpit7' ("Composing," 78). The
inclusion of this "human responsiveness," or a sense of agency within historicai change is
represented in the way in which King consvuas hïmself in the 'Xetter." He textudy enacts
Fairclough's assertions that "Social agents [can bel active and creurive" and that discourse

types can be cornbined "in ways that meet the ever-changing demands and contradictions of mai
social situations" (39). From inside his solitary confinement, KUig proposes a creative
reformation of the subjezt positions Ui the raciaiized carcerd systems of American discourse and

society. Rather than simply assert himself as an image of the "stiiI more perféct and glorious
State," as Thoreau does ("Civil"
W), King uses himseifas an embodiment of the process
towards change. He thereby avoids reproducing the dominating authority in wbich Thoreau and
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the clergy engage. He also offers a more agential vision than tha of either Wdde or Jacobs,
who, due to their specific circumstances, try to create spaces outside of discoune. Page
discusses the emphasis on potential, as opposed to enacted change, as a general structure for
African Amencan theology: "Envisioning an alternative fuhue creates a meaningfùl space and
tirne of a c a n Americans and has the potential of revitalking Amerim culture" (19). King's
text

permits a creative identity that can actively combat oppression. But, by emphasizing the

tenuous nature of this identity, he also attempts to avoid its reification as an ideal. Adding to
the diverse ways in which prison authon can use reconstructions of identity in order to critique
the dominant culture which impnsons them, h g ' s negotiation of the carcerd city's

determinations of identity offers the possibiiity of seeing how a multiply identifed, f o m d looking construction of selfcan serve to frustrate oppression. in the foUowing section of this
study, two ailthon who occupy privileged positions within their societies similarty deal with

how to avoid this dficuity.

Notes
1. Bennett goes on to note that, despite such efforts as King's, the '%opes for racial

equality most profoundly addressed in the United States during the 1960s were never translated
into a spatial reaiity. Instead, since World War Ki, 'central-city residence, race, joblessness, and
poverty have become inextncably intertwined' in American ghettos" (170). Bennett is quothg
Thomas J. Sugrue (3).

2. For readings of the clergymen's Ietter, see, for example, Clark (34), Hoover (5 l),
and Moses (77).
3. The full text of the clergymen's letter is reprinted in Snow (321). In the present

essay, the parenthetical citations to this letter refer to paragraph number.
4. Fairclough's notion of the construction of various subject positions !?om particular

forms of discourse arises nom such theurists as Bakhtin, who writes that "At any given moment

of its evolution, langwge is stratified [. . .] into languages that are socio-ideological: languages

of social groups, 'professional' and 'generic' languages, languages of generations and so forth"
(271-72).
5. For descriptions of Birmingham and the demonstrations see, for exampie, Baldwin

( B d m 198-203), Colaiaco (77-99, Gamw (23 1-86),and Hoover.
6. As 1 write this Thomas Blanton has been convicted-thirtyeight years &er the fact-

for the deadly bombing ofa Baptist Church in Birmingham in 1963, when Blanton was in the
KKK. For a contemporary depiction of Birmingham's race relations, see "Six Dead."
7. Fairclough states that the examination of pronouns cm uncover the masked subject

positions in a given text. Among other fuactions, pronouns can be used to include people
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within specific relations, especially power relations and they can also be used to exclude people

(Fairclough 127-28).
8. The Nation of Islarn, a religious and militant black organization founded by Elijah

Muhammad in 1931, has a history of comection with prison writing. Malcolm .Y
(Autobiography 158-90; Interview 38)' Eldridge Cleaver (57-66), and Sanydca Shakur (203-

34), among others, discuss in their autobiographies their prison conversions and relationships to

the Nation of Islam and related groups.

9. While she focusses on epistolary fiction rather than historical letters, Altman's

distinction between the "inside" and "outside" reader-figures she also refers to as the
"involved" and "removed" addressees-similady points out the epistle's ability to have multiple
audiences even when there is only one actual addressee. See Altman (esp. 200-12).
10. For an in depth anaiysis of King's use of sources fiom the western canon, see Zepp.

1 1. This textual practice could also be read through what several theorists of A f i i m
h e r i c a n Iiterature have called-picking up on a Bakhtinian phrase as revoiced by Henry Louis

Gates, Jr.-a "double voiced" discourse. Gates defines f i c a n Amencan double voicedness in
teîms of the Linguistic practice of signifyui(g). Dale E. Peterson offers a useful surnmary of
Gates' argument:
Finding us& an elaborate dialogic pun, Gates has devised a mature theory of

a c a n American discourse patterns that depends on rapid, coma-specinc
apprehension of "signifyin(g)" significations. [. . .] His con argwmm is that
African American expression has traditionaily cultivated a high degree of

"metaphoric litetacy' because public articulation within earshot of a rnasta

discourse requires 'cmonkeyshllies7'and the "aping" of rhetoricai figures.
Signi@n(g)is, then, "essentially, a technique of repeating inside qotation marks

in order to reverse or undemine pretended meaning, wnstituting an implicit
parody of a subject's complicity"; it is repetition heard as revision in one deA
discursive act. (93)
A large portion of the '2ettef7is geared around reworking the clergymen's language, tuming,

for exarnple, thar religious plea for peace and passivity into King's religious defence of his and
others' civil disobedience. King's 'letter" is very much a double voiced document, but it does
not engage-at least consistently-in the parodic and hurnorous aspects of signifyui(g), and so 1

do not deal with this issue at length. A study that does engage King's "Letter" in this mannet

would be useful. Petenon's quotation is from Gates (Figures 240). Peterson's essay also

provides an exceilent summary of the use of lakhtin's theories by contemponrj analysts of

African American literature and culture. See Gates' foundational study, Tk Sign~fvying
Monkey, for an in-depth analysis of double-voicedness and signi@in(g). For his use of Bakhtin,
see Sigmfuing (50-5 1, 110-1 13).

12. A passage fiom King's address 'Won-Aggression Procedures to Interracial

Harmony" echoes his desire to disaiss the struggle as one which exceeds racial divisions:
We must corne to see [. . .] that the tension at bottorn is not between races. As 1
Ote to say in Montgomery, the tension in Montgomery is not between seventy

thousand white people and ofty thousand Ne8foes. The tension is at bottom a
tension betweenjustice and injustice. It is a tension benween the forces of light
and the forces of darkness. And ifthwe is a victory, it wili not be a victory

merely for tifty thousand Negroes. If there is a victory for Uitegration in

Ameriq it wiU not be a victory merely for sixteen million Negroes, but it will be

a viaory for justice, a victory for good will, a victory for democracy. (326)
King also quotes this passage in his essay, 'The Current Cnsis in Race Relations" (87).
13. For a lia of King's pronoun usage in the '2etter," see Klein (3 1-32),
14. Jacobs' text contains a passage which similady s M s pronouns to create a

sympathetic identification between narrator and reader (55-56).
15. Ralph McGill was the editor of the Atlanta newspaper Constitution, and an author
whose works include 7he Sml md the Southemer (1 963). Liîîian Smith was a Southern

author of such texts as her autobiographical work KiîIers of the Dream ( 1949). Hamy Golden
was a well known Jewish American author and humonst who wrote, among others, Mr.

Ketmeùy and the Negrws (1964) and Only in Anerico (1958). James McBnde Dabbs was a
joumaiist, and the author of Who SpeaRsjor the South? (1964). AU of the authon were weU
known for their outspoken belief in civil rights and calls for racial equality.

PART 3: Pnsons, Privilege, and Complicity
Chapter 5
Being Iane Warton: Lady Constance Lytton and the Disruption of Pnvilege

The texts analyzed in the previous sections have dixussed the dificdties that prison
authors face in avoiding-in their redefinitions of identity as social commentaries-the
reproduction of the carcerd forces of dorninant discourses and cultures. W1th the exception of
Thoreau, the authors themselves have been isolated from the ruling culture due to its racialized,
gendered, sexualized, or classed character, among other classificatory categones. So King, for
example, may use the language of that culture to assen his own authority, but this is more a
means of accessing his white reader than it is a repetition of that reader's noms, since King is
raced as "other" within the contemporary paradigms of US culture. Similarly Wilde, while he is
a member of the dominant class, is actively othered in terms of his sexuality by the trials and
newspapers, as well as in tenns of his nationaiity. In this final section, two authon deal with
their imprisonments and their membership in the niling class that govems and controls that
imprisonment. In order to engage in the fom of social critique that underlies the prison works
being studied here, these two authon must present their readers with a series of complex
redefinitions of identity, undermining the Enlightenment ontology that gives rise to their
different forms of privilege, to the prison, and to the carceral society of which both are a part.
Like Wdde's De Profin&, Lady Constance Lynon's Prisons and Prisoners d d s

experiences in the modem prison system of late-Victorian and Edwardian England. As the
prison system moved imo the twentieth cenniry, the emphasis on the moral rehabihtation of the
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criminal began to shift into pnnciples of a "welfbist administration" chat was geared towards a
'lherapeutic rationale" focussing on the sociological causes of crime, and resulting in more
explicitly socio-ideological methods of redemption (Weiner, 379; 380). Nevertheless, as Sloop
argues about later Arnerican prisons, the redeemable nature of the inmate is still dependant on

that inmate's existence within the dominant group. Ontological assumptions about the nature of
certain groups--blacks, for example, or women--alter theû relationship to the category of
"redeemable" simply because their natures differ from, or in some cases are removed from, the
category of the Enlightenment individual. Thus, the early twentieth-century prison's emphasis
on 'build[ing] up force of character" (1 912 Fabian tract, qtd. in Weiner 379) coexkts with
revised methods of fùrther classifjmg and separating 'types" of prisoners, including children,
the mentally il], and women. As Lytton's text shows, for women this separation was a means of
reinforcing the ideological construction of gender roles which, as we saw eariier, are tied up
with other identity constmctions within the disciplinary practices of the larger society. Lytton
describes how women's activities in prison focus on cleaning and sewing. In one of her prison
stays, two books are provided; the fint is a devotionai text, the second "an instructive book on
domestic hygiene, 'A Perfect Home and How to Keep It'" (86-87). The emphasis on
rehabilitating women as proper domestic subjects reaches its height in the prison's role in
attempting to break down the women's suffrage movement, just as the Amerîcan penological

structures would be used halfa century later to attempt to break up the Civil Rights movement.
In a rnanner sirnilar to that of the texts of Thoreau and Jacobs, and looking fornard to

King, Lytton's narrative examines the socio-political ramifications of the oppression of both
individuals and groups through the socidy sanctioned and insiitutionJized methods of
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punishrnent and oppression. Lytton was arrested several tirnes for her activities as a member of
a suffragette organization called the Women's Social and Political h i o n (WSPU). While the
upper-class Lytton was disguised as the working-class "Jane Warton'' during her nnal
imprisonrnent, she was forcibly fed eight iimes while on a hunger strike. This violent act, which
was visited on numerous suffrage activists (both men and women), resulted in a stroke that
pdally paralyzed Lytton and forced her to unite Prisons and Prisoners "laboriously, with her
left hand" (Green 67). Lytton's class passing not only exposes the prison system's unequal
ueatment of people fiom different economic positions, but also highlights the co~ections
between class and gender oppression.

The narrative demonstrates how a person can be

conflictingly identified within diEerent but contiguous ideological h e w o r k s . Depicting her
class privilege as something that should be viewed as a pari of the sarne ideological rnatrix that
results in gender oppression, Lytton aniggles in her text to remove herself fiom her class
position, whiie at the sarne time to make her unpnvileged position as a woman visible and
active. By depiaing her existence as both Jane Warton and Lady Constance Lytton, neither of
which can be an authentic or complete individual, Lytton's text forces one to go beyond
readings of suaagette texts that foreground either their engagement in the collective voice of

resistance to the patriarchy or their reproduction of the silencing of the workingîlass woman.
Lytton creates a position for herself in which she is disernpowered as a member of the upper
class but empowered as a member of the collective voice of the parailel cornmunities of women
and prisoners, and she does H) in order to offer a powerfd critique of the interco~caionsof

class and gender oppression within both prison and the social structure which it supports.

1. A Bnef History of the Suffragette Movement

Lytton's imprisoments occurred within the context of political action for the
enfianchisement of women, and specifically concemed her advities as a member of the WSPU.
The WSPU was fomed in 1903 by Ernmeline Pankhurst, whose daughter, Christabel, would

effectivelygo on to lead the group for the next ten yean. Not king satisfied with the Liberal
govermnent's continued inaction on the issue of women's suffrage (despite its consistent verbal
support), the WSPU began a militant campaign in 1905. In what is generally cited as the first
act of militancy, Annie K e ~ e y(a working-chi suffragette, and one of the eariy memben of
the WSPU)and Christabel Pankhurst disnipted a Liberal meeting at the Manchester Free Trade

Hall in October 1905. Their action culminated with Pankhurst spitting at a policeman, which
was legaily an assault. As Barbara Green notes, because both women were taken into custody,

Yhe newspapers carried the story on the front page, and rnilitancy was bom" (3). The militants

were subsequently labelled "suffragettes" by the press in order to differentiate them from such
groups as the National Union of Women's Suffrage Societies who avoided 'ïUegaî" action and

were generdy labelled c'suffiapists." The militants appropriateci the derogatory term, with the

WSPU even naming its journal nie Sufiagette. '
Concerted militant action started with marches through cities to political sites such as
the House of Commons, which led to m e a s for disturbing the peace. Organiseci mody by the
WSPU and the Women's Freedom League (WFL), these campaigns eventually esealatcd to

m a s window-breakhg events and arson, and to hunger strikes by those who had b a n
imprisoned. In one famous act of militancy, in 1914, Mary Richardson slashed Velasquu's

Rokeby Vems painting with an axe as a protest agauist the continued forcible f&g

of
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Emmeline Pankhurst. The militant campaigns came to a hait with the beginning of World War
1, when the sufiagettes rallied behind the government. The vote was given to propertied

women after the war in the Representation of the People Act of 1918 and was extended to al
women in 1928.
The militant campaigns were extraordinarily well documented by the popular press and
the suffragettes themselves. The suffragettes were invested in pubiicizing their rnovement as
much as possible through both the spectacle of their demonstrations and the representation of
themselves in newspapers, pamphlets, and artistic works.' These publications served to offset
the negative portraya1 of the movement by the popular press. Maroula Joannou writes that the

sufiagette~'depictions of themselves "were welcomed and read avidly by women who had

become habituated to seeing the behaviour and motives of the suffragette maligned in public
elsewhere" (1 04). Among these materials, prison narratives and the telateci accounts of forcible
feeding hold a prominent place. This is in part because they undermine the effects of the
silencing that impnsonrnent imposed. As Green writes, "in moving from the Street to the prison,
[the suffragettes] left the realm of the exhibit [. . .] and arrived at a realm of surveillance,
voyeurism, and invisibility. They countered that invisibility with autobiography, bringing Wewriting to the seMce of feminist activism" (84). The goals of the nittiagette prison narrative
thus mimic those of the movement: to replace enforced siience with active voices, and

oppression with agency.
Lytton's Prisons ondPrisuners, one of the last pubtished accounts of imprisonment and
forcible feeding, was dso one of the best known and most publicized during its own tirne.

Because of Lytton's social status as a membet of the aristocracy (although not a wealthy one
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since, as a woman, she could not inhent her father's estate), her story was repeated ad infiniitum

in the press, in parliamentary speeches, and in suffragette-controlled media. Lytton transfonned
the general format of such texts, however, in order to deal not only with gender oppression, but

also with the implications of her class and its privileges. To make her text one that

communicates the necessity for the suffrage of women of all classes, Lytton had to constmct an
identity that was at once silenced in tenns of class and empowered in terms of gender.

U. Class Priviiege and Patriarchy
Glenda Norquay writes that women's suffrage texts are conaructed as "a direct
intervention in public and political debate" and are ''akned at alterhg the structures of society"
(3). This being the case, the manner in which these texts construa the society they wish to

change takes on a certain primacy. The representation of the patriarchal system of laieVictorian and Edwardian England in these texts fonns the discursive ground to which
suffragette authors respond. In addition to displayhg the overt mamer in which their society
oppressed women, through depictions of scenes such as domestic abuse and forced fbeding,
many of the texts show the ways in which their authors were made to re4lize more subtle foms

of oppression. These realizations generaily culminate in the depiction of the author's
conversion to the ferninist cause (Norquayl3-16,39-40). Lytton's text dso recounts such
realizations and depicts her moment of conversion. These moments in the text both provide the
reasons for her d h g e t t e action and encourage the reader's sympathy, while at the same time
offering a conceptual ma& for the understanding of the paaiarcby's system of oppression.

Through these formulations, Lytton reconnnicts the ideological underpinrings of the dennitions

of women's subjectivity, including her o ~ n . ~

In the second chapter of the text, ' M y Conversion," Lytton describes her lengthy stay
with a group of suffragettes that included two of the leaders of the movement, Emmeline
Pethick-Lawrence and Annie Kenney. Once she realizes their militant allegiances, she tells them
that "although 1 shared their wish for the enfianchisement of women, 1 did not at al1 sympathise
with the measures they adopted for bringing about that refom" (1 0). Lytton goes on to

descnbe the logical arguments with which Pethick-Lawrence and K e ~ e yattempt to sway her
opinion.' Her conversion is only achieved, however, through her sympathetic identification with
an animal:

Ail kinds of people were fonning a ring round a sheep which had escaped as it
was being taken to the slaughter-house. It looked old and misshapen. A vision

suddenly rose in my mind of what it should have been on its native mountain-side
with ail its forces rightly developed, vigorous and independent. There was a
hideous contrast between that vision and the thing in the crowd. [. . .] At last it

was caught by its two gaolers and as they carried it away one of them, resenting
its aruggles, gave it a great cuff in the face. At that 1 felt exasperated. 1 went
up to one of the men and said, 'Pon't you know your own business? You have
this creature absolutely in your power. If you were holding it correctly it would
be sa.You are taking it to be killed, you are doing your job badly to hurt and
i n d t it besides." The men seemed ashamed, they adjusted their hold more

efficiently and the crowd slunk away. (12-1 3).

Mer this scene, Lytton expiicitiy compares the neatment of the sheep to that of women:%ut

on seeing this sheep it seemed to reveal to me for the first time the position of women
throughout the world. 1 realised how often women are held in contempt as beings outside the
pale of human dignity [. . .]. I was asharned to remember that [. . .] 1 had been blind to the
sufferings pecuiiar to women" (13). Lytton's epiphany about the status of women is echoed by
such writers as Susan Hekman, who writes that women, through the way they are defined, do
not have discursive access to the normative western identity such as that described by Thoreau,
since this identity '5s defined in exclusively masculine ternis" (195). On the one hanci, this
masculine identity, as Sidonie Smith argues, "suggests the certitudes of stable boundaries
around a singular, unified, and irreducible core" ('Resisting" 76); on the other hand, women's
identities, as Lytton makes exp!icit, are ponrayed as existing "outside the pale of hurnan

dignity" (13). Lwking forward to Smith's conclusion that 'the woman who would rerison like
a man becornes 'unwomanly,' a kind of monmous mature or lusus naturae" ("Resisting" 82),
Lytton nates that any woman who fights against sexist definitions of women's identity is treated
as "a distortion, an abnomality, an untidiness of creation" (41).
If the sheep in the above scene is to be read as a metaphor for the position of women in

Lytton's society, then the portrayal of the sheep's handlen and of the crowd idonn her
depiction of the structures of that society. The passage relates the two sheep handlers to the
policemen or gaolers who, later in the text, violently enforce the ideologically idormed
patriarchal decisions of the Liberal govemment. The more informative section of the scme in
terms oflytton's construction of general society is the crowd encirchg the sheep. Functioning

as both spectaton and irnpnsoning fence, the crowd's gawking does not just reconfigure the
handlers' violence as entenainment, but in fact enables that violence, M t i n g offthe sheep's
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means of escape. Lynon here tums around contemporary anti-suffragette depictions of the

crowd. As Green discusses, suffragette activism ' k a s haunted by the specter of an umly
ferninine crowd (3 1). This specter was used by the popular press not only to discount the
sufRagettes7demonstrations and the reaMns for them, but also to eiide the violent suppression

of those demonstrations by the police. Cornparing these popular depictions of suffragettes to
the representation of rape, Caroline J. Howlett writes that such an elision of violence '3s

associated with a displacement of the violence, which is attributed to the raped woman rather
than to the rapia" (1 1- 12). Furthering this displacement, "Images of women king punished or

silenced were [. . .] a aaple of contemporary cartoon humour"; "Ridicule" of the suffragettes
and comic denials of their abuse at the hands of the police were used as "potent weapon[s] in

the maintenance of hegemony" (Tickner 163). Lytton's metaphorical depiction of a crowd
being entenained by violence against women thus serves to counteract anti-suffrage propaganda
and to turn the "'umly crowd" into an image of a society that enables such violence through its

silent gaze and subsequent slinking suppon of the patriarchy.
Lytton explicates the populace's support of the oppression of women later in a passage
that alludes to Thoreau's aatement that 'There are thousands who are in opinion opposed to
slavery and to the war, who yet in eSe* do nothing to put an end to them" (69), a passage h g
would later &o.'

She writes that, eady in the process of her conversion,

1 was much concemed 4 t h the arguments of Anti-Su5agists. [. . .] I was

always, as it were, nopping on my road to combat their amtude. It was only

afler considerably longer experience that 1 realised the waste of energy entailed
by this process, shce the practical opposition which blocks the way to the legal
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removal of sex disability is not due to those men or women who have mutage to
publicly record their opposition, but to those who take shelter in verbally
advocating the cause, wWe at the same time opposing any effective move for its
achevernent. (1 5)

The oppression of women is not enabled due to the robuaious (to resurrect an appropriate
archaisrn) support of patriarchal institutions and social practices, but through the silent,
hypocritical consent of the generalized crowd, which renders its engagement in oppression
invisible by mimicking the suffragettes.
Lytton demonstrates, however, that this silent consent by the public to the subjugation

of women and to the violent suppression of sufEagettes makes itselfvisible in everyday acts on
behalf of "average" people across society. Writing of her first involvement in a WSPU
Deputation, in a march to the Prime Miniaer, she again depicts violence in the gaze and taunts
of a crowd:
1 heard for the fira time with my own ean the well wom taunt "go home and do

your washing." [. . .] From the moment 1 heard that 'kashing" taunt in the
Street, 1 have had eyes for the work of the washers. If there is one single

industry highly deseMng of recognition throughout the world of human
existence and of representation under parliamentary syaems, it surely is that of

the washers, the renewers week by week, the rnakers clean. 1 determined, i f 1
should find myseifthe sotitary representative of the Deputation and its untrained

spokeswoman, 1 shouid point to the colars and s h i n fionts of the gentlemen who
received me and clah the fieedom of citizenship for the washers. (42-43)
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Followed by a description of the violent force used by the police against the Deputation, this
passage illuminates the relationship between everyday oppression and the actions taken against
the suffragettes. Not only do the sexist taunts of the crowd serve to highlight the means
through which wornen are oppressed on a daily basis, but the very apparel of the men in the
crowd and in the goverment serves a similar hnction. L p o n realizes that the "proper" social
appearance of the men who control the State is made possible by the politicaily unrepresented
labour of women. The passage conceming the washers points to one of the central tensions in

Lytton's text. The reason she is so womed about speaking to the governrnent is, she describes,
because of a feeling that she is 'hot equipped to represent" worhg-class wornen (42). In
queaioning the Iegitirnacy of her representational ability, Lytton challenges her own position
within the suffrage movement, which in her understanding is ultimately concemed with the

cornpiete politicai representation of di women. Lytton thus perceives her class privilege in
terrns of its reinforcement of gender hierarchies. Lytton sees herseif as occupyhg the same
general position that Jacobs ascnbes to ber readers, whose position within gendered, raced, and
classed discourses rnakes them simuitaneously sympathize with and shun Jacobs. Lytton
expressly wants to avoid the latter of these two actions. As a "member of a prominent
aristocratie family, sister of a peer, and a 'chronic invalid,'" Lytton was, in the words of Mary

Jean Corbett, 'kary of special treatment fiom the authorities" (165).

Despite this wariness, Lytton's class consistently fiusbates her attempts to be a
representative feminst figure. This is especiaily apparent during her firsi imprisonmem, when
the prison authorities conaantly accorded her better treatment than the other prisoners. At one

poim, Lytton is approached by one of the women wardens, who asks, 'What have you been
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complaining about?'Lytton replies, '7haven't been complaining," but the warden responds,

'Yes you have-you cornplaineci of something to a Msitor." Lytton then remembers that,
when reaswring my sister as to my health [. . .] 1 had mentioned two things
which proved rather trying, viz.,that my underdothes and stockings were too

short to cover my knees, and the faa that one srnall towel had to do srnice for
al1 purposes during a week. I reported this to the wardress [. . -1. 'Weli," she
retorted, "next t h e you have anything to cornplain of come to me witb it-if'not
I shall get into trouble." [. . .] From that t h e fonvard 1 was supplied with two

towels one of them renewed every week, and two roUs of flannel bandages were
brought to me to cover my knees. (1 12- 13)

Lytton leams &er her release that these privileges were accorded to h a because her brother
"had inte~ewedthe head of the Pison Commissioners Department" (1 13). Lytton's f d y ' s
social position seems to disrupt the prison's specific mechanisms of power, forcing the officiais
to treat her differently, and therefore partidly reverses the power dynamic between Lytton and

her jailers6
And yet, such privileges highlight for Lytton the mistreatment of lower-class prisoners.
She describes the prison chaplain who, d u ~ this
g same period of Unprisonment, made the

distinction between her and the other prisonen explicit:

He instand how wrong it would be if, when we were hungry, we yielded to the
temptation of stealing bread. At this remark an old woman aood up. She was
taü and gaunt, her face seamed with Me,her hands gnarled and wom with work.

One saw that whatever her crimes might have been she had evidernly toiled
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incessantly. [. . .] The tears streamed down her k o w e d cheeks as she said in a

pleading, reverent voice, ''ûh, sir, don? be x, hard on us." [. . .] The Chaplain
did not answer nor even look at her, and continued his address as if nothhg had
happened. (120-21)
Despite his callous indifference towards the woman, he truits Lytton with deference and
respect, refemng to her as 'iour ladyship" (1 22). This leads Lytton to compare "the attitude of
the Chaplain towards the pnsoner who had appealed to him during his address and towards
myself'. It was on this occasion I first noticed that the dress-jacket 1 wore was dinerent tiom

those of my companions" (122). Menuards, "it becarne a son of garne to watch for the
privileges that were accorded me" (1 22). This situation, in which an upper-class prisoner was
consistently treated with more respect than othen, was common in the late-Victonan and
Edwardian prison. As Weiner writes, 'The very drive to subject al1 criminais to uniform
discipline made prisoners who, for whatever reason, did not fit the criminal stereotype for which
that discipline had been devised imo a problem requinng new and special measures" (309).
Recognizing the special care taken in her own case, Lytton uses it to highlight the irnproper
treatment of the others.
At the same tirne, Lytton's membership in the generalized group of prisoners in the

chapel, evidend by her use of "we" in the chapel scene, is invalidated by the Chaplaia's
deference to her, by the prison's definition of her as a person who exias outside of the
stereotype of the common criminal. Her perception of this invalidation creates a division
between Lytton's perception of her prison experience and that of other d h g e t t e s . Evea

though she was arrested as a militant, and even though she m e s her prison time with other
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memben of the cause, she feels that she is not "shar[Uig] the lot of the bulk of my Suffragette
companions" (123). This split is reinforced at the trial for her second arrest, where she and
another well-known figure are given special consideration: "The whole 'trial' was unworthy of
the name-it was a device whereby Mrs. Brailsford and 1 should be separated fiom the others
and treated with more respect, 1 having been the ody one to do a glaring act and an, apparently,
hannful or greatly nsky one" (225). Even though Lynon had cornmitted the "hannful" act of
throwing a rock at a moving car, she is stiii separated fiom the majority of the women who
share her beliefs. This separation is indicative for Lytton of the interdependent relationship
between class structures and the patriarchy. The privileges accorded to Lytton due to her class
rnimic the structures of the patriarchy in that both effectively silence the majority of women.
Lytton's ponrayal of her arrest and imprisonrnent is one in which class prevents her
fiom experiencing an "authentic" Suffragette prison experience, fùrther keeping her from being

representative of the movement and from being able to have any lasting effécts. She makes this
problem explicit when she describes a group of prisoners marching in the yard, and compares
them to an upper-clau social gathering:
As 1 had watched the pnsoners 1 saw before me a counter-procession of women

of this leisureci class, herded as 1 have so ofien seen them at bail-rmms and
parties e n d u ~ the
g labours, the penalties, of futile, superficial, sordidly useless
lives, quarrelling in theù maniage mark* reveliing in theu petty triurnphs,
concemed with money, yielding al opinion to social exigencies, groveilhg to
those they consider above hem, despising and c~shingthose they consider
below them, pretending to be lovers of art and inteUect, but concemed at h m
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only with the appearance of being so. [. . .] And Unmediately the procession of

HoUoway yard seemed human, dignified, aûnost enviable by the side of that
other. [. . .] Whether or not the women of the niling class can be cured is of
comparatively little importance, but clearly the causes which have brought them

forth must be altered at the mot. (135-3 6 )
For Lynon, the women of the leisured class may be equally creations of the patnarchal system

as the lower class, but their active involvement in the social processes of their own privilege not
only makes them iif-equipped to engage thernselves in the feminia movement, but also renders
t hem cont emptible. Somewhat working against w hat Marie Mulvey-Roberts sees, in her

critical-biographical essay about Lytton, as the latter's understanding of "the constraints of the
feminine role imposed on aristocratie women" (1 60), Lytton portrays these women as also
actively participating in recreating their own social position at the expense of the memben of
the lower classes. And it must be remembered that, despite Lytton's diaancing of herseLffiom
these women through the use of the third person, she herseîfis a member of their order, one of
the group that fonns 'the weakest

in the chah of womanhood" (135). Despite Green's

assertion that '?n the prison Lynon gained access to those disenfianchised women Erom whom
she had been separated" (54), at this point in her irnpnsonment Lytton can only attempt to
understand those disenfianchiseci women through a cornparison to women of her own class.
Even the privileged women's preoccupation with appearance is a mimicry of "howmuch
appearances were respecteci by officialsyy(1 64). Adding to the definition of the carceral society

offered by the other authors discussed in this study, Lytton demonmates how privilege,
patriarchy, and prison all bction as divisory forces that alienate people h m each other and

reuiforce the ruhg group's power through that alienation.

III. Being Jane Warton
As Green notes, the models upon which Lytton bases her text could result in her

reinforcement of some of the oppressive fùnctions of the carceral matrix. Using 'Vie gaze of
the social investigator" (58) to validate her readings of inmates and of the prison system, Lytton

occasionally constmcts the "common prisoner" within a set of stylized and ofken dent types
instead of dealing with particulars. Quoting an early passage in Lyrton's text (33), Green writes
that, "Throughout, Lytton is the protector of other imprisoned women-through activism the
'supertluous spinster' finds a way of exercising a matemal instinct after ail. The mode1 of
womanly reform, however, threatens to infantilise and silence the 'common criminal"' (62). In
this role of protector, Lytton falls into a general group of middle- and presumably leisure-class
women who "were encouraged to become involved in the provision of 'improving' recreations
for the working class as a whole. Here was one area where the ideal Wtues attribut4 to
women [. . .] could be put to a good social usey7(Waters 167). Since these activities necessitate
an infantilization of those whom they would help, Lytton mua attack class privilege in order to

attack the patriarchy, jua as Jacobs must attack the construction of ' h e wornanhood" in order
to fully critique the racism surroundhg her. Lytton mua decry the class structure not ody as it
appears in favoun given to her, but also as it exists in her own gaze and perception. In her
early attempts to disrupt the system that privileges her, she focuses on changing people's
perception of her. For example, when she notices that her prison dress is bener than others, she
switchesjackets with another sufkigette prisoner (122). But, she reaiizes that this early and
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superficial cross-dressing does not have much aect on her status as Lady Lytton. In order to
attack fuUy the image of her privilege, she m u a attack the embodied image of privilege-herseif'.
Her f5st such attack is a physical attempt to rewrite the text of her classed body. In an
effort to ensure her movement from the relatively undisciplined infirmary to the more rigorous
"other side" of the prison, Lytton decides to cave the words Votes for Women" ont0 her
body, "beginnuigover the hem and ending it" on her face (164). She only manages to scratch a

deep "V7into her chest before she is discovered, but this is enough to effect her transfer Green
writes that 'Xnowing that the physicians employed a medical gaze to lirnit her's (as an

'observation case' Lytton, with her hart condition, could not join the other prisoners in the
general cells), Lytton exaggerated her position as spectacle, Iiterally engraving her body's
secrets ont0 her skin so that medical inspection was made moot7'(99).
The oppressive medical gaze was nrongiy directed at the suffragettes as a whole. The
movement itself was occasionally figured as the result of vaguely worded medicai problems in
the women7sbodies.' Lytton's attack on her own body can be read as an attempt to subvert not

only the medical gaze directed at her, but also that directed at al1 suffragettessince, as Foucault

argues, the medical gaze is part of the matrix of the larger social fiamework ('%titics7'

166).

Lytton's actions not only disrupt the medical gaze (which functions as one of the prison's
regdatory systems), but also rewrite the aatus of her body within the classificatory regimes of
her society (regimes which the prison serves to protect and produce). Since the specific phrase
'Votes for Women" is associated with the WSPU and other such organizations, it carries with it
resonances of the non-arïstocratic classes.' Lytton's attempt to came this phrase into her fles4
then, fbnctions both to attack her embodied upper-class femuiinity and to rewrite that fenMimty

into the larger community of suffragette activias. This victonous 'V" (unintentionally
mimicked years later by Liberal Pnme Minister, and Eriend of Lord Lytton, Winston Churchill)
places Lytton in opposition to the culture from which her privilege arises. This rebeliious or
conuary position is even evidenced typographically, with Lytton's 'TT' appearing as the inverse
of the phaianx of police that attacked the sufiagette deputation, inscribecl in Lytton's texi as
"~"((44). The act of cutting herself is in Lytton's words a direct "analogy" for the entire

women's movement. Discussing the Senior Medical Officer's decision to allow her transfer, she
writes,
With him it was a real temptation to say, 'lfnow, why not before?'to point out
how effective had been the behaviour wtich two days previously he had
professed to find so incomprehensible, also to draw the analogy between this

linle prison episode and the women's fight for the vote-a reasonable dernand,
continuously pressed in a reasonable way and with great patience; result, blank

refusal on the pan of responsible powen. Militant action, by means of svike and
protest; result, anger, condernnation, and the request is granted. (174)
Lytton's violence against her own body, which takes the form of the act of writing, repeats in
miniature the actions of the group from which she has ben separated by her natus and, ui so
doing, allows her more visibly and actively to join that community. Her textual portraya1 of the
a a in tum allows her to direct the reader's attention away f?om herself and ont0 the airns of the

gr*"P.

Lytton's attempts to deny her class position and to become a fÙU member of the
d h g e t t e society are most forcibly ponrayed in hm class passhg as a spinster and seamstress
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nmed Jane Warton. Mer another impnsonmerit, this time in Newcastle, Lytton decides that

the only way to remove herselffkom the privileges of her class is to dissociate herselffiom her

name. This decision is made in large part due to the onset of suffragette hunger strikes and the
resulting forcible feeding ordered by the governrnent. Suffragettes began these strikes as a
means of protesting the government's refusal to ueat them as political prisoners who, d e r the
idux of Irish gentleman political prisoners in the late-nineteenth century, were accord4

different status in the prison.9 The first such strike was committed in February 1909 by Marion
Wallace Duniop, who was released early, as were several subsequent hunger strikers. In
September of the sarne year, however, the govenunent ordered the forced feeding of all hunger
nrikers. The first woman to be forcibly fed was Mary Leigh. The govenunent justified this

action by assunng members of parliament and the public that it was the ody way to Save the
striking prisoners' lives. Howlett describes the way in which the bill for forcible feeding was

introduced:
On September 29 Herbert Gladstone (the home secretary) Uifomed the House of
Cornons of his decision to invoduce forcible feeding. It was, he declared, his
duty to do so: forcible feeding was the only way the women's tives, which were

"sacreci," could be preserved (without releasing them and ihus making a mockery

of the law). However, as the Liberal joumalists Brailsford and Nevinson argued
in a letter to the Tinres, Gladstone was thus discounting the alternative option of
graming the WSPU's dernand and officiaiiy recogniPng the suhgettes as
political prisoners. (6)

Howlen discusses how the home secretary's reasoning is furcher flawed by the fhct that rather
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than king a life-swing measure, forcible feeding was in fact "a brutal and Iife-threatenhg
procedure" which was used "as a deterrent [. . .]; its value to the govemment was not that it
saved life but that it in.fiicted pain and had a perceived abiiity to decimate the movement" (5, 7).
As 1 have shown, this masking language is characteristic of prison discourse: the violent and

bn~taliringe f f a s of the prison are housed within statements of benevolence and, more
importantly, of discipline geared towards the "proper" reconstitution of the subject.
It is in this context that Lytton decides to pass as Jane Warton. Foilowing some

discussion of the brutal treatrnent of the strikers and of the horrors of forcible feeding, she
writes, 'The altogether shameless way 1 had been preferred against the others at Newcastle
[. . .] made me determine to try whether they would recognize my need for exceptional favoun

without my name" (235). In order to do this, she engages in an extended and effective
masquerade. Lytton reconceives her outward appearance, begiMing by rejoining the WSPU as
Jane Warton, and by buying new apparel: '7 accomplished my disguise in Manchester, going to
a different shop for every part of it, for safety's sake. 1 had noticed several times while 1 was in
prison that prisoners of unprepossessing appearance obtained least favour, so 1 was detefmined

to put ugliness to the test" (239). By putting her costume together in piecemeal fashion, and by
s c o u ~ Manchester
g
to do so, Lytton becomes what she depicts as an arnalgamation of ail the
working-class women of the area. She writes "ûn inquiry for a 'cheap' draper, three different

people recommended me to a certain shop named 'Lewis.' [. . .] So many Miss Wartons were of
the same mind that the street was blocked with customers for some distance dowii" (241).

Lytton tunis the sociologist's gaze (which Green discusses) upon berself, using the same
patronking language, but this tirne in order to transform herselfinto a spectacle for others. She
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writes that, upon entering the house where she is to aay as Jane, T h e daughters were zealots
and welcomed Jane without a sign of cnticism. 1 saw the mother gasp a little when 1 entered

her drawing-room, but she was nevertheless most courtmus and kind" (242). Performing
working-class "ugliness," the opposite of her previous fashionable appearance, Lytton
effectively removes the social barriers of privilege that protect her fiom the judgmentai gaze of
others.
This removal causes a split in Lytton's depiction of herself As the social reformer who
had ccalwaysbeen interested in [. . .] prison refonn" (1 O), Lytton objectifies her new identity as

lane Wmon much as she does the "cornmon criminal," resulting in a depersonalized, thirdperson account of her shopping trip to the aforementioned shop: "A sale was on there and Jane
found that it was the very place for her. [. . .] The hat was a speciai ditticulty; every article of

rnillinery was of the fashionable order, warranted to cover half the body as well as the head.
This did not suit Jane. Finally she succeeded in getting the right one of stitched cloth, with a

plait of cloth round the crown" (241). Jane, as a woman with no social barrien betwem her
and the rest of society, is always already open to the derogatory gaze of those around her.
Thus even Lytton can classe her alter-ego in the third person, and note Jane's divergence from
acceptable noms (in this case those of fashion). Jane's dress embodies this openness; whereas
fashionable women (like Lytton, presumably) can cover themselves with their hats, such
shielding does 'hot suit Jane."
Such an easy distinction between Constance and Jane is unstable. The passage above
concludes, "Before leawig Manchester 1 realised that my u g S disguise was a success. 1 was an
object of the greatest derision to street-boys, and shopgirls could hardly keep their
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countenances while serving me" (241). The sudden shift ffom the third-person description of

Jaw to a first-person account of Lytton's treatment by street-boys and shop-girls demonstrates
that Jane's ugliness also opens Lytton up to the gaze 60m which her privilege had protected
her. The success of the disguise does not lie in its ability to fool others, but in the perfonnative
function of tuniing Lytton into an object of dension. The abuse hurled at working-ciass Jane is
received by the upper-class Constance.
The instability of identity created by Lytton's performance continues d e r Jane's
amest."' Jane is again treated as an object open for abuse, but this t h e she functions as a
metonym for ail sufiagettes. As she walks up to be booked in, Lytton writes that Jane's
standing out in the room was the signal for a convulsed titter 6om the other

pnsoners. "It's a shame to laugh at one of your fellow-prisoners," said the
policeman behind the desk, and the t i t t e ~ gwas hushed. It was al1 1 could do
not to laugh, and 1 thought to myself '7s the Punch version of a Suffragette
overdone?' As 1 got back to my cornpanions they too were laughing, but 1
thought it wonderfuliy kind of the policeman to have spoken on my b e W
(249)

In analysing the "aatus of Lytton's (suppressed) laughtef' in this passage, Howlett writes that it
does not matter whether she is laughmg "at the success of her mimicry" or "at the sheer
ridiculousness of Jane's appearance," and thus whether she identifies with the other sufliagette
prisonen or with the common prisoners (3 1). 'In either case," argues Howlett, "what Lytton is
cleariy not doing is i d e n t w g herse4 the subject of the laughter, with Jaae, the object of the

prisoners' contempt and the policeman's pity" (3 1). This point is in fact empbasized by
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Lytton's referral to Jane as a Punch version of a suffragette. The cartoons of suffrage activists,
which were regulady published in Punch, were heavily stereotyped and negative, so Lytton's
reference to her version of the working-class suffragette as a Punch image could work to
reproduce the magazine's "comic" dismissal. Whiie 1 agree with Howlett that Lytton's
subjectivity is ambiguous here, I beiieve that this is due precisely to the fact that Lytton
recognizes heneif'both as Constance and as Jane. Thus, Lytton can write of Jane in the third

person at the beginning of the passage, and at the end &te that the policeman spoke "on my

behaKm This shifting use of pronouns is not so much a transformation in her understanding of
herself as it is a signal of the problems raised by her class passing. She shifis between the
subject laughng and the object of the laughter. Like the pronoun shifts in King's letter, which
serve to highlight the tension created by the oppressive society while also engaging the reader's
sympathy, the pronoun shifts in this scene serve to signal the problems of subjectivity created by
the class distinctions of her society, but they aiso point towards the problematic nature of her
masquerade. As in the description of the taunting she received when buying her outfit, Lytton's
text stnigglw at the moment of public scmtiny between depicting Jane as object or as subject.

The ostensible reason for her class passing is to effkct the removal of privilege in her
treatment as a prisoner. As Constance Lytton, she is told that the official justification for these

privileges was the diagnosis of a pre-existing hem condition. That Lytton did have such a
condition was not disputed; rather, she wanted to demonstrate that, without having the privikge
of her name, this condition would not have any effect on her sentencing or treatment. This is
proven to be truc during Jane's second forcible feeding:
1 told him [the doctor] 1 shodd not f&t, that 1was not liable to this or any fom
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of collapse; 1 did not mention the slight chronic debiiity of hem ffom which 1
suffered. He called in the junior medical officer, who happened to be passing at

the the, to test my heart. The junior doctor, who was in a jovial mood, stooped
down and listeneci to my hem through the stethoscope for barely the space of a

second-he could not have heard two beats-and exclaimed, "ûh, ripping,
splendid heart ! You can go on with her" [. . -1. (275)
When irnprisoned as Conaance Lytton, she is given thorough medical tests and treatment. As

Jane Warton, she notes that a careless and superticid test is enough to prove her health. Going
beyond what Mulvey-Roberts argues is a distinction between Jane's "private" medical history
and Constance's "public one" (1 67), this passage demonstrates that Lytton's disguise changes

the very way in which she is embodied by changing her relationship to the prison througb
removing the signs of her privileged status. in other words Jane Warton is, as far as Conaance

Lytton is concerned, as different on the inside as she is on the outside, despite their sharing of
one body.
The dual subjectivity, which continues throughout Jane's impnsonment, reaches its apex
during Jane's kst forcible feeding, making the politicai effdveness of Lytton's passing clear.
Lytton ends her detailed description of the process of the feeding and the horrendous physical

suffering it creates by writing that
The horror of it was more than 1 can describe. 1was sick over the doctor and

wardresses, and it seemed a long tirne before they took the tube out. As the
doctor left he gave me a slap on the cheek, not violemly, but, as it were, to

express his contempnious disapproval, and he seemed to take for granted that
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my distress was assumed. At fùst it seemed such an utterly contemptible thing

to have done that 1 could oniy laugh in my mind. Then suddenly 1 saw Jane

Warton lying before me, and it seemed as i f 1 were outside of her. She was the
most despised, ignorant and heipless prisoner that 1 had seen. M e n she had
served her time and was out of prison, no one would believe anything she said,
and the doctor when he had fed her by force and tonured her body, stmck her on

the cheek to show how he despid her! That was Jane Wmon, and 1 had corne
to help her. (269-70)
Lytton refigures herself as the "common woman" so well that the doaor presumes her suffering
to be "assumed" since, as an official of the prison and of the cultural structures it represents, he
cannot accept the self-sacrifice in which Jane is engaging. Looking on his actions fiom her
pnvileged position, Constance wants to laugh at the doaor who is, as a worker, her iderior.
However, because Lytton refers to herself during the forcible fading in the fira person-the
suffering happens to the 'T' that is both Jane and Constance-Lytton can reinterpret the doctor's
slap as a direct and conternptible act upon Jane, in a parailel to her reaction to the treatment of

the sheep, which is also hit in the face by a man who "resent[s] its suuggles" (1 3). R e d i r h g
the reader to the knowledge of the dud nature of the 'T' by reverting to the thûd-person
depiction of Jane in the above passage, Lytton creates a powerful political moment where, as
the working-class woman, she experiences the full violence of the patriarchy and, as the upperclass woman, she can talk about it in public. As Mulvey-Roberts writes, '%%yembracing
anonymity ihrough her Jane Wmon disguise, Lynon was better equipped not oniy to ident*

with women acrou the class divide but also to draw attention to tbe ordeals enàured by
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forgotten women" ( 162). This scene of Prisons md Prisuners looks fonvard to Shoshana
Felman's figuration of wornen's autobiography, wherein the author can only have access to her
own "ao~f' through an act of reading. Felman writes, 'Trained to see ourselves as objects and
to be positioned as the Other, estranged to ourselves, we have a story that by definition cannot
be seif-present to us, a aoiy that, in other words, is not a story, but mua becorne a aory. And
it cannot becorne a story except through the sîory of the O t W (14). While this m a u r e

would be problematic for Jacobs, whose otherness is forced upon her and thereby threatens to
silence her suffering, Lytton does gain "access," to use Felman's team, to her own
autobiography and to her voice as representative only at the moment when she can read herseif'
as other. Her duai subjectivity functions against Maud Ellman's assertion that, despite the

hunger strikers' ref'usal to be uitluenced by the authorities, "their sufferings reveai that this
denial of the other necessarily entails the isolation and annihilation of the self'(93).11 By

placing Jane and Constance in a ceU together, Lytton uses her duai identity as a privileged
sufiagette. She disrupts the prison's attempt to isoiate the prisoner fiom the public, thereby
silencing her outraged voice, while also disnipting the patriarchy's attempt to isolate the upperclass woman nom the larger cornmunity of women, thereby silencing her potential political
force. Through an effective denial of her privilege, Lytton joins the suffragette comunity and
can speak on their behall; as she eariier does so easily in the closely paraiiel scene with the
sheep.

This politically effective moment, where a cornmunity is formed despite the oppressive

forces arrayed agakt it, is solidinecl by the wrîting of Prism and Prisoners itself. According
to Howlen, the generic duplication of narratives of forcible f&g

dernonstrates that &'the
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ordeal is not an idated and isolating bodily expenence but a point of identification and union
between many women" (9). Corbett takes this fùrther; citing Michael Sandel, she argues that
sufliagettes refigure the self-contained Individual as a more communal, "intersubjectiveY7
construction, leading "beyond an individualist paradigrn for identity and toward a coilectivist
modei" (16 1). The production of texts becomes one of the central means of creating this
collectivist suffragette identity. The near uniformity and repetition of the formulae of narratives
of imprisonrnent and forcible feeding which Howlett discusses (7) is a space for the construction
of this multiple subjectivity.
With this use of text in mind, Lytton's description of her attempted carvîng of 'Votes
for Women" on her body can be read as an intradiegetic representation of the act of writing
Prisons and Prisoners. Lytton recognizes that the act of writing does more than allow her to

join her fellow prisoners, and is more than a metonym for the movement. Her act reconstructs
her own being as a fùnction of the larger collective identity. This reconstruction of the
ostensible autobiographer is emphasized by the author7ssignature-or rather the authors'
signatures, for the book is co-authored by 'Constance Lytton and Jane Warton, Spuiaer." The
splining of the author into both Constance and Jane serves the dual purpose of giving Jam a
voice and of aliowing Constance to speak as a member of the collective. This retooling of the
traditional signature of the single author is also indicative of Lytton's and other wfEagettes7
communal reworking of the traditional autobiography. Cornparhg women's autobiographies in
general to the male-dominateci genre as a whole, Mary G.Mason writes that

the egoistic secular archetype that Rousseau handed down to his romantic
brethren in his Confew0m7 shifting the drarnatic presentation to an unfochg
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self-discovery where characters and events are Linle more than aspects of the
author's evolving consciousness, h d s no echo in women's writing about theù

lives. On the contrary [. . -1, the self-discovery of femaie identity seerns to
acknowledge the reai presence and recognition of another consciousness, and the
disdosure of female self is linked to the identification of some ""other." This
recognition of another consciousness-and 1 emphasize recognition of rather than
deference to-this grounding of identity ihrough relation to the chosen other,
seems [. . .] to enable women to write opedy about themselves. (22)

Lytton paradoxically crnbodies Mason's paradigrn of a referential subjectivity by becoming the
other through and, more importantly, with whom she identifies herseif In a way, Lytton's text

can be seen as a reversal of Boethius' seminal prison autobiography, The ConsoIa~iunof
PhiIosophy. Rather than spirituaily renewing herser through reference to an ephemerai Lady

Philosophy, Lytton instead secularly renews herseif as a member of the suffragette collective
through an identification with the embodied and tortureci Jane Warton. Taking both Lytton's

renewal and the repetitive nature of suffragette textuai practice into account, Caren Kaplan's
reading of ü i i s type of identification is especially pertinent. Writing that this identification is a

subversion of the "institution of liteninire," she argues that "One form of subversion can be
identifid as the deconstruction of the bourgeois author (the sacred subject of autobiographical
narrative) and the construction of a collective authonai identity-a kind of coiiective
consciousness that 'authorizes' and didates the identity of the individual writef' (1 2 1).
Lytton's passing and the duai authorship of the text can be seen as an engagement in the
communai critique of the patriarchy and its tradition of autobiography, a tradition which, as
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Sidonie Smith and Rita Felski argue, is engaged in the reproduction of the type of individual
which Thoreau lauds." Lytton's text is a rewriting of Thoreau's prison transcendence, which

recognizes others only in terms of their deference to him. Lytton's acts of writing on her body,
of passing as Jane Warton, and of writing Prisons and Prisoners are means through which she

attempts to vansrnute her privileged individual identity into membership in the sueagette
collective identity.

IV. Working Silence

Notwit hstanding her text 's potentid for dissidence, the repetition of saagette narrative
in which Lytton engages-and the communal subjectivity that it represents-cm reproduce the
silencing of the voices of working-class suffragettes and the syaem of privilege that Lytton is

attempting to escape. Drawhg on the contemporary critiques of the WSPU by ex-rnember
Teresa Billington-Grieg and others, Corben States that dissidents "charged that WSPU leaders
exploited willing wornen by subjecting them to violence at the hands of the governrnent, and
then capitalized on their victimization for publicity's sake" (1 70). Ponraying the Pankhursts as
comrnercially minded autocrats, Biiiington-Grieg complained that "the WSPU had taken up
revolution as a performance and appropriated the methodology of advertising culture [. . .] thus
mechanking feminism" (Green 90). Billington-Grieg argues that such a reproduction of

dominant foms of discourse may create a communal identity, but that identhy is ultirnately still
subjugated to the niling cdture. In the process of this subjugation it is only the middle- and
upperîlw leaders of the WSPU autocracy who are aiiowed to speak.I3 Corbett writes that

some working-class activists desired to extend the opportunîties of the Md&-class women 30
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other women oftheir class, and not to promote a poliiicai ethic that would reinscribe women's
cultural disposition to self-sacrifice" (1 73). Within this reading of the suffragette movement,

the mass reproduction of narratives of imprisonment and forced feeding, representaîive as they
are of the violent acts perpetrated againa the bodies of women, serve only to recreate tbat very
violence for the benefit of t hose in positions of privilege, thus working against the members of
the community whorn it purporis to create and represent. The emphasis on similarity can fa11
into the trap of generalization and essentialism which underpins the discourse supporting the
oppression of women.
Despite her attempt to engage in a communal critique of patriarchy and privilege,
Lytton's masquerade as a working-class woman, when combined with her stylized poctrayal of
forced feeding, may ody succeed in fùnher silencing the people whom she is attempting to
represent. The scene of her first fèeding, where a disembodied Constance looks at the
"tomired," embodied Jane Warton, could be interpreted as a duplication of the ontological
hierarchy discussed by Sidonie Smith ('Xesisting"), in which the privileged members of society
gain access to the ''universai," disembodied transcendent self;while the unpnvileged are

embodied. Constance may read Jane in Fehan's ternis, but she is also writing her. Corbett
does not take her argument this far, instead aating that Lytton's masquerade 'hade her own
point of view more authenticdy if not wholly representative" (169). Such a reading of the
representative nature of Lytton's passing can be supporteci by the fact that Lytton's book
became an authoritative text that lower-class women used in their own depictions of prison

(Howlett 33), a conclusion fùrther supponed by the fact that Olive Schreiner dedicated Womm

mdhbout (191 1) to Lytton." And yet, such a representatioa can ait two ways, for the
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authenticity that Corbett lauds is tied to Lytton, thereby belying the cYepresentative"nature of
her tex? by making it an authonty that suppresses, rather than enables, the voices of workingclass suffragettes. Indeed, Regenia Gagnier sees such a suppression as a generic figure of
working-class autobiographies. Writing about nineteenth-century British examples of these
texts, Gagnier argues that, althougb their authors "extensively adopteâ rniddle-class ideology"

and "Although they attempt self-analysis [. . .] their experience cannot be analysed in the terms
of their acculturation. This gap between ideology and experience l a d s not only to the
disintegration of the narrative" but also 9 0 the disintegration of perwndity itself"
(Subjectivitirs 45-46). The use of Lytton's text as a mode1 by working-class women authors

could, according to Gagnier's theory of textual production, lead to the disintegration of the
working-class voice.
There is a funher tension created through the use of what Green refers to as
"spect acular feminism," t hat is, the textual and visual displays-including parades-that the
suffragettes u d for their political ends. While the elision of difference by the autocracy of the
Pankhursts and the authority of Lwon's text may reinscribe the siiencing of working-class
women, the emphasis on difference, which Billington-Grieg espouses, could have equaiîy
damaging effects, since prisons function dong lines of dienation and isolation, denying any form

of prison community or even communication. In this context, Howlett notes that 'Difkence
was deadly; to be diierent was to be isolated, both experientially and poiitidy" (36). Sidonie

Smith sees such a dangerous difference as a possible result of the autobiographical strategy of
"'seKfragmentation"; she writes, ' s h a t t e ~ gthe old notion of the unitary individual in fâvor of

the split and multiply fragmenteci subject may not always serve emancipatory objectives; ratber
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it may serve fûrther oppressive agendas" (Subjectivrty 155-56). Su5agette wrîting is locked
into a conundmm where the elision of ciifference threatens to silence many women, but the
emphasis on dserence allows the continued destruction of feminist cornmunity. Both gestures
reproduce the ideological effects of the prison and the carceral city as a whole.
Lytton's text, 1 beIieve, is an attempt to diçaiss and efféctively remove this conundm.
Her effort to do so does not lie in her ability to make her voice authentic but, rather, relies on a

decentring of her own authenticity and on a constmction of her identity in which Tonstance" is
as equally an act as is "Jane." In order to make Jane representative of the working-class
suffragette, P r i m and Prisoners must wash out the taint of privilege by erasing the identity of
Constance. Mulvey-Roberts points to a similar movernent throughout Lytton's lifé, in which
she reacted "againn being a member of a family whose conspicuous display of wealth
epitomised colonialism and aristocracy" (1 62-63). However, rather than allowing Lytton, in

Mulvey-Roberts' words, ?O go beyond empathy to identification" with working-class women
(163), and rather than giving Lytton authenticity as Corbett argues, the text instead lends lane a

voice by removing that of Constance. Her inscription of the "V" on her body was an early
attempt at such an erasure, because this act of rewriting herself as a member of the larger
suffragette comunity i s in some ways, a %oient splitting of the subject of her autobiography"
which can rather "be read as violence against herself than against the object(s) of her mimicry"

of the working class (Howlett 34).
1 wodd take this splitting one step m e r . In opposition to Mulvey-Roberts'

Thoreauvian assertion that 'Through incarceration the image w o n ] held of ber own
imprisoned seif'could eventudy be released" (1 6 I), 1argue that Jaae's ordeal gives her a voice,
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but results in the erasure of C~nstance.'~
The final three chapten of the text h d o n to remove
Lytton's daim to authorship and, indeed, to any form of action. Chapters XIV and XV, 'The

Home Office'' and 'The Conciliation Bill," are composed prirnarily of quotations fiom
newspapers, letters, and medical and governmental reports, with most of the onguial text
s e ~ n solely
g
to introduce the other materid. The last chapter, 'Wolloway Prison Revisited:
My Fourth Irnprisonment," offers much less detailed descriptions than the earlier prison

chapters and ends with depictions of the actions of others. In addition, we leam that Lytton
suffers a stroke and is partiaily paralyseci, resulthg in her inability to sewe the WSPU
physically: Trom that day to this 1 have been incapacitated for working for the Women's Social
and Political Union, but 1 am with them ail1 with my whole soul" (335). Lytton's emphasis on

the words and actions of others and her ponrayal of her suoke are placed at the end of the
narrative not only for reasons of chronology, but also for the purpose of removuig Constance
Lytton's voice fiom the authoritative prominence of the narrative's conclusion. Prisonr d

Prisoners does engage in the communal project, but does not allow Constance's voice to
become fully representative or determinative of that cornrnunity. As Susan S t d o r d Friedman
argues, ' I n talong the power of words, of representation, into their own hands, women project
ont0 hiaory an identity that is not purely individualistic. Nor is it purely collective. Instead,
this new identity merges the shared and the unique'' (40). Rather than reproducing through her
class the ontological dominance and oppression of Thoreau 's white masculine identity, or
engaging in the removal 6om discourse that characterizes Wflde's and Jacobs' texts Lytton
uses Pn'sons cmd Prisoners to enact a dual movement of self-silencing and seifkation that
dows for an engagement with a communal statement that works against the imprisoning
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discourses of the patriarchy. Lytton's shifhg identity, then, provida my study of prison
writing with another entry point for a critical analysis of the ontological basis of the carcerd

ma&.

in so doing, she creates a political statement that attacks two of the visible oppressions

of her society.

Notes
1.

In using the tem "sufEagette" to describe the militants, 1 am following the practice

of recent cntics who cite the feminists' own distinctions of terminology. For a discussion of the

complexities of these distinctions see Green (185 n. 1); Colmore offers a contemporary
depiction of the differences between "suffragette" and ''suffiagist'' (2 1,24,43-56,604). The

hiaory of women's suffrage in Britain and elsewhere h a been detailed by several critics,
including Caine, Kent (Sex and Gender), Liddington, Rosen, and Tickner, as weil as Green (esp.
1-27), Lyon (94-97), and Holton (Suflage). For early representations of the movement's

history, see Jane Lewis, Marcus, Norquay, Pethick-Lawrence and Suachey. McQuiston offers

a useful timeline of the carnpaigns for women's suffrage.
2. See, for example, Green, Howlett, Norquay, and Tickner.
3. For discussions of gender and power in Victorian and Edwardian England see the

collection edited by Shires (especially the essays by Crosby, Fems, and Newton), Felski
(Gender),and Ingram's and Patai' s introduction to t heir volume.
4. Kemey describes this same meeting in her own autobiography, Mernories o/a

Militani. She writes that before Lytton7sconversion to militancy, the upper-class woman was

"understanding and sympathetic even in her opposition" (87).
5 . Lytton begins the chapter "Jane Warton7'with another quotation fiom "Civil

Disobedience," which she alters to make it gender nonspecific: 'Vnder a Guvemment which
imprisons any unjudy, the true place for a just man (or woman) is also a prkm" (234; Thoreau

76). In the foiiowing chapter, "Walton Gaoi, Liverpooi," she recounts that while imprisoned as
Jane Warton she wrote the same phrase, dong with 'Votes for Women" and a biblical passage,
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on her cell wall(264).
6. Marie Mulvey-Roberts describes the social position of Lytton's family in some detaii
(see esp. 162-63).

7. Susan Kingsley Kent cites one medical doctor's opinion that the sufiagettes'

rnilitancy was the result of a '"mental disorder' caused by 'physiological emergencies' within
their reproductive syaems" (Gendér 269). Lytton's attack on the medical gaze strongly echoes
that of Charlotte Perkins Gilman, especially as portrayed in 'The Yellow Wallpaper." Lytton
refers to reading Gilrnan's The Man-made World during her last imprisonment (333). Gilrnan's
narrator in 'The Yellow Wallpapef' equates the pseudo-medical "rest cure'' with Vnprisonrnent
in order to expose the oppression of traditional gender roles. So too does Lytton expose the

hypocnsy of the medical profession's ciassification of wornen in order to highlight the specific
oppression of the prison and the larger social subjugation of women. At one point, Lytton
sarcastically reminds the Govemor and the prison doctor that ''prison was nat a 'rest cure"'
(145).

8. Jomou notes that the phrase 'ho sumender" was ''made fmous by the militant

su5agette Mary Leigh" (1 IO) who, as Myall discusses, was "a working-class sufiagette"
(1 74).

9. See Weiner310-13.
10. While my use of the word 'bperfiormance'7in this context recalls Judith Butler's

theoretical reading of the linguistic category of the pedormative in terms of gender (see Butler,
'.unitation7'),1 am using the terni ùi its more mundane dress. Butler's theoreticai M e , in
which gender is itself an unconscious performative social structure, could provide a vahiable
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reading of Lytton's text, in tems not only of gender but also of class. In my more general use
of the word, Lytton's act af becoming Jane is perfomative in that she is Jane Warton as far as
society is concerned-the various signs she uses to represent the working class are in themselves
the act that makes her Jane Wanon in the eyes of others. Udike Butler's performative,
Lytton's sign / act is very much a conscious one.
1 1. The value of Ellman's construction of "hunger mists" (women who use ses

starvation as a means of gaining power) is belied by her occasional deniai of historical cuntext

and textual evidence in order to fbther a generally psychoanalytic point. This l a d s to potential
misreadings of hunger stnkes. For example, d e r discussing Lytton's text, she h t e s ,
Nonetheless, it is hard to silence the suspicion, unwelcome as it is, that these
women are obeying an unconscious wish to be force-fed and to experience the
shattering of subjectivity it entails. Indeed, what makes these episodes
particularly harrowing is that they reawaken a trauma familiar to us all. Our first
experience of eating is force-feeding: as infimts, we were fed by othen and
ravished by the food they t h a into our jaws. We eat, therefore, in order to
avenge ourselves againa this rape [. . .]. Al1 eating isf u r c e - j e e ~ .(35-36)
The slippage between the forcible feeding of the suffragettes (an act of violence with no possible
value as a food source) and the everyday feeding of a child can be seen as dangerously denying

the violence perpetrated agauist these women. The pathologiting of "ail eating" also denies the
suffering of people who have eating disorders, whom Ellrnan aiso discusses. Muivey-Robms
offers a more contextualized reading of Lytton as a masochist, and M a r l y notes that 'Ellman
is over-stating the case" (1 79).

12. Sidonie Smith writes that traditional autobiography c'involvesa contractual

obligation in which the autobiographer engages in a narrative of seKdisclosure, retrospective
sumation, self-justification" (Subjectivify 162). Felski sees the critique of the traditional
autobiographical subject as a condition of what she refers to as feminist confessions. She
writes, "the shift toward a conception of communal identity which has emerged with new sociai

rnovements such as ferninism brings with it a modification of the notion of individualism as it is
exemplified in the male bourgeois autobiography" (Beyond 93-94).
13. Billington-ûrieg7sand other dissidents' problems with the non-democratic practices

of the WSPU led to the formation in 1907 of the Women's Freedom League. See Eustance
(5 1). Billington-Grieg's questioning of the WSPU looks forward to contemporary critiques of

patriarchal culture-a culture which still exias and in which, as Judith Kegan Gardiner writes,
"the woman laborer [is] al1 too often exploited and ignored" (3).
14. On Schreiner's dedication, see Felski (Gender 156).

15. Shortly afler making this somewhat Thoreauvian point, Mulvey-Roberts writes that

'the secularîsed religiosity that pervaded the WSPU [. . .] filled an emotional void for Constance
following an unhappy love affair" ( 161). Mulvey-Roberts makes this point within the overall
context of her efforts to 'break[] down the hagiographic approach" that she sees in some

readings of Lytton's text and life (176). Even within this context, though, and despite the
overd excellence of her analysis, the statement above c w l d risk reducing Lytton's motives for
her sufiage activities to gendered stereotypes.

Chapter 6
Frustrating Complicity in Breyten Breytenbach's The Tme Confessions of An Albino Terrorist

Breyten Breytenbach ends n e Tme Conjessiom of on Albino Terrorist in a traditional
way, by inscribing at the bonom of the last page the date and place of the composition of the
work. While the text was physically composed afier his release fiom the South Afncan prisons

where he was sent for his activities againa the apartheid state, it draws on material and
experiences fiom the penod of his incarceration. The placement marker at the end of the text
tells us that it was wrinen in "Pretoria. Poilsnroor fufermo Puris," and gives the date "29

December 1983," where Pretoria and Pollsmoor were locations of two prisons in which he was
confined, and Paris his home both before and after prison (334). The third placename, Palermo,
needs a more detailed explication.

In a chapter of the Confessions entitled "A Separate Section," Breytenbach outlines and
classifies those whom he calls 'the various tourias one meas in prisony'(1 79). The first person
he describes is Colonel Huntingdon, the chef investigator and interrogator involved with
Breytenbach's case. In detailing the interrogations conducteci by Huntingdon, Breytenbach
writes,

I am remindecl of that Company of Whites which came into being in 1541 in
Palermo, during the Inquisition, consishg of "gentlemen and honourable
perrons," who had the noble task of preparing the victlln for the Great Step,

convincing t
h by subtle or not so subtle (but hhitely absorbing) means of

persuasion (or perversion) to willingly and liberatingly participate in the
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"spectacle ofjustice." For the just man to use base methods is an act of
abnegation and purification, of becorning a blind tool in the hands of G d . To
preserve our security [. . -1. (1 80)'

Palenno, the third site of composition liaed at the end of the Confessions, is constructeci as the
exemplary site of coercive interrogation and of a willing cornplicity, both of which are use.to
funher the "security" of the self-anointed divine state. Breytenbach makes a more
condernnatory statement about state security in an article onginally pubbshed in 1985, one year
after the publication of the ConJessionF: Tepression, with its concomitants of violence and
corruption, will inevitably be justifid in the name of the aate's supposed security, which is the
highest good and ideal; the aate is God's carcass inhabited by the good and the jua [. . .]. nie

army and the police, particularly the security police and the intelligence advisers, become the
rnainstay of the regime" ("South Afncan" 29). The intenogaior forces the subject of the
interrogation to compiy "willingiy"; thus, the security preserved by the interrogation is referred
to with the plural and possessive fkst person. This forced willingness is an oxymoron used
ironically by Breytenbach at several points in the text. As J. M. Coetzee writes about a similar
technique used by Breytenbach in some of his prison poems, Y3reytenbach the writer takes
possession of the enemy's discourse for a purpose of his own, [. . .] a @y

satiric one" (225).

However, the text also complicates the idea of a willing cornplicity witb the oppressive forces
that demand that cooperation. Like Lytton, Breytenbach shiAs and decenters his identity in

order to divest it of its comection to positions of privilege and to intemipt the social power
structures based on that privilege.

His consistently self-reflexive comrnents on this ungrounded

and fragmented identity is the polar opposite of Thoreau's transcendent hdividual.

Breytenbach's text goes even further than Lytton's in highlighting the dangers of such a
decentring which can lead to a duplication of the ontological basis of the alienating dominant
culture. By examining the power dynamic between the investigator / interrogator and the
investigated / interrogated, Breytenbach attempts to deconstruct the hierarchical assumptions
lying behind the apartheid state. He aiso calls into question the concepts of individual wiU and

of uncomplicated resistance in the face of oppressive force, providing another detded analysis
of the difficulties involved in attempting to work against the wceral functions of society. This
effon adds another perspective on the relationship between Enlightenrnent constructions of the

individual and the oppressive identifkatory practices of the modem prison, while also detailing
how those practices are enmeshed within the social framework, even existing within the
relationships between author and reader.'

1. Class@ng Prison

Breytenbach was bom in 1939 in the small, predominantly Afnkaner t o m of BonNevale

in the Western Cape, an area that was generaiiy strong in its support of the Nationalist
sovernment which instituted apartheid in 1948, a legalized and expanded version of the extant
racist segregation in al1 secton of South African society, including the disenfianchisement of all
non-whites.' Becoming one of the best known Afiikaner poets of his generation, Breytenbach
moved to France in 1959 and was later married to a woman of Vietnamese descent. Because
such a "mixed" marriage was a violation of South African law, Breytenbach was required to
continue living in exde. In collusion with other white exiles, Breytenbach formeci the resistance
group Okhela, which may or rnay not have haâ ties to the M c a n National Coagress (ANC)-
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shortly afler his release, Breytenbach referred to Okhela as "an unofficial offshoot" of the ANC
("7 am not" 4; also qtd. in Jolly 61). During an illegal Okhela recruiting trip back to South
Afnca in 1975, Breytenbach was arrested under the Terronsm Act, and later sentenced to nine

years in prison with no possibility of remission. He served seven years before being released by
the govemment, which was under pressure from the French Government to do so. His first few
years in prison were served in solitary confinement. Beyond his relationship to the South

AFrican power structure, Breytenbach's politics were also at odds 4 t h his immediate family: in
the Co~fessiom,we are told that Breytenbach's eldest brother, Jan, was Yhe commander of his
country's crack anti-guenlla special unit, a brigadier-general, a trained (and enthusiastic) Mer,
be it with knife or gun, a 'dirty tricks' expert for Military Intelligence" (6748); his other brother

was "a reporter, fellow traveller of the Greys, with decidedly f s i s t sympathies" (Jolly 100).
Breytenbach's Confessions is an account of his life from the moment of his
imprisonment through to his release in 1983. In an aflerword to the Con/ssionr, he states that
the text, composed immediately &er his release, ''ttok shape 6om the obsessive urge 1
experienced during the tira weeks and months of my release to talk tak talk, to tell my aory
and al1 the other stones. It mus have been rather homble for him or her who happe& to be

victim to my vomiting" (337). He also writes here that 'Tt was my intention to produce a

political text" (339). Like the other texts 1 have examineci, the Cmfeesçionr seems to be
designed to function in terms of the larger socio-poliucal dynamic surrounâing the author's
irnprisonrnent. Breytenbach's comment on his text aates baldly the argument 1 put fonvard in

relation to the other texts: that the persona1 and the poiÏticaî cannot be separated, that, as Wilde
says of his letter, the prison narrative is written "as much for your sake as for mine" (1 52). An
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examination of the structures of South AfEcan prisons bring to the surface one of the aspects of
the bigoted ontological assumptions of those in other countries-that of race. As in the US,
prisons were used in apartheid South Afiica not only as a means of attempting to silence
political dissent, but also to crirninalize and demonize those who do not 'Wong" to the
dominant culture.
The Confessions explores the way in which the representation of persona1 identity can
be used politicaily. Breytenbach's text goes beyond the depiction of a rebellious identity to

show how one who is either actively or passively complicit in the oppressive power structure
represented by the prison can use that complicity to undermine and deconnnict the structures
supporting that oppression. Breytenbach's anaiysis of his own status as an Afnkaner, when
paired to his aatus as a conviaed traitor, is an attempt to hustrate the taxonomies which the
apartheid regirne used in order to "transmit itself'unimpaired to posterity" (Thoreau, 'Fivil"63).

Much of the text is dedicated to describing or defining the power stnicture of the South

-4fricanstate as it existed during Breytenbach's time in prison. For him, the structure of the
prison system itself is a metonym for the state: "At the heart of the South . f i c a n prison system
is the denial of the humanity of 'the other,' and in that it is only a reflection of the larger South
African cosmos'~(273). Describing the horror of the ritualistic violence of pnson society, he
States, 'Tm t e h g you that what

I'm describing is ypicd of that rnirror which the South

Miican pend universe holds up to the Apartheid society-and that it is inevitabIen (273). Sloop

rnakes a comection between larger cultural assumptions about race and the segregationaa
Amencan prison's place within them that echoes Breytenbach's depiction: 'Wben a majority

[. . .] of immoral and irrational inmates are represented as 'other.' we have a subtle cuhurel
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morality in which particular prisoners [. . .] are considered naturally, and perhaps perxnanently,
inhuman. Indeed, one can [. . .] assume that such identifying characteristics were widespread
throughout the culture during this penod" (78). While the dominant cultural morality of
apartheid South Afnca fùnctioned on less than subtle levels, Sloop's equation of the
criminalllation of the racial "other" and the larger culhirai paradigms holds m e . Foucault
defines this general relationship, writing, "Prison continues, on those who are entrusted to it, a
work begun elsewhere, which the whole of society pursues on each individual through
innumerable rnechanisrns of discipline" (302-03). Not onfy do the syaemic horrors of prison
exist as reflections of the larger syaem of oppression, but that oppression also inexorably leads

to those horrors.
The pend and apanheid systems are defined by Breytenbach in terms of the oppressive
hierarchies and taxonomies that they mate and through which they function. Both apartheid
and the legal-penological system supporting it fbnction by classifjmg people and placing them in

relation to the power structure according to those classifications. As Oliver Lovesay notes in
reference to the Conjssiom, "Prison language emphasizes abusive categones. [. . .]
Breytenbach [. . .] demonstrates how this penchant for categones [. . .] rnimics the nnicture of
apartheid" (36). Like the apartheid aate, the prisons were set up dong white and non-white
lines, with the non-whites behg funher split fomally into Afncans, Coloureds, and Asians (or
Indians), and the whites being informally divided, according to Breytenbach, into those who
speak Afiikaans as their first language and those who speak primarily English. These divisions

are then accorded certain power and pnvilege within the system, with Aûikaners king the most

privileged, and f i c a n s king the least privileged. Taking the classification of prisonas which
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began in the early twentieth century to its absurd extreme, the South African prisons and the
apartheid system bluntly highlights the ideological use of punistirnent as a means of reinforcing

the cultural assumptions about groups of people.4
Breytenbach points out that this racial division is only the moa obvious of the
classificatory divisions of the prison system. The individual pnsoner is also divided into various
pans, of which race is one. At various points in the Con/ssiuns, Breytenbach describes the

process by which his outside identity is stripped away and replaced with a highly ordered prison
identity. At the end of the first section of the book, for example, he wntes of his entenng into
Pretoria prison:
My hosts weren't violent in any way. Why should they be? 1 was dead. AU they
had to do was to process the dead, to pick over the bones. They weren't

particularly intereaed. Again 1 had to go through the procedure of stripping and
then 1 was counted: that is, ail my possessions were itemized and these were then
carefiilly noted in red ink on a large sheet of paper [. . .]. [AISwe arrive at the

end of this fira talk, permit me to give you a bnef extract of what 1 consisted of
as wrinen down on this sheet of paper. (21)

Breytenbach then goes on to give a page-and-a-haif lia, consisting of fdty-eight separate items,
ranging from airline tickets to coins to such inconsequential objects as a box of matches and a
giass bangle. M e r reproducing this list, Breytenbach writes, "There you see me,

Mr.

Lnvestigator, in aü my nalced glory, with aü my possessions around me, as I stand that first
evening. Ecce homo" (23). Addressing hirnself to the quasi-mythical 'W.
Investigator," whom
the author figures in the second person, in the place of the reader, Breytenbach equates the

reader's p e n d of the list with a vision of Breytenbach himself-"Tkre you see me."
Breytenbach becomes, or rather is forced to becorne, a being identifieci solely by his position
within the taxonomies of the prison and the totalitarian aate.
That this reformulation of Breytenbach's identity is more than a simple bureaucratie
utility is made apparent in the fira of what are called "insens"in the Contsssiom. These inserts
are usually written as post-prison, philosophical reflections or tangentid meditations on
Breytenbach's penod of imprisonment and how it affects his newfound fieedom. In the fira

insert, Breytenbach describes the effécts of his taxonomical redefinition. He describes his need
to buy a pipe when he was in South AFnca "undercover," even though it may give away his

"true" identity:
1 thought I'd be clever, 1 thought I'd leave it in my suitcase to smoke it only in

the secret of my hotel room. And of course they dug it up at the airport and they
had me hold it and they recognized a certain way of fondling the pipe as

someone else might have recognized my way of handhg a pen or my way of
stuttenng imo a tape recorder [. . -1. What fastidious workers they are, how
obsessed they must be! Look how they dig into one's past, how they project

one's future, how they alter one's present. I have no private lives: it's al1 in th&
hands; they know the 1 bmer than 1 do, they are far more interested in it than 1

am. They have the files, they have the computer. Or they h o w ail about rny
ways my preferences, rny accretions, my little secrets-my gardens-be they

politicai or sexual. And they are fascinated by it. They smeii it f i e trrshly

rnixed tobacco. They knead it. They manipulate it, they slobber over it. (24-25)
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Seemingly inconsequential objects, such as the pipe and tobacco, are used by the security police

as clues to re-identifi ''Christian Galaska" as Breyten Breytenbach. These objects are perceived
to be attached solely to Breytenbach, to be almost o priori parts of his being. The items are
then used, dong with a plethora of other objects and characterizations, as a way of forcing the
person now identifiecf as Breytenbach into a creature defined solely by his relationship with the
secunty forces and the pnson. He becomes the lia of items that the authorities write under his
name. Breytenbach's description highlights the continuation of Thoreau's comection between
property, dienation, and prison. As in the process Thoreau describes, Breytenbach's identity is
erased, replaced instead solely by his relation to society as figured in his possessions.
Breytenbach concedes this refonnation of his identity when he states that he has 'ho private
lives; it's al1 in their hands; they know the I better than I do," and that "There is no '1"' (25)'
echoing Wilde's statement in his pnson text that he "had no name at ail" while incarcerated
(182-83). This statement about an absence of identity is emphasized by Breytenbach's rdérence

to himself as being "dead" (2 1). His attempted construction of an absent identity is not, here,
the positive space away from public determinations that Wilde tries to create. Rather, his
supposed lack of an 'T' is bemoaned as the loss of privacy, of a ~e~referentiai
idemincation in
the face of a public knowledge of his habits. His identity becomes subject to the police, and the
reader, who not only seem to "kneaà'"it into the shape they desire, but who dso 'heed" to

reform it for th& own purposes.
Breytenbach alw uses the image of his own death as a means of portmying an endlessly
hgmented subject in A S e m n in Pmudise, fint published while he was in pnson. The book
opens with a description of his childhood, a time during which he '%ad the annoying habit of
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dropping dead now and then" (27). The rendering of ail of these deaths, sometimes given in
horrific detail, can be read as an earlier representation of the multiple and un-~e~referential
subjectivity that Breytenbach continues to describe in the Confssiom and elsewhere. His latest
book, Dog H m :A Mernoir, begins with the sentence "To cut a long aory short: 1 am dead,"
(1) and continues with a description of the author's lack of control over his identity: ' n o you

think I'm joking? Am 1 not lurking behind these mstling words-perhaps a linle thicker around
the waist, a linle darker in the mind? [. . .] But no, when 1 look into the rnirror 1 know that the

child bom here is dead" (1). The self-referential tea, the supposed mirror that the writer holds
up to himself, represents only a cancellation of the identity it purpons to represent. Writing

becornes "an der-death activity" (1). As Reckwitz notes about A Season in Purdise, 'The
grotesquely bizarre childhood reminiscence can also be explained semiotically, whereby it
becomes an indexical sign pointing [. . .] to a fiagmented, deeply disturbed memory of the I
speaking. Breytenbach, when looking at himself in the mirror of his reminiscences, is unable to

experience childhood as an intact, meaningful whole" (1 2). The use of this trope of
fragmentation in the Confessions demonstrates that for Breytenbach there can be no seIfcontained, or even self-knowledgeable individual in the police state. The 'T' becomes
completely subject to the panoptic surveillance of the regime's classificatory system, in a
reversal of Thoreau's meditations on the futility of imprisonmem. The passages about death
and 6agmentation in Breytenbach's texts can lead to the conclusion that he sees no space of

transcendence, privacy, or tension that can be used against the carcerd forces. Tbere is only a

death of the individual seif in the face of panoptic scnctiny and detennination.
This rather bleak vision is reidiorced at several points in the Confessions, specspecificdlyin
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the sections that deal with daily prison life. In a chapter entitled '7 am the Plague," Breytenbach
describes his immediately pre-prison position in terms of a puzzle: 'Tverything was coming to a
close; the various pieces of the jigsaw puzzle were king fitted together and, perhaps

fataiistically, 1 felt that it was no longer possible to fit the odd-shaped blank piece that I am into
any other hole than the one that seemed to be preordained for it7'(1 17). Breytenbach's identity

as tabula rusa is, under the strict surveillance of the police, rapidly being filled in by others
outside of his control. Further examples of the way in which Breytenbach is redehed by the
state are more blunt: in pnson "You forget perhaps that you were then k f o r e prison] a
different person, that you have becorne that entity which inhabits this t h e which consists of
clearly defined patterns, repetitions, the same again and again and again. You yourselfare
punfied or reduced to some other personality" (143). Prison,as portrayed here, changes the
identity of the prisoner through the constant repetition of pattems, jua as in Wilde's depiction
of prison the archetypicai prismer becomes an embodiment of repetition itself. The identay of
the prisoner in Breytenbach's work is more apparent in the following passage:
You are issued now with your prison identity. In normal instances your booking
in takes place in the reception office [. . -1. The initiation consists of one being
fingerprinted and one's complete physical description king entered in a really
gigantic book Wte the ledger one imagines St Peter-or whoever keeps the
records in Heaven-has ready for ail us sinnen on earth. Literally every
birthmark or scar mua be written dom. [. . .] These books then-because there

also has to be one for your private possessions-were dragged up to the office in
C-Section, and 1 was bom. As prisona 436 / 75. (126; 128)
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Both of these quotations refer to a change in identity forced on one by the syaem, a change that
is intimately related to the taxonomical and inventory-like textual creation of the prisoner and
his possessions. Breytenbach heightens the sense of dienation that is enacted in this recreation
of identity by refemng to his own expenences in the second and third person oniy und we are

told "1 was bom. As pnsoner 436 1 75 ." The expenences he describes himself going through,
both when he enters the prison and when he becomes acciimatized to its rhythms are displaced
into the second and third person because of the creation of the second self that is not
'Breytenbach" or even "Galaska," but is instead "436 1 75"-a number that only has meanhg
within the categories and walls of the prison. O'Connor describes a s i d a r use of the second
person by prisoners which, unlike King's use of second-person address, is not so much an
attempt to create a solidarity with the reader as it is a prison narrator's attempt to distance himor herself'0y dropping the '1' and using a 'yod that indicates the self that is genericaily or
cornrnonly like others in that position" (77). 1. U. Jacobs establishes that scenes such as this are
characteristic of South African prison writing. He cites several authors, including Moses

Dlamini, Indres Naidoo, and Frank Chikane, who identie themselves in their works in ternis of
the numbers or the classifications that the prison gives them ("Confession" 1 16). Michael
Dingake, who served fifieen years on Robben Island with Nelson Mandela, refers in his text to

his "new identity as prisoner number 277 166" (140). Breytenbach's specific engagement with
this tradition not only dernonstrates the pervasiveness of the apartheid police state, but also
reinforces his own depidon of the aate's power. The prison officials become figures of the

almighty power of those in charge of heaven itseif.
Mouroir: Mirromotes of a Nowl, the series of lwsely imerco~ectedstones and
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fragments that Breytenbach wrote while in prison, contains a piece that satirizes the alienation
that is recreated through the prison and the carceral society as a whole. 'The Man with the
Head" begins like a fairy-tale by describing a nameless protagonist: "There was a man, whether
from Japhet or fiorn Novgorod 1 do not know; and he was very sad. Pee-too-wee! Pee-tu+
wee! the man said out of sadness [. . .] and pee-too-wee he groaned again dejectediy for there

was no gaol in his country. That is why he was so sad" (70). The silence surrounding the narne
of the man would seern, as Hans-Georg Golz suggests, to fulfill a fairy-tale fùnction of creating
an everyman, lending to the work an "aspect of universality" (52). The confusion about the

narne of his country, however, points to another fùnction of the silence. Without a jail, the man
and, indeed, the whole country lack cohesive identity. This lack is emphasized in the aory
immediaiely d e r the above quotation:
There were old people and there was no prison to put them in; there were fat
people and clever people and people with glasses and knotty vehs and haif dead
people and some al1 humid with cancer and property owners and people with
skirts and coms and real people and nowhere a gaol to lock them up. There
weren't any black people in his country but nevertheless not even the srnailest or
cheapest M e old gaol or boop or slammer or caiubuso or ballon or clink or
fade or cooler wherever and however to keep them separated. Pee-foo-wee the

man sighed [. . .]. (70)
The lack of a prison resuits in the country's inability to separate and therefore distinguish

between groups of people and even indivîduals. The commentary on apartheid is obvious:
rather than keep pre-existing classifications of people apart, apartheid (and the legai and
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penological systems supporting it) is the force that creates the hierarcchical social distinctions.
Echoing Wilde's statement in "The Sou1 of Man under Socidism" that 'When there is no
puNshrnent at dl, crime will either case to exia, or, if it occurs, will be treated by physicians as

a very distressing fom of dementia, to be cured by care and kindness" (1 182), Breytenbach
implies that without the institutions and apparatuses in place that enforce social distinctions,
such classifications would seem ndiculous (as they do in this story). The function of the prison

as codifier is aiso highlighted in the satiric representation of its own codification, through the
multiple narnes ascnbed to it. 'The Man with the Head" takes this social critique to its satiric
limit when the man's own face falls off and sans arguing with the rest of his body, resulting in
the man's misrecognition around tom.

U. Breaking Down the Prison
The panicked nature of this hyper-classification and re-identification exists, as Judith

Butler says about gender identity, to hide the fact that the power of the aate '5s perpehiaily at
risk, that is, that it 'knows' its own possibility of becoming undone" (Tmitation" 23). The
ongoing necessity to re-classi% re-identify, and re-categorize each person that is perceived as
some form of social threat belies the fear of the possibiîity that those people may in and of
themselves, aside fiom any act associated with them, point out some weakness inherent in the
power structure. Joliy notes the fim stage of this dynamic, stating that in the Confesionr
'Breytenbach points out that, paradoxicaiiy in view of their overwhelming power, the
interrogaton are dependent upon the pnsoner to ju@

their existence. More spedcally, they

are dependent upon the success of theù efforts to force the pnsoner to conform to their image

of who he is" (63). Beyond this, Breytenbach demonstrates at several points in the text

precisely how the aate7soppressive structure begins to fall apart on its own terms, showing
what happens when the prisoner does not or will not "conform to their image of who he is."
One of the allusions Breytenbach uses to portray the sense of collapse arising fiom the
prison's dependancy on the prisoner is to the tale of the labyrinth and the Minotaur. Recurring
throughout the Cun~essionsand Mmroir, this allusion highlights the prison officiais'
paradoxicai reliance on the prisoner for their existence and power. The story of the Minotaur,

as it is told in Ovid's Metamorphoses, is threefold: Pasiphae, the wife of Minos, the king of
Crete, has sex with a bu11 and gives binh to a half-bu11I half-man; Minos, in order to hide the
fact of his wife's infidelity, has Daedalus construct a labyrinth in which the Minotaur is hidden;
after several others fail, Theseus negotiates the labyrinth and kills the Minotaur.' For

Breytenbach, the story of the nearly non-negotiable maze and the despised creature in it
parallels the expenence of the prisoner. Breytenbach reinterprets the myth, however,
emphasizing the prisoner's power over the officials who inhabit the maze with him. In the
section of Mouroir titled ' n i e Double Dying of an Ordinary Criminal," the site of execution is
described in tenns of the Minotaur story: 'Inour time the place of execution is a privileged one,
where it is dark, behind walls, in the heart of the labyrinth. Few people know when the seeker
has found it. It is there like cerne bashful god, üke the b h d and deafand self-satisfied idol of a
tiny group of initiates, for the satisfaction of an obscure tradition" (55-56). In this description,
the Minotaur is not the prisoner, but the gaiiows itself, which funCti0n.s only in terms of the
"traditions" of the officials who worship it. The gallows is both the space of ignorance for the
officials and the space of fieedom for the pnsoner. The 'Sast route" for the prisoner, we are
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told, is "secure and actually no longer pan of the personal hell" of the deadening routine of
prison N e (56).

This "gallows h d o m " is obviously problematic: like Harriet Jacobs' use of dering as
a means of removing herseif from the judgment of others, hding fieedom in death is

bittersweet at bat, and clairning that to be executed is really a form of gaining such fieedom
conjures the spectre of a justification of the prison methods. in the Confessions, Breytenbach

highlights the complexity of this space by again using the image of the Minotaur:
When firt 1 came out of prison 1 was thrown into emptiness and 1 found ail
space around me cluttered. For so long I had been conditioned to the
simplification of four walls, the square of a barred window, a double square
door, a square bed, emptiness [. . -1: al1 these had been erased by being apparent.
So that when 1 found myseifejected into what you would consider the nonnai
world, 1 found it tembly confusing. [. . .] Freedom is the minotaur outside the

walls. (26-27)
The space of fieedom, the "normal world," is here depicted as cluttered and confiising. Nothhg
seems to be in the 'proper" relation to anything else. Summarking this cohsion in the phrase
'Treedom is the minotaur outside the walls," Breytenbach, as in "TheMan with the Heaâ,"
defines the social world in terms of its own use of definitions. The "minotaur outside the waiîs"
is an ironic oxymoron. The Minotaur and the labyrinth surrounding it only exist in terms of
each other-when Theseus compleies the maze, the Minotaur dies, and vice versa. And it must

be remembered that the fieedom Breytenbach is describing here is not ody that of the "ex-

prisoner," but also that of "pu," the reader, it is the 'homial world." Freedom, Breytenbach
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suggests, relies upon its removal, through the means of prison. Davis defines a similar hction
of incarceration in the racialized matrix ofUS society, writing that Wie pnvilege to be punished
[. . .] acknowledged [. . .] the raciaiized universahty of liberty" ('Racialized" 93). The parallel

between Davis' and Breytenbach's conception of fieedom as reliant on its opposite could mean
that Breytenbach inadvertently emphasizes the supposedly positive findon of the prison as a
means of teaching members of the domiriant society the ''tn~e''meaning of fieedom, as it does
for Thoreau. However, opposed to the normative perception of this relationship, which Davis
describes and Thoreau enacts Breytenbach does not use the negative valuation of incarceration
to highlight the positive aspects of freedom, but instead uses the prison to show the illusory

nature of k d o m . Thus the distinction that the power structure draws between prisoners and
non-prisoners, the non-normative and the normative, is at bea overstated. This does not only
mean, however, that the power structure is threatened, because Breytenbach's own long

awaited fieedom becomes confused and "duttered" as well. The danger of the justification of
prison rnethods is tumed in on itself, becorning instead a damnation of the supposed f?eedom of
the outside world.

This perpetually enacted and repressed collapse of the social structure is especiaily
apparent in the categories that the apartheid aate imposes on racial identity. In discussing the
effects of apartheid on South -4fncan literature, André Brink writes that, "contextuaiiy the
binarities persisteci in the tendency to reduce the world to prediaable patterns of us and hem,
black and white, good and bad, male and female" (1 6). Breytenbach's portrayai of the pend
system's attempt to inscribe forcibly the racial binary of 'black and white" shows how such
'Veductions" seern dways to be under threat. Again during a dixussion of the cataloguing and

categorizing that takes place upon one's envance into prison, Breytenbach notes th&
Sometirnes there is confusion, particularly in the Cape, over whether a prisoner
should be considered as White or Brown. I've h o w n people who've done t h e
both as Brown prisoners and as Whites [. . -1. There was also the case of one
man being booked and nobody king able to make out whae he should be

shunted off to. Until the sergeant in charge shouted in his hstration, 'Now tell

us what the heu you areBlack or White?" And the man answered, '%ut of
course I'm White, my baas." (127)
As Nelson Mandela unites, boas is 'the Afrikaans word for boss or master, [and] signines

subserviencey'(1 26), so clairning the status of whiteness while simultaneously using the word
" b d Yis a linguistic mirnicry of the slippage between black and white, pointing to the
ciifferencesin power between the two. Seen from outside of the hegemonic conuol of the state,
difficuItiesin ctassification like this would seem to cal1 for the abandonment of the taxonomical
structure. But such a removal of vision is impossible for the prisoner and, seen as part of the
larger syaem of racial and social oppression, these difficulties cm only f o n a C'fÎustration"that

opens up the possibiiity for the violent silencing of that panicular problem. The chance that
these moments of discord may provide a space for positive transformation, then, goes for the
rnost part unheard. Breytenbach writes,

The danger then cornes fiom the intenial confiicts they [the secunty police] have
to struggie with. The dichotomy is between dohg what they have been
conditioned to do uoquestioningly and the leftover fedings of humaa
compassion, and-as tbey are not m d y or cdtufally equippeà to resolve these
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contradictions or even recognize them-they tend to become very violent in an
unconscious effort to blot out and perhaps to surpass the uneasiness. However
strange it may sound [. . .] I am convinced that some of the people they have

killed in detention probably died when the imerrogator was in a paroxyvn of
unresolved frustrations, even that the interrogator killed in an awkward
expression of love and sympathy for a fellow human being. (50)

The moment when the system begins to break down around its enforcers is aiso the moment of
its ultimate reinforcement through the h a l silencing of the dissenting, problematic being; again,
we are confronteci with the problem of "gailows fieedom." The guard silences at the moment
when his own identity is threatened by the contradictions surrounding him. His mistration arises

fiom "the intemd confiict" that in turn arises Lkom the state-sanctioned extemal situation. In
order to resolve his own conflict, he ends the extemal one, by killing.
Not al1 South f i c a n prison writers feel that b'intemalconflicts" were the reason behind
any of the violence of the Security Police. Prisoners of al1 races in South a c a have descnbed
their tonure at the hands of uncaring and simply sadinic police officers. Ruth First, a leader in

the South Afncan Cornmunis? Party who was killed in 1982, wrote of the Security Branch's
officers that,

they tell themselves, they are only doing their duty. They al1 talked like littie

Eichmanns. There was rarely a Sec*

Branch detective who did not Say: ' l t ' s

the law, we're only doing our job." This is the danger. Like Eichmann they will
do anythuig in the name of their job. They will be answerable for nothing.

Torture itself becornes no more than the pursuit of thev daiiy routine. (1 35)
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Molefe Pheto goes to great lengths to document his own torture duMg interrogation,
dedicating much of his And Nighi Fell: Memoirs of a Politicai Prismer in South Aficu to
describing the cruelty of the Security Branch, regular police, and prison guards, writing that one
torture session stopped only because the man who beat him 'kas tired" (69)? Hugh Lewin
recounts his own severe beatings, and the sounds of other prisoners king tortured and killed.
At one point, while describing his own t o m e , he writes that a Security Branch officer ''carne
in, looking for a towel hanging behind the door. He needed to wipe his hands; his fias were fidl

of blood [. . -1, he said, 'that Hamis-another one who said he wouldn't talk without a lawyer.'
Wiping the blood off his fist, and laughng. The other two laughed too" (38). Inâres Naidoo

sirnilarly describes police laughter during his own and othen' brutal tomire (20-26).'
In these accounts and othen too numerous to list the intemally confiicted interrogator

which Breytenbach describes is absent, replaceâ inaead with torturen who are willing and
energetic, even to the point of, in Dingake's words, 'Toaming at the mouth" (102).
Breytenbach's account simultaneously seems to rationalize the bmtality of the interrogators,
while tqing to show the impossible position in which their oppressive syaem has put them.

This could be dismisseci as an attempt, conscious or not, by Breytenbach as an Afkikaner to
explain away the bnitality of members of his own community. But such a rash dismissal would
ignore Breytenbach's own actions against the apartheid regirne and would risk denying his own
suffering at their hands while in prison. In order to understand this poitrayal, Breytenbach's

own depiction of his confiicted identity as an ""dbino
terrorist," as a privileged prisoner, nads
to be examined.

III. Fmstrating Complicity
It is the moment of mistration, of the simultaneous coUapse and rebuilâing of the
oppressive situation, that Breytenbach portrays through his selfaescnption in The T h e
C~essiom
o/A n Albino Ternorisr. Breytenbach, as he constructs hirnself in the text, exias in

the blind spot of apartheid South Afncan Society: the ad-apartheid Afrikaner, the "albho
tenoria." He becomes a hyper-classifieci subject who cannot be slotted into any one of the
categories supplied by the prison state. As David Schaîkwyk writes, "To be a sec
acknowledged 'terrorist' is both to distance oneself fiom the values of white South Afnca and
to accept its pejorative categorizations: to cal1 oneself an 'albino' terrorist is to forgo inclusion
within the affirmative comrnunity of stniggie politics, to insia on an intrinsic abnonnality" (25).
In a sirniiar vein, Attridge and Jolly, in the introduction to their rt!CeM collection of essays on

South Afnca, write that '?the hiaory of South Atncan cuiture is illuminating for its numerous
instances of those who have rejected ethnic identification as a means of negotiating their future
because of the bigoted formulation it takes within a racist imagination" (9). Breytenbach was

not the only, or even best known, Afnkaner to fight againa the bigoted state. Bram Fischer, the
lawyer who defended Nelson Mandela and others at the Rivonia trial, who was himself later

sentenced to life imprisonment and died while under house arrest, also recognized the diculty
of being both an Afikaner and an &-apartheid activia. In his statement ffom the dock, he
noted that 'lt was to keep faith witb BU those dispossessed by apartheid that 1broke my
undertaking to the court, separated rnyself fiom my farnily, pretended that 1 was someone else,

and accepted the Me of a fugitive" (46). Mandela expands on the alienation from his own
comrnunity that Fischer endured because of his political beliefs, writing 'No matter what 1
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suffered in my pursuit of & d o m , 1 always took strength fiom the fact that I was fighting with
and for my own people. Bram was a free man who fought against his own people for the
tieedom of others" (472).
Recognizing the ways in which such a disparity between cultural and political
identification can resdt in a split perception of a person's identity, Breytenbach's text shows
how his affiliations are too multiple to allow a simple reduction to "enemy of the state," despite

the attempts to categorize him within the existing system. JoUy writes,

Breytenbach represents a failure in the discursive poliUcs of 'self and 'other,'
because the Afiikaner nationalist rhetoric stmmred around those pole fails to
account for his subjectivity as it is demonstrated by his actions. According to
this rhetoric's definition of self and other, he represents the impossible, for he

represents both "self' and ''other"; he is Afnkaner by "virtue"of his birth and
poetic talent; yet his political ailegiances render him a traitor. (70)
Jolly reads this impossible definition of self as an attempt by Breytebach to limit or halt 'Vie
violation" of his identity by others. He does so, l e writes, through his constant denial of
cornplete self-knowledge, and through a denial of the possibility of objectively knowing the
tmth or uuths behind his experiences (98 ft). In discussing Mouroir, JoUy quotes Cixous,
writing, '"Being several and insubordinable, the subje* can resin subjugation' [. . .].

Paradoxically, then, the autonomy of the subject-its power to resist violation-lies in the
destabilisation, not the assenion, of the concept of the d e d subject" (90).
The '00th / and" nature ofBreytenbach's identity as an "aibino terrorist" is pertiaps evm

more complar than Joiîy's excellent reaâing allows. nie entirety of the Confessionsis

addressed to an ephemeral figure who is nameà, variously, 'W.
Investigator," 'Ur.
Interrogator," '%Ar. Investerrogator," 'WrConfiessor," 'W. Eye," and 'W.
1." This multiple
naming reflects the multiple identities ascribed to this figure, who shifts between races, between
political allegiances and, since the book is sometimes addressed to Breytenbach's d e , between
genders. Schalkwyk makes this explicit, stating that the addressee is "a continuaUy displaced
confesser, who is constituted variously (if we follow the grarnmar of the address where it lads)

as the reader, Breytenbach's wife, his alter ego, his Security Police hterrogators, a Supreme
Coun Judge, and the black South Atncan activists who dismiss Breytenbach for being a naive
and expedient sell-out" (26)."1

of these categories lead back to Schalkwyk's fim

construction, that the Mr. Investigator figure functions to represent Breytenbach's unseen

reader .
That the Corfessions is addressed to this figure functions both to undermine the

intemogator / intemogated relationship that structures Breytenbach's life in prison, and to
replicate it. In reproducing that relationship, he not only illustrates its complexity and its

In facS his attempt to
centrality to everyday life, but he also represents it as ine~capable.~
undennine this particular power dynamic is intimately tied to his reproduction of it. Like
Thoreau's text, the Confessions is caught in a matrix of rebelling against and reproducing the
oppressive powers. The attempted underminhg takes place through the portrayai of the
moment of hstration that arises when the system is confromed by its own 'Sntemal conflicts"
of identity, the moment when the system's categorizations appear to begm to break down

around themselves. The police and the înterrogators wem to great lengths to classify
Breytenbach, to make him fit h o th& worid-view as an enemy. One final exarnpk of tliis, 6om
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Indeed, it's clear that the political police were making me out to be a terrorist in
the minds of those with whom 1 had been in contact. You feel like laughhg, Mr.
Investigator? You splatter. What? Am 1 not a terrorist then? No, no, no, don't
get me wrong, I'rn not denying that. I've accepted it. Mea culp. (I
am guilty

in any event. Al1 that's still lacking is the crime to tit the guilt. I'm sure you can

help me there, Mr.Eye.) 1 was accused of being a terrorist, 1 was brought
before the courts in terms of the Terrorism Act, 1 was convicted of king one, 1
was sentenced as a terroria, on my jail ticket where it asked 'sentence or crime'
it was wrinen, carefully, 'terrorism'; therefore, because this is the way we do

things in No Man's Land, therefore I am indetxi a terrorist. (38)
Mr. Investigator, supponed by his rnirror image, the ail-seeing, panoptic Mr.Eye, laughs when
Breytenbach suggests that he is not a terroria because, withùi the classification system of the

apartheid aate, Breytenbach is a terrorist whether he committed acts of terronsm or not. This
function of the police and judiciary systems can be rad, as Jetemy Tarnbling notes, as a "desire
to close the gap between law and Law-to give an absolute status to standards otherwise

arbitrady held and believed in and enforced" (209). Breytenbach is inscribed, therefore he is.
Breytenbach goes to great lengths, however, to show how he is complicit in this
categorization of himsell; how he and Mr.Investigator are one, and how the moment of
fnistration for the system is also a moment where he himseifis hstrated. As he says in the
appendix to the text, Yt was not my intention to take revenge on a system or on certain people
-at least, 1dodt think it was. We are too closely tied for that" (339). And, at the beginaing of
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the te-

Breytenbach describes the manner in which the Confes.siomwas composed; basic*,

he spoke the text into a tape-recorder:
Isn't that the whole process of our being, this looking for a narne? And then,
this sarne process is an open-ended one; I can hear the echoes. As it continuesthis jumbletalk, this trial--1 can go on searching, and 1 can hear the reverberation

of my own voice. I'm sitting here--1 have this Iittle instrument in rny hand; 1
have the earphones on my head and 1 speak to you and I listen to the voice
coming back. And 1 leam fiom these words the reality as it is being presented at
the moment of emitting the sounds. That is perhaps as close as 1can corne to
what the identity is considered to be. That is as close as 1 corne to the truth.
Here 1am. Here the tmth is also. 1 hope, Mr Investigator, that that is what you

expect ofme. (13)
The intimate tie that Breytenbach talks about in the appendix is here, at the very beginning of
the text, an impossible knot of hsnating utterances-Breytenbach is speakuig to Mr.
Investigator and hearing the words himsell; begging the observation that he and this Mr 1 are
one and the sarne. Indeed, as a white South Aûican, Breytenbach is Mr Investigator (as an
image of the dominant power structure at the t h e of Breytenbach's imprisonment and at the
time of the text 's composition). The selfdrected nature of his discussion also mimics the
arbitmy nature of the Nationahas' justification of apartheid, which creates the distinctions

between races by enacting them. As a 'terrorist," however, he is the non-1, the "Othei' that the
Afrikaner Investigator mua silence. For Breytenbach, the moment of complete identification,

of ultimate complicity, is also the moment that Mr.Lnveshgator and the apartheid state's

taxonornical system breaks down. He writes, "the System is hiaorically defined and
conditioned, and the people come like words frorn the belly of the System. It canrmt change by
itself. It is svucturally impossible for those who are bred 6om it to m o d e the system

significantly fiom within. The structure m u a be shattered by violence. And violence will be
blind" (239). The violence needed to tear down the structures of oppression must come Grom
the outside-it must be the "other" which forces itself into the syaem in order to disrupt it. By
showing how the "other" is at the sarne time the "self," and how absolute tmth and a definable
identity are always deferrecl, Breytenbach attempts t o undennine the assurnptions that support

the deterministic çystem.
The Mr. lnvestigator figure, however, is at times referred to as being black. The most

prominent example of this occurs at the end of the chapter entitled 'Vp, Up and Away":

We m u a launch a dialogue. 1 must wam you that the syaem by which we're
trying to replace the present one wiU grind us down, me andyou, as inexorably.

I m u a tell you that 1 cannot hold my cnticism, my disaffectjon, in abeyance; that
1 cannot condone yow (our) agreements and compromises-not even tacticaiiy. 1

love you too bitterly for that. 1hear you chuckling, you who are Black . . . .
(240)

By positing a black person in the raader's / Mr. Investigator's position, Breytenbach envisions a
pst-apartheid social structure. He does not wnstnict this as an ideal social existence, as the

completely positive end to the search for justice in South Afnca. He States instead that the
future state m u a also avoid fallùig into dichotomies and biased taxonomical structures.
Breytenbach again uses notions of both identification and compiicity ("me mdym '3, this t h e
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in order to point out possible fiinire injustice. Notably, both during and after the ANC's rise to

power, Breytenbach retained what he called a position of "principled cnticism" (Mentory 86)that is, a cntical position bdanced with obvious joy at the overthrow of the apartheid state and
by a respect for Mandela and his aspirations for South A f n c d o

The syaemic collapse of totalitarian stmctures that Breytenbach atternpts to portray

cornes at a price, for he must give up the illusion of king the completely non-complicit, nonhstrated revolutionary. This renunciation disrupts the traditional position of the confessing
figure who attempts, as Thoreau does, '%O stand as an authontative producer of 'tmth"' (Leigh

Gilrnore 55). Breytenbach calls his own authority and abilities into question as the passage
about the violent disruption of the syaem continues:

. b d violence will be blind because its eyes will be useless from the despair of

having seen too much . . . of never having truly seen anything at ail . . . . The

land shall belong to no one. Not even to the deads. What then? You mua go
on, even if you lose yourself dong the way. 1 do not know whether what 1 a

h

for will be any better but 1 do know that this is unacceptable and that it will have
to be destroyed to make it possible for the other-maybe better-to take its place.
And 1 know 1 am lazy . . . my knees are weak . . . 1 genufiect so easily . . . . The

temptation is to remain in the labyrinth which finally offers the seainty of the
loiown. 1 have unceasingly to pull myselfup by the bootstraps. My arms get
tired from pretending to be wings. (23940)

While Vying to retain a recogition of the necessity to ovenhrow the oppressive police state
that was the Nationalist govenunent, Breytenbach simultamously creates a position for hïxnself
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that denies his very abiiity to revolt. As he says later, with a note more of despair than of
aggrieved humbleness, "Ihad to purge myself[. . -1. If1 say 'purge' it may imply that there are
events-that I myseif have done things-which are improper, which I ought to be ashameci of It
is me: 1 am not a hero; I am not even a revolutionary" (337). While I agree with Jolly that the
Confessions "depends upon a representation of subjectivity that dislocates, rather than locates,
identity" (99), I beiieve that she does not hlly address the problernatic nature of the rebellion /
complicity relationship when she writes that, 'The narrative attempts to represent the
intersubjective relationships that it investigates-the alignrnents of subjectivity around the poles

of self and other-as reflections, not complete identifications, of one another"(99). Despite
seeing the identity Breytenbach constructs in his text as a "dislocation" of autonomous notions
of individuality, Jolly still reads that identity as7to a certain degree, self-contained and whole.
She writes, 'The structural features of [the Confiessiml represent intersubjective relationships
as playing reflexive or mutually independent, rather than complementary, roles in the
constitution of subjectivity" (98). That there is an important degree of complementarity and
complete identification is apparent in the existence of the figure 'hlr 17" which contains and
describes Breytenbach, his Interrogator, and his reader. This identification allows the space for
al1 participants to engage in both complicity and rebeilion. Lovesay notes part of this cycle of
complicity, stating that 'The nature of this figure's construction indicates the reader's
complicity producd by the act of reading Breytenbach's revelations" (34). The double motion
of complicity 1 rebeiiion and rebeiiion 1 complicity fonns the contradictory poiitical action that is

nie True Con/essions of an AIbino Terrorisî.
The relation between complicity and rebellion is also portrayecl in Breytenbach's
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transformation of the traditional autobiographickl fom. By constmcting the confessions as a
t e a he teils to himse4 Breytenbach forrrtally emphas~esthe contradiction of his position. Such
a contradiction is summed up by Demda, in a lecture entitled "ûtobiographies," originaiiy
published the year of Breytenbach's release from prison and the year before Confissiom was
released. Discussing Nietzsche's Ecce Homo,an autobiography which the narrator says he tells
to himself, Derrida argues that 'The contradiction of the 'double' thus goes beyond whatever
declining negativity might accompany a dialectical opposition. What counts in the nnal
accounting and beyond what can be counted is a certain step beyond," where "sep beyond," we
are told by the translater, cm also be translated as 'hot beyond" (19). Although different than
Lytton's text, Breytenbach's Confessions can aiso be read as a subversion which can be
"identified as the deconstruction of the bourgeois author (the sacred subject of autobiographical
narrative)" (Caren Kaplan 121). While not engaging in the collective authonhip that Kaplan
describes, Breytenbach's complication and fiaauring ofhis identity can be read as an attack on
the bourgeois author and the privilege which that figure represents. Harlow reads this attack as

one commined by al1 authors of prison memoirs, because such texts present 'a serious threat to
the authorities' control over the 'power of writing, "'and help to fom a "political fiatemity
inside the prison" that resonates with, for example, the collective authorship of the suffragettes
(Resismce 125, 129). At the same time, though, Breytenbach seems to work against such a

fratemity, creating a texnial identity that is unique in its cornpiete iack of dective
identification-rather than ''an albino terronst," he seerns to become "the albino terrorist." Such

a uniqueness would reproduce the individuality of the bourgeois author, and Breytenbach's text
wouid therefore walk a thin line between rebeiiion against the dominant society and the
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reproduction of it. Like Lytton's class passing, which could fa11 into a further silencing of the
working-class activist, Breytenbach's rejection ofC'theold notion of the unitary individual in
favor of the split and multiply tiagmented subject may not always serve emancipatory

(Sidonie Smith, Subjectivity 155-56).
objectives; rather it may serve fiuther oppressive agendasyy
In Demda's words, Breytenbach's undermining of the interrogator / interrogated, oppressor I
oppressed power relationship is at once a "step beyond" and an existence 'hot beyond.""

This double motion is elaborated upon in the final paragraphs of 'The Double Dying of
an Ordinary Criminal." M e r the central narrative of execution, there is a second section,
separated from the main story by the roman numeral "ii" (a doubling of an 'T'). This section
functions in much the sarne way as the "inserts" of the Confessions do: it is an addendum which,
constructed as if it was written chronologically afler the events of the main body of the text,

offers comrnentary on the central storyline:
Mirron have a life too and that which gets caught in them continues exining

there. Reality is a version of the rnirror image. It is a literary phenomenon I'd

iike to point out to my colleagues: the rituai mua be completed Ui us aiso.
Before death points? Does death depend on us? [. . .] This is the r e d t : the eye

and the hand (the description) embroider the version of an event, the anti-reaiity
without which reaiity never could exist-description is expenencing-l am part of

the ritual. The pen twists the rope. From the pen he is hanged . . . . He hangs in
the rnirror. (62)

Writers, in composing a narrative of violence, actudy m a t e the violence that they supposedly
ody describe. The "literary phenomenon" is part of the cycle of violence itself. This movement
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is even visible in the title of Mmroir which, as Egan notes, '%onfiates the concepts of seK
reflection and death, or self-discovery in confrontation with death, [and] it also describes life
wxiting as a death sentence" (Mirror 12). The &or

image that is the narrative becomes the

violence which it would seek to combat, just as Breytenbach sees the violence of Mr.
Investigator rnirrored Ui himself, thus creating Mr. 1.
As in the Confessions, however, 'The Double Dyng of an Ordinary Criminal" attempts
to show how this compîicity can be reworked

into an anti-hegemonic force:

And the writer just as the reader (because the reader is a mirror to the writer)

can seemingly make nothing undone. He cannot reopen the earth, cannot set the

snapped neck, cannot auffthe spirit back into the flesh and the light of Me in the
lustreless eyes Full of sand, cannot straighten the mother's back, cannot raise the
assassinated, cannot reduce the man to a seed in the woman's loins while a hot
wind blows over the Coast.

Or can he?
1s that the second death?

(Shiva, as Nutaraya--King of the Dancers-has in his one nght hand a
d m which indicates sound as the first element of the dolding / budding

universe; the uppermost lefi hand holds a fYe-tongue, element of the world's

ha1 destruction

[. . .]. The other arms represent the eternal rhythmical

balance between life and death. The one foot rests on the devil of
'Torgetf'ulness," the other treads in the void, as is u d when dancing, and

depicts, accordmg to Heinrich Zimmer, ''the never-ending flow of consciousness
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in and out of the state of ignorance." Shiva, god of destruction, god of creation,
et cetera. The heart is a mirror / The mirror is a hart.) (62-63)
What starts as a contemplation of the writer's and reader's complicity in the rihial of execution
becomes, in the parenthetical passage, a religious and philosophical examination of the complete
e
d Shiva, this
interdependence of both poles of al1 binaries. Incamated in the multiply m

construction of the interdependence of opposites semis to be a reply to the question, '7s that
the second death?" Jolly, examining this story without referring to the parenthaical statements,
sees "the second death" in the above passage as an "alternative," an escape fkom the writer's
and reader's repetition of the violence of the hanging (85). She goes on to explicate this
alternative in some of Breytenbach's other works, stating that "the relentless logic of
deteminism rnay be 'broken"' through 'The metaphysics of absence" (85). Rather han cleanly
escape the violence inherent in textual representations, however, Breytenbach instead shows

how those representations always contain the possibility of the undoing of their violence. But at
the same time it is impiied that representations that daim to escape the repetition of violence
ofien in fact reproduce it. Paul de Man's description ofthe study of autobiography paraiiels
Breytenbach's notion of representation: both are "caught in this double motion, the necessity to
escape from the tropology of the subject and the equally inevitabk reinscription of this necessity
within a speailar mode1 of cognition" (923). For Breytenbach, such a circular modeî is not as

fracture-prwf as de Man's description would make it seem. What must be done in order to
escape the unintempted flow of violence is to try to recognize one's own "ignoraace"and
aaively work against Torg&ess,"

whiîe all the t h e recognizing the possibility (orjait

acconpli) of one's own complicity. One must "'entertain the idea of a permanent revoiution"
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despite the fact that "it is so hombiy difficult to do SO" (Breytenbach,'Interview").

b
w to
Breytenbach construas this "permanent revolution" as a positive force, but the a
engage in it, to be able to recognize one's own ignorance, may not be as sesevident as his text
suggests. When the positive portrayal of the permanent revolution is paired to his construction
of identity in the text, an identity which seems to be conceived at least as a movement towards
such a revolution, the complicitous nature of Breytenbach's rebellion risks becoming, like

Thoreau's seKconstniction, exemplary and an image of "proper" and universai action. Thus,
Breytenbach's identity risks becoming an heterogenous image of the ideal, which can lead to
"dominating one's fellows," to use Georges Batde's words (145). in other words,
Breytenbach's identity as constmcted in the Confessions can be read as an idealization of a

permanent revolution, which nsks slipping into a romanticization of his acts of compiicity,
which, in tum, can lead to a reproduction of the forces he is attempting to combat. This

concem becornes especially troublesome when Breytenbach's portrayal of his identification with

Mr. Investigator is pair& with the accounts of the other South Afncan prison writen mentioned
earlier, who see any form of cooperation with interrogato~as either a betrayd of their cause, or

as the inevitable result of the brutal violence used against them. Breytenbach indeed recognizes
and writes against such violence, but leaves his most direct statements for an appendix to the
central text. His constnict of a complicitous rebellion could be seen to operate direaly against
the depictions by these and other authon. His shiAing subjectivity hctions against the
background of the seerningly less problematized, more unitary subjectivities of the otha
revolutionaries, the majonty of whom were non-white. Indeed, other South Afncan h t e r s
note the problematic connection that exists between Breytenbach and the oppressive dominant
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culture despite his battles a g h a it. Pheto writes of Breytenbach that ' b y political fieedom
was not dependent on White fiiends. [. . .] it depended on me and on Black people" (170).

Dingake notes that even Breytenbach's abTty to write in prison can itseif be seen as an act that
separates him fiom the stmggle: 'The dernand for permission to write creatively [in prison] was

a ticklish issue at the time, because a precedent had already been created with Breyten
Breytenbach [. . .]. Breytenbach had been obviously favoured, whether because he was a 'son
of the soil' or for some more obscure reason, we did not h o w " (1 82). Dingake does not
suggest that Breytenbach was aware of this favountism, but this passing reference does note
the problematic position that Breytenbach and his writings occupy. Breytenbach's critique of
the Enlightenment individual through his shifting identity may be jua as dependant on the
privilege of his white identity as Thoreau's transcendent individualism is. Within the context of
my larger argument, Breytenbach's textual creation of a non-unitary identity can be read as a

fùrther bolstenng of the carcerd identificatory practices-re-emphasinng the oppressive results
of dominant ontological structures-rather than as an attack on those pracûces. The act of
constant rebellion in Breytenbach's text, and in my own engagement in Breytenbach's
theoretical debate, nsks becoming an objective and easy formulation that denies the dangers of
situating a rebeUion within compticity.
However, pointing out such dangers similady risks being seen as an adhominem attack
on Breytenbach and as a denial of his own prison expenence, which I certainly do not want to

do. Instead, my aim is to suggest that Breytenbach's t e a c m remind us of the necessity for
questioning even the most seemingly weli thoughtsut or weU Uitended acts or theones. It can

also remind us that nothing should be taken for granted-not even the act of questioning itseif
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The importance of Breytenbach's text lies not, I think, in its mutuaily dependant positionhg of
cornplicity and rebellion, but in its attempteâ complication of the two poles. Whether or not
Breytenbach's text or his personal battle are successfbl is not the question I would ask; what we
can take from his text is a recognition of the need to constantly examine and question positions,
not just those of others, but also our own.
1 would like now to retum to the signature at the end of the Confessions, "Pretoria

,'

PofIsmoor :Pafermo Paris, 29 December 1983." Breytenbach is not just equating the South
Afncan prisons at Pretoria and Pollsmoor with the Inquisition and Palermo. He is also
implicating Paris, the "civilized" Western world. Paienno did not just lead to Pretoria and
Pollsmoor, but also to Paris, to the Revoluiion, and to the reader-who, you'U remember, is
always in the position of Breytenbach's 'Interrogator." 'Taris" and the date of composition,

the supposedly fiee present, appear at the end of the ailiterative oppressive sequence of
Tretoria / Poilsrnoor / Palermo" both as the end (goal) of the sequence, and as the end (death)
of the sequence. Paris becomes a teaual or cognitive space in which we can recognize our own
ability to function like Shiva-to hold d o m forgetfulness and combat ignorance, in an endless

battle to recognUe oneself and others. More importantly, it alm becomes a reminder not to
romanticize the act of rebellion. Breytenbach's prison writings offer a notion of a continuously
ongoing struggle, where fieedom mua be consistently fought for fiom oppression, where we

must recognize that the former can always become the latter. Breytenbach's text reminds us of
the danger of txying to create Utopias, nating that 'there will never be a perfect society
anywhere," and that we must aim to create systemic mptures, for "ruptures can be flashes of

comprehension" (360). One of his h a 1 statements can be used not only as a meam of rebdlllig,

but as a positive means of interpreting his own attempts, his fnistrated compiicity and
cornplicitous haration: 'Try to çee it as a continuous process, not a rigid goal or structure"
(360). In the following h a 1 statements to my study, 1 will examine some of the implications

that this reading of Breytenbach's work has to the overall project.
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Notes
1. Breytenbach is most iikely refening to the establishment of the Universal Inquisition,

and its assignment to the Holy Ottice, by Pope Paul tU in 1542.

2. Several critics deai in depth with the relationship that Breytenbach h w s baween the
interrogator and the interrogated. JoUy views it as 'teflect[ing] to sorne extent the perverse
mutual dependence of the dominant and submissive selves found in sadomasochistic

relationships" (64). J. U.Jacobs analyses the prevalence of this relatiomhip in South Afncan

prison writing as a genre, viewing it through Louis J. West's

D D Debility, Dependancy,

Dread] syndrome" ("Confession" 121 @. Doherty rads into the reiationship a Lacanian
relationship of an alienated self and a desued Other. Despite the variances in their readings, ail

of the critics note that, as J. U. Jacobs writes, 'The various modes of interrogation [. . .] form
an interrogative matrix for an eventwl process of self-investigation in narrative" ('Confessiony'
1 18). This selfiinvestigation is necessarily combined with, 1 would add, a narrative of political

investigation.
3. Many authon have sketched Breytenbach's biography, their des~nptionsusually

culminating with his ùnprisoment and eventual release. Most of these brief histories rely on
Breytenbach's own autobiographical works, A Séuwn in Paradise, 7k T i e C ~ n f e ~ o olft sun

Albino Tenoria, and R e m to Paradse. See,for exarnple, Joly (6 l), Egan ('Breyteabach'sy7
89), Moore (3-4), and, dating before Breytenbach's release fiom prison, André Brink's

introduction to A Seclson in Puruiiise (9-1 7). Breytenbach has recently added Dog Hem: A

Memoir to his autobiographical writings.
4. For a description of the various classifications of prisoners by race and security
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categories, see Cook (3 1-32). Cook also includes an appendix documenthg the Merent
rations aliotted to each racial category in prison. For a surnmary of apartheid laws, see
McLachlan. As to his distinction between Afilkaners and Enghsh-speakmg "red-ne~ks,'~
Breytenbach's decision to write the Confemons in English, thus distancing himseif somewhat
h m his Afrikaner heritage, supports Harlow's assertion that 'The very choice of the language

in which to compose is itselfa political statement" (Resistance xviü). Not only does

Breytenbach reject the language of oppression, but, tiirthermore, in adopting English, he could
be seen as attacking A!?ikaner history, which lauds the Atiikaner rebellion against Engiish

colonialism. Recently, however, Breytenbach has attempted to resurrect Afrikaans as a creole

language that was bom from oppression, and is therefore resonant with various political
stmggies. In an interview on CBC Radio, he stated that Afrikaans "is not a white man's
language [. . .] and it carries within it, as creole languages do, a wonderftl adaptabiiity to the
environment within which it finds itself." But he is wary of taking "this point a little too far," of
perhaps overly romanticizing Afrikaans as the apartheid regime did.
5. Breytenbach retells the story of the Minotaur in Dog Heurt (146), placing it as one of

several 'iweighty matters" his daughter discusses with him during a visit to post-apartheid South
Afnca. The emphasis in Dog Heurt, unlike the C ~ n / ~ o niss on
, the king's death after Theseus

kills the Minotaur-perhaps a metaphor for the whites' loss of power, which Breytenbach
descn'bes as "good' in a practical and possibly a moral sense," but which is still a "palliful"
process (145)6. For discussions of both Pheto's and Fust's texts, set Harlow (Buwed 22-23; 145-
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7, Also see Cook, who includes an appendix of "prisoners' testimony" in his work (6473), as weU as the d o n titled "Treatment of Prisoners" in Amnesty International's Politicai

lmptisonment in Sarrh A/nco (56-92).
8. Doherty rads the addressee of the Conjssions as being stably and constantiy

constmcted as "'thevoice of future authority in South Ahica, of a black political group
questioning Breytenbach about his behavior in prison" (236). in addition to the constant trope

of what Jolly calls the dislocation of identity, however, Breytenbach writes, in the 'Wote" at the
end of the text, "1 was in the 6rst instance, in aii intimacy, talking to [my wife]; telling her all
which I'd had to hold back over the years" (338). Thus Davies who also sees the addressee as

a member of the "revolutionary black South Afncan movement," admits that, "even 'Mr.
Investigator' had his origins in a %etnamese woman," and equates this to what he sees as the
"briccolage"of the text ( 160; 16 1). The addressee is, at times, constmcted as a black person in

a position of power, but that is not the sole construction.
9. Emma Mashinini describes a similady problematic reiationship between the
interrogator and interrogated, writing that ''These outings-to the doctor, to the interrogation,
to rny visitors-served a very good purpose, because it was going out to meet people, to see
other things and most of ail to see people. Even interrogation 1 looked forward to. And if they
didn't cal1 me for interrogation, 1 really wanted to remind them, because interrogation was
better than to be isolated and afl by myseiffor ail those month" (85). While Mashinini thus
compticates the relationship between interrogator and pnsoner, unIike Breytenbach's text hrn
emphasizes the terror of isolation as the cause.
10. See "An Open Lenei to Nelson Mandela, 1991," and "An Operi Letter to Nelson
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Mandela, 1994" (Memory 74-87). In the CBC Radio interview, when discussing the present
social state of South Africa, Breytenbach stated that he thought that the country is "probably
moving in a direction of what one could c d a kind of a less dernocntic fomi of aability. The
stability part, which is what the present community and the outside world r d y wants to see,

wiN have to be enforced probably with some kind of authoritative means, and that's not good

either."
1 1. See Derrida's 'ltacism's Last Word" for his specific cornrnents on apartheid. Also
see the critiques of that essay by Jolly (xvi n.2), and McClintock and Nixon, as well as Demda's

response to McClintock and Nixon.

Closing Statements I Openhg Arguments
1 wish in closing to explore further the ramifications of the question- and process-

onented conclusion of the final chapter. 1 want to use this space not only as a f o n d closure to
rny statements on prison writing, but dso to continue the process 1 began in my "opening

statements" of try-ing to "open up" discussion. 1 will begin this by raising some arguments and
problems that are r a i d by my study, and which rnay cumplicate some of the previous
conclusions 1 have offered; 1 do so not ody witb the explicît hope of engaghg readers in
continuing and energetic dialogue, but for two more specific reasons, as weil. First, to end the
1st chapter by

raising the necessity of questioning one's own position and then to go on to offer

a finn and decisive conclusion would be self-contradictoïy. Second, my immersion in prison
writing has led me to what 1believe is a healthy disrespect toward the authoritative use of
laquage, and toward the use of texts as part of a set of controlhg mechanisms that first dehe

and then assert the absolute necessity of their own views. As Harlow argua, prison writing
challenges 'ihe conternporary univenity structure and the institutions of state of which it is a
part to rethink the social and cultural traditions [. . .] that the university has inherited and is
engaged in reproducing" (Bmred 3 l).' In order to fully engage in the social critique offered by
the authon studied here, my own authoritative identity as consinicted through this study n d s

to be guestioned.
There is a cenual problem to which 1 wish to direct the reader's attention, a problem
raised by the thma of the overail argument in which 1 have engaged. The study as a whok

anaiyzes prison authon' constructions of identity as general critiques of the Eniightenment

individual and the ontological and social f'rameworks involved with it. Thoreau's transcendemi
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individuai, as a subset or outcroyping of the larger category, is thus held up as a potential means
of reinforcing the very oppression Thoreau seems to fight against. The discussion that
continues through ail of the chapten shows a general shifl away 6om notions of the individual
to more poasvucturalist understandings of the subject as a creation of a multitude of social
forces. The argument arising from this culminates in the final section of this work, which
emphasizes both Lytton's and Breytenbach's attempts to ground more jua societies on a
decentring of identity and their emphasis on the necessity of understanding the multiple ways in
which people are constructed. The authors demonstrate how people engage in and are engaged
by often conuadictory forms of discourse, and are therefore conaantly in the process of behg

reconstnicted by social forces. This is not construed as a permanent oppression, though, since,
as Butler writes, "agency begins where sovereignty wanes. The one who acts (who is not the
sarne as the sovereign subject) acts precisely to the extem that he or she is constituted as an

actor and, hence, operating within a linguistic field of enabling constraints from the outset"
(Ercituble 16). The prison authon snidied here can thus use writing in order to creatively
and the identities construcied within them, givir~gnse to
negotiate these "C~nstraints'~

Foucault's "pl urality of resistances, each of hem a special case" (Histoty %).
Notions of Uidividuality, however, are not only consistent witb the dominant values
reinforced by oppressive carcerd discipline (as we saw in Chapter i), but are also intricately

tied to notions of quality, to the idea that eacb individual is essentiaüy identified witb
"indienable rights and freedoms," an idea that ail of the authors here are arguably seiving to
assert in aod through their texts. Judicial and penological protocols are based on assertions of

individual responsibility and culpability, and therefore cal1 for a unifomiity of procedure and
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punishment not as alienating and discipliwy forces, but as attempts to ensure equal treatment
under the law, to legaily disable arbitrary decisions based on bias or bigotry. Calls for a
decentnng of notions of the individual-to see each voice or resistance as the "special case7'raise the ugly spectre of biased and arbitrary decisions about punishment, and give rise to the
related spectre of violent (or more subtle) forms of oppression. This critique can also be
levelled from another direction: is not Foucault's assertion of the "special case," and the
contemporary theorist's cal1 for plurality, sirnply a reworded version of democracy and, as such,
would it not also carry with it the biases and bigotries of the ontological tiamework of
contemporary so-cded democracy, which have been discussed throughout this work? The
"special case" is damned from either of these directions, and can be seen to work against the
unifonnity and equality of treatment for which the authors studied here c d .
But while this brings into question the goal of rny argument, it does not negate the value

of its process, of the examination of the Uiherent bigotnes of the Enlightenment subject and the
legal and penological structures founded upon it. I do believe that such a critique is a necessary
step in the analysis and hopefully the dismantling of institutional oppression. So, we are mick
in a quandary between the need to critique our understanàings of identity and political-

penological structures in order to discover their problems and the need to retain a uniformity in
structure in order to disallow the unequal treatment of people based on, for example, racial or
gender bigotries. A solution to this problem is beyond the scope of this project a d , 1 would
argue, apermanent solution is beyond the scope of any project. Some motions toward better
understaadings of the problem, however, and towards means of negobathg the thcoretid ami
practical paradoxes r a i d , can be offered in the hopes of engaging conversation. The questions
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that need to be r a i d are centrally structural ones. 1s it possible to retain a structure (e.g.,
legal, penological, educational) based on a uniformity of process in order to ensure equal
ueatment, while simultaneously aiiowing for a plurality of resistance that can point out biases
hidden behind the stnicture?
Some possibilities for the embodiment of such a structure have been made by the recent
work of pison abolitionias. The latter-day abolitionias argue for a rejection both of what
Davis refen to as the "social-scientific and popular discourses that assume a necessary

conjunction between crime and punishment" and of the "philosophical literature on
imprisonment" which argues that "individuals are punished because of the crimes they commit"
('Racializeâ" 103). Ushg the criminalization of blackness as her example, Davis effèctively

demonstrates that '%rimey'is not necessarily the deteminer of punishment, but that class,
gender, and race dl play important roles. The realization of the disjoined nature of crime and
punishment can lead to an opening for ways of dealing with crime that are not centrally îixated
on punishment. Here we once again corne to the problem of instituthg changes, of forniing
stmctures which can avoid the authoritative and alienating powers of current penology, while
not allowing arbitrary syaems to dominate. Several ideas have been offered, and some have
even been instituted in a small

As Duff and Garland note in their collection, many of the

abolitionist theories of responses to crime focus on concepts of codict or dispute resolution, in
which crime is perceived not "'as an individual's culpable disobedience to some supposedly

shared moral norrn" but is instead understood "'as a matter of 'conflict' between memben of the
cornrnwiity"(333). W ' i this conception of crime, le@ structures wouid be geared towards

an actively communai process of reparation, rather than punishment. The uniform structure
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offering equal treatrnent would be geared around the tiinction of mediators or facilitators, rather

than prosecutors, defenders, and judges. Hennan Bianchi sumrnarizes one way of looking at
this general position:
Crime in abolitionist thought has to be defined in tenns of ton. [. . .] Lawyers
and jurists are the allies of abolitionias, since they are capable, and hopefidiy
willing, to develop new concepts of tort which would be suitable for the
regdation of crime conflicts, and niles for the sedement of disputes [. . .]. The
new syaem would no longer be called criminal law but re-w

lm.

("Abolition" 340)
Bianchi uses ton law to describe a potential replacement for criminal law since the former is
concerned primarily with ensuring that the victim of a certain act is compensated by the
perpetrator of that act. Kather than being centered on punishment, tort law is centred on
recompense. In order to move more quickiy towards the instantiation of such a system, critics

like Bianchi and Davis cal1 for, among other things, the decriminaiization of certain acts (such as
dmg possession), and an irnrnediate reworking of them into a different structure of comrnunity

reparation and resolution between the disputing parties. Important to remember, though, is that
prison abolitionists-as their self-identification implies-are hally not interested in prison

reform, but are calting for the complete eradication of the contemporary structures of criminal
law and pend servitude.
A system such as that discussed by Bianchi is also liable to problems concerning, for
example, the processes involved in choosing mediators and in inairing that they act fairiy. What
the abolitîonists seek to do which ment systems do not, however, is to emphaske
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communication not only as a way to derive 'Tacts" about a certain case, but also as a means of
defining the various relationships between people and the ways in which those relationships alter
and affect certain situations.' This understanding of social interaction as a dynarnic situation has

immediate echos with my project in that it does not dlow for sirnplistic or overly deterrninistic
solutions to panicular confiicts. Such a system-and the dynamic understanding of identity
involved with it-is perhaps doomed to feel unresolved, to be painfûl and expensive, but it
lessens the dangers of silencing some while positionhg others to make judgements. Relying on
sirnilar principles, abolitionist structures would allow us to listen to the person who is currently
imprisoned, not only to hear their cornplaints or justifications, but also to listen for how they
have negotiated the restraints of their own particular past, as a means of better understanding
other situations. in many current systems, prisonen are not allowed to vote, let alone let their
voices be heard in more active manners.' These structures could also allow more active roles

for the victims of crime, permithg them to be involved in the reparative process in a way that
the current dehumanizing legal system does not, thereby allowing for a more communityoriented system in which al1 involveci parties may have the opportunity to provide meaningful
input. A more open system may result in a feeling of a lack of closure, but perhaps that feeling
is a positive one if it would replace the c w m t assurance of the prison's fdure to do anything
but perpetuate itself The contribution I hope to have offered here is to provide an
understanding that the words of the pnsowrs need to be as actively listeneci to and interpreted

as those of any other ifwe are to try to understand the fùnctions of ow prîsons and societies.
Part of any answer must be to open a dynamic conversation-as opposed to one which is merely

superficial and effectively one-sided-with the people who have been silenced, who "cry out" for
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people to hear them fiom the "Cold Places'' in which they live, as Charles Culhane writes in his
poem, which 1 offer in lieu of my own closing statement5:
1 used to keep a lia of foreign prisons:

Lubyanka in Moscow, Ponolova in Spain,

California's Terminal Island,

exotic names of cold places.

And 1 thought: one day I'U make a poem

listing al1 the names

and conjure fiom their histories
hard mernories

of humans among stone.

I'm older now, the lists grow
the edges of paper curl up, turn brown.
The names stiil cry out
without voice
without ear to hear thern

and I can't remember what it was
1 was supposed to do
except live nearrr the fire.

Notes
1. For further discussions of the relationships between the university and the prison, see

Workploce:A JounwI for Acaakmic Labor (3.2). This issue was dedicated to the analysis of
the prison and its ideological and practical co~ectionsto a variety of social issues. Two
articles in particular address the relation between prisons and universities. H. Bmce Franklin's
essay, 'The Amencan Prison in the Culture Wars," details the economic and larger cultural
relationships in the past 40 years between the prison and university systems. Robert Gangi,
Vincent Schirafdi, and Jason Ziedenberg update the 1998 Justice Policy Institute report in their
article, 'Wew York State of Mind? Higher Education vs. Prison Funding in the Empire State,
1988-1998," analysing New York's concurrent slashing of the education budget and increasing

of the p h n budget. As Bruce Simon notes in his introduction to the issue, al1 of the essays
deal with the relationship between the academic and imprisoning institutions. Simon writes that
the

contributors refûsed to treat prisons and univenities simply as institutions
competing for state support in a conceptual vacuum. Instead, they repeatedly
pointed out the compiicity of academic disciplines and institutions in the
formation and development of the U.S.prison system and situated both prisons

and universities within a larger political economy. (paragraph 6)
2. For tiirther discussions of prison abdition, see, for example, Thomas Mathiesen, and

the essays collecteci by Bianchi and René van Swaanuigen.
3. This type of communication was the intention behind the Truth and Reconciliation

Commission in South Afnca, which dowed both the victims and perpeaators of raciai violence
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to discuss the past, in order to be able hopefully to come to communal forms ofunderstand'mg

and grieving. The commission was created, in the words of Dullah Omar,the former South
Afncan Minister of Justice, "as an exercise to enable South Afncans to come to tenns with their
past on a morally accepted basis and to advance the cause of reconciiiation" (qtd. fiom the
Tnith and Reconciliation Commission Home Page). The TRC website contains much
information about the program, including papers that debate its effectveness. Also see the

cBiscussionwith Alex Boraine and Breyten Bretenbach," in which Breytenbach and Boraine, a
CO-chairof the TRC, engage in a conversation about the Commission's role.
4. O'Connor cdls for a sirnilar engagement in her andysis of prkoners' self-

constructions in spoken narratives, writing that such narratives "indicate opportunjties for

dynamic interaction in the construction of new selves" (22). She lirnits this interaction to a fonn
of prisoner rehabilitation, noting that analysing prisoner7sspeech "could lead to locating, even
conaruaing, a more responsible self" (24)' and that 'Truitfbl uptake depends [. . .] upon
hearing the stories and reacting to them-validating or challenging, but nonetheless interacting
with the pnsoner, not isolating him from the potential for changed behaviour" (155). While this
statement seerns to ignore the possibility that the prisoner may have useful comments on how
others can change, O'Connor's nonetheiess valuable conclusions could be expanded to include

the recognition that such discussions can also Iead to reformations of the non-pnsoner, of the
society which the authors studied here critique.
5. Culhane's poem was uninen in 1984. Franklin offas a brief biography of the author

(Prison 290), which 1 summarize here. Culhane was convicted of felony murder in 1971, for bis

supposed participation in an escape atternpt during which another prisoner kiiied a deputy

sheriff. Mer two trials, Culhane was sentenced to be executed. His conviction was
overtumed, and he was subsequently found guiity in a third triai, despite having such people as
Ailen Ginsburg and William Buckley on his defence cornmittee. He was paroleû in 1992.
Cuihane is currently a lecturer in the American Studies department at the State University of
New York at Buffalo.
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